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This month's cover features what may well be the rarest mammal in North America - the

Black-footed ferret (Mustela nigripes). 1987 brought a glimmer of hope for the species

when a cooperative breeding venture between the USFWS and the State of Wyoming saw
the birth of two captive bred litters of young. Although one of the kits died, seven new
ferrets remain in good health to supplement the 18 adults that form the nucleus of the

breeding program. This success marks a long-awaited turn-around for the ferret

program, which had barely recovered from the twin disasters of sylvatic plague and
distemper that reduced the wild population in the area around Meeteetse, WY, from an
estimated high of 129 down to only a handful. That loss prompted a lastditch effort to

capture all remaining wild ferrets and accelerate the breeding effort in captivity. The
cover art was done by Cheryl Sweeney, an illustrator for Art for Environment's Sake,

Environmental Task Force, Washington, DC. Thanks, Cheryl!

Scoops
and

Scuttlebutt

ElephantJEnthttsiasts Seeks to Form Association

The participants in the Eight Annual Elephant workshop in North Carolina selected a

committee to look into the feasibility of forming an Association of Elephant Keepers,

handlers, trainers, researchers, and enthusiasts. A report and recommendations will be

presented at the Ninth Elephant Workshop to be held in November 1988 at Marine
World/Africa USA, Vallejo, CA. For further information contact: Charlie Gray,

African Lion Safari, R.R. #1, Cambridge, Ontario, Canada NIR 5S2 (519) 740-0364.

Nsk Legislative Advisor Named forAAZK

John Stoddard, a Senior Keeper of hoofstock/ungulates at the Brookfield Zoo has been
named Legislative Advisor for AAZK. John will be submitting material on legislative

and environmental issues for publication in AKF. Look for John's first column in this

month’s issue.

TrainingVideotape Project Has New Project Head

Judie Steenberg of Woodland Park Zoological Gardens assumed the position of Project

Head for the Keeper Training Videotape Project effective 1 January 1988. This project

was originally conceived and implemented by B. Wayne Buchanan of Woodland Park
and AAZK wishes to thank Wayne for his time, energy and commitment to making this

such a successful and useful project. Two tapes are currently available from the project:

"Keeper Safety: an attitude adjustment" and "An Introduction to Feeds and Feeding".

Other videotape programs are in the planing and production stages and will be

announced when they become available. This project is totally self-sustaining, the funds

generated fi’om the sale of the tapes is put back into production costs for new programs.

Reminder ofDates for 1988 AAZK National Conference

Members are reminded that the dates for the 1988 AAZK National Conference hosted by

the Tucson AAZK Chapter are September 11-15, 1988. The Tucson Chapter is busy

planning another GREAT conference so watch upcoming issues for AKF for details and

registration materials.
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Coming Events

The International Union for Conservation of Nature and Natural Resources (lUCN)

February 1-10, 1988 San Jose, Costa Rica

For more information contact: General Assembly Office, lUCN, Avenue du Mont-Blanc, CH-
1196 Gland, Switzerland,

Th.e,.1988 Crane Workshop

February 23-25, 1988 Central Florida

For more information contact: James Lewis, USFWS, P.O. Box 1306, Albuquerque, NM 87103.

First International Wildlife Ranching Symposium

May 16-21, 1988 La Cruces,NM

Symposium considering the conservation and economic impacts of wildlife ranching. For more
information contact: Raul Valdez, Professor Wildlife Science, College of Agriculture and

Home Economics, Dept, of Fishery and Wildlife Sciences, P.O. Box 30003, Campus Box 4901,

Las Cruces, NM 88003-003 (505) 646-1544.

The 5th World Conference on Breeding

Endangered Species in Captivity

October 9-12, 1988 Cincinnati, OH

For further information contact: Betsy Dresser, Director of Research, Cincinnati Zoo, 3400

Vine St, CincinnaH, OH 45220 (513) 281-4701.

1988 AAZPA Regional Conferences

AAZPA Western Regional - 6-8 March, 1988 - for more information contact: Charles Farwell,

Aquarist/Curator, Monterey Bay Aquarium, 886 Cannery Row, Monterey, CA 93940 (408) 649-

6466.

AAZPA Southern Regional-20-22 March, 1988 - for more information contact: Al Fontana,

Assistant Director, or Gordon Hubbell, DVM, Miami Metrozoo, 12400 S.W. 152 St., Miami, FL
33177(305)251-0401.

AAZPA Central Regional - 10-12 April, 1988 - For more information contact: Michael LaRue,

Assistant Director, Topeka Zoological Park, 635 Gage Blvd., Topeka, Ks 66606 (913) 272-5821.

(This is a great opportunity to visit AAZK National Headquarters!)

AAZPA Great Lakes Regional - 24-27 April, 1988 - for more information contact: David
Lonsdale, Assistant Director, John G. Shedd Aquarium, 1200 South Lake Shore Drive,

Chicago, IL 60605 (312) 939-2426.

AAZPA Northeastern Regional - 1-3 May, 1988 - for more information contact: Peter

Crowcroft, Director, Salisbury Zoological Park, Box 3163, Salisbury, MD 21801 (301) 548-3188.

9
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Births & Hatchings

Tulsa Zoo.».Notable Births and Hatchings from the Tulsa Zoo include 40 Green crested

basilisks from our 17th and 18th clutches, 2 Twistneck turtles which make our 5th and 6th

hatchings of these uncommon turtles; 11 Cascabel rattlesnakes, from our 3rd litter

(another uncommon event); 2 banded geckos from our pairs which had to be separated

earlier due to their prolific past; and 15 Arrow poison frogs - we have experienced

morphological difficulties in raising these, as other institutions have, but now seem to be

doing well with lots of eggs produced and tadpoles metamorphosing in good health.

Our 25-year-old female Siamang has given birth to her 9th offspring, and our Greater

kudu pair have recently given birth to a healthy son. Our Collared peccaries had twin

girls this summer who truly had to be the cutest baby animals of all time.

The Bird Dept, proudly announces the hatching of a male Grand eclectus parrot, a first for

our young female and a Golden conure chick. Our Golden conures were terribly

imprinted pets when they arrived at the zoo and have taken two years to even have the

inclination to breed. Their clutch consisted of three fertile eggs from which they

successfully raised one chick. We have high hopes for this pair as they have never

produced before and have proven to be very good parents, submitted by Janice Shores,

Keeper, Tulsa Zoological Park.

Greenville Zoo AAZK Chapter...renorts the following B&H: Mammals - 3.0 Squirrel

monkey (Saimiri scuireus) born 5/11/86, 7/21/86 and 8/7/87; 0.1 Ocelot {Felis pardalis)

born 6/17/87 (DNS); 1.0.1 Red-handed tamarin (Sanguinus m. midas) born 10/6/87 (1.0

DNS). Birds - 0.5.2 Fulvous tree duck (Dendrocygnus bicolor) hatched 9/17/87; 4.3 White-

faced tree duck {Dendrocygnus vidvata) hatched 715/87. Reptiles - 0.0.1 Tokay gecko

{Gecko gecko) 4/10/87, 0.0.2 Fat-tailed gecko {Hemitheconyx caudicinctus) 4/9/87 (0.0.1

DNS). submitted by Jami M. Steele, Chapter Liaison, Greenville Zoo AAZK Chapter,

Greenville, SC.

North Carolina Chapter AAZK...notable B&H for July-September 1987 include: a male
reticulated giraffe was born on 5 August. There was concern whether he could receive

proper maternal care due to the rejection by his mother of her first-born (this was her

second birth). She has since proven to be an excellent mother. A female gerenuk was
bom on 8 September. Three (0.0.3) Cape hunting dogs were born on 4 September but did not

survive.

On 2 August, one Troupial was hatched and on 3 August, two more were hatched. The
hatchings are thought to be the second in the U.S. for these rare African birds and give the

North Carolina Zoological Park the largest Troupial collection in the country.

Three Pied barbets were hatched (one on 3 August and two on 3 September), and is believed

to be the first hatched in the U.S. These hatchings also give the NCZP the largest

collection of these birds in the U.S. submitted by Lucy Segerson, Secretary, North
Carolina Chapter AAZK.

Burnet Park Zoo AAZK Chapter...reports their B&H from last spring and summer. As
we approached the first anniversary of our re-opening in August, the Burnet Park Zoo,

Syracuse, NY, was bustling with many births and hatchings. Our aviary, better known
as the Diversity of Birds complex, was the site of the successful brooding and raising of
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Births and Hatchings. Continued

five Burrowing owls which were first seen out of the burrow in late May. Just a month
later four Blue-crowned motmots emerged from their nest in the ground. At the same
time, our pair of Red and white crakes laid two eggs. When the chicks hatched they and
their parents were taken off exhibit until the chicks were large enough to live safely with

the other birds. Our Ringed teal in the same exhibit area successfully produced eggs

which were artificially incubated. And some of our eleven Greater prairie chicken

chicks got to be guests on Captain Kangaroo in mid-August!

The Reptile and Amphibian Dept, was surprised and delighted to find sixteen Giant
African millipede babies in the insect exhibit when keepers broke it down for

renovations. As part of a reintroduction research project, four wild-caught gravid female

Spotted turtles were brought to the zoo to lay a total of 20 eggs. The eggs were successfully

incubated and the young are on exhibit. The adult females were returned to the wild.

The Small Mammal Dept.'s pair of Siamangs had their first baby, a female born in

August. Within the same week our Blue duikers produced a female also. This was our

adult female's second birth at our zoo and our adult male's first offspring born at our zoo.

And breeding conditions must have been made right in our newly renovated Japanese
macaque exhibit for our first birth occurred in July. Our five-month-old hand-raised

Egyptian fruit bat is now being introduced to one adult female and will soon join the

exhibit group.

Finally, our Wild North area saw increases in their hoofstock collections with 1.1

Bighorn sheep, 2.1 Reindeer and 0.1 Mountain goat. We also had one of our Mountain
goats give birth in September which is 3-4 months later than normal. Even though the

baby was a late birth, it was premature and died due to complications related to its

prematurity. submitted by Krista Boyd Larrow, Secretary, Burnet Park Zoo AAZK
Chapter, Syracuse, NY.

Tampa/Busch Gardens ...reDorts the birth of 2.2 Addra gazelle, 2.2 Dorcas gazelle, 6.6

Impala, 1.0 Muntjac, 3.0 Scimitar-horned oryx, 1.1 Cape buffalo, 0.2 Springbok, 1.1

Grant's gazelle and 0.1 Nyala. Hatchings include: 0.0.1 Red-crested touraco, 0.0.11 Sun
conure, 0.0.2 Scarlet ibis, 0.0.2 Jandaya conure, 0.0.1 Triangular spotted pigeon and 0.0.1

Yellow-streaked x Green-naped lorikeet. submitted by Mary Bisenacher, Animal
Records, Busch Gardens, Tampa, FL.

Sri Chamaraiendra Zoological Gardens. Mysore. India»..Pundareeka Rao, an Indian

keeper sponsored by the Zoo Atlanta Chapter reports the following births at his institution:

0.0.2 Black buck {Antilope cervicopra), 0.0.2 Fallow deer {Dama dama), 1.0 Rhesus

monkey (Macaca mulatto), 0.1 Black rhinoceros {Diceros bicornis), 0.0.2 Slender loris

{Loris tardigradus), 0.0.1 Indian gazelle {Gazella gazella), 1.1 Bengal tiger {Panthera

tigris), 0.0.2 Jungle cat {Felis chaus), and 1.0 Lemur {Fulvus fulvus). Hatchings

included: 0.0.2 Sarus crane {Antigone antigone) and 0.0.2 Jacobean pigeon (family

Columbidae).

Henry Doorlv Zoo...Notable births at the Omaha Henry Doorly Zoo from 1 September

through 30 November 1987 are as follows. 29 November brought a first to our zoo with the

birth of triplets to our polar bear "Olga" {Ursus maritimus). To date mother and cubs are

doing fine. They will remain in their isolation den until spring at which time the sex of

the cubs will be determined. "Olga" was wild-caught in 1965 and has produced 15

offspring since 1972.

Another first for the Omaha Zoo was the birth of twin (1.1) Saddle-back tamarins

{Sangiunus fusicollis) on 10 September. Unfortunately the female died on 7 December.

Hoofstock births include 0.3.1 Nile lechwe {Kobus megaceros) [0.1 stillborn], 1.0 Alpaca

{Lama glama pacos), 3.2 Llama {Lama glama), 1.0 Scimitar-horned oryx {Oryx

dammah) [DNS], 0.0.1 Reeves muntjac {Muntiacus reevisi) and 0.0.1 Maxwell duiker

{Cephalophus maxwelli). Other births include: 1.0 Mandrill baboon {Papio sphinx), 0.1
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Births and Hatchings. Continued

Celebes ape (Macaca nigra), 0.0.1 White-fronted capuchin (Cebus albifrons), 0.0.1 Short-

tailed leaf-nosed fruit bat (Carollia perspicillata) and 0.0.1 Squirrel monkey {Saimuri

sciureus). submitted by Carla Wieser, Cat Keeper, Henry Doorly Zoo, Omaha, NE.

Audubon Park & Zoological Garden...For the most part, Fall has been a quiet season.

However, the hoofstock section is happy to announce the birth of 1.1 Sable antelope

(Hippitragus niger), 1.0 Waterbuck (Kobus ellipsiprymnus) and 0.1 Gemsbok {Oryx

gazella). The Children's Zoo hedgehogs (Erinaceus albiventris) are still going strong

with 0.0.5 bom this fall. Of note in the bird department is the hatching of 0.0.2 Eclectus

parrots {Eclectus roratus). submitted by Carolyn Kennedy, Chapter Liaison, Audubon
Park AAZK Chapter, New Orleans, LA.

Boston Metro Parks AA2nK...Notable births and hatchings at Franklin Park and Stone

Memorial Zoos during 1987 included: 3.0 Addax (1.0 DNS), 0.1 Sable antelope, 2.3

Formosan sika deer (1.0 DNS), 2.0 Black and white colobus monkey (1.0 DNS), 0.1 Bongo
antelope, 2.3 Grand eclectus parrot, 0.0.1 Kookaburra, 0.0.2 White-headed buffalo

weavers, and 0.0.2 Schalow's touraco (1 DNS). submitted by Tom Aversa, Chapter

Liaison, Boston Metro Parks AAZK Chapter, Boston, MA.

Columbus Zoo AAZK Chapter...Rare tortoise and turtle hatchings, a polar bear cub, and

yet another gorilla birth highlight the Columbus Zoo's births and hatchings for October

and November 1987.

Our Reptile Dept, hatched a pancake tortoise on 1 October that DNS, and is currently

incubating another female's egg. The first egg was potted in 65g of water and lOOg of

vermiculite; it cracked at one month but continued to develop. The egg, which was laid on

19 March 1987, hatched prematurely and the youngster survived until 2 December. The
egg that is incubating also cracked at one month but continued to develop. It also is potted

in 65g of water and lOOg of vermiculite. Our pancake tortoise exhibit consists of rockwork

and coarse sand; the temperature ranges from 28°-32°C. There is usually one egg per

clutch but sometimes there are two. Two or three days prior to laying, they will dig false

nests; as soon as this is observed, the reptile staff moistens the sand in an 18" x 12" x 3"

area. During the approximately five and a half month incubation, the eggs are kept at a

minimum temperature of 27°C. The adult pancake tortoises are fed a diet of produce

(kale, endive, sweet potatoes, carrots, apples, oranges, lettuce, celery, bananas) and
cmshed trout chow, with oyster shells and Vionate® supplement offered every other day.

In November, a Texas map turtle was hatched that is a first time for this species at our zoo.

Another egg is close to hatching. We obtained 4.4 specimens of Texas map turtle this past

year. Their exhibit contains a four-foot deep pool with rockwork that supports a sand pit

about 12" deep for basking and nesting. A heat lamp is located about 18" above this sand

pit which is kept moist. The map turtles share their exhibit with three other species of

turtles. Their diet consists of produce, trout chow, smelt, meat, crushed snails,

mealworms, and occasionally, live goldfish. Their eggs are incubated in equal weights

of water and vermiculite.

Our prolific gorilla collection has done it again! "Pongi", a female lowland gorilla on

breeding loan from the Birmingham Zoo, delivered a male, "Colbridge", on 8 October

1987. This brings our gorilla collection up to 15 animals. The sire, "Oscar", and
"Sylvia", a female on breeding loan from the Baltimore Zoo, were in the same enclosure

with "Pongi" when she delivered. They are fascinated with the infant and "Pongi" has
permitted them to touch him, "Pongi" continues to display excellent maternal care. In a

tragic twist of irony, "Bridgette", on breeding loan from the Henry Doorly Zoo and the

dam of eight offspring, died the same day "Colbridge" was bom. (The name Colbridge is

a combination of Columbus and Bridgette). She was raising her 14-month-old male
offspring, "Fossey", at the time of her death. However, "Fossey's" father, 30-year-old

"Bongo" has taken up the task of rearing him and both appear to have adjusted very well
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Births and Hatchings. Continued

The bear keepers made a joyous discovery the morning of 23 November when they saw a

newborn 0.0.1 polar bear on the TV monitor hooked up to the maternity den. Both the

mother, "Zero", and the sire, "Snowball", came from Holland to Columbus in 1966 and
both are estimated to be 22 years old. The zoo's records indicate "Zero" has had nine cubs,

and if this one lives, that will make four that have survived. The zoo also received a new
female, "EX", from Churchill, Manitoba, Canada on 8 May, 1987. She was one of the

infamous garbage raiding bears of Churchill that have become a nuisance and a danger

to the town's human residents. If the Colubmus Zoo had not taken her, she was due to be

exterminated. In fact, her name, "EX", comes from these letters spray-painted on her

side, indicating that she was to be killed. "EX" is estimated to be 17 years old and she has

raised young in the wild. The Columbus Zoo will try to breed her this coming spring.

Other notable births include 0.0.2 Common marmosets and 8.4 Vietnamese pot-bellied

pigs born in October. A 1.0 Reeves' muntjac was born on 25 November and is notable

because this is the first one born in our mixed species display with Axis deer, Blackbuck

antelope, and Sarus cranes. We were concerned about harassment from the cranes in

particular, but the infant continues to use a small shelter keepers built for the muntjac

and is doing fine, submitted by Carl Gyarmaty, Secretary, Columbus Zoo AAZK Chapter,

Columbus, OH.

Assiniboine Park Zoo (Winnipeg, Canada)...Our chapter reports some of the births and
hatchings during the period August through 10 December 1987. Mammals included: 2

Parma wallaby, 1 Irkutsk lynx (DNS), 3.2 Llama (0.1 DNS), 1.0 Egyptian fruit bat

(stillborn), 1.0 Spectacled langur, 1 Lion-tailed macaque, 0.1 Alpaca and 1.0 Barbary
macaque. Also on 10 November 1987, the bear keepers were delighted to hear sounds

coming from our female polar bear "Debbie's" den. Debbie, who is now 22 years old, was
thought not to be pregnant because of her behavior of not wanting to den up as she has in

past years. The cubs (exact number not known, but two for sure) were heard for three

days, but sounds stopped on the fourth day. After coaxing Debbie out of the den with food it

was discovered that the cubs had died and she had eaten them. Our hatchings included: 2

Jobi Island dove, 1 Spur-winged plover and 1 Scarlet ibis, submitted by Bob Debets,

Chapter Liaison, Assiniboine AAZK Chapter.

Available for sale from AAZK National Conference ’87

Patches - with the conference logo. These patches are a limited
edition, dark brown with gold design. We only have a few left.

Available for $4.00 each.

Group Photographs - taken during the National Conference at the
Milwaukee County Zoo. This photograph features all conference
delegates. Size is 3 1/2" x 5". (Larger sizes available on a special

order). Cost is $1.00 each.

Send pajrment with the following information: Name, address, City/State, Zip Code.

Number of patches at $4.00 each

Number of photos at $1.00 each

TOTAL $

Send to: AAZK Milwaukee Chapter, Milwaukee Counmty Zoo, 10001 W. Bluemound
Rd., Milwaukee, WI 53226. SEE YOU IN TUCSON!!!
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Quality exotic

animal diets

C Til Nutritionally
1 tCUJM Fixed formula

balanced
formulation • Economical

When you need a complete line of

high-quality diy and frozen

animal diets for your feeding

program, call Animal Spectrum.

NEBRASKA BRAND

S \

SPECTRUM

BROOD-RITE
HEATERS

Frozen feline diets

Frozen bird of prey diets

Frozen canine diet

Chunk and chopped horsemeat,

hearts, livers, rib, shank, and

knuckle bones

The original gluten-free primate diets.

Banana flavored primate, 15% protein

Banana flavored primate, Pro-Plus 25% protein

Omnivore dry

Polar Bear dry

Ratite dry

Hoofstock supplement, with Selenium

Bulbless heaters—nothing to break.

Safe around all animals and

bedding material.

Even heat distribution in 240, 500,

or 750 wattages.

One call does It all

1 -800-228-4005
In Nebraska, call collect 402/488-6492

Animal Spectrum, Inc.

Box 6307

Lincoln, NE 68506-0307

Watch this space for what's new for zoos!



Legislative Outlook

Submitted by John S. Stoddard
AAZK Legislative Advisor

I^ent Legfislation

The Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS) recently implemented regulations governing the

humane and healthful transport of birds and mammals to the United States. (Similar

rules covering transport of fish, reptiles, amphibians, and invertebrates will be developed

at a later date.)

While transport of animals is regulated for economic or medical reasons, legislation

requiring that such transport be done in a humane manner with regard to the animals
themselves has been lacking. The Animal Welfare Act (AWA) does establish some
regulations for humane transport of wildlife within the U.S., but transport standards for

shipments into this country have been primarily up to two international groups: the

International Air Transport Association (lATA), and the Convention on International

Trade in Endangered Species (CITES). The recommendations that these groups make,
however, are merely advisory and do not have the force of law.

To correct this, the 1981 Amendment to the Lacey Act called for the establishment of

regulatory requirements for the humane and healthful transport of wild animals and
birds and assigned responsibility and authority for creating such requirements to the

Secretary of the Interior. (Of which FWS is a branch.)

On 28 Mar. 1982 a public meeting was held in Washington D.C. to hear public comment
regarding the proposed rules. Thirty-one people attended the meeting, representing the

zoo community, the animal transport industry, organizations concerned with the humane
treatment of wild animals, and several Federal agencies. The results of the meeting
were summarized in the Federal Register (47 FR 28432) and comments and proposals

were solicited. According to the Register the comments fell into three main categories.

The humane groups preferred very strict legislation, the carriers and shippers felt that the

existing standards were adequate and no additional legislation was necessary, and
representatives of zoological institutions, the pet industry, and importers, while

supporting the legislation, were concerned that overly strict regulations might cause some
carriers to discontinue the shipment of live animals.

Rather than developing a completely new set of guidelines, the FWS based its legislation

on the three existing bodies of regulations with which shippers and importers were
already familiar: those sections of the AWA that are concerned with humane transport of

mammals, the “Guidelines for Preparation of Live Wild Animals and Plants” from

CITES, and the “Live Animals Regulations” of lATA. The FWS hopes that by integrating

the existing regulations it can satisfy the mandate of the Lacey Act Amendment to

promote the humane and healthful transport of wildlife while minimizing the negative

effects such legislation will have on carriers and importers. The guidelines also draw on

those developed by the Interagency Primate Steering Committee, a group of scientists

under the aegis of the U.S. National Institutes of Health concerned with maintenance of

nonhuman primates in captivity.

On 4 Dec. 1985 the FWS published the proposed rules in the Federal Register and set a 60

day period for interested parties to submit comments. Comments were received from

private individuals, the pet industry, private mammal and bird breeders, the zoo

community, environmental agencies, government agencies, and veterinarians, (For a

breakdown of the number of comments from the various groups and the FWS responses,

see the 10 Nov, 1987 Federal Register: 52 FR 43274-43287.) The comment period expired on
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Legislative Outlook. Continued

3 Feb. 1986 and the proposal, after modifications to take into account the comments, was
adopted as a final rule.

Publication in the Federal Register (on 10 Nov. 1987) makes the rules official although

there is a 90 day grace period after publication before the final rule becomes effective in

order to allow affected parties time to make any needed changes. The guidelines will

become effective, with the force of law, on 8 Feb. 1988.

> From Federal Register^ 10 Nov. 1987

Recently, 24 nations signed an international treaty to reduce the world use of

chloroflourocarbons (CFCs). CFCs are believed to be a primary culprit in the long-term

destruction of the Earth’s vital ozone layer.

These 24 nations represent nearly 70% of worldwide CFG use. The treaty calls for CFG
use to be cut back to 1986 levels by 1989 and reduced by an additional 50% by 1999.

Loopholes allow developing countries to continue to increase GFG use for ten years, and
allow the USSR to freeze at 1990 levels.

While experts agree that GFG use could continue to increase worldwide under the treaty,

(as much as 50% by 1999 by some estimates), it is hoped that it will provide incentives for

development of safer alternatives so that eventually GFG use may be phased out

altogether.

> From National Wildlife, Dec.-Jan. 1988

Pending Legislation

H.R. 3010 — Tropical Forest Act of 1987
(A companion bill is S. 1538 in the Senate)

This bill calls for increased U.S. participation in research, consultation, and assistance

to determine which tropical forests and wetlands are suitable to be set aside as reserves for

research, tourism, indigenous people, and other nonconsumptive uses. In addition, the

bill authorizes the U.S. Executive Director of the International Bank for Reconstruction

and Development (World Bank) to set up pilot programs whereby countries having such

lands can receive loans to establish and manage reserves. At the end of three years the

pilot programs will be individually evaluated to determine their permanent status.

H.R. 3412 — Amusement Park Safety Act

This bill would expand the authority of the Gonsumer Products Safety Gommission
(GPSG) to inspect permanent amusement park rides and order repairs if necessary.
Gurrently the GPSG only has authority over amusement rides in traveling circuses or

carnivals. This bill, therefore, may eventually affect zoos that have amusement rides,

and might even affect narrated tours (trains, trams, monorails, etc.)

> From AAZPA Legislation Committee

Future Legislation

On 30 Sep. 1988, the authorization for the Marine Mammal Protection Act (MMPA)
expires. AAZPA is looking to correct several problems in the Act during the

reauthorization process.

Gurrently, protected species may only be imported for scientific research purposes. It is
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Legislative Outlook. Continued

hoped that the language can be changed to allow protected species to be imported for the

additional purpose of “enhancing the propagation or survival of the affected species or

population stocks.”

Also, currently the Act bars the importation of marine mammals that are pregnant,

nursing, or Iggg than gight mpnths pf age at thg time..„Q,

f

lak ing. This prevents the

importation of polar bear cubs that are often found by the Canadian Wildlife Service that

they are interested in placing in U.S. zoos. AAZPA hopes to implement methods whereby
AAZPA institutions could import legitimately orphaned marine mammal infants.

> From AAZPA Legislation Committee

The exotic animal community is working on a Model for State Regulations Pertaining to

Captive Wild and Exotic Animals. This model would develop consistent guidelines at the

state level concerning interstate movement, sale, possession, exhibition, and release of

captive wild and exotic animals.

The intent of the model is: “1) To prevent the introduction of any disease or parasite

harmful to humans, domestic livestock and poultry, native wildlife, or captive wild and
exotic animals; 2) To ensure the physical safety of humans; 3) To prevent the escape or

release of an animal injurious to or competitive with agricultural, horticultural, forestry,

native wildlife, and other natural resource interests; 4) To prevent the mistreatment of

said animals; and 5) To control the removal and use of native wild animals taken from
the public domain.”

This model is still at the comment stage. After comments have been received and
integrated, a final draft will be released that will serve as a model for states to use in

enacting exotic and pest animal control legislation.

> From draft copyprovided byAAZPA Legislation Committee

Information Please

Does anyone know the whereabouts of a captive colony of Golden Mice (Peromyscus
nuttali)? We would like to exhibit the species here but have been unsuccessful in locating

specimens, either wild or captive. Any information would be appreciated. Please contact:

Rick Passaro, Zoology Curator, Virginia Living Museum, 525 J. Clyde Morris Blvd.,

Newport News, VA 23601 (804) 595-1900.

The Central Florida Zoological Park is seeking any information on melengestrol

implants used in small felids, particularly Servals (Felis serval). Any information

received will be greatly appreciated. Send information to: Liz Harmon, Senior Feline

Keeper, Central Florida Zoological Park, P.O. Box 309, Lake Monroe, FL 32747.

Anyone who has information on polar bear (Ursus maritimus) multiple births of 3 or

more cubs at their zoo, I would be interested in any history on them. Did they live till

adulthood, were they rejected by their mother, etc.? Send any information to: Carla

Wieser, c/o Henry Doorly Zoo, Deer Park Blvd. and 10th St., Omaha, NE 68107.



Single Parenting In The
Cotton-Top Tamarin

By
Karen L. Anderson, Keeper

Mammal Department
Brookfield Zoo, Brookfield, IL

Cotton-top tamarins (Saguinus oedipus) live in

extended family groups as do most other members of the

Callitrichidae family. In any given group, the

breeding male and female both participate in raising

the young. The male will carry the infants the

majority of the time commencing on the day of birth.

The female will typically only carry the infants

during nursing. Any offspring still present from
previous births will eventually help in raising the

infants. It appears to be important for these offspring to

observe a birth and participate in raising the young in

order to develop proper behavior to be successful

parents.

In the small mammal house at Brookfield, a group of cotton-top tamarins is exhibited in

the diurnal section of the building. The glass-fronted cage is 4.5 ft. wide by 6.5 ft. high by

8.5 ft. deep. Bark chips are used for the floor substrate and various tree branches and logs

are provided. Also provided is a two section hanging nest box. The cage is serviced from

the front through a sliding glass door. The cage is entered twice daily - once in the

morning for cleaning and feeding and once in the afternoon for a second feeding.

Artificial lighting is used with nine hours of light and fifteen hours of dark. A heat lamp
is provided during cool nights and all day during the late fall, winter and early spring.

The breeding male was bom on 31 March, 1979, The breeding female was acquired as an

adult from a research tamarin colony in November of 1984 with essentially no

information on her past breeding history. The female received an injury to her right

hand while at Brookfield resulting in permanent nerve damage. The injury prevents

her from moving as freely about the cage as an uninjured tamarin. The pair was put on

exhibit in the small mammal building in January 1986. Copulation was observed by
keepers in the zoo's marmoset colony where the pair was housed prior to being transferred

to the small mammal building. The female gave birth to twins on 3 June, 1986, but both

were stillborn. No breeding behavior was observed since this date, but on 23 December,

1986, twin males were born. The adult male was observed attempting to carry the infants

later that day. However, the female was reluctant to give them up to him. After a week,

the male was observed carrying both infants the majority of the day. After about 45 days,

the twins were on their own, eating solid food directly from the food pan.

In May 1987, four and a half months after the previous birth, it was obvious the female was
pregnant again (gestation is approximately 150-160 days). On 9 June, the breeding male
was discovered dead in the nestbox. The death was sudden and totally unexpected as the

male had shown no unusual behavior prior to the death. Necropsy results showed the
cause of death to be a viral infection. This left the female alone with the two juvenile
males.

On 12 June, the female gave birth to triplets. The occurrence of triplets is very low in this

species, typically twins are born. All three infants were clinging to the female. The two
juveniles were very interested in the infants but made no attempts to carry them during
the first day. By the second day, the juveniles were observed carrying the infants for short
periods. They were uncomfortable with the infants clinging to them and would leap from
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Single Parenting in Cotton-Top Tamarins. Continued

branch to branch resulting in the infants falling off. When this occurred, the female

would retrieve the infant from the floor of the cage. On a few occasions, keepers found it

necessary to retrieve the infant and place it back on the mother partially due to the

female's inability to easily move about with her disabled hand.

On the third day, one of the triplets was somewhat weaker than the others and dropped to

the floor of the cage. Keepers attempted to place the infant on the female but she rejected the

baby. This baby was removed from the cage for hand-raising, but died the following

morning. The cause of death was inconclusive. The remaining two infants were now
being carried more frequently by the juveniles, with one juvenile in particular being

more comfortable with the infants. By the 7th day after birth, both juveniles were
comfortable carrying the infants, relieving the female of them except for nursing.

Approximately 45 days after birth, the infants were observed eating solid food from the

juveniles and directly from the pan. On the first of September, both infants were observed

spending time off of both juveniles and the female. Currently, they are spending time

climbing the branches and will eat almost exclusively from the food pan.

This female cotton-top tamarin was able to successfully raise twins without the presence

of the male and despite her hand injury. The presence of the two male juveniles obviously

lessened the task of raising the infants, but it is felt she would have been successful

without their help.

IF YOU COULD COUNT ON UNIFORMITY
In diet ingredients, there would be no need for laboratory analysis.

But in the real world, you need complete, accurate information

about variable ingredients to formulate sound, nutritious diets.

A & L Mid West Laboratories provides complete nutritional analysis of:

• FORAGES • PROTEIN
• GRAINS • VITAMINS
• MINERALS • TRACE ELEMENTS
• NUTRITIONIST AND MICROBIOLOGIST ON STAFF

Call or write for information and free sample shipping materials

A & L MID WEST LABORATORIES, INC.
13611 B STREET
OMAHA, NE 68144
(402) 334-7770

FAX (402)334-9121)
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Chapter
News

Greenville ZooAAZK Chapter

The Greenville Chapter is concentrating

on keeper training through videotapes and
talks by individual keepers on the animals

they care for. Most recently our vice

president, Janie Raxter, and I spoke on our

exciting trip to the Elephant Management
Workshop in Greensboro, NC.

We are also working on a pamphlet about

the dangers of owning exotic animals as

pets. There is a lot of interest in owning
exotics in this area and we thought the

pamphlet would help to discourage the

people who asked us about this.

Another upcoming project we are working

on is a program about zookeeping. We will

be presenting this program to a local

community center as a fund-raiser. There

is interest in having our chapter give

programs on a regular basis to the center.

Needless to say we are excited about this

prospect since there is so much to educate

people about our profession.

On a final note. Bob Curl has resigned as

our Chapter’s treasurer and Kelly Lazarus

will be stepping into this position.

-Jami M. Steele, Chapter Liaison

National Zoological Park Chanter

The NZP Chapter is reactivating and has

elected the following members as officers:

Co-Presidents Eric Krussman and
Sally Hunt

Secretary/Treasurer. . . . .Melba Brown
Chapter Liaison... ..Frank Kohn

North Carolina ChapterAAZK

The last four months have been busy at the

North Carolina Chapter. In August,
members at the Duke Primate Center held a

bake sale in Durham and members at the

Natural Science Center in Greensboro held

one in Greensboro. In October, members
sold crafts and baked goods at the Fall

Festival, an annual event in Asheboro.

A Chapter logo was adopted at the October
meeting. Three different animal
representing each participating institution

are included on the logo (giraffe from N.C.

Zoological Park; Sifaka from Duke
Primate Center; Pileated Woodpecker
from the Natural Science Center of

Greensboro.)

Our President, Chris Garland, accepted the

Regional Coordinator position for the states

of NC, SC, TN and W. Va. He attended the

AAZK National Conference in Milwaukee
and a post-conference trip to Chicago. He
took many wonderful slides and presented

them at the chapter’s October meeting.

-Lucy Segerson, Secretary

Zoo Atlanta ChanterAAZK

During the month of October Zoo Atlanta

AAZK had several speakers at our
Seminars in Biology. Sue Barnard gave a

presentation on bats. Sue is lead keeper of

the Reptile Dept, at Zoo Atlanta and also

serves on the National AAZK Board.

Marine mammal keeper Rod Gonzalez
gave a presentation on killer whale biology

and his recent four-week research trip to

the northwest.

Andy Lodge, pachyderm keeper at the

Columbus Zoo, gave a presentation on the

plight of the Black Rhino and the work
being done at the Ngare Sergoi Sanctuary

project in Kenya. Zoo Atlanta AAZK
presented Andy with a check for $200 for the

sanctuary. Andy gave an excellent

presentation and Zoo Atlanta AAZK urges

all other chapters who are interested to

consider inviting Andy to come to their zoo

to give his presentation on this most
interesting and worthwhile project.

This year Zoo Atlanta AAZK made $250
from our successful Halloween "Haunted
House"!

Lastly, we are proud to announce that

"Panda mania" will be coming to Zoo

Atlanta! Zoo Atlanta will receive a young
pair of Giant Panda (1.1) from the Peoples

Republic of China in September 1988 for a 3-

6 month long exhibition. Counsel General

Ni Yaoli, and Dr. Li Yang Wen, Director

of the Beijing Zoo, recently visited Zoo

Atlanta. -Tim Kurkowski, Chapter Liaison
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Chapter News. Continued
BrpQkfigiq Z99 Chapter

Appalachian AAZK Chapter
(located at Mill Mt. Zoo, Roanoke, VA)

The zoo held its annual auction in August
of this year. For the first time it was the

responsibility of the chapter members to

coordinate this event. The auction raised a

total of $1011.26, which was spht between the

zoo and our chapter.

Members of the AAZK Chapter gave
programs throughout the season in our

amphitheatre to help educate the public on

different species native to our area and
other species from around the world. We
reached approximately 1 500 people through

these programs. Topics were: Mammals-
a closer look. Birds of Prey, Exotics as Pets

and Reptiles of the World.

A new annual event, "AAZK Day" was
created. Its purpose is to make people more
aware of our chapter and the organizations

it is trying to work with and support such as

the World Wildlife Fund. On AAZK Day
we sold stickers and crafts and had
bakesale items which our members made.
Programs and tours were given to our

visitors.

The Appalachian Chapter will soon begin

selling transparent car decals. We will

contact AKF to let everyone know when our

sales will begin.

With the funds raised this past summer the

chapter purchased a slide projector and
screen for the zoo. We hope to contribute to

funds such as the one for golden lion

tamarins.

Our winter activities include educational

speaker nights - "Armchair Safari"

presented monthly to the public from
November through March. Topics include:

Galapagos, by Frank Kohn of National

Zoo; Africa, Alaska and others. For these

speaker nights we have acquired an
auditorium at Virginia Western
Community College. We would love to see

some fellow AAZK members there.

—Beth Hartsel, Chapter Secretary

Our chapter has undergone many changes
in the past several months. To begin with

we have four new officers. They are:

Co-Presidents Michele Burbridge and
Colleen Kinzley

Vice. Pres Dave Thornton
Chapter Liaison.. ...Joan Daniels

Other projects we've been working on are

the Speakers Bureau (keepers giving

presentations at schools, community
meetings, etc.), guest speakers at our
monthly meetings. Our sustaining
fundraiser has been the aluminum
recycling project in which we just hit the

$1,000 mark. Many people from Brookfield

participated in the 1987 National
Conference. We also had a lot of

participation in the zoo tours and luncheon

at Brookfield for the post-conference tour.

Future plans include sponsoring a foreign

keeper, contributing to local and
international conservation projects, and
examining ways of reaching more people

regarding recycling.

-Colleen Kinzley, Co -Pres.

Assiniboine ParkAAZK Chapter

The chapter's most recent speakers at

monthly meetings included Barb Haffner

(chapter member) who gave a talk/slide

presentation about the behavioral workshop

she attended in Seattle during July. The
chapter paid Barb's registration fee.

Director of Development and Zoological

Society of Manitoba Board Member
Hendrik Herfst gave a talk on the new
Kinsmen Discovery Centre which is to

replace our old Children's Zoo - Aunt
Sally's Farm.

The chapter has also decided to participate

in the keeper sponsorship program by
adopting one keeper from the Zoo Outreach

Organization in India. The chapter is also

currently designing a portable display

about AAZK and the local zoo and chapter.

This will be used at the various functions

which the chapter participates in, such as

National Wildlife Week.
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I

We are also planning another "Wildlife

Art Raffle" which has proven to be a very

successful event over the past years in

securing funds for various chapter

projects.

Finally, the chapter has also donated $100

towards the production of handouts for the

general public which will be made
available during National Wildlife

Week.
—Boh Debets, Chapter Liaison

Tulsa Zoo AAZK Chapter

Newly elected officers of the Tulsa Zoo
AAZK Chapter are:

President Linda Putnam
Vice Pres.. ...Paul Louderback
Treasurer Karen Dunn
Secretary Janice Shores

JUMPING A GUARDRAIL?

Submitted by Karen Bongratz, Chapter Liaison
Tucson AAZK Chapter

The Tucson Chapter has been busy planning for the 14th National Conference. The local

Zoological Society had their annual picnic in October and we jumped at the opportunity to

have a 'dry run' of our zoolympics events. Twenty society members and guests

participated and did surprisingly well - for a bunch of amateurs. The events included two

relays; one preparing and distributing a flamingo diet over a tennis net guardrail and
across a waterhole; the second involved carrying a variety of tools and collecting eggs

while maneuvering through the obstacle course. Other events required speed and skill in

netting birds, raking golf balls, roping rodeo style and accuracy with a blow dart. It

proved to be a success and everyone had a good time. This will be the best zoolympics ever!
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Arboreal Activity in a Captive Giant Anteater
(Myrmecophaga tridactyla)

Richard G. Rummeh Assistant Curator
Jackson Zoological Park

Jackson, MS

It is generally believed that of the four extant species of vermilinguas, the giant anteater
(Myrmecophaga tridactyla ) is the least arboreal and, in fact, almost entirely

terrestrial (Divers 1986, Nowak and Paradiso 1983, Taylor 1985, Vaughn 1978). While
this is certainly an accurate assumption, a review of the available literature reveals

scattered observations of the climbing ability of this species.

Tate (1931) mentions the existence of a "a photograph of one halfway up the trunk of a
palm tree, whither it had been driven by dogs". Unfortunately, for the zoological

record, Tate gives no indication of the height to which the animal had retreated.

The adeptness of M. tridactyla at climbing out of zoo enclosures at Sao Leopoldo Zoo,
Brazil is referred to by Widholzer and Voss (1978), however, the authors do not
elaborate nor do they identify the material composition of the enclosure walls which
the animals are capable of ascending, only stating that the enclosure is covered in

wiremesh to prevent escape.

In field studies conducted on the giant anteater in Serra da Canastra National Park,
Brazil in 1978, Shaw et. al. (1985), on two occasions, obtained evidence of the arboreal

activity of M. tridactyla. In the first observation, the authors reported a small
(presumably immature) animal interrupt its terrestrial foraging activity and climb
approximately 3m up the vertical trunk of a small tree measuring 30 cm DBH
(diameter at breast height). It remained at that height for about one minute, then
descended, posterior end first, and resumed feeding.

On the second occasion, an anteater paused to scratch the bark of a small tree.

Examination of two horizontal limbs at the height of Im revealed earlier claw marks
that were attributed to a giant anteater. It is not clear from the account, and perhaps to

the observers, whether the claw marks were made by an animal actually in the tree or

in a bipedal stance on the ground.

The purpose of this paper is to report the routine arboreal activity of a captive female
giant anteater at Jackson Zoological Park, Jackson, MS.

In October 1983, the Jackson Zoo received a pair of giant anteaters that had been wild-

caught in January 1980. From October 1983 through November 1986, the two animals
were housed in the zoo's Animal Hospital where, during the time, they successfully

bred and produced healthy offspring on three occasions. In mid-December 1986, they
were transferred to an exhibit yard with an adjoining heated holding house.

The exhibit is a naturally landscaped yard measuring 19.8m x 12.2m with a 2.1m x
4,3m pool 25cm deep at one end of the yard. Three small ornamental trees are

contained within cylindrical concrete planters and a winged elm (Ulmus Alata) tree

measuring 43cm DBH grows unprotected near one comer of the yard. A 1.8m high

gunite wall, the top 10cm of which curves inward, encloses the yard.

On the afternoon of 6 August 1987, the keeper in charge of the anteaters reported that
the female was missing from the exhibit. A thorough search of the e^ibit yard,
holding house, and the immediate surrounding area confirmed his report. After
conferring momentarily on her possible escape route, plans were made to expand the
search area. As the assembled staff was preparing to depart the exhibit yard, the zoo's

veterinary technician looked up into the unprotected winged elm tree and discovered
the "missing" anteater resting peacefully in a fork of the tree at a height of 6.0m.
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Arboreal Activity in a Captive Giant Anteater. Continued

It was initially thought that the animal had possibly been frightened and had
ascended the tree in a flight response, however, closer inspection of the tree trunk,

from the base to the position of the animal, revealed extensive claw marks, indicating

that this was not the anteater's first ascent.

Subsequent monitoring has revealed an established pattern whereby, after the
morning feeding at approximately 0900, the anteaters are allowed access to their

exhibit yard. The female usually proceeds directly to the winged elm tree and climbs to

one of two "lounging sites" located at heights of 6.0m and 7.2m, where she then
straddles the fork of the tree and lounges or sleeps for the remainder of the day.

Her arboreal locomotion is suprisingly deliberate and coordinated for a "terrestrial"

animal and her vertical ascent rather quick, attaining a height of 6.0m in just less

than one minute. He only difficulty seems to be gaining a "toe-hold" with the
hindclaws once, the foreclaws have grasped the tree trunk to begin her climb. Traction

is achieved by placing the feet (claws) on the sides of the trunk rather than encircling it

as has been assumed would be the metiiod of ascent before actual observation.

Perhaps the question here is now "how" does this species climb, but rather "why" does
it climb. Taylor (1985), in fact, provides evidence that except for a few "minor
differences", the forelimb morphology of Myrmecophaga is nearly identical to that of

the more arboreal anteater genus, Tamandua. He states further that Myrmecophaga
does indeed possess forelimb specialization that would indicate Myrmecophaga is

nearly as well-adapted for climbing as Tamandua.

There have been no observations of arboreal foraging activity by this particular
animal nor is there any evidence to indicate such. One possible explanation for her
tree-top excursions is to take advantage of any wind movement and, thereby, relief

from the summer heat, that may not exist at ground level in the enclosure.

1 would like to thank Randy Snell, Dave Culbertson, and Earl Johnson for their

observations.
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Book Review

Handbook on the Maintenance ofReptiles in Ccwtivitu

By K.R.G. Welch
Published by Robert E. Kreiger Publishing Co.,

Malabar, Florida

Review by Hans E. A. Bcxys,

Curator, Royal Botanical
Gardens, Port-o-Spatn,

Trinidad, West Indies

This work by Kenneth Welch is in fact a collection of short papers or accounts by a
variety of authors including Welch. Contributions are from: O.F. Jackson, J.L.

Cloudsey-Thompson, D.G. Garthwaite, A.S. Wright, A.B. Van Woerkom, C.J. Howard, D.
Wright, P.S. Cooke and J.W. Verkerk.

From the very first sentence in the text of the book I was in a quandary. The disclaimer

that the "text is not to tell the reader how to keep reptiles" left my head spinning. But 1

pressed on.

The book is divided up into four main sections, three appendices, a bibliography, and
an index. Sections two and three are written by the variety of contributors besides the
main author.

In section I - Maintenance of Reptiles in Captivity, a general section covering the
subject of the book title, little or no distinction is made of, or reference to, the four
orders of the class Reptilia. ^ reptile needs are simply lumped together into the
simple sub-headings of Space and Habitat, Light, Temperature, Moisture, and Food.
Notably absent here is any consideration of, or information about, the large variety of

aquatic fresh water turtles kept by reptile fanciers - in terms of water temperature,
depth, quality, etc. For these maintenance details the reader is referred to another
author, Tryon, who published in the Herpetological Review in 1978 and 1979.

The section - The Keeping of Reptiles Outside - completely ignores the Crocodilians,

which, as a major order of the Reptilia, is given short shift in this book. The only
reference to them is given later in the Species-Reference list where only four species of

Crocodylus and one of Caiman are listed with author references. I am left to suppose
that the reader who needs to know more about the maintenance of these reptiles in

captivity will have to consult these authors who form part of an amazingly numerous
bibliography.

No warnings are given on the impact on the neighborhood of a backyard full of snakes
or large lizards, much less even one crocodilian. No guide or advice is offered as to the

advisability or suitabflity of trying to keep tropical reptiles outdoors in a temperate or

semi-temperate climate.

The "Keeping Reptiles Inside" section covers the Main Structure (of cages). Substrate,
Light, Heating, Water, Hides, Plants and Labeling, This section would have been greatly

enhanced by some drawings or photographs Illustrating typical cages or enclosures for

at least the most available and most often kept snakes, tortoises or lizards.

Though the admonition about labeling venomous snake cages "where everyone can see"

may be a commendable one, it presupposes, and seems to sanction, the keeping of

poisonous snakes by everyone. However, this sanction does not take Into consideration
the advisability or non-advisability of keeping dangerous venomous snakes (or for that
matter large pythons or boas) hi an apartment or neighborhood by sometimes young,
foolish, exhibitionistic or inexperienced herp-fanciers who unfortunately often
constitute not a small body of the keepers of herps.

A survey done in Britain hi 1970-1977 (Trestrall, 1985) revealed that 75% of the
venomous bites reported were from private Individuals in their homes. In the United
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Rnnk Review, Continued

States from 1976-1980, of bites registered from exotic venomous snakes, 71.4%
involved amateur collectors, and the bites registered annually, from both domestic and
exotic species was found to be 6,680.

In the section on "Handling, Identifying, Measuring and Feeding" veiy little emphasis is

put on the chances of venomous snakebite. It is during these activities that the

majority of bites occur.

Further along in the book, J.W. Verkerk casually tosses olT the information that the

venomous Trimeresurus albolabris young can be "force fed with newborn mice" and
adds as a conclusion that "T. albolabris is not particularly venomous" in direct

contradiction to his earlier statement that "It lives high in trees as well as the rice fields

when it can be dangerous to man" (my emphasis).

Except for the admonition to handle reptiles only when necessary, the cautions,
equipment, and techniques are supposedly left to other authors quoted in the
bibliography. Greater attention is given to Identifying, Measuring, Feeding Problems,
Sexing, Pregnancy and 111 Health.

Section 2 - authorized in the main by veterinarian Oliphant Jackson is a useful

addition to the knowledge needed by Keepers.

In Section 3 - the entire subject of Maintenance of Reptiles in Captivity, covering
approximately 240 turtles, 2300 snakes, 3100 lizards, 20 crocodilians and one
Rh5mchocephalian, is addressed by personalized accounts of the keeping in captivity of

four species of the family Gekkonidae, two species of the Iguanidae, six species of the
one genus in the Boidae (Sub family Ergcinae - the genus Gonglyophis has been ignored
for years [Stimson 1969, Dowling et. al. 1974-1978], 19 species of the Colubridae, one
species of the Crotalidae and three species of the genus Vipera in the Viperidae, a total of

34 species of the order Squamata, the largest in terms of number of species. There are

no accounts of turtles, terrapins or tortoises nor any of the crocodilians. I did not
expect much information to be available about the one Rhynchocephalian- the Tuatara,
but surely somewhere in the Introduction, which does state that the book is supposed to

be a "base for the beginner" and "a handbook for the more experienced", this could have
been included. This Introduction ignores completely the overall concept of what a
reptile is, how they differ from other vertebrates, or one another, information which I

would have thought would be of prime importance to a beginner.

The balance of the book. Section 4, the Appendices, Bibliography and Index is of

questionable practical use in a Handbook on Maintenance for the Herp Fancier or

Keeper.

There is a vast list of species (700+) which the average amateur or professional, pet
shop, or dealer is unlikely to ever see, much less maintain. The section on the
Emvenomation by Colubrids once again refers the reader to other authors whose
information is published elsewhere.

The section on the incubation of reptile eggs seems extensive and I am only able to
comment that the majority of records of hatching information of the Pythoninae (Ross
1978) are omitted, though Ross's work is listed in the extensive bibliography.

Herpetological Societies and Associations are listed for what they are worth and a most
useful and extensive Bibliography is given which lists 1221 papers. At best it is good to
know, if not bewildering to the amateur who will wonder where to start, that so much
has been written and published elsewhere, but the availability of such a mass of
information is questionable in a book of this scope.

As a final observation, and at risk of being accused of being too finicky, I must take Mr.
J. W. Verkerk to task again, for he states that he feeds his T. albolabris young frogs of
the species Limnodynastes perroni. One hazards the question as to where he got the
parents of this obviously successfully breeding colony.

This frog is found exclusively in Australia (Frost, 1985) and I believe all faunal exports
are strictly controlled and subject to stringent permit regulations from the sub-
continent.
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Book Review. Continued

I did not have the fortitude to check for accuracy the mass of scientific names in the
Species Reference List and Index as they have little reference to the expressed purpose of

the title of this book.

Minor typographical errors and taxonomic gender differences (p. 5- Amphisbaena
fuliginos^ appearing in the text do little to mar what must have started out as a well

intentioned addition to the mass of herpetological literature, but which seems to have
become lost along the way with an overload of useful but non-applicable baggage.

WbRogrs^u

Trestrail, John H. 1985. "The Underground Zoo". Animal Keepers' Forum, American
Association of Zoo Keepers, Inc., Vol 12:2, p. 55-62, Vol. 12:3, pp. 77-81.

Stimson, Andrew F., 1969. Liste der rezenten Amphibien und Reptilien (Boidae &
Bolyerlinae & Loxoceminae & Pythoninae). Das Tierreich Lief 89: xi & 49 pp.
Berlin: Walter de Gruyter.

Dowling, Herndon G., William E. Duellman, 1974-1978. Systematic Herpetology: A
S5mopsis of Families and Higher Categories. HISS Publications, New York.

Frost, Darrel R., 1985, Amphibian Species of the World. A Taxonomic and Geographic
Reference, Association of Systematics Collections. Allen Press, Inc., Lawrence,
Kansas, U.S.A.

Ross, R. 1978. The Python Breeding Manual. Institute of Herpetological Research, 51 pp.
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Possible Ailanthus oltissima Toxicity

By
Greg Smith

Rio Grande Zoological Park
Albuquerque, NM

On 04/18/86, a 0.1 two-year-old Bactrian camel {Camelus bactrainus) died less than 18

hours after becoming ill at the Rio Grande Zoological Park. One morning the camel was
found with signs of profound sedation, it was listless with drooping lips. It did not respond

to treatment and died during the night. The necropsy of the animal found a large quantity

of plant matter in the rumen but positive identification of the material was not possible.

The diagnosis was death from acute toxemia due to an unknown toxin. This camel had

access to a tree-from-heaven {Ailanthus altissima) that was overhanging its pen and an

approximate one foot square section of bark from the tree had been eaten along with an

unknown amount of new leaves, this was in addition to the regular diet of grass hay and

pellets. As other sources of toxins were ruled out, it seems the A. altissima tree was the

origin.

I have been able to find few references to the toxicity of A. altissima and would appreciate

hearing from anyone who had this information or has had a problem with this plant. Since

A. altissima is foul smelling and presumably bad tasting there are not many herbivores

that would use it as a food source. From what I have learned of camels they will eat bitter

plants out of choice, bear this in mind if you have camels at your zoo.

(Editor's note: the above was taken from the Association of Zoo Horticulturists Newsletter.

If anyone has information or experience with the mentioned plant species, you may contact

Greg at 903 10th St. SW, Albuquerque, NM 87102 (505) 843-7413.)
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Kenya Diary
Part 4

By
Andy Lodge

Keeper, Columbus Zoo
Columbus, OH

On the Brink of Extinction; A Ngare Sergoi Toumal

June 4, 1986 - I had to take my Rover over to have it serviced today

as it isn't really running too well.

I was told poachers had killed some elephants near the ranch so everybody at the reserve is

on the alert. Anna is quite worried and the fence patrol is on extra duty. They are not taking

the poachers lightly.

David Craig is staying on the reserve tonight and he rarely does that. The anti-poaching

patrol has been alerted from Isiolo, and trackers will be patrolling all night.

Anna has put Sarnia back on its normal milk diet, and it is doing much better.

I had another bat in my room last night. 1 spent from 3:00 until 3:30 a.m. trying to chase it out.

It finally went out through an open window.

June 5 - We received more information about the poachers this morning, and the

news was not good. They have been seen, or are at least rumored to be, very close to

Lewa Downs, and are heavily armed, including machine guns. There are about ten to twelve

of them, and they have killed eleven elephants and a giraffe so far.

Everybody on the ranch will be on patrol tonight except Jilly and myself. Jilly and I both

insisted that we wanted to go with them, but Anna and David Craig said definitely not as we
were not employed by Lewa Downs, and they were afraid for our safety. We both understood

and accepted the decision, but we were not happy with it. There is nothing I can do but sit and
wait and listen.

I learned tonight that the poachers are from a country to the north, who have
terrorized across the Kenyan border before, and from all I hear, these guys play hardball. All

of this going on doesn't make for a peaceful night's sleep knowing these guys are around and
heavily armed.

June 6 - No trouble on the reserve last night, but we heard this morning there were as many as

fifty of them. They killed fifteen more elephants yesterday plus giraffe and leopard. I hope
people stop and think before they purchase products made from ivory about the suffering and

terror these poor animals go through. I am witnessing first hand that poaching does indeed go
on, and it's not a pretty sight.

Anna showed me the hills they were spotted in and said they could be on the rhino reserve in

two to three hours. They know the rhino are here, and the rhino horn is much more valuable

to them than any other animal product.

We checked on all the rhino this morning, and we've accounted for all but two of them. We
will continue to look for those two this afternoon.
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Kenya Diary. Continued

We couldn't find the two missing rhinos this evening. They are probably on the move and we
just don’t see them as there is no evidence that the poachers have been on the reserve.

Nothing to do tonight but wait. It's like being under siege. For me it's a helpless, lonely

feeling. The hours pass very slowly.

June 7 - Another quiet night. No news on the poachers yet this morning. Anna and I went to

check on the rhino. We didn't have a tracker as they are all on guard on the fence. It took

some time, but we managed to locate them all.

The only news we’ve heard about the poachers is that they are still close and that they

killed a giraffe yesterday. It will be another, long watchful night.

June 8 - The news this morning is quite tense. The poachers have moved off the mountain and
are in the wooded area at the foot of the mountain. Ian Craig has called a friend of his in

Nairobi who is a helicopter pilot in case the poachers start their push toward the rhino

reserve.

Tomorrow is the day I was scheduled to leave for Mt. Elgon to visit the famous 'elephant

caves'. Park East has been arranging this trip for me for weeks. I went to Anna and told her I

planned to cancel the trip because of the impending poacher attack. She insisted, however,

that I go because it's a rare opportunity that may not present itself again. Since Kenyan law

prohibits my having any kind of firearms, she said I wouldn't be allowed to get involved if

something did happen anyway. So I guess I'll go, as that seems to be her wish. Although my
thoughts will be here constantly on the life and death struggle to save the rhino.

A bit of welcome news today. We are pretty sure another of the females, Juno, is pregnant. We
saw her this morning and she certainly gives every indication of calving soon.

During the last three days as I walked through the bush checking the rhino, I collected over

one hundred insect bites of one kind of another. Since they are extremely itchy, sleeping is

difficult at best.

We received some more good news tonight. The Kenyan Government has decided to take

official action against the poachers. They have sent twelve men from the anti-poaching unit

to the rhino reserve. This gives us twelve more rifles and we need every one of them.

June 9-1 left very reluctantly this morning for Mt. Elgon. I called Nairobi to make sure what

hotel I was to stay in. When I called the Park East office in Nairobi, I was told I couldn't go

into the cave area. They didn't say why, just that it was closed. Later I found out that the

Mt. Elgon Reserve area was closed because of Ugandan terrorists in the area. Even though I

truly wanted to see the 'elephant caves’, I was ecstatic about the turn of events that would

allow me to return to Lewa Downs and rejoin my friends at this crucial time.

When I arrived back at the reserve, Anna confirmed that there were indeed fifty poachers.

She also told me that a government anti-poaching patrol, numbering about one hundred men,

had been sent out to intercept the poachers. When they found the poachers a gun battle broke

out and the government forces had two men killed and five wounded. As far as anyone knew,

none of the poachers were killed. At last report the poachers were still headed our way.

To Be Continued

(Note: Andy is available to give talks and a slide presentation on the Ngare Sergoi Rhino

Project. If you are interested in having Andy speak to your Chapter or group you may
contact him at (614) 766-3413).
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Foreign Keeper Sponsorship Program
A Sharing Experience

(The Tucson Chapter of AAZK sponsors a keeper in India to receive a membership in

AAZK, His name is Babubhai and he is the Head Keeper at the Kamla Nehru Zoological

Garden. We would like to share a letter he recently sent our chapter. We hope you might

get a better insight into Babubhai s life, country and zoo. Rusty Agte, Sponsored Keeper

Liaison)

Dear Mr, Agte,

I am receiving your magazine and literature regularly but to My English language

difficulty, I was not writing to you. Our Zoo Advisor Mr. Rueben David has also shown
me your letter and reply also.

As desired, I am sending you the short note of my experience in Ahmedabad Zoo along

with some photographs for publication in "Animal Keepers' Forum". You are at liberty to

edit my note as per your requirement.

The literature and the magazine sent by you proved a good guideline in my work here. I

am indebted to you all for the kindness shown to me.

With best wishes to you all.

Babubhai

My Experiences at Ahmedabad Zoo

Ahmedabad Zoo is lying in the western part of India. It is selected as one of the six "A"

class zoos out of 100 zoos in India. It was started only in 1951 and its sole planner and
designer is Padmashri Reuben David. I am working on various aspects of zoo

management since the inception of the zoo, i.e. upkeepment, general supervision,

treatment, breeding and rearing of various birds, animals and reptiles in captivity.

Ahmedabad Zoo is known for its rare breeding of exotic species and its albino animals
and birds. Under guidance of Shri Reuben David, I have personally reared all the young
bred in the zoo which has its own record of first breeding of albino spotted deer, water
monitors, flamingos, albino and golden squirrels, albino porcupine (4 times). Lion,

tiger, panther, various types of monkeys and langurs, deer and antelope, and Indian wild

ass etc. have also bred in this zoo.

Now we have in stock 8 Albino Porcupine. The 8th one was bom on 6/18/87. The female
mates within a week after giving birth. The gestation period is about three months. Ifyou
know ofany zoo in America having an albino porcupine, please let me know.
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Foreign Keener Sponsorship Program: A Sharing Experience. Cont'd.

As per the schedule and scarcity of qualified persons in zoo management here in India

there is no other Head Animal Keeper nor the separate individual to look after the well

being of captive animals and birds. Also we have no other technically qualified

experienced hand to look after all round facilities at the zoo. This has given me the

opportunity to accumulate perfect practical training. I am residing in the staff quarter of

the zoo hence this had given me vast opportunity to study animal behavior round the clock.

Each year our Marsh Crocodiles are laying and breeding and this year also in June ’87,

we had 50 more young hatched in the zoo. Greater Flamingos are breeding every year.

They prepare their own mud nests, lay one egg and incubate. Each year we are getting

half a dozen chicks. All the varieties of pheasants are laying eggs and are artificially

hatched under brooder hen and chicks are reared. This year 30 white peafowl are the

addition to the lot.

I am enclosing some photographs of animals and birds bred in the zoo. Next time I will

send you more illustrated material. —Babubhai, Head Keeper

International Softbill Society
Dedicated to the dissemination of information concerning softbilled birds

among interested persons worldwide and to promote the establishment of

captive self-sustaining populations of such birds through effective hus-

bandry and management practices.

Membership in the International Softbill Society is open to anyone with

an interest in softbills. Inquiries regarding membership should be addressed
to Steve H. Amos. Membership Services, c/o National Aquarium in Balti-

more. Pier 3, 501 Pratt Street, Baltimore, Maryland 21202.
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Sea Lion Training at the
Kansas City Zoo

By

Marcella Jones, Keeper
Kansas City Zoo, Kansas City, MO

Some said it couldn't be done, but we’re doing it - we are training our sea lions at the

Kansas City Zoo.

Our facility, we had been told, was a problem. The sea lion pool is round, 90 feet in

diameter, about eight feet deep and holds approximately 300,000 gallons of water. The two-

foot wide walk surrounding the pool, a small island and a large island with a den
provide haul-out space for the animals and a walking area for the keepers. A concrete

bridge provides keeper access to the larger island. With no physical barrier to separate

animals, some said training was an unlikely possibility.

One year ago we had nine adult cows, ranging in age from seven to sixteen years old.

Two of the cows had year-old pups which had been surplused and were due to go out soon.

The animals were hand-fed, those who would come close enough, and a portion of the

daily ration was distributed through public feeding.

Nine, never-before-trained adult cows, no physical barrier to separate for training and a

keeper staff with busy schedules who were unfamiliar with training sea lions were
definite obstacles. However, to quote the talk which accompanies our public training

sessions, we wanted "to provide stimulation for the animals, enhance the visitor's

experience by showing some natural sea lion behaviors, and most importantly we want to

train for health reasons." We can maintain healthier body weights than we did when
public feeding was allowed by controlling the amount of food the individual cow
received. We can improve our observations by working more closely with them and a

future goal is to have the sea lions under control for the staff veterinarian to do routine

medical checkups.

The task would not be easy. With our goal set, our curator, Dave Wetzel, set out to

convince others that our goal was important and obtainable. Our past director, Ernest

Hagler, brought to his attention the hirable expertise of Bruce Stephens, Seaways, San
Diego, CA and our Friends of the Zoo organization agreed to fund the project. Mr.

Stephens came to Kansas City for two weeks and trained four of us in the basics of sea lion

training. He arrived in July 1986, spent a few hours each day explaining theory and
technique and worked poolside with us for three sessions each day.

The first task was to choose the two cows we thought would best respond to training, then to

separate them from the rest of the group. Three trainers would be necessary - one for each

of the sea lions to be trained and one to maneuver the others to a distant feeding position.

If necessary, one trainer could work with the two undergoing training while a second

trainer controlled the rest of the group. From the first session we began calling the sea

lion by name before each fish was fed. Then a clicker was sounded before each fish was
fed to introduce the use of a "bridge" or "secondary enforcer" which is used as a signal

that a behavior has been accomplished and a "primary enforcer", the fish, would be given

or another behavior requested.

Though progress was slow we were encouraged by each step forward. We trained them to

touch our fist and a target (a float device on the end of a pole). From that point we were

able to direct movements and place those movements on a hand signal slowly fading out

the use of the target.
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Sea lion Training at the Kansas City Zoo. Continued

Obstacles still exist. The sea lions are sometimes slow to adjust to new lots of fish and if

a reward is unwanted, training come to a near halt. Winter cold causes an ice coated

walkway, bridge and island and during the severest weather the pool partially freezes

over. But donning rubber boots and felt lined rubber gloves, we persevere. Unexpected
and unexplained changes in the sea lions' attitudes and aggression from one of the sea

lions (especially when one trainer is working both animals) are problems we are still

learning to deal with. One of our trainers leaving for a position at another zoo, vacations

and the introduction of two new staff into the training program each had its affects on the

program. Having five people involved in training causes some inconveniences

resulting in confusion for the animals and ourselves. Daily communication, both

written and oral, is a necessity.

Though our program is a far cry from the shows one may see at a major aquarium, we
have come a long way. We have 18 different signals directing movements. Some result

in simple behaviors such as "go into the water", "dive under and blow bubbles", "layout

flat", and others are more complex, such a "pick up ring in mouth and return", "push

ring with nose and return", "go from trainer to group trainer and porpoise back" and
"jump from water to top of island, dive back into water and return to trainer". Our future

goal of controlling the sea lions for examination still seems a long way off. The cows are

reluctant to accept our touch so progress is very slow.

The behaviors we are putting on cue are ones you may see the sea lions do naturally or are

ones which show off the animals' abilities. In this way we can not only entertain but

educate the public better than any graphic ever could.

We have much to learn, but we are proud of what we have accomplished so far. Applause

and positive comments from the public are definitely "primary reinforcers" for us.

After all, our training doesn't take place behind the scenes but in front of the daily zoo

crowd who see both the successes and the failures of each session.

Our goals are becoming realities. Though we may have to work within a tight schedule at

times to accomplish our other daily tasks, for after all we are zoo staff with other areas of

responsibility, we all agree it's worth it. The following staff are involved in the training

program: Janet Brannian, Chuck Kirchner, Theresa Alderman, Dolores Watkins,

Curator Dave Wetzel and myself.

AAZK Welcomes New Professionals Members

Barbara A. Kurilla, Bronx Zoo

Tracey Boerner, Riverbanks Zoo

Denise D. Nelson, Disney World
Anita Schiavoni, Sea World/Florida

Tamra Harris, Discovery Island

R. Scott Fuller, Miami Metrozoo
Raymond Grennell,Lion Country Safari

William F. Penter, Lion Country Safari

John M. Womack, Knoxville Zoo
Mark T. Chase, Cleveland Metroparks Zoo
Ken J. Brown, Dallas Zoo

Terri D. Volk, Phoenix Zoo

Kim Smith, Marine World/Africa USA
Gary Gallant, Valley Zoo (Edmonton)
Sandra Karpiuk, Valley Zoo
Alan Regan, Stanley Park Zoo (Vancouver)

Brenda L. Kelsey, Burnet Park Zoo

Dianne Cheney, Central Florida Zoo

Deborah J. Zombeck, Sea World
Morris Gudger, Discovery Island

Linda Evans, Miami Metrozoo

Kevin Thomas, Lion Sountry Safari

Susan Van Metrem Busch Gardens
Chris K. Norris, Knoxville Zoo

Jim Adkison, Mesker Park Zoo

Jeff Ettling, St. Louis Zool. Park
Anita P. Schanberger, Phoenix Zoo

Robert B. Klieforth, San Diego Zoo

Gary J. Wanderer, Calgary Zoo

Ken L. MacKay, Valley Zoo

John A. Wong, Stanley Park Zoo
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AAZK Regional Coordinators

Co-Directors of Regional Coordinator System

States East of Mississippi - Diane Krug, Rt. 1, Box 273, Hilliard, FL 32097 (904) 225-9559 [work]

(904) 845-4279 [home]

States West of Mississippi - Debbera Stecher, Woodland Park Zoo, 5500 Phinney Ave., North, Seattle, WA
98103. (206) 625-5402 [work] (206) 745-8198 [home]

EEGIQEiAL-CQQRmNAT.QEJS

John Linehan, Franklin Park Zoo, Boston, MA 02021 (617) 442-7646 [w]

for the states of ME, VT, NH, MA, RI, CT
Peter Buchholz, Bronx Zoo, New York, NY 10460 (212) 220-5154 [w] (718) 229-7711 [h]

for the states of NY, VA and the District of Columbia

Denise Robinson, Philadelphia Zoo, Philadelphia, PA 19014

for the states of PA, DE, NJ, MD
Linda Anstandig, Detroit Zoological Park, Detroit, MI

for the states of MI, IN, KY, and OH
Chris Garland, North Carolina Zoological Park, Asheboro, NC

for the states of NC,SC,TN, and W. VA
Larry Sammarco, Lincoln Park Zoo, Chicago, IL 60614 (312) 294-4660 [w]

for the states of WI, IL, MO, MN, and lA

Tim Kurkowski, Zoo AUanta, Atlanta, GA 30315 (404) 624-5600 [w] (404) 292-6314 [h]

for the states of GA, AR and AL
Marcelle Guidry, Greater Baton Rouge Zoo, Baker, LA 70714 (504) 775-3877 [w] (504) 388-9392 [h]

for the states ofLA and MS
Vikki Bohnert, 2264 Winkler Ave., B-11, Ft. Myers, FL 33901

for the state of Florida

John R. Turner, Denver Zoo, Denver, CO 80205

for the states of CO, NM, and TX
Steve Tigges, Tulsa Zoological Park, Tulsa, OK 74115

for the states of OK, NE, KS, ND, and SD
Laurence Gledhill, Woodland Park Zoo, Seattle, WA 98 103 (206) 625-5497 [w]

for the states of WA, OR, ID, MT, WY and AK
Art Goodrich, San Diego Zoo, San Diego, CA 921 12

for the states of CA, NV, UT and AZ
Honolulu AAZK Chapter (Dan Vitiello, Pres.) (808) 923-4772 [w]

for the Hawaiian Islands

Neville Howard Pike, Metro Toronto Zoo, Box 280, West Hill, Ontario, Canada MIE 4R5
for the Province of Ontario, Canada

Bob Debets, Assiniboine Park Zoo, 2355 Corydon Ave., Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada R3P OR5
for the Province of Manitoba, Canada (204) 489-3893 [h]

Marcia Rasmussen, Calgary Zoo, P.O. Box 3036, Stn. B., Calgary, Alberta, Canada T2M 4R8
for the Provinces of Alberta and British Columbia, Canada (403) 235- 5461 [h]

Need membership information? Want to learn more about AAZK or start a chapter or

become more active - then call your RC! They will be glad to assist you with any

information you need about AAZK.
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Institutions wishing to advertise employment opportunities are asked to send pertinent

data by the 15th of each month to: Opportunity Knocks IAKF. 635 Gage Blud., Topeka, KS
66606. Please include closing dates for positions available. There is no charge for this

service and phone-in listings of positions which become available close to deadline are

accepted.

REPTILE KEEPEH ...must have direct experience in the care, feeding, and handling of

venomous and nonvenomous reptiles, and amphibians. Will also be responsible for

participating in educational programs and the conducting of visitor tours. Salary

$15,496.84 to $18,792.27 plus benefits.

ZOOKEEPER ...any combination of training or experience in the care,

feeding, and handling of exotic wild animals in captivity. Will also be

responsible for participating in educational programs and the conducting

of visitor tours. Salary $15,496.84 to $18,792.27 plus benefits.

For either position, request and submit application by 1 February 1988 to:

The Dept, of Personnel, City of Springfield, 830 Boonville, Springfield, MO
65802.

ZOOKEEPER ...Reid Park Zoo - responsible for animal care and
maintenance, daily record keeping, and interaction with education staff

and public. Experience with large exotic mammals preferred. Salary

$18,204.00 plus benefits. Position closes 16 February 1988. Send letter of

interest/resume to: City of Tucson, Personnel Dept., P.O. Box 27210, 111 E.

Pennington, Tucson, AZ 85726-7210.

SENIOR ZOOKEEPER/ELEPHANT TRAINER...the Oakland Zoo; candidates must
possess supervisory skills. Must have proven ability and knowledge of African elephant

training. Only persons with verifiable proof of qualifications will be considered.

Starting salary of $9.50 hourly plus benefits. House in Park may be available. Reply by 15

February 1988 to: Lome G. Jackson, Zoo Supervisor, P.O. Box 5238, 9777 Gnlf Links Road,

Oakland, CA 94605.
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ELEPHANT HANDLER ...requires one year experience with elephants. Will assist

trainer and participate in African elephant husbandry program and exotic hoofstock

management. Salary $1,241.00 to $1,587.00 per month, plus benefits. Applications accepted

until position is filled. Send to: Mike Blakley, Curator of Mammals, Kansas City Zoo,

6700 Zoo Drive, Kansas City, MO 64132.

NORTH AMERICAN ANIMAL REHABILITATION RANGER...Beekins: self motivated

person to work primarily as rehabilitator of North American birds and mammals.
Emphasis will be in raptor rehabilitation. Will be primarily responsible for the feeding,

cleaning, and medical treatment of injured wildlife. Will also be involved in other

ranger duties as required. Candidates should possess extensive knowledge of raptor

rehabilitation, be able to work with the public and be able to obtain Oregon Rehabilitator'

s

license. Preference will be given to licensed falconer. Submit resume and two letters of

reference to: Michael Briggs, Wildlife Safari, P.O. Box 1600, Winston, OR 97496.

CAREGIVERICHIMPANZEES ...requires B.A. in zoology, biology, anthropology or

related fields of study and ability to work well with peers. Commensurate experience will

be considered. Assist in the responsibility for maintaining and caring for approximately

650 chimpanzees (Pan troglodytes). Should be interested in behavioral research that will

add to the knowledge of captive chimpanzees and assist in improving captive

management methods. Salary negotiable. Send letter of interest and resume bv 29
February 1988 to: Jo Fritz, P.O. Box 86, Tempe, AZ 85281. note; ALL personnel must have a

negative T.B. skin test and a negative hepatitis B antigen blood test.
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AAZK Membership Application

Name. Check here if renewal
[ ]

Address.

$25.00 Professional

Full-time Keepers

$25.00 International

All members outside the

U.S. & Canada

$15.00 Library

Library subscription only

$20.00 Affiliate

Other staff & volunteers

$15.00 Associate

Those not connected

with an animal facility

$50.00 Contributing

Organizations and
Individuals

Directory Information: Zoo:.

Work Area: Special Interests:

Mail this application and check or money order (U.S. CURRENCY ONLY PLEASE), payable to

American Association of Zoo Keepers, Inc., to: AAZK National Headquarters, Topeka Zoo, 635

Gage Blvd., Topeka, KS 66606.

Membership includes a subscription to Animal Keepers' Forum . The membership card is good

for free admission to many zoos and aquariums in the U.S. and Canada.

INFORMATION FOR CONTRIBUTORS

Animal Keepers' Forum publishes original papers and news items of interest to the Animal

Keeping profession. Non-members are welcome to submit articles tor consideration.

Articles should be typed or hand-printed. All illustrations, graphs and tables should be clearly

marked, in final form, and should fit in a page size no more than 6" x 10" (15cm x 25 1/2cm).

Literature used should be cited in the text and in final bibliography. Avoid footnotes. Include

scientific name of species the first time it is used. Thereafter use common name. Black and

white photos only accepted.

Articles sent to Animal Keepers’ Forum will be reviewed for publication. No commitment is made
to the author, but an effort will be made the publish articles as soon as possible. Those longer

than three pages may be separated into monthly installments at the discretion of the editorial

staff. The editors reserve the right to edit material without consultation unless approval is

requested in writing by the author. Materials submitted will not be returned unless accompanied
by a stamped, self-addressed envelope. Telephone contributions on late-breaking news or last-

minute insertions are accepted. However, phone-in contributions of long articles will not be

accepted. The phone number is (913) 272-5821 Ext. 31.

DEADLINE FOR EACH EDITION IS THE 15TH
OF THE PRECEDING MONTH

Articles printed do not necessarily reflect the

opinions of the Animal Keepers' Forum editorial

staff or the American Association of Zoo Keepers, Inc.

Items in this publication may be reprinted providing credit to this publication is given. Reprints
may be ordered from the editor

PRINTED IN THE U.S.A.
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ANIMAL KEEPERS’ FORUM. 635 Gage Blvd., Topeka, KS 66606
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Animal Keepers’ Forum (ISSN 0164-9531) is a monthly journal of the American Association of Zoo
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This month’s cover features M'wasi, a female western lowland gorilla (Gorilla gorilla

gorilla). M’wasi , who belongs to the National Zoo, was wild-caught and is currently on

breeding loan at the Topeka Zoological Park where she resides in Gorilla Encounter, the

world’s only walk-through gorilla exhibit. Gorillas are the largest members of the

primate family. They are found in two regions of equatorial Africa and they are

herbivorous and frugivorous in nature. While primarily terrestrial apes, gorillas are

indeed very adept at climbing. The lowland gorilla is one of the species included in the

AAZPA’s SSP program. Our thanks to Melba T. Brown, primate keeper at National Zoo,

for her artwork.

Scoops
and /

Scuttlebutt
Keeper Killed bv Camel at Assiniboine Park

Tragically, on 11 January 1988, Assiniboine Park Zoo's most experienced camel keeper

was attacked and killed while cleaning the dromeday camel enclosure.

Hubert Brick, 53, who had worked at the zoo for 15 years, was in the enclosure with three

camels (1.2). He was working alone at the time and because there were no witnesses, we
will never know exactly what happened. The male was in rut, but had shown no

aggression towards his keepers and it was considered safe to go in with him. The attack

occurred despite the fact that Hubert knew the animals well and was known to be both

cautious and safety-minded.

The zoo administration is currently reviewing zookeeping practices at the zoo and has
constructed a holding pen so keepers now do not have to go in with the camels while

performing daily cleaning routines.

Assiniboine Park Zoo Staff

Assiniboine Park, Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada

Dallas Zoo To Host Behavioral Workshop

The Dallas Zoo will host this year's national workshop on "Applying Behavioral

Research to Zoo Animal Management". The workshop will be held 7-14 May 1988.

Participants will learn how to develop and participate in behavioral research projects

and apply the results to specific management programs. This year's workshop will

include topics and projects in Mammalian, Avian and Reptilian behavior. A nationally

recognized behavior scientist will provide a keynote lecture. Many additional activities

are planned, including tours of several zoos and an evening "ice-breaker".

Enrollment will be limited to 40 participants. Registration fee for the workshop is $75.00
ifpaid before 1 April 1988. After that time the fee is $100. Priority will be given to zoo staff

from AAZPA accredited institutions. For further information and a registration form,

write to: Ron Kagan, General Curator, Dallas Zoo, 621 East Clarendon Dr., Dallas, TX
75203-2996.

APT Forms.Ayailabte Upon

Animal Data Transfer Forms for zoo and aquariums are available free of charge upon
request. Contact Bernie Feldman, Burnet Park Zoo, 500 Burnet Park Drive, Syracuse,

NY 13204. If your facility is not already using the ADT form, encourage your
administration to implement its use whenever an animal is shipped.



A Message from the President

The start of 1988 ushers in a new Board of Directors for the American Association of Zoo
Keepers. Jean Hromadka steps down from her two-year term as president. Her excellent

leadership has provided the membership with new ventures for AAZK In addition she has
stressed the local chapter system and succeeded in helping to overhaul the regional
coordinator system bringing chapters formerly alone, closer to the national organization.

Jean's presence will the association will continue as an advisor to the Board as well as
with the foreign keeper sponsorship program. Jean will also continue organizing and
updating the chapter liaison packets.

Formerly AAZK vice-president, as of January, 1 I have assumed the role of president.

Oliver Claffey, Metro Toronto Zoo, becomes the new vice-president. Also on the Board are

Susan Barnard of Zoo Atlanta, Brint Spencer from Minnesota Zoological Gardens and Bob
Debets from Assiniboine Park Zoo in Winnipeg. Although Mary Swanson of the Fresno
Zoo won a Board position in last year’s election, her recent promotion to manager prohibits

her from serving as a Board member. Mary told me that her involvement with AAZK
affairs on the national level was a contributing factor in her being promoted to a
nationally advertised position. Bob Debets was appointed by the Board to fill Mary's
vacancy. This year therefore marks the first time in our history that two directors of our
board are from zoos in Canada, another step towards our goal of making our association

more representative of North American zoos.

The changes in the Board should not represent a break in current trends and goals of

AAZK. Rather they will allow the association to continue pursuing its high standards of

improving animal care and will open new avenues for the education of our profession and
the public.

Last year's National AAZK Conference was our most successful one. Following the split

of their profits, Milwaukee contributed over $4,000 to National Headquarters. These funds

will go into continuing efforts to increase the quality of our association, improve keeper

education, and publicize conservation issues. I would like to thank the Milwaukee Chapter
for their hard work preparing for the conference. The meeting was extremely productive

and I encourage all chapters to consider bidding to host a national or regional conference.

The experience and benefits will produce excitement and increased motivation for your

specialized jobs.

I urge all rnembers to get involved in their zoo's conservation programs and use their

experience and ideas from AAZK to help preserve species. In a time when species are

vanishing daily we must work with all agencies seeking to conserve wildlife in and out of

zoos. I also believe that it is imperative to educate the public, not only at the zoo but through

other avenues. The media is always eager to report on and feature our activities and goals,

and we need only contact them to spread the message and goals ofAAZK as well as those of

all zoo and wildlife enthusiasts everywhere. We are dedicated to professional animal

care but we all hope that the urgent need for zoos will someday be less pressing because of

well managed reserves and conservation programs.

As specialists in animal management and husbandry, we need to work alongside other

managers and scientists and contribute our knowledge for the benefit of the entire wildlife

population. Every member of AAZK, whether professional, affiliate or associate, is

encouraged to contribute to increasing AAZK's professionalism and should remember that

the Board is here to offer you assistance and listen to your ideas. If you would like to

contribute to the national organization through work on a committee, contact any Board

member. We are your organization and only through your ideas and participation in time

and energy can we strive towards making an impact on today's wildlife crisis.

Frank B. Kohn
AAZK President



Coming Events

TheJUaS-Crane Workshop

February 23-25, 1988 Central Florida

For more information contact: James Lewis, USFWS, P.O. Box 1306, Albuquerque, NM 87103.

Qur Interactions with Wild Animals;

Perspective and Possibilities

April 23, 1988 Univ. of Calif., Davis

One-day conference co-sponsored by the Human Animal Program and the Office of Public

Programs, School of Veterinary Medicine, UC-Davis and The Human/Animal Bond
Committee, California Veterinary Medical Association. Includes speakers on various aspects

of human/animal interaction ranging from Human Behavior in Zoos to Animals in a

Rehabilitation Hospital. Registration fee, includes buffet lunch, is $50; $25 for students,

health technicians and senior citizens. For more information contatc: Dr. Lynette Hart,

Director, Human-Animal Program, School of Veterinary Medicine, University of California,

Davis, CA 95616 (916) 752-7418.

First International Wildlife Ranching Symposium

May 16-21, 1988 La Cruces, NM

Symposium considering the conservation and economic impacts of wildlife ranching. For more
information contact: Raul Valdez, Professor Wildlife Science, College of Agriculture and

Home Economics, Dept, of Fishery and Wildlife Sciences, P.O. Box 30003, Campus Box 4901,

Las Cruces, NM 88003-003 (505) 646-1544.

14th National AAZK Conference

September 11-15, 1988 Tucson, AZ

Hosted by the Tucson AAZK Chapter. Watch your AKF for registration forms, agenda
details and announcements. For more information contact: Ed Hansen or George Montgomery,

Tucson Chapter AAZK, P.O. Box 43908, Tucson, AZ 85733-3908.

The 5th World Conference on Breeding

Endangered SpCCicS in Captivity

October 9-12, 1988 Cincinnati, OH

For further information contact: Betsy Dresser, Director of Research, Cincinnati Zoo, 3400
Vine St., CincinnaH, OH 45220 (513) 281-4701.
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Coming Events. Continued

1988 AAZPA Regional Conferences

AAZFA Western Regional - 6-8 March, 1988 - for more information contact: Charles Farwell,

Aquarist/Curator, Monterey Bay Aquarium, 886 Cannery Row, Monterey, CA 93940 (408) 649-

6466.

AAZFA Southern Regional-20-22 March, 1988 - for more information contact: Al Fontana,
Assistant Director, or Gordon Hubbell, DVM, Miami Metrozoo, 12400 S.W. 152 St., Miami, FL
33177 (305) 251-0401.

AAZFA Central Regional - 10-12 April, 1988 - For more information contact: Michael LaRue,
Assistant Director, Topeka Zoological Park, 635 Gage Blvd., Topeka, Ks 66606 (913) 272-5821.

(This is a great opportunity to visit AAZK National Headquarters!)

AAZFA Great Lakes Regional - 24-27 April, 1988 - for more information contact: David
Lonsdale, Assistant Director, John G. Shedd Aquarium, 1200 South Lake Shore Drive,

Chicago, IL 60605 (312) 939-2426.

AAZFA Northeastern Regional - 1-3 May, 1988 - for more information contact: Peter

Crowcroft, Director, Salisbury Zoological Park, Box 3163, Salisbury, MD 21801 (301) 548-3188.

CORRECTION

The following correction was sent to AKF by Rachel Rogers, primate keeper at Miami
Metrozoo in reference to her article entitled "The Nestbuilding Behavior of the Black and
White Ruffed Lemur at the Metrozoo". Measurements submitted to accompany Figure 7,

page 456 of the December 1987 Conference proceedings issue were incorrect. The caption

for Figure 7 should correctly read as follows;

"The above drawing depicts the Lemur Island where #M00235 1.0 and #M00236 0.1 Black

and White ruffed lemurs parented two litters of offspring. The perimeter of the island is

163.089m, the outer perimeter of the moat is 300.159m and the distance from the shore to the

moat wall is 18.0m. The nighthouse located on the east side of the island has one cage

(60.0cm wide by 150.0cm long by 210.0cm high) and two nestboxes (30.0cm wide by 45.0cm

long by 60.0cm high)."



SPECTEUM

Quality exotic
animal diets

Nutritionally balanced
Fixed formulation • Economical

When you need a complete line of

high-quality dry and frozen

animal diets for your feeding

program, call Animal Spectrum.

NEBRASKA BRAND

h i

SPECTEUM

BROOD-RITE
HEATERS

Frozen feline diets

Frozen bird of prey diets

Frozen canine diet

Chunk and chopped horsemeat,

hearts, livers, rib, shank, and

knuckle bones

The original gluten-free primate diets.

Banana flavored primate, 15% protein

Banana flavored primate, Pro-Plus 25% protein

Omnivore dry

Polar Bear dry

Ratite dry

Floofstock supplement, with Selenium

Bulbless heaters—nothing to break.

Safe around all animals and

bedding material.

Even heat distribution in 240, 500,

or 750 wattages.

One call does it all

1 -800-228-4005
In Nebraska, call collect 402/488-6492

Animal Spectrum, Inc.

Box 6307

Lincoln, NE 68506-0307

IMewfor 1988:
• Hoofstock Suppiment with 600 lU/lb. of Vitamin E.

• Reformulated IMebraska Brand canine diet for cheetahs,

smaii exotic cats, hyenas^ and wiid canids.



AAZK Award Nominations Are Now Being Accepted for 1988!

The AAZK Awards Committee would like to begin accepting nominations for the awards
to be presented at the 1988 AAZK Conference in Tucson. In the following months there

will be information concerning the qualifications, nomination procedures, selection

procedures and an explanation of the AAZK Excellence in Zookeeping (EZ), Certificate of

Mgrit .
fQr.ZoQkegpgr .

Educati on .(CMZE) and Meritorious Achievement (MA) Awards.

The deadline for all award nominations in 1 June 1988. All award nominations
received after 1 June will be reviewed for 1989, so please keep this in mind when
submitting your nominations.

All awards given by the AAZK do not have a minimum or maximum number offered

each year. Also, if the nominees do not meet the qualifications and nominators do not

follow the nomination procedures, they will not receive the award for which they were
nominated. Please include scientific names of animals when they are included in the

nomination of a special or outstanding breeding acknowledgment.

Please submit all nominations to: Rachel Rogers, Chair

AAZK Awards Committee
METROZOO
12400 SW 152 St.

Miami, FL 33177

AAZK Excellence in ZookeepinsrAward

This award is given to keepers who go beyond what is considered "average" in the areas

of dedication, commitment, and professionalism in the field of zookeeping. In fulfilling

the animal's needs, a keeper must have a knowledge of the animal's behavior,

physiology, and natural history. This is the essential knowledge necessary for

effectively maintaining a species in captivity. The excellent zookeeper must excel in

one or more of these areas but not be lacking in any of them.

Qualifications;

1. The nominee must be a full-time animal keeper, employed in any North American
zoological institution or aquarium.

2. The nominee must have been employed at least two years on permanent status at a
zoo or aquarimn.

3. The nominee must be nominated by his or her peers who have also been employed at

that same zoo or aquarium. Supporting nominations may be submitted by manage-
ment personnel in that same zoo or aquarium.

Nomination Procedure;

1. List name, position, institution, years of service in the field and the recommendation
ofpeers or colleagues.

2. List outstanding achievements: exhibits, breeding, education, etc.

3. List any extra activities outside ofzoo oraquarium work: working with conservation
groups, youth, wildlife officials, etc.

Selection Procedure:

The Awards Committee, consisting of five keepers, will independently review each
nominee.
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AAZK Chapter Affairs
Regional Coordinator

System Update

During the AAZK National Conference in Milwaukee, the east and west head
coordinators met with several RCs and the people from National Headquarters. It has

been quite obvious that, during the years of its existence, the regional coordinator system

has been a vague and misunderstood system in the organization. The following

information and guidelines are an attempt to help all AAZK members better understand

the purpose and fimction of the new Chapter Affairs/Regional Coordinators merge.

If you are interested in forming a Chapter, which is an extension of the National

organization, the following are a few guidelines that you must follow. Your RC is there to

help you form your Chapter. A list with the name of the RC for your area is in AKF every

month.

1. Contact your RC for membership information and suggestions for a

membership drive. (All individuals in a chartered chapter must be

members of AAZK)

2. Contact your zoo administratin and discuss Chapter formation.

3. Assemble all interested individuals to discuss the following.

a. Chapter membership categories and fees

b. Development of a constitution and by-laws (all chapters must have a

a constitution and by-laws, copies of which must be sent to National

Headquarters). Please refer the National AAZK constitution and by-laws

as guidelines when writing your Chapter constitution.

A copy of current Chapters' constitutions will be available from your

RC to aid you in writing yours.

4. Election of officers should be held following the requirements set in your

constitution and by-laws.

5. A Chapter Liaison should be appointed who will be the primary contact to the RC
National Headquarters.

6. A copy of Chapter meeting minutes should be sent to your RC to help them better

assist your Chapter.
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1988 State of the Association

By

Frank B. Kohn
AAZK President

As the American Association of Zoo Keepers passes its twentieth year, we look back on a
rapid period of growth which we must now continue and refine.

We have three major goals as stated in our by-laws: "To establish and promote good
relationships among professional zookeepers...through projects that will strengthen the

zookeeper’s job knowledge"; "to support and publicize our concern for all valid and
deserving projects of conservation and do our part in educating the public to the need
for.. .preserving our natural resources and animal life"; "and to establish material

beneficial to zookeeper education".

Today our activities represent the tools whereby AAZK strives to accomplish its goals. Our
membership has increased nearly 100 times since our first year and today boasts over 2200
members worldwide. Our growth continues on a yearly scale with an almost 10 percent

increase this year. We have even served as the model for the creation of a new zookeeper

association in Quebec—the Association des Gardiens d'Animaux de Zoo (or AGAZ). But
we must continue to grow. It is essential that we educate the general public about
conservation and encourage them to help us turn the tide in current trends of habitat

destruction.

Our membership is perhaps our most vital link in establishing this priority. A good
portion of our membership is actively involved in local chapters which hold regular

meetings and raise funds through activities for local needs and national and worldwide
conservation causes. Last year the Zoo Atlanta Chapter received an award of recognition

from the World Wildlife Fund for its contributions to conservation causes. These chapters

are a vital agent in communicating our goals. Regional coordinators are available to all

chapter members for the purpose of communicating needs and ideas between chapters as

well as coordinating and organizing them. Diane Krug and Debbera Stecher are in

charge of a recently revised regional coordinator system. Communication between
chapters and National AAZK must be clear and dynamic to benefit all the members. I urge

all members, whether or not they are in a chapter, to contact their local regional

coordinator to offer ideas, assistance or seek information. Each chapter should also have a

chapter liaison who serves as a two-way link between National AAZK and the local

chapter. Jean Hromadka, our past president, has chapter liaison packets which outline all

of AAZK's various activities, projects and history.

In the past two years, through Jean Hromadka's leadership and guidance, AAZK has

reached into international areas with its foreign keeper sponsorship program. Initiated by
Sally Walker, an American living in India and working with a newly established zoo

organization there, a keeper in a foreign underdeveloped country can become an AAZK
member by being sponsored by a chapter or an individual. The sponsored keeper receives

Animal Keepers' Forum to learn our techniques and ideas, and information from that

keeper is published in AKF to learn of their situations and concerns.

Chapters are encouraged to sponsor a foreign keeper. Either of the International Affairs

Coordinators, Melba Shields at National Zoo or Pam McDougall at Calgary Zoo, can be

contacted for names of available keepers.

Perhaps our single most effective tool is Animal Keepers' Forum . Now in its 14th year of

continuous publication, AKF underwent a dramatic facelift last year following the

acquisition of a computer at National Headquarters. Increased quality of research and
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1988 State of the Association Report. Continued

news articles will follow and all members are invited to submit research articles, news
items, ideas, photographs, artwork and information requests. Susan Chan was promoted

to editor-in-chief due to the excellent job she has performed. Her long hours of tireless

work have resulted in a more professional publication whereby we can reach our members,
the zoo community and hopefully the general public.

Animal Keepers Forum is our largest publication, but not our only publication. Biological

Values for Selected Mammals II has been popular and supplies of the revised edition are

still available from National Headquarters. The Zoonoses Handbook , a compendium of

noteworthy transmissible zoo-relevant diseases, is now being revised under the direction

of Bruce Clark at the Toledo Zoo. The Infant Development Notebook has been renamed the

Handbook of Mother-Reared Infants and is currently being researched by Steve Wing at

the Milwaukee Zoo.

Two major publications are also near completion. The Diet Notebook , a collection of diets

used at numerous North American zoos, has been completed for mammals and a second

section dealing with bird diets is nearing completion. Collection of diets for amphibians,

reptiles and fishes is also scheduled. Within the year we hope to have the first edition of

mammals available at a nominal fee to the zoo community. Susan Bunn, Minnesota
Zoological Gardens, has contributed countless hours towards the completion of this highly

useful reference guide. Periodic supplemental packets of diet listings will be made
available as they are compiled.

Finally under publications, the book. An Approach to Zookeeping , is almost finished in a

first draft form. This textbook, under Pat Sammarco’s (Lincoln Park) coordination, will

outline the zookeeping profession and may serve as a standard teaching tool for zookeepers

and related professionals. It will highlight important aspects of the job, feature sections

describing care of the many varied groups of animals found in zoos, and contain

references and citations within a single volume.

Many of these projects originated from the Keeper Education Committee formed several

years ago. As they matured, several committees were spawned and became independent.

All of these projects described below are dedicated towards improving information flow to

keepers.

The Public Education Committee is currently chaired by Ellen Bradfield at Zoo Atlanta. It

is presently involved with a video production on zookeeping. The committee is also

producing posters to attract individuals to the profession. Central to both projects is the idea

of informing the general public about zookeepers and what we do.

The Library Resources Committee has merged with the Reference Search Committee, and
both serve as a clearinghouse for bibliographies on general and specific zoo-related topics.

Kaci Thompson and Marilyn Cole at National Zoo and Metro Toronto Zoo, respectively,

chair these committees.

The Book Review Committee allows interested keepers to review books dealing with

zoological subjects and inform the membership about the books. Interested reviewers

should contact Kathy Sucharitakul at the Akron Zoo.

The Videotape Project is one of our most important and self-funding projects. Started by

Wayne Buchanan at Woodland Park Zoo, it has recently been taken over by Judie

Steenberg from the same facility. Wayne produced a videotape on safety and has served as

an advisor on a second tape on feeds and feeding, produced by the Metro Toronto Zoo AAZK
Chapter. A third video on animal health is currently in production.

The Staff Exchange Project, chaired by Elandra Aum at Woodland Park Zoo, seeks ways
to enable keepers to travel to and learn methods at other zoos. Keepers can bring back new
methods and information to their facilities to benefit the animals they care for as well as

increase staff education.
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1988 State of the Association Report. ConOimed

The Keeper Training Materials Identification Project has compiled a list of training
manuals used at zoos throughout North America and is currently doing the same for video

tapes on keeper training. Reference lists are available from Rosemary Jalink at the Mill

Mountain Zoo.

Finally, the Zoo University List has recently been more formalized. Mike Illig at

Washington Park Zoo is compiling a list of zoos and universities working together and
offering courses in zoo biology and related subjects. This committee works in conjunction

with CAUZ, the Consortium of Aquariums, Universities and Zoos, which seeks to link

scientists and researchers at universities with colleagues holding similar interests at

zoos. The end result combines expertise and resources from both parties and can produce
high quality scientific results which would be difficult if each participant had to pursue the

study alone.

Our oldest information exchange project is now almost a standard form used by many
zoos. The Animal Data Transfer Form (ADT) was created through the guidance of Bernie
Feldman, now at the Burnet Park Zoo in Syracuse, and has grown to national acceptance.

It was perhaps our original information exchange project. Forms accompany animal
shipments and summarize and highlight pertinent aspects of the animal's nutritional,

medical, behavioral and individual requirements. They are free to everyone, entirely

supported by AAZK, and are available by contacting Bernie.

The Research Grants Committee takes our educational efforts one step further by offering

grants of up to $500.00 to keepers interested in pursuing research projects at their zoos.

Guidelines for proposals are available from Kaci Thompson at National Zoo. She can also

steer keepers towards other scientists interested in similar questions. It is essential that

keepers become more actively involved in data collection and quality research on the

animals for which they care. Daily notations accumulate and need to be periodically

examined for trends which might go unnoticed. Keepers are more familiar with the

behavior of the animals under their care than anyone else and letting information and
data escape examination can keep us blind to circumstances which, if altered, could

improve. Ultimately this invaluable information will help perfect our conservation and
scientific efforts.

Several other important committees serve AAZK. The Awards Committee, chaired by

Rachel Rogers at Metro Miami Zoo, recognizes both zookeepers who have excelled in their

profession, meritorious achievement by keepers and zoo-initiated keeper education

programs. Individuals interested in nominating a keeper or facility should contact
Rachel for further infonnation.

Brandy Pound serves AAZK as a liaison with the American Association of Zoological

Parks and Aquariums (AAZPA) and the International Zoo Educators (IZE). Brandy is

invaluable in offering us contacts for projects which might be established more
efficiently by joint cooperations between our organizations. If you seek information
from these organizations please contact Brandy at the San Francisco Zoo.

John Stoddard. Brookfield Zoo. has been appointed our new Legislative Advisor and
will inform the membership via AKF about changes in governmental and political

regulations as they apply to conservation and zoological subjects.

The Nominations and Elections Committee is inactive until the end of this year when it

will seek nominations to fill two board positions to become vacant at the end of 1989.

Last year Jan McCoy from Washington Park Zoo did an excellent job of conducting
elections for three of the current board positions. All professional members are

encouraged to run for these positions. Contact Barbara Manspeaker at National

Headquarters or any of the board of directors for further information.

The organization owes much thanks to two hardworking women who centralize the

information the board needs to operate. Susan Chan, who has been with AAZK for six

years, compiles each AKF as though It were the most Important issue. Barbara
Manspeaker. Administrative Secretary, has been with us for two years and keeps our
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wheels smoothly operating. They are both continually looking for input from the

membership to learn what you are looking for in your publication and organization.

Last year's national conference in Milwaukee was our most successful to date. Each
year we grow larger and our attendance increases. This year's national conference will

be held in Tucson, AZ. I invite all members to attend and contribute in the form of a

paper or simply by attending. I also encourage you to attend related zoo and
conservation conferences in your area and pass along information about AAZK and its

goals. AAZK is your organization and it is only through your active participation in

AAZK that we can grow and become an impact on the dire conservation issues facing us

today.

Chapter
News

Mgtro Toronto AAZK Chapter

Newly elected officers for the Metro
Toronto AAZK Chapter are:

President. ....Marilyn Cole

1st Vice Pres. ....Terry Male
2nd Vice Pres Heidi Manicki

Secretary. ....Karen Mottram
Treasurer.... .Harry Hofauer

Chapter Liaison..... Heidi Manicki

Our Chapter is holding a photography

contest for employees of the zoo. It is

partly sponsored by Kodak and by the

MTZ AAZK Chapter. Judging begins

this month.

In November and December we held two

bake sales which were very successful.

In all we made a profit of $400.00.

Sometime this spring we hope to

organize a trip to Granby Zoo, Quebec, so

that we can visit AGAZ Headquarters.

We have also been invited this summer
to play in a softball tournament against

the Buffalo Zoo.

--Heidi Manicki, Chapter Liaison

Our most recent speaker at our Seminar
in Biology series was Tony Vecchio,

Curator of Mammals at Zoo Atlanta.

Tony gave a slide presentation on

"Polar Bear Reproduction in Captivity".

--Tim Kurkowski, Chapter Liaison

North Carolina Chanter AAZK

The North Carolina Chapter of AAZK
was featured in a very nice newspaper
write-up in December in The Courier-

Tribune of Asheboro, NC. The article

told about the Chapter, its goals in

wildlife conservation and public

education. The Chapter was also

presented with a donation of $500 by Zoo

Director Bob Fry. The donation, from

the North Carolina Zoological Society,

will be used to purchase equipment so

that Chapter members can give slide

shows on conservation to school and
other interested groups. The Chapter has

also received a pledge for a $100 from the

Duke Primate Center. The Chapter is

made up of 25 members from the N.C.

Zoological Park, Duke Primate Center

at Durham, NC, and the Natural Science

Center of Greensboro.

Zw AUantoMZKChaster

Chapter member and National AAZK
Board member Susan Barnard has

received a grant from the Richmond
Area Speleological Society for $1200 to

study the use of microchip silicone

implants in bats as a means of

identifying individuals.

Officers of the North Carolina AAZK
Chapter are:

President... ..Chris Garland
Vice Pres Lewis Greene
Secretary. ....Lucy Segerson

Treasurer.... .Laurie Thomas
Chapter Liaison Debbie Burke

--Lucy Segerson, Secretary
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Conference '88 - First Call for Papers

Papers will be accepted on all aspects of zookeeping, notable births,
diets, etc., and horticulture in the zoo profession. This year the 14th
National AAZK Conference will be held in conjunction with the 8th
National Association of Zoological Horticulture Conference and a
forum to present animal/horticultme related papers will be available
at a joint paper session.

Papers will be published in the AKF. so use the "Guidelines for Typing
Papers for AAZK Conference Proceedings". The guidelines will be
published in the June issue of AKF. Examples of papers can be foimd
in the December '87 issue of the FORUM.

Papers will be limited to 20 minutes followed by a five minute
question period. An outline or abstract MUST be submitted by 15
July 1988, along with the following information to be considered for

acceptance.

Name of presenter -

Zoo affiliation

Position/title . ..— n.——

Title of paper

Equipment needed

Send to: Karen Bongratz, Program Chairperson
AAZK Conference '88

P.O. Box 43908
Tucson, AZ 85733~3908
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TUCSON - The Jewel of the Southwest

Located 60 miles north of the Mexican border in the southeast portion of

the state, Tucson is an oasis in the Sonoran Desert. With a metropolitan
population of over 600,000, we are one of the fastest growing cities in the

nation.

Famous for our weather, sunshine an average of 340 days yearly, Tucson
is a haven for winter visitors from all over North America. Although we
cannot guarantee sunshine, we can promise it will be hot. Daytime
temperatures are normally in the 100 degree range with nighttime temps
in the 65-75 ° range. Bring your summer clothes, leave your winter gear
behind.

Tucson offers two diverse zoological institutions for you to tour during
conference. The Arizona-Sonora Desert Museum is located west of Tucson
adjacent to Saguaro National Monument. This living museum exhibits

the flora, fauna and geology of the Sonoran Desert region in a natural

setting.

Located right in the center of town, in Tucson's largest park, is the Reid
Park Zoo, one of the finest small zoos in the country. Naturalistic
environments give each visitor the "open air" feeling that makes Tucson
famous.

Consider arriving early, or staying over after the conference to take
advantage of all Tucson has to offer. For the price of car rental you can
visit Kitt Peak, one of the largest observatories in the world; Mt. Lemmon,
a scenic recreation and ski area high in the nearby Catalina Mountains;
Madera Canyon, a haven for many species of birds, especially

hummingbirds; Tombstone, "the town too tough to die"; and best of all,

Mexico. All these attractions are only an hour away.

More of the history of Tucson and the Sonoran Desert, the events and
happenings of the 14th National Conference, as well as a few surprises

will follow in every issue, right here!

TUCSON - rrs gonna be hot!
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DOWN
UNDER
By

Judie Sfeenberg, Keeper

Woodland Park Zoo
Seattle, WA

DOWN UNDER is an information

column about Australasian ani-

mals. While there are a number
of Keepers who work in Austral-

asian Units, or routines, oft times

a Keeper will have a few species

of animals from the Australasian zoogeographical region on their string or routine. It is

hoped this section will contain information on birds, mammals and reptiles.

This column is intended to:

-shore experiences and information to improve the core and management of

Australasian animals.

-seek information and advice on problems that occur.

-serve as a forum through which to make comment, to ask questions, to

critique, or to verify information.

Please send your materials (o question, o paragraph or on article) directly to Animal
Keepers' Forum . Topeka Zoological Pork, 635 Gage Blvd., Topeka, KS 66606, Attn;

Susan Chon.

Australasian RAP Session

During the Milwaukee AAZK Conference, 14 keepers from 10 zoos got together to talk

about Australasian animals. Following ore excerpts from the discussion.

-two zoos reported seeing their echidnas sleeping on their bocks.

-on easy way to identify one echidna from another is to put tubes, or noil

polish on their quills.

-toxoplasmosis has been o concern with red-necked wolldbies, and they

were reported to be susceptible to vitamin E/Se deficiency.

-Toronto reported the need to vaccinate for rabies in their region.

-treatment for o foot injury on o red kangaroo at Kansas City included the roo

wearing o hi-top TRAX® athletic shoe.

-there was discussion on the mineralization of soft tissue in both hoiry-nosed

and noked-nosed wombats. (I hove o copy of on article on this which is

available upon request.)

-Motschie's tree kangaroos were reported to hove killed three Bourke
parakeets (odd one more species to the list on page 503, December 1987

Animal Keepers' Forum)

-the question was raised about eye color in emu; does qnyone out there hove
emu with yellow eyes?
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Pudu

lij

Richard P. Reading, Keeper
Mammal Dept., Bronx Zoo

Bronx. NY

The Pudu genus consists of th(? two smallest species of deer in the world (Mouse de(‘r, or

chevrotains, are not true deer, hut tiny ungulate's making up the* family d'ragul idae* ).

Although it stands a meme 38-45 cm at the* shoulele*r anel we*ighs unde*r 10 kg, the southe*rn

pudu is actually larger than its north Aneie*s relative*, the* northe*rn pudu eie*e'r (Pudu
mcphistopheles) IClohn, 1987 and Wetterhe*rg, 19721.

Not closely related to othe*r Ne*w World eieer, puelu and hrocke*t (Mazarna sp.) line's

diverged in the early Plioce*ne or late Miocene*, some 10 million ye*ars ago. The* main
brocket line subseejuently gave rise; to the* numerous hrocke*t anei hranch-jintle*re*el de*e‘r

species existing today, while* the puelu line; re*maine‘el insignificant, splitting into only

two species. Following the; last ice; age, the* ance;stral form, thought to close*ly re*se*mhle the*

northern pudu, separate'd as te*mpe;rature;s climhe*d. In an e*ffort to re*main in coole*r

climates, the ancestors or Pudu m(‘phi.st()ph(dcs move*el to high altituele*s in the* north

Andes, while P. pudu's pre;de*ce*ssors move*d southward. Toelay northe*rn puelu de*e*r can

be found as scatte*red populations in the; Ande*an forests of I'lcuador, Pe*ru, and sout}ie*rn

Columbia and the southe;rn pudu survive;s in the* te*mpe*rate* Vhilelivian rainfore*sts of ('bile*

and western Argentina south of 35 latitude; 1 1 le*rshkovit/, 1982|.

Most of our knowledge; of pudu biology and behavior come* from a numhe*r of captive*

studies and a few field reseeirch projects performed on the southe*rn specie's. Howe*ver,

these studies provide only a ske*tchy glimpse of the ecology anel natural history of the*se*

provocative animals. Cnfortunately, even le*s.s information e*xists conce*rning the*

northern pudu.

Highly secretive and difficult to locate, the southe*rn puelu resides primarily in the

Valdivian forest's dense undergrowth, but is known to utilize a varie*ty of heihitat types

IMacNamara, 1981 and Miller et ah, 19731. Usually found singly or in small family

groups, pudu home ranges vary from 40-65 acres; with the large*r territories of the* stags

encompassing all or part of several does’ territories ICohn, 1987, Eldridge et ah, 1983,

Hershkovitz, 19691. Although considered crepuscular, pudu remain active throughout the

day and night, resting for only a couple of hours at any one time IFlelridge et ah, 1983,

Hick, 19821. They feed on a wide variety of plants, mostly browsing on foilage, hut also

eating bark, twigs, buds, blossoms, fruits, and nuts
I
Hershkovitz, 1982, Wetterberg, 1972|.

The pudu's rut lasts from April to June, corresponding to the Southern Hemisphere's

Fall, and approximately 6-7 months later the does drop one and occasionally two 700-1000

g spotted fawns
I Hershkovitz, 1982, Hick 19691. Within two months the fawns lose their

spots and by six months they reach sexual maturity; although physical growth may
continue for several more months [Hershkovitz, 1982|. While pudu have survi\ed as

long as 10 years in captivity, more typical lifespans fall between 6-7 years | Ib'rshkovitz,

19821.

The only other naturally occurring deer in the southern pudu’s range is the southern
huemel (Hippocamelus bisculus), but a number of introduced species presently compete
for forage [Hershkovitz, 1982, Miller et al., 1973, Wetterberg, 1972[. In a number of areas

these exotics pose a serious threat to pudu conservation (Ibid.) Natural predators include

puma (Felis concolor), Andean wolves {Dusicyon culpacus), Patagonian foxes [D

.

griseus) and several smaller cats (Felis sp.) [Wetterberg, 1972[.
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PUDU . Continued

Survivitifjj in small, often discontiguous populations, both sp('ci(‘s face' uncertain futures.

Loss of habitat, comp(‘tition from introduced (hum, la^omorphs, wild boar (Sus scrofet),

and mouflon (Ovis rnouflon), pr(>dation by man and feral doj^s and cats, and diseases

carric'd by feral do^^s and livestock all contribute to the (Midauf^umed status of both (hum

hJun^(‘, 1966, MacNamara, 1981, Miller et al., 197.6, Wetterber^^, 1981 1. Because of these

(lan^(ms, the southern species appears oti the U.S. Ln(lanjjj(me(l Specie's List and Appendix

I of (iri'LS, while the northern species r(‘C('ives an Indeterminate listing in The llJdN

Mammal Red Data Book 1 IThornback & f]('nkins, 19821 and appears on Appendix 11 of

CITKS.

Pudu, a South American deer species, at the New York Zoological
Society (Bronx Zoo). (© New York Zoological Society Photo)

Prospects for the northern pudu remain bleak. Little to nothing is known about this

species in captivity. Although it can be found in a number of Columbian, Ecuadoran, and
Peruvian parks and receives legal protection throughout its range, hunting remains
prevalent both outside of and within park lands and little has been done to alleviate other

population and habitat pressures IHershkovitz, 1982, Whitehead, 19721.

The future of the southern pudu is not so grim. Unlike their northern cousins, Pudu pudu
easily adjust to captivity and has been successfully exhibited in European zoos since the

premiere of the first female at the London Zoo in 1830 I
Hershkovitz, 1982). Today they are

exhibited in several zoos throughout the world. In addition, many deer have been raised

as pets in their native lands IWetterberg, 19721. Captive propagation began in 1938 on a

breeding farm in Argentina and since that time pudu have been successfully bred in

several zoological parks and breeding farms throughout South America and Europe
IHershkovitz, 1982, MacNamara, 19811.
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PUDU . Continued

The Bronx Zoo began North America's first pudu breeding colony with the acquisition of

four adults from Argentina in 1983. Sinc^i that time, eight fawns have been successfully

raised to adulthood, enabling the zoo to send a pair of animals to the San Diego Zoo and

soon to Front Royal to help initiate additional colonies. Thus far only founder

individuals have bred (Pi x Pi), but given the relatively large Fi generation. Pi x Fi and

Fi X Fi pairings will aim toward extending family trees.

Enlarging and expanding the number of captive animals is one method of conservation

geared toward the maintenance of genetic variability and animal numbers until

adequate protection and habitat preservation permit range expansion and
reintroductions. This work, coupled with the research and conservation efforts currently

underway in Chile and Argentina, bode well for the southern pudu's future.
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Information Please

I am looking for information on successful designs for occupational apparatus for great

apes, e.g. puzzle boxes, activity boards, artificial termite mounds, etc. Please contact: John
A. Hnida, Research Asst, Primate Foundation of Arizona, P.O. Box 86, Tempe, AZ 85281.

If any institution has had California Sea Lions experience apparent difficulty in

swallowing fish associated with a loss of appetite, please send any information to: Margie
Black, Toledo Zoological Gardens, 2700 Broadway, Toledo, OH 43609.
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Legislative Outlook

aj

John S. Stoddard
AAZK Legislative Advisor

Brookfield Zoo, Brookfield, IL

Becgnt i^jgisiation

The Clean Water Act has been extended for an additional eight years. Passed unani-
mously by both Houses of Congress during the last session (the 99th Congress), this bill was
vetoed by President Reagan after the Congress had adjourned.

This year the bill was the first legislation to be introduced into the 100th Congress, but was
again vetoed by the President. Congress, however, had enough votes to override the

veto—forcing the extension into law.

The extension of the Act provides for grants and loans to municipalities for construction

and upgrading of sewage treatment plants, with federal funding gradually decreasing

over time. The Act also restricts pollutant releases into surface waters and provides funds
for water pollution cleanup efforts.

> From National Alliance for Animal Legislation (in The AnimaTs Agenda, May 1987)

Pending Legislation

The Endangered Species Act (ESA), which expired last year, is undergoing the reauthori-

zation process. On 17 December 1987, the House of Representatives passed its reauthoriza-

tion bill, H.R. 1467, by a vote of 399 to 16. The bill was then sent on to the Senate for its con-

sideration. The Senate is also working on its own reauthorization bill: S. 675. On 9 Decem-
ber, S. 675 passed the Environment and Public Works Committee and is currently await-

ing Senate floor action.

H.R. 1467, as passed by the House, contains two amendments to the ESA: 1) An amendment
to clarify language for the protection of endangered plants by stating that an unlawful act

must be knowingly committed; and 2) An amendment requiring the Environmental Pro-

tection Agency (EPA) to fully inform agricultural producers of the current or proposed pes-

ticide labeling requirements that specify where they may be applied in order to protect

endangered species. The amendment also requires the EPA to study the economic ramifi-

cations of the labeling requirements and submit a report to Congress.

Three proposed amendments to the ESA were rejected by the House: 1) An amendment to de-

list the leopard darter; 2) An amendment to delay for two years the implementation of regu-

lations requiring the use of Turtle Excluder Devices (TEDs) on shrimp trawder’s nets in

the offshore waters of the Gulf of Mexico (see next item); and 3) An amendment to give the

Secretary of the Interior the discretion to consider the impact on human life, health, and

safety in applications of the ESA.

In addition, two amendments were offered that were subsequently withdrawn: 1) an

amendment to de-list the Concho River water snake; and 2) An amendment to de-list the

gray wolf.
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Legislative Outlook. Continued

Also included in the final version of H.R. 1467 were several changes to the ESA that were

adopted by the Merchant Marine Fisheries Committee during their committee delibera-

tions. These changes include: 1) Requiring that potentially threatened species be moni-

tored, and that they be listed under existing emergency procedures if necessary; 2) Requir-

ing that recovery plans be developed and implemented without regard to the species’ taxo-

nomic classification; 3) Requiring that recovered species be monitored for five years; and

4) Making it unlawful to remove, possess, or maliciously damage any endangered plant

species on federal lands. The same federal protection would also apply to removal, damage
or destruction of any endangered plant protected by local state laws, or damaged during a

violation of state criminal trespass laws.

> From AAZPA Legislation Committee

On 29 June 1987, the National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) published final regula-

tions, under authority of the Endangered Species Act (ESA), to begin phasing in require-

ments that some shrimp trawlers, from North Carolina to Texas, be required to begin using

Turtle Excluder Devices (TEDs). According to NMFS estimates, nearly 50,000 threatened

and endangered sea turtles are caught in shrimp nets annually, of which more than 11,000

drown. TEDs would allow many of these turtles to escape.

Earlier this summer, however, arguing that TEDs would raise shrimp prices and could

potentially destroy the industry. Gulf shrimp fishermen successfully lobbied Congress to

delay implementation of the regulations until 1 October. Attempts to extend the delay

beyond 1 October failed. Trying another tack, opponents of the TED regulations proposed

amendments to the ESA itself during its reauthorization that would exempt shrimp fisher-

men from the ESA’s prohibition against harming endangered species. They sought a two

year delay to allow for further testing of TED prototypes and the collection of additional

data on sea turtle distribution in offshore waters. (Shrimpers fishing in inshore waters are

not affected by the TED regulations—their turtle take will be reduced by regulations limit-

ing towing times to 90 minutes or less. This regulation became effective on 1 October.)

Opponents of the amendments argued that TEDs—one type of which costs less than $50 per

net to install—had already been exhaustively tested. The NMFS spent $3.4 million between

1978 and 1984 to develop fishing gear that would reduce the turtle kill. TEDs were a direct

result of that program. In addition, over 14,000 hours of field testing had shown that TEDs
maintained shrimp harvest levels while reducing incidental turtle capture by 97%. (In

fact, shrimp fishermen on the East coast found that TEDs actually increased their take by

reducing damage to shrimp from the dead weight of turtles and fish in the nets.)

As mentioned above, the TED-dela>Tng amendment was defeated in the House. It remains

to be seen what the Senate will do.

> From AAZPA Legislation Committee and the Center for Environmental Education

HJl. 241 — Animal Welfare Act enforcement

This House bill would increase the authority of the USDA in enforcing the Animal Welfare

Act (AWA) by allowing it to obtain restraining orders or injunctions against animal deal-

ers, carriers, exhibitors, and handlers charged with violation of the Act.

At the same time, however. President Reagan’s 1988 budget calls for a $1 million reduction

in funds to the USDA to be used in enforcing the AWA.

In a related item, the Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service (APHIS), the federal

agency charged with inspecting thousands of labs, zoos, circuses, and puppy mills nation-

wide, will also see its budget slashed by over $1 million.

> From Nationcd Alliance forAnimal Legislation (in The Animal’s Agenda, May 1987)
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Legislative Outlook. Coniinued

International NgwS

The 39th meeting of the International Whaling commission (IWC) was held in Bournem-
outh, England from 22-26 June 1987. The most important result of the meeting was the clos-

ing of a loophole in whaling controls that some member nations had taken advantage of in

order to continue to take whales under the guise of scientific research, even though the meat
was subsequently sold commercially. Japan, Norway, South Korea, and Iceland had all

exercised the loophole in previous years. This year, Japan submitted a proposal for a scien-

tific hunt to take 825 minke whales and 50 sperm whales each year for the next twelve

years. Iceland proposed to take 80 fin whales and 40 sei whales. South Korea proposed tak-

ing 80 minke whales.

Instrumental in closing the loophole was a resolution proposed by the United States to estab-

lish a set of stringent criteria for evaluating scientific research whaling permits. After the

guidelines were passed, resolutions were submitted calling on Japan, Korea, and Iceland

to revoke their permits. (Norway had not yet submitted a formal proposal.) All three propos-

als were rejected and the permit denied. Following this decision the Japanese representa-

tive resigned from the IWC.

These guidelines clear the way for U.S. economic sanctions against nations that continue

whaling operations. In the past. Administration officials argued that the ambivalence of

the IWC restrictions on research whaling prevented them from implementing sanctions.

South Korea, after taking 69 minke whales in its 1986 season, recalled its fleet to avoid U.S.

sanctions. Iceland also cancelled plans for a scientific hunt in the face of sanctions. In

August, Japan announced that it intended to carry out its plan to take 875 whales in the Ant-

arctic anyway.

> From Center for Environmental Education (CEE Report)

Note: A notice posted on the EnviroNet computer bulletin board reported on 14 January that

the Japanese whaling fleet was on its way to the Antarctic to hunt 300 whales for “scientific

research purposes.”

Addax Boundfor Wilds of Tunisia

By
Tom Hanscom

Zoological Society of San Diego
San Diego, CA

The Zoological Society of San Diego has joined still another international effort to restore

an endangered animal to a homeland to which it has long been extinct. This latest

project involves the North African addax and its return to the wilds of Tunisia, where

that species disappeared at the hands of hunters over a century ago.

Six addax, all females, left the Wild Animal Park in late December and flew from Los

Angeles to Paris and on to Tunis, the capital of Tunisia. Following their arrival, the

animals underwent a month-long quarantine before joining eight adult addax already

living in Tunisia's Bou-Hedma National Park. That small herd--sent from the
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Addax Bound for Wilds of Tunisia. Contiimed

Hanover Zoo in West Germany and released into the park in 1986-and the group from

the Wild Animal Park will form the core of what biologists hope will become a self-

sustaining population of wild addax.

The addax, a mammal uniquely adapted to its desert habitat, once flourished throughout

the Saharan region of North Africa. Having developed a physiology that effectively

conserves water, the addax obtains necessary moisture from the desert vegedation it eats

and lives most of its life without taking a drink. Its grayish-brown to white coloration is

well-suited to camouflage in the desert and its widely splayed hooves allow travel across

soft sand. The addax is a striking animal which stands about 3 1/2 feet at the shoulder,

weighs approximately 200 pounds and sports a large set of ringed, spiral horns.

The wild addax population has been adversely affected by encroachment on its habitat by

humans, who have brought with them free-ranging cattle that compete with the addax for

food. Over-hunting, however, it the primary cause of the addax' endangered status. Its

hide and meat prized by natives, the slow-moving addax was eliminated from most of its

range with the advent of modern weapons. The Tunisian population was one of the first

to disappear, with the last addax in that country reportedly killed in 1885. Today, only a

few scattered herds are believed to exist in remote areas of Mali, Mauritania, Niger,

Chad, Algeria and the Sudan.

This is the first reintroduction of addax into verified historic range. The Bou-IIedma
National Park was established by the Tunisian government in 1980, and the University

of Tunisia has coordinated the effort to place addax and scimitar-horned oryx within the

47,725-acre preserve. The six addax from the Wild Animal Park represent a gift from

the Zoological Society of San Diego to the nation of Tunisia.

The Wild Animal Park has been involved in four previous programs returning captive-

reared animals to their native habitats. These include Bali mynahs to the Indonesian

island of Bali, tule elk to the northwestern U.S., Nubian ibex to Saudi Arabia, and
Arabian oryx to the nations of Oman, Jordan, Saudi Arabia and Israel. Curators at the

Wild Animal Park and San Diego Zoo are also involved in the preparation of projects

aimed at reintroducing the endangered Przewalski's wild horse to Mongolia, and the

California condor to sanctuary areas of Southern California.

The San Diego Wild Animal Park has had the most successful breeding program for

addax in North America. A total of 301 addax have been born at the Park since July of

1972, including the six animals bound for return to the wild. After the shipment, the

WAP's population of addax stands at seven males and 16 females.
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June 10 - Nothing new this morning except the poachers are still in the area and close to

L.evva Downs.

Anna and 1 discussed what my plans were. She asked if 1 wanted to leave and go to Niarobi. I

told her 1 wanted to stay and see this out. She made it clear 1 could be in danger here, and
that she would understand if 1 wanted to leave. 1 told her 1 had decided to stay and my
decision was final.

Anna and 1 went through her house getting all the first aid materials we could find. We tore

up old bedsheets to make bandages and generally prepared for the worst if a battle broke out.

All the patrols are out twenty-four hours a day, and all we can do is wait and see if these

people try to move into the rhino reserve. The sad thing is that with fifty of them they could

wipe out all the rhinos in a short time once they got through the fence. C3ur best chance isa to

stop them at the fence.

The rhino study is on hold while the animals are still threatened. We are all avoiding

staying close to the rhinos. If the poachers would see me from a distance sitting on top of the

Rover taking notes. I'm sure they would guess that 1 was observing the rhino. Anna agreed

that 1 should not be with the rhino until the crisis is over, and no one knows when that will

be. All 1 can do is try to be as helpful to Anna as possible, and be ready if I'm needed in an

emergency.

June 11 - The only report today is that the poachers have split up into smaller bands, and

haven't moved far. Gun shots were heard last night, but that was it.

Anna and I went around and checked the rhino this morning. They are all right.

June 12 - The poachers, at least eight of them, moved into another game reserve yesterday

and had a gun battle with the Kenyan Army. It is not known if there were any casualties on

either side. We also heard the rumor that they're on the move again, and no one is certain

what direction they're headed.

1 spent the day observing Shaba and Jupitor. This was done in a remote section of the reserve

where I couldn't bo scon from outside the fence.

June 13 - Nothing new on the poachers. They have been quiet in this area for the past couple

of days. We arc hopeful trhat the threat to the rhinos is lessening. We can only hope and

take it a day at a time.

The rains came today. It's the first rain since I've been here, and how it's needed! Everything

has turned brown just in the time I've been here. My roof leaks badly, but I'm so glad to sec the

rain it doesn't bother me.
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Kenya Diary, Continued

We had some really g(H)d news tonight. Apparently, the ('.ame Department has captured tour

of' the poachers and recovered some of the ivory. Maybe things are turiiing for the better.

The lit>n that's been raiding the cattle was shot today. 1 went over to look at it. It was a big

male. It had killed fifteen cattle, so there was no choice but to kill it. They tried everything

to chase it off, but all attempts failed. These are the realities of life in Africa.

June 14 - The news this morning is good and bad. The Anti-Toaching Unit and the Kenyan

Army are on the trail of the poachers. The Armv has reportedly killed two and have hnir

more in custody. 'The Army is iiiterr(»gatiiig the prisi'ners about the others and the

whereabouts of the ivory. I'rom what I hear the prisoners are in for a very unpleasant

interrogation session. The bad news is that eight pcMchers were seen in the valley very close

to the rhino reserve. So the twenty-four hour vigil is still in effect. I hope this is settled

s<K)n so everylx)dy can get back to normal.

After thirty days of trying to get close to the dc>minant male rhino, I finally got the chance

today. I was within twenty yards (T him. It's by far the closest I've been and I was able to get

pictures of him from different angles. I was beginning to wonder if I could ever record this

animal up close. He's the largest male rhino I've ever seen - a truly magnificent speciment!

June 15 " It's raining today which is good and bad. We really need the rain since it's been so

dry, but it also makes tracking the rhino easier for the poachers. Eight of them were seen

about two hours walk from here, anei they were heavily armed, s(^ the threat has not eased as

we had hoped.

We checked the rhino this meirning and only s.nv three of them. The rest are well hidden, but

the poachers are expert trackers and could find them easier thaii Anna and 1.

Because' of the rains the roads are impassable for my truck, so I'm spending the rest cif the day

looking through some mtire of Anna's m>tes.

June 16 - More rain this morning. The nvids are very muddy and driving is impossible. We
had to move the horses back tc> the other side of the reserve where they have shelter.

With the rain, new vegatation comes up and so I've been able to cctllect scmie new s<imples of

plants the rhinos eat that were unavailable heiore.

1 received word this afternoon that two more poachers have been captured. Maybe this is

finaly going to end.

Anna gave me a going home dinner tonight even though I'm not leaving for awhile. We had it

tonight because most of the people on the rhino reserve were here. Anna wanted me to see

them all before 1 left. It was a nice evening and very thoughtful of Anna to do this for me.

June 17 - The weather here today is cold, rainy and very foggy. You can't see twenty feet in

front of you. They say they've never seen weather this strange in June before.

The Game Department captured two more poachers last night and brought them to the reserve

for questioning. I hope they get something out of them. Everybody here has been working
around the clock for almost two weeks now and are really tired, myself included. Tlie nights

have been restless and sleepless for everyone for a long time. 1 slept a little today. I couldn't

do much else because the weather has made it impossible to get around on the roads. 1 hope 1

can get some more rc'st tonight.

To Be Continued

(Note: Andy is available to give talks and a slide presentation on the Ngare Sergoi Rhino
Project. If you are interested in having Andy speak to your Chapter or group you may
contact him at (614) 766-3413).
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Behavioral Research and Zoo Keepers

By

Gail E. Foreman
Dept. of2kx)logij, Ohio State University

Columbus, OH

Introduction; Wliv )A‘liu\iQniln:iiCLU\‘Ii?

Zoos hav(? (evolved over th(‘ years from meiia^a-ries to repositories for eiulai^jered speeics.

Alon^ with the chatij^^es iti zoo roles has come a role cliaiipa' for the zoo keepers, from a

purely maint('iianc(“ position (e.^e feeder and cleaner; to animal care specialist, 'fhi.'^

rol(“ chan^(‘ has nec(“ssitated a change in duties, usually adding daily behavioral

observations to traditional chores.

Keepers have always observed their animals, and an enormous amount of important

information is stor(‘d iti k(‘epers' memori(‘s. f'or many years, these observations were

used only as entries in personal diaries that would eventually filter down to the public a^ a

popular anecdotal volume. Although the reminiscences in these books were extremely

interesting^ and somewhat useful for documenting^ rare* and unusual behaviors in zoo

animals, their scientific value as an aid to mana^nmient was very limited. Many zoo^

then projj^ressed to a record taking' system which at least documented births, deaths, and
medical history, and i)rovided som(‘ valuable physical and })hysiolo^icaI information as

a management aid. Behavioral observations took a back seat and were ignored altogether

or consisted of terse daily (or weekly) log entries. Again, the emphasis was on rare and
unusual behaviors, and normal daily activity was ignored. 'I'oday, with the emphasis in

zoos on endangered species and captive breeding programs, liaseline behavioral data is

needed on all captive* species.

Research is an important consideration l)y agencies when zoos try to obtain import

permits for endangered species. Unless a zoo can demonstrate that research in captive

propagation is and has l)een an important institutional priority, such permits can and will

be denied (a. Shoemaker, per. comm.). Both physiological and Ix-havioral research are

important. Behavioral research is most important in its predictive value. A kec'per wlio

knows the animals w(‘ll can predict maintenance problems and often diagnose situation>

such as pregnancy, estrus or illness. If this knowledge can be defin(*d in a useable

fashion for other institutions, or even better, compared with information gleaned from

individuals of the same species in other facilities, its predictive value becomes scientific

knowledge and helps in future species management.

The majority of captive species today have never had their normal, daily captive behavior

described in a scientific manner that can be analyzed ;ind used to help design and

improve captive management programs. I emphasize "captive" behavior of a speci(‘s as

opposed to "wild" behavior because I believe that the two must he looked at separately- for

management purposes. C'aptive animals are not the same as the wild populations, and the

longer a species has been in captivity (number of generations captiv(‘-born ), the further the

gap in behavior and genetics. Captive populations have different selection pressures on

them for survival purposes, and in many cases have been removed from the effects of

natural selection. Humans become the selection agents, and this artificial seU'Ction

permits the survival and reproduction of individuals that may not survive in the wild.

Although an animal's wild behavior can give insights into the minimum needs for

captive survival and reproduction, a species' captive behavior may be more iniportant.

Normal captive behavior may not be the same as normal wild behavior. Until we have

documented the normal "captive" behavior of a species, we can't hope to identify

abnormal behavior that may be interfering with survival and reproduction.
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Behavioral Research and Zoo Keepers. Continued

The keeper, being the person closest to the animal both physically and psychically, is the

logical person to carry out these baseline studies on captive behavior. The keeper may
also have the most difficulty in carrying out research because of time constraints.

Therefore, we need to look at ways keepers can accumulate meaningful scientific

behavioral data on their animals within a limited time schedule, and how these data can

be put into a form that can be worked with easily.

Planning a study

A. Animal Choice:

Ideally a keeper should keep behavioral records on all the animals under his/her

care. Logistically, this may not be possible, especially in zoos that are short on

staff and long on species. Fortunately, zoos are beginning to keep largernumbers

of individuals within a species rather than large numbers of species. The days of

a Noah's Ark concept (two of everything) are rapidly receding. If data can't be

gathered on all of a keeper's charges, the logical subjects of research would be (in

no particular order);

1. species on which very little is known
2. endangered species

3. species involved in active captive breeding programs

It is easy to find out which species have not been the subjects of intensive captive

behavioral research. The captive literature is mainly concentrated in a few sources: the

journals ZoQ Biology, the International Zqq Yearbook and Animal Keepers' Forum : the

regional and annual proceedings of the AAZPA conferences, and the proceedings of

symposium meetings. These references should be available at your zoo or a local

university. It is not necessary that you study only species that have never been studied.

Any information adds to the data bank on a species and helps determine "statistical

norms" of behavior by sorting out the differences between individuals.

B. Reconnaissance Observation:

Keepers make reconnaissance observations everyday on their animals.

Behaviors that are peculiar to a particular animal are automatically noted

mentally everytime an animal is observed. Any keeper can probably recite on

request the majority of behaviors that are exhibited daily by his/her animals. The
challenge is in recording, sorting, and defining these behaviors. The end result

of these observations is an ethogram, the comprehensive descriptions of the

characteristics bahavior patterns of a species. Observation of a species over a long

period of time will produce a behavioral catalog that is part of the animal's total

behavioral repetoire (Altmann, 1974). Basic reconnaissance observation and
ethogram compilation are essential information for any further study of the

species. Ethogram construction is good baseline data, nonexistent for most
species, and the perfect type of behavioral research for keepers.

C. Ethogram Construction:

An ethogram is a list of a species' characteristic behaviors. Each behavior should

be classified, named, described, and/or operationally defined. Classes of behav-

ior could include (Lehner, 1979);

Simple Units

1. individual

a. static or postural (defined and identified by static

relations, e.g. sleeping alone)

b. dynamic or gestural (defined and identified by a

sequence of spacial relations, e.g. climbing a tree)
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Behavioral Research and Zoo Keepers. Continued

1) localized (involving only part of the system, e.g.

moving the legs)

2) generalized (involving a change of position of the

whole system in relation to its environment, e.g.

walking on the ground)

2.

social

a. static (e.g., group sleeping, huddling)

b. dynamic (e.g., one animal chasing another)

Complex Units

1. simultaneous (two or more behaviors occurring at one time

e.g. crouch-threats)

2. sequential (two or more behaviors defining another behavior

e.g.mating)

3. syntactic (the significance of the behavior may vary with the

context, e.g. male-female mounting and male-male mounting)

4. roles

a. active (the doer of the behavior, e.g. groomer)

b. passive (the receiver of the behavior, e.g. groomed)

When naming a behavior, be careful to choose a name that only describes the action and
doesn't denote function. Leg-lifting, accompanied by urination on a object (e.g. tree),

should more properly be called 'urination/tree' rather than 'territorial' behavior, or even

'scent marking'. If it can be shown later that the purpose of this behavior is to mark
territory, than a more functional name may be used. A simple code, alpha or numeric,

should then be devised to make data collection easier (e.g. Gr=grooming, Li=lateral

inactive, etc.).

The physical description of a behavior must be precise and easily understood by other

observers. It should distinguish that behavior from any other behavior. In an ethogram of

freshwater angelfish (Pterophyllum scalare), Mettler (unpub.) distinguished between two

kinds of eating behavior:

1. surface peck - The fish, angled upward at 30deg, approaches the surface of the

water, grabs a bite of food, and backs down l-3cm.

2. surface gulp - The fish remains at the surface of the water, opening and closing

its mouth to collect and swallow a large number of food particles.

A behavior is operationally defined when the observable components are described

(Lehner, 1979) [e.g., intromission in cats is difficult to observe directly. However, several

easily observable behaviors are used to define intromission: neck-biting, mounting,

thrusting, treading, trembling, and contractions by the male, accompanied by lordosis,

neck-arching, and vocalization by the female]. Ethogram construction can be completed

on any time schedule, and the resultant behaviors are the basis for further research.

D. Beyond the Ethogram:

Behavioral research can take two basic forms: naturalistic observation and

experimental manipulation. Naturalistic observation is a descriptive study of the

natural behavior of an animal with little or no interference by humans, and can
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be used in the wild or in captivity when animals are being exhibited in natural

habitats (Lehner, 1979). Using the behavior described in the ethogram, some
additional areas of study to pursue might be:

1.

construction of a time budget

2.

enclosure usage

3.

social interactions

4.

courtship and mating behavior

5.

estrous behavior

6.

parenting behavior

7.

socialization of the young

The experimental procedure involves the manipulation of variables in order to measure
their effect on selected behavior. This type of study can be used when assessing the value

of behavioral engineering. By manipulating the animal's habitat and environment, it is

possible to increase the activity level (or reverse it for nocturnal animals) in a captive

situation. It is important in this study type that all factors be identified, and that only one

factor at a time be manipulated. All other factors must be held constant (Lehner, 1979).

These studies can add immeasurably to the well-being of a captive animal, and to its

exhibit value. Other experimental studies can involve a change in nutrition, hand-

rearing methods, and an attempt to induce estrous seasons and cycles by light-dark cycle

manipulation. In general, whenever a new procedure is tried, an experimental study can

be instituted as long as there is baseline behavioral data on the old procedure.

Data.CQlkctiQn

A general understanding of some behavioral terms is needed before beginning data

collection. There terms are (Crockett, 1977):

1. event - instantaneous behavior

2. state - behavior with a measurable duration

3. duration - time spent in a state

4. transition time - changing from one state to another

5. frequency - number of occurrences of events or states

6. bout - frequency of states

7. rate - frequency per unit time, requires duration of sample period

8. proportion - a fraction expressed in decimals

9. percent - proportion multiplied by 100

A. Sampling Methods:

Two general considerations need to be taken into account when beginning a

study: what (or who) to observe, and when to observe. A decision of who (or what) to

observe becomes necessary when there is more than one animal present, and/or

there is more action than is possible for one observer to record. The focus of the

study should be defined before the data collection begins. The focus could be

(Crockett, 1977):

1. focal animal - one individual is observed for the duration of

the sample period

2. focal subgp'oup - e.g. mother-infant group, all females, etc.

3. all occurrences of some behaviors - e.g., all aggression is recorded

in the entire group
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4. sequence sampling - in the entire group, certain sequences of behavior

(e.g. mating) are recorded whenever they occur

5. location sampling - behavior in a particular location in the enclosure

is recorded

Once a focus for observation is chosen, a sample period must be defined. Equal length

sample periods should be used, and are the length of time a particular individual,

behavior, or location is the focus of observation. A sample period should be long enough to

encompass the onset and termination of the behaviors of interest and short enough to

minimize fatigue by the observer (Altmann, 1974). Between 10-20 minutes seems
sufficient to allow for these factors. Sample periods should be distributed over the entire

time period of interest. These time periods might be daytime only, nighttime only,

gestation period, estrous cycle, breeding season, 1-90 days after the birth of a litter, or year-

round.

A sampling method is then chosen depending on the type of data desired, the limitations

on the observers, and the questions posed by the study. Types of sampling methods and
their uses and limitations are (Crockett, 1977):

1. Ad libitum sampling - non-systematic, informal observations, typical daily

log notes; difficult to transcribe into meaningful data; useful as notes in the

margins on check-lists.

2. Focal-animal sampling - all behaviors of a certain animal (focal animal)

are recorded in sequence, usually including the role. Can calculate rates,

frequencies, and durations; difficult to record if behaviors are very rapid or

complex.

3. Instantaneous and scan samplings - the state at the instant ending a pre-

defined interval is recorded. Can be used on groups of individuals; gives

frequencies. Can't record durations or sequences.

Focal animal and scan samplings are the methods of choice in a systematic study and are

easily fitted into a keeper's daily schedule.

B. Observer effects and Reliability:

Interobserver reliability can be a problem in a study if more than one observer is

taking data (Ralls, et al., 1982). It is possible to calculate the percent agreement

between observers (Crockett, 1977). Although this method is not a good index of

observer agreement statistically, it is valuable in evaluating the validity of data

from more than one source (Hollenbeck, in press).

# agreements

% agreement = # agreements + # disagreements x 100

Reliability should be 85-95% for new data to be added for analysis (Crockett, 1977). A good

ethogram with well defined and described behaviors can aid in interobserver reliability.

Observer effects, or intraobserver reliability can cause problems in a study. Data

collection usually improves with time, and the first data taken is generally less valuable

than later data (Altmann, 1974). Fatigue can influence data collection, as can general
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well-being or state-of-mind. An animal’s behavior may be influenced by an observer,

and that disturbance may be magnified by a keeper in uniform. Using non-invasive

methods such as videotape can almost eliminate these problems (Hutchins & Gledhill,

1977; Drieschman, 1981, MacNamara & Kalina, 1981). A keeper has another unicjui*

problem in observer bias by knowing the animals almost too well.. The recording of

predicted behavior in ambiguous situations should be avoided (Crockett, 1977).

C. Individual identifications:

If a study involves animals in groups, some method of individual identification

must be employed. For keepers, animals are readily identified by individual personality

characteristics. However, if other observers become involved in a study, some scheme of

identification should be devised. Light colored individuals in litters can be marked with

non-toxic neo-violet which gradually disappears as the coat is shed and replaced. Other

animals usually have some physical characteristic that distinguishes them from others

in a group. This characteristic should be described, and photographed if possible, to

facilitate easier identification by other observers (Lehner, 1979).

Data Collection Eauinment

A. Data Forms:

Some type of data form is necessary for the recording of data in any study. The
design of the data form will vary according to the sampling method used. Scan sampling

and focal-animal sampling are the best methods to use in a zoo study, and sample forms

are presented for each of these in Table 1.

Scan sampling can be an especially valuable data collection method for keepers because

sample periods can be relatively short (10-20 min.). Freeman (1983) used scan sampling

in a study of snow leopard (Panthera unica) behavior where scan samples were taken 20

seconds apart for 20 minute periods. This type of sampling can be done on a keeper's busy

time schedule.

With focal animal sampling, behaviors are usually recorded continuously or by means of

a check-list with behaviors as columns and sample periods as rows. A check-list w'ould be

used when a relatively small number of behaviors are of interest. With continuous

sampling, a much larger number of different behaviors can be recorded. In my study

with Geoffrey's cats (Felis geoffroyi) (subm. for publ.), 105 separate behaviors were

recorded with continuous sampling. Sample periods should be constant throughout the

study, but can be initially designed to accommodate the keeper's schedule. The data form

and the data collection schedule should be designed to meet both the needs of the study, and

the time available to the observers. Other examples of data forms can be found in Hinde

(1973), Kleiman (1974, 1975), Crockett (1977), Lehner (1979), and Mellen & Pfeifer (1983).

B. Videotape:

Videotape can be a valuable tool for behavioral data collection, especially for an

overworked keeper. Continuous focal-animal sampling can be done when recording in

real-time, and scan sampling can be done when recording in time-lapse. However,
videotaping only records the action, it doesn't fill in the data sheets. The same types of

data sheets are used to take data from videotapes as are used in live observations. An
added value of videotape is that the tapes can be reviewed, slowed down, speeded up, and
paused so that all of the behavior exhibited by the animals can be recorded. This is

especially valuable in large groups of animals where each animal can be used as the focal

animal over the same time period. Problems with intra- and inter-observer reliability

can be almost eliminated, and behaviors of interest can be edited from the tapes and saved

for posterity.
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One of the basic problems with videotaping of behavior is tape management. It takes time

to review and take data from videotapes, and in many studies, the number of back tapes

may creep up on you at an alarming rate. Tape reviewing and data transcribing should

be accomplished on a regular schedule unless you have an unlimited number of blank

tapes for future use, and a supply of cheap labor to help you wade through the accumulated

pile.

There are short cuts to make tape transcribing less painful. Time-lapse can be used to

collapse up to 90 hours on one 2 hour tape. However, time-lapse, is a form of scan sampling

and can give only behavioral frequencies, not durations or rates. If 6 hour tapes are

recorded in real-time, they can be searched on fast- forward-search for behaviors of

interest. In my own study, I was interested only in interactive behaviors between the male

and female cats; therefore, using fast-forward-search, I recorded data only when both

animals were in the view of the camera. I then continually recorded all roles, behaviors

and locations in sequence until one cat left the view of the camera. The presence or

absence of both cats defined my sample periods. I transcribed one 6-hour tape in 1-3 hours

depending on the amount of activity. With this method, rates, frequencies, durations, and

sequences could be obtained. Recorders that record for only 2-4 hours cannot be used with

the fast-forward-search method because of interference from scan-lines on the screen.

Data Analysis

Various statistical analyses can be used to break down and manipulate the data in

order to answer the research questions. Lehner (1979) gives many examples of basic

statistical methods. Some useful calculations that can be performed for analysis and
presentation of behavioral data are (Crockett, 1977);

1. range = highest and lowest score (frequency, duration, rate, percent)

2. rate (e.g., of occurrence of solitary behavior or social interaction) =

frequency/observation time

3. hourly rate (frequency per hour) = frequency/hours of observation in decimals

4. relative frequency - frequency of one behavior/total behavior changes

(total number of behaviors); indicates probability of a particular behavior

being observed at a randomly selected behavior change

5. mean duration per bout = total duration of a behavior/its frequency

6. mean duration per hour (average minutes per hour in a state) - total duration

in minutes/hours of observation in decimals

7. mean rate or duration per individual (e.g., averaged across the entire group

or within age/sex classes) = total frequency or duration for all individuals/total

observation time for all individuals; if sample duration is equal for all subjects,

individual rates can be summed and divided by the number of subjects. <

8. percent of time (continuous sampling) - (mean duration per hour/60min) x 100

9. percent of time (scan sampling) = (# of samples when behavior scored/total

# of samples) x 100

10.

mean percent per individual ( averaged as per mean rate) = (total # of samples

when behavior scored, summed across subjects/ total # of samples summed
across subjects) x 100

In summary, it is possible for a keeper with a limited amount of time to conduct behavioral

research that is meaningful and important for the preservation and well-being of

animals in captivity. No degree is needed for most behavioral research, just interest,
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Table 1. Data Forms (adapted from Crockett, 1977)

gcan SampILngi

AaiiaUs. IkkmorCodc imd Loaitim

Sample

limes

AnimalA Anirrud B Animal C AniniiilD

beh. loc. bch. loe. beh- loe. bell. loe.

0800 IV SW R NW R NW R NW

0801 F SW R NW F SF F sp:

0802

08a5

fjm

Focal-Animal Sampling (continuous):

lic^nning Endinjj

limsi limii llolc-lkha\i^?r

0800 08a5 A-(ir/Il-(Jr/A-IU A-Ht R-Ht/IMlt N-L^ / / / /

/ / / /N-Ya N-St N-Si/ / / .etc.

0000 0005

1QQQ_ 1QQ6

Focal-Animal Sampling (Check-list):

Ikjginning Pending Il()lc/Ik‘ha\i()r (#s indiaitc seguenexO

^Hme I'imc A/Gr N/dr A/An WAsi AIM KV\

0800 0805 245 1,7 5,10 .%9 445 11 12

0000 0905

m im
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incentive, a sharp pencil, a k(>(‘n eye, and a few minutes a day. As zoos gradually become
the last hideouts for many species from the depredation of man, and the holders of the

^'enetic material of the wild, th(* contiiUK'd hre('din)^' and health of thes(' sp(‘cies will lie in

our ability to assess their physiolo^dcal and Ix'havioral needs in captivity.

luHtor's note: This paper teas presented at the AAZK Great Lakes Regional Conference

held in Columbus, OH May 7-7, I9S6)
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Book Review

Restoring America's Wildlife

U.S. Department of the Interior

Fish and Wildlife Service. 1987
Washington, D.C.

394 pp., hardbound

Review by Mike Seidman
Keeper, Phoenix Zoo
Phoenix, Arizona

Despite its over-confident title, this government-issued book ofTers a surprisingly honest

account of the history and current status of wildlife conservation in the United States.

Written to commemorate the 50th anniversary of the Pittman-Robertson Act, it is the story

of how money acquired through this act, in conjunction with changes in attitudes towards

wildlife and increased expertise in management techniques, has worked to counter

wildlife loss and habitat degradation.

Of course there is no reason for complacency. Wildlife and its habitat around the world

are being decimated at an appalling rate, especially in the tropics, and predictions of

animal extinctions over the next 20-30 years range from hundreds of thousands to

millions of species. Even the success of the conservation movement here, in our rich and
relatively enlightened nation, is very limited and beset by constant threats of disruption.

Many species of birds and mammals are now considered endangered in the U.S., 284 and
the list is growing; but conditions here have improved for wildlife as a whole, and this is a

gratifying exception to general world trends.

Early chapters show how the money generated by the P-R Act has been applied to help

particular animal populations or habitat but, to me, the most interesting sections are those

that relate the history of human-animal relationships in America. For each animal
surveyed-pronghorn, bighorn, elk, mountain lion, etc. --the impact on it of human
settlement and expansion is recounted, along with changes in attitudes towards it. After

many decades of unchecked exploitation of our natural resources by settlers driven to

tame and civilize the wilderness (these were people for whom animals and plants were
either useful or else hostile), the landscape was so radically transformed by the 1930's, it

seemed most animals were doomed to extinction.

It was game hunters, in 1937, who instigated the use of excise taxes on rifles, shotguns and
ammunition for the preservation of wildlife. Later, a tax on handguns and archery

equipment was added. In 1985, this amounted to 120 million dollars which was
apportioned to state wildlife agencies for land acquisition and management, research

and hunter education. Since 1937, four million acres of critical habitat have been

purchased by the states, while another 50 million acres are being actively managed by

them. Several animals have been brought back from near extinction. A key reason for

the success of this program lay in the new realization that resources could be renewable,

that habitats could be managed to prevent depletion and/or extinction of its inhabitants.

One obvious problem with our conservation policy is that the emphasis in on large game
animals. Since most of the money for conservation comes from hunters, it is their

interests that have priority. Nearly every author makes the case that improving habitat

for game animals must aid non-game animals as well, but there are few hard facts to
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Book Review. Conlinued

support this contention, and such practices as over-stocking of particular species and the

introduction of non-endemic animals (such as chuckars and ring-necked pheasants)
must surely have depressing effects on the populations of the original animals, and may
possibly work unforeseen changes on the ecosystem itself.

Non-game research and protection, while definitely a growing concern of wildlife

biologists, is still severely limited by inadequate funding. One author suggests taxing

non-hunting wildlife-related paraphernalia e.g. binoculars, field guides, bird seed, etc.

and so spread the costs of protection among all those interested in wild animals.

Surely it is odd that the impetus (money) for saving animals should come from a group

devoted to killing them. But so it is and, if it were not for hunters, huge areas of wild land

which are now protected might otherwise be under development, and many of America's

best-known animals might be extinct. Our society is obviously not yet at a level of

development at which the moral implications of killing animals for personal pleasure

has penetrated our collective conscience.

AAZK Welcomes New Professional Members

Todd Cleveland, Metro Boston Zoo

Beth Hartsel, Mill Mt. Zoo

Roberta A. Clark, Santa Fe Teaching Zoo

Talon Thornton, Henson Robinson Zoo

Nicole Wolf, Audubon Park Zoo

Rosellan Filangi, Pueblo Zool. Gardens
Debbie L. Younkin, Santa Barbara Zoo

Nina Gray, San Jose Zoo

Christy L. Gerhardt, Walk in the Wild

John McLachlan, Walk in the Wild
Elizabeth Carleton, Marine World/Africa USA

Logan Mulford, Catoctin Mt. Zoo Park

Brian Blazer, Soco Gardens Zoo

Glenn T. Granat, Brookfield Zoo

Kitty Shipman, Topeka Zool. Park

Cathy Defenbaugh, Baton Rouge Zoo

Paula Swanson, Santa Barbara Zoo

Gail Goldman, San Francisco Zoo

Terry L. Hamberg, Walk in the Wild

(Spokane, WA)
Violet Rehmann, Our Vanishing

Kingdom Ltd., Ontario, Canada
Eva L. Blasberg, Marine World/Africa USA

Available for sale from AAZK National Conference '87....

Patches - with the conference logo. These patches are a limited
edition, dark brown with gold design. We only have a few left.

Available for $4.00 each.
Group Photographs - taken during the National Conference at the
Milwaukee County Zoo. This photograph features ail conference
delegates. Size is 3 1/2" x 5". (Larger sizes avaiiable on a special

order). Cost is $1.00 each.

Send payment with the following information: Name, address. City/State,
Zip Code.

Number of patches at $4.00 each

Number of photos at $1.00 each

TOTAL $.

Send to: AAZK Milwaukee Chapter. Milwaukee Coimmty Zoo, 10001 W.
Bluemound Rd., Milwaukee. WI 53226. SEE YOU IN TUCSON!!!
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AAZK Regional Coordinators

Co-Directors of Regional Coordinator System

States East of Mississippi - Diane Krug, Rt. 1, Box 273, Hilliard, FL 32097 (904) 225-9559 [work]

(904) 845-4279 [home]

States West of Mississippi - Debbera Stecher, Woodland Park Zoo, 5500 Phinney Ave., North, Seattle, WA
98103. (206) 625-5402 [work] (206) 745-8198 [home]

REG IONAL COORP INATOR S

John Linehan, Franklin Park Zoo, Boston, MA 02021 (617) 442-7646 [w]

for the states of ME, VT, NH, MA, RI, CT
Peter Buchholz, Bronx Zoo, New York, NY 10460 (212) 220-5154 [w] (718) 229-771 1 [h]

for the states of NY, VA and the District of Columbia

Denise Robinson, Philadelphia Zoo, Philadelphia, PA 19014

for the states of PA, DE, NJ, MD
Linda Anstandig, Detroit Zoological Park, Detroit, MI

for the states of MI, IN, KY, and OH
Chris Garland, North Carolina Zoological Park, Asheboro, NC

for the states of NC,SC,TN, and W. VA
Larry Sammarco, Lincoln Park Zoo, Chicago, IL 60614 (312) 294-4660 [w]

for the states of WI, IL, MO, MN, and lA

TimKurkowski,Zoo Atlanta, Atlanta, GA 30315 (404) 624-5600 [w] (404)292-6314 [h]

for the states of GA, AR and AL
Marcelle Guidry, Greater Baton Rouge Zoo, Baker, LA 70714 (504) 775-3877 [w] (504) 388-9392 [h]

for the states of LA and MS
Vikki Bohnert, 2264 Winkler Ave., B-11, Ft. Myers, FL 33901

for the state of Florida

John R. Turner, Denver Zoo, Denver, CO 80205

for the states of CO, NM, and TX
Steve Tigges, Tulsa Zoological Park, Tulsa, OK 74115

for the states of OK, NE, KS, ND, and SD
Laurence Gledhill, Woodland Park Zoo, Seattle, WA 98103 (206) 625-5497 [w]

for the states of WA, OR, ID, MT, WY and AK
Art Goodrich, San Diego Zoo, San Diego, CA 921 12

for the states of CA, NV, UT and AZ
Honolulu AAZK Chapter (Dan Vitiello, Pres.) (808) 9234772 [w]

for the Hawaiian Islands

Neville Howard Pike, Metro Toronto Zoo, Box 280, West Hill, Ontario, Canada MIE 4R5

for the Province of Ontario, Canada

Bob Debets, Assiniboine Park Zoo, 2355 Corydon Ave., Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada R3P OR5
for the Province of Manitoba, Canada (204) 489-3893 [h]

Marcia Rasmussen, Calgary Zoo, P.O. Box 3036, Stn. B., Calgary, Alberta, Canada T2M 4R8
for the Provinces of Alberta and British Columbia, Canada (403) 235- 5461 [h]

Need membership information? Want to learn more about AAZK or start a chapter or

become more active - then call your RC! They will be glad to assist you with any

information you need about AAZK.



Institutions wishing to advertise employment opportunities are asked to send pertinent

data by the 15th of each month to: Opportunity Knocks IAKF. 635 Gage Blvd., Topeka, KS
66606. Please include closing dates for positions available. There is no charge for this

service and phone-in listings of positions which become available close to deadline are

accepted.

KEEPERIBIRD DEPT ...Baltimore Zoo - Salary $13,314.00 plus benefits. Each candidate

must have graduated from an accredited high school and have one year of paid experience

in the care and handling of a variety of birds, excluding pets. Or have graduated from an
accredited high school and have six months' experience in the care and handling of

animals in a zoological institution. Or a bachelor's degree from an accredited college or

university in biology, zoology, animal science or veterinary technology. Eligibility for a

driver's license is required. This is an entry level position under the direct supervision

of a senior keeper or a curator. All resumes must be sent to: Fred Beall, Curator of Birds,

Baltimore Zoo, Druid Hill Park, Baltimore, MD 21217, Deadline for acceptance of
application is 3/1/88.

AVIARY ATTENDANT...Sa\t Lake City Corporation - Salary $17,988.00

to $20,940.00 yearly. Responsible for the complete care of exotic birds.

Maintains records of behavior, necessary avicultural observations, the

food supplies and makes repairs to bird cages and other equipment. Three

(3) years' paid work experience with exotic birds in a zoo or aviary

required. Ability to work with the general public, maintain records and
the ability to perform minor construction repairs and ground
maintenance. Send resumes to: Office of Human Resource Management,
324 South State Street, 5th Floor, Salt Lake City, UT 84111. Closing date is 19

February 1988.

VETERINARY TECHNICIAN/HOSPITAL KEEPER...reau\res certifica

tion as a veterinary technician with two years' experience preferably with

exotic animals. Responsible for the care of hospitalized and quarantined

animals, conducting diagnostic tests, maintaining clerical records and
assisting the veterinarian. Salary $10,500-$12,000 plus benefits. Send
resume by 31 March 1988 to: Dr. C. Douglas Page, Jacksonville Zoo,

P.O.Box 26767, Jacksonville, FL 32218.
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BIRD KEEPER ...DTefeT experience with tropical soft-billed birds and some educational

background. Horticultural experience also desirable. Salary $15,000-$17,000. Send
resume by 1 March 1988 to: Ken Reininger, Curator of Birds, Burnet Park Zoo, 500 Burnet

Park Dr., Syracuse, NY 13204.

CORRECTION; Last month's AKF included the job listing below. However, due to a

typographical error, the copy read "caring for approximately 650 chimpanzees...". This

should have read "caring for approximately 50 chimpanzees...". We apologize for this

error. Please note new closing date for this position.

CAREGIVERICHIMPANZEES ...Teau\res B.A. in zoology, biology, anthropology or

related fields of study and ability to work well with peers. Commensurate experience will

be considered. Assist in the responsibility for maintaining and caring for approximately

50 chimpanzees (Pan troglodytes). Should be interested in behavioral research that will

add to the knowledge of captive chimpanzees and assist in improving captive

management methods. Salary negotiable. Send letter of interest and resume bv 15

Marchl988 to: Jo Fritz, P.O. Box 86, Tempe, AZ 85281. note: ALL personnel must have a

negative T.B. skin test and a negative hepatitis B antigen blood test.
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AAZK Membership Application

Name. Check here if renewal
[ ]

Address.

$25.00 Professional

Full-time Keepers

$25.00 International

All members outside the

U.S. & Canada

$20.00 Affiliate

Other staff & volunteers

$15.00 Associate

Those not connected

with an animal facility

$15.00 Library

Library subscription only

Directory Information: Zoo:

$50.00 Contributing

Organizations and
Individuals

Work Area: Special Interests:

Mail this application and check or money order (U.S. CURRENCY ONLY PLEASE), payable to

American Association of Zoo Keepers, Inc., to; AAZK National Headquarters, Topeka Zoo, 635

Gage Blvd., Topeka, KS 66606.

Membership includes a subscription to Animal Keepers' Forum . The membership card is good

for free admission to many zoos and aquariums in the U.S. and Canada.

INFORMATION FOR CONTRIBUTORS

Animal Keepers' Forum publishes original papers and news items of interest to the Animal

Keeping profession. Non-members are welcome to submit articles for consideration.

Articles should be typed or hand-printed. All illustrations, graphs and tables should be clearly

marked, in final form, and should fit in a page size no more than 6" x 10" (15cm x 25 1/2cm).

Literature used should be cited in the text and in final bibliography. Avoid footnotes. Include

scientific name of species the first time it is used. Thereafter use common name. Black and
white photos only accepted.

Articles sent to Animal Keepers' Forum will be reviewed for publication. No commitment is made
to the author, but an effort will be made the publish articles as soon as possible. Those longer

than three pages may be separated into monthly installments at the discretion of the editorial

staff. The editors reserve the right to edit material without consultation unless approval is

requested in writing by the author. Materials submitted will not be returned unless accompanied
by a stamped, self-addressed envelope. Telephone contributions on late-breaking news or last-

minute insertions are accepted. However, phone-in contributions of long articles will not be
accepted. The phone number is (913) 272-5821 Ext. 31

.

DEADLINE FOR EACH EDITION IS THE 15TH
OF THE PRECEDING MONTH

Articles printed do not necessarily reflect the

opinions of the Animal Keepers' Forum editorial

staff or the American Association of Zoo Keepers, Inc.

Items in this publication may be reprinted providing credit to this publication is given. Reprints
may be ordered from the editor

PRINTED IN THE U.S.A.
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This month's imaginative cover art was done by K. Moktan, a keeper at the Himilayan
Zoological Park, Darjeeling, India. Mr. Moktan is one of many foreign keepers

sponsored by AAZK Chapters and members. He is being sponsored in AAZK by the Rocky
Mountain Chapter, Denver, CO. His artwork features a Thompson's gazelle ( Gazella

thompsoni), which is native to northern and eastern Africa, the Arabian peninsula to

central Asia , from Turkey to Mongolia and the plains of India. Thank you, K. Moktan!

Scoops

ScholarsTiin AvailahTft for BehaviorWorkshop at Dallas Zoo

The Dallas Zoological Society has announced that it will provide financial assistance to

a Professional member of AAZK to attend the national workshop "Applying Behavioral

Research to Zoo Animal Management". The workshop is scheduled for 7-14 May 1988.

The financial assistance will include payment of the workshop's registration fee of

$75.00 plus accommodations for the selected keeper. To apply for this scholarship, send a

letter of application and a brief professional resume to: Ron Kagan, General Curator,

Dallas Zoo, 621 E. Clarendon Dr., Dallas, TX 75203-2996. See details of conference under

Coming Events.

Reservation Orders BeingTaken forFeHd Bibliography

Reservations are now being accepted for a felid bibliography (soft-cover, spiral-bound) to

be distributed in April 1988 by the Felid Research and Conservation Interest Group. This

book contains over 200 pages of references on all species of felids and areas of interest.

In addition to over 3,000 references, there will be an index cross-referenced by species,

geographic area, and subject. Price is $26.50 (US) prepaid, and includes postage within

the U.S.A. Additional postage will be required for overseas shipments. Send your orders

to: Gail E. Foreman, Dept, of Zoology, OSU, 1735 Neil Ave., Columbus, OH 43210, USA.
Proceeds will benefit the Felid Research and Conservation Interest Group.

Reference Search Committee Seeks BibUographv Sources

Marilyn Cole, Chairman of the newly reactivated Reference Search Committee, requests

that members send her sources they may have for bibliographies dealing with all animal

species, zookeeping and zoos. This committee is starting from scratch as those

previously involved with the project are no longer active and the materials they had
gathered have not been made available to the new committee people. If you can help,

please send your bibliographies or sources for bibliographies to Marilyn Cole, Box 335,

Pickering, Ontario LIV 2R6, Canada.

ABC AttemptingUpdate on Stolen Files

The Non-releaseable Animal Placement Program (NAAP) is a computer-based
information system for non-releaseable species of mammals, birds, reptiles and
amphibians run by the Animal Rehabilitation Center of Midlothian, TX. The purpose of
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Scoops and Scuttlebutt. Continued

the program is to maintain a clearinghouse for wildlife professionals who deal with non-

releaseable, permaneently injured or imprinted animals. It is designed for the placement

of surplus animals into various wildlife programs - zoos, nature centers, science

museums throughout North America, Our NAPP Report filed were stolen In December. I

am attempting to recreate the list. If anyone is no longer receiving the monthly NAPP
Report, please contact: Karen Starr Wakeland, Animal Rehabilitation Center, Inc., 449

Edgefield Lane, Midlothian, TX 76065 (214) 775-6228.

AAZKNoteof Svmpatfav

The AAZK Board of Directors wishes to extend on behalf of the entire Association, our

sincere sympathy to the family, friends and co-workers of Hubert Brick. Brick, a keeper

at the Assiniboine Park Zoo in Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada, was killed last month when
he was attacked by a camel at the zoo. Deaths from animal attacks are fortunately quite

rare at zoos, but such a tragedy serves to remind us all of the potential dangers inherent in

our profession and the need to remain alert and vigilant in the performance of our jobs.

Have any good photos? The AAZK Public Education
Committee is looking for photo contributions to be
used in the "Zookeeping As A Career" poster project.

Photo submitted should show keepers working in the
areas of Animal Care, Research, Conservation and
Education. We need color photographs in 5" x 7" or
8" X 10" size, or send a negative with your regular size

photo. Send photos to: Tom LaBarge, c/o Burnet
Park Zoo, 500 Burnet Park Drive, Syracuse, NY 13204.

AAZK Welcomes New Professional Members

Peter Costello, W.D. Stone Zoo
Daniel Hoyer, Stone Memorial Zoo
Valerie J. Wagner, Elmwood Park Zoo (PA)

Zina L. Cadorette, Lion Country Safari (FL)

Roslyn D. Wolfram, Glen Oak Zoo (IL)

Norah Famahm, Henson C. Robinson Zoo (IL)

Vanessa Woodcum, Sedgwick County Zoo (KS)

Rebecca L, Dugan, Audubon Park & Zool. Gdns.
Elizabeth L. Martin, Cheyenne Mountain Zoo
Jamie Peters, Southern Nevada Zool. Park
Elizabeth Gioia, Southern Nevada Zool. Park,

Kip (Chris) Parker, Toronto Humane Society

Darcie Dubetz, W. Edmonton Mall (Canada)

Jacqueline McCray, Metro Boston Zoo

Steve A. Clevenger, National Zoo

Eileen Hodgson, Baltimore Zoo

Jeff Wines, Indianapolis Zoo

Steven L. Tomey, St. Louis Zoo

Caren S. Thillens, Lincoln Park Zoo

Allison Hoffman, Dallas Zoo

Bob Dolan, Hogle Zoo (UT)

Stan Draper, Hogle Zoo

Marcia L, Roskop, Cheyenne Mt. Zoo

Lori Rogers, Calgary Zoo

Cindy McCallum, W, Edmonton Mall

Barbara A. Jowle, W. Edmonton Mall

C.E. Noseworthy, Municipal Black Bear Habitat (TN)
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Coming Events

Our Interactions with Wild Animals;

Perspective and Possibilities

April 23, 1988 Univ. of Calif., Davis

One-day conference co-sponsored by the Human Animal Program and the Office of Public

Programs, School of Veterinary Medicine, UC-Davis and The Human/Animal Bond
Committee, California Veterinary Medical Association. Includes speakers on various aspects

of human/animal interaction ranging from Human Behavior in Zoos to Animals in a

Rehabilitation Hospital. Registration fee, includes buffet lunch, is $50; $25 for students,

health technicians and senior citizens. For more information contatc: Dr. Lynette Hart,

Director, Human-Animal Program, School of Veterinary Medicine, University of California,

Davis, CA 95616 (916) 752-7418.

First International Wildlife Ranching Symposium

May 16-21, 1988 La Cruces,NM

Symposium considering the conservation and economic impacts of wildlife ranching. For more
information contact: Raul Valdez, Professor Wildlife Science, College of Agriculture and

Home Economics, Dept, of Fishery and Wildlife Sciences, P.O. Box 30003, Campus Box 4901,

Las Cruces, NM 88003-003 (505) 646-1544.

The International Ungulate Behavior & Management Conference

May 16-22, 1988 Texas A&M

For further information, contact: Dr. ElizabethMungall, 342 Double Tree Drive, Lewisville,

TX 75067.

AZAD Annual Conference

September 9-12, 1988 Baltimore, MD

Association of Zoo and Aquarium Docents will be hosted by the National Aquarium in

Baltimore and the Baltimore Zoological Society. For further information, contact: AZAD
Conference, Baltimore Zoo, Druid Hill Park, Baltimore, MD 21217-4599 (301) 576-3886.

14th National AAZK Conference

September 11-15, 1988 Tucson, AZ

Hosted by the Tucson AAZK Chapter. Watch your AKF for registration forms, agenda
details and announcements. For more information contact: Ed Hansen or George Montgomery,

Tucson Chapter AAZK, P.O. Box 43908, Tucson, AZ 85733-3908.
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Coming Events. Continued

The Biennial Conference of the

International Association gf Zqq E^catam

October 2-7, 1988 Toronto, Canada

To be held at Park Plaza Hotel, Toronto. For further information, contact: Merebeth Switzer,

Metro Toronto Zoo, P.O. Box 280, West Hill, Ontario, Canada MIE 4R5.

The 5th World Conference on B_r££ding
Endangered Species in Captivity

October 9-12, 1988 Cincinnati, OH

For further information contact: Betsy Dresser, Director of Research, Cincinnati Zoo, 3400

Vine St., Cincinnati, OH 45220 (513) 281-4701.

1988 AAZPA Regional Conferences

AAZPA Southern Regional-20-22 March, 1988 - for more information contact: Al Fontana,

Assistant Director, or Gordon Hubbell, DVM, Miami Metrozoo, 12400 S.W. 152 St., Miami, FL
33177 (305) 251-0401.

AAZPA Central Regional - 10-12 April, 1988 - For more information contact: Michael LaRue,

Assistant Director, Topeka Zoological Park, 635 Gage Blvd., Topeka, Ks 66606 (913) 272-5821.

(This is a great opportunity to visit AAZK National Headquarters!)

AAZPA Great Lakes Regional - 24-27 April, 1988 - for more information contact: David
Lonsdale, Assistant Director, John G. Shedd Aquarium, 1200 South Lake Shore Drive,

Chicago, IL 60605 (312) 939-2426.

AAZPA Northeastern Regional - 1-3 May, 1988 - for more information contact: Peter

Crowcroft, Director, Salisbury Zoological Park, Box 3163, Salisbury, MD 21801 (301) 548-3188.

Dallas Zoo To Host Behavioral Workshop

The Dallas Zoo will host this year's national workshop on "Applying Behavioral

Research to Zoo Animal Management". The workshop will be held 7-14 May 1988,

Participants will learn how to develop and participate in behavioral research projects

and apply the results to specific management programs. This year's workshop will

include topics and projects in Mammalian, Avian and Reptilian behavior. A nationally

recognized behavior scientist will provide a keynote lecture. Many additional activities

are planned, including tours of several zoos and an evening "ice-breaker".

Enrollment will be limited to 40 participants. Registration fee for the workshop is $75.00

if paid before 1 April 1988. After that time the fee is $100. Priority will be given to zoo staff

from AAZPA accredited institutions. For further information and a registration form,

write to: Ron Kagan, General Curator, Dallas Zoo, 621 East Clarendon Dr., Dallas, TX
75203-2996.



Births & Hatchings

Correction from January B&H...on page 3 under the listing for North Carolina Zoological

Park, the Troupial was incorrectly identified as an African species—it is native to South

America and is in fact the national bird of Venezuela. Also the correct scientific name for

the Indian sarus crane noted in the listing on page 4 from the Sri Chamarajendra
Zoological Gardens, Mysore, India should be Grus antigone antigone. Thanks to Paula

Strasser, Assistant Director of the Pittsburgh Aviary, for bringing these to our attention.

Metro Toronto ZQO...reports these notable births and hatchings for November 1987: 1.0

Brush-tailed bettong, 1.0 Lion-tailed macaque, 1.1.1 Polar bear (a first for Metro Toronto

Zoo - unfortunately they DNS), 0.0.3 West African dwarf crocodile and 0.0.7 Green spiny

lizard, submitted by Heidi Manicki, Chapter Liaison.

Silver Springs Attraction (Florida)...B&H reported for June 1987 through January 1988 - A
1.0 White-handed gibbon (Hylobates lar) was born 19 November and was being nursed by

its mother. But because of sibling rivalry from its older brother, the mother dropped the

infant. We pulled it to hand-raise and he's doing just fine. Also being hand-raised are a

1.0 Sable antelope (Hippotragus niger) bringing our total number of this species to eight,

and a 1.0 Reticulated giraffe (Giraffa Camelopardalis) named "Khama" who was born 27

June. These two are located in our petting zoo. Other mammals born were 1.1 Reeves

muntjac {Muntiacus reevisi), 1.1 Guanaco {Llama guanicoe), 1.0 Llama {Lama glama)
[DNS], 0.1 Grant's zebra {Equus bruchelli), 10 Fallow deer {Dama dama), 1.0 Addax
{Addax hasomasculatus) {DNS}, and another Reticulated giraffe born on 6 January
bringing our herd total to 11. Also born were 10 Mouflon {Ovis musimom) within a four-

day span the week of 16 January, submitted by Joann Zeliff, head keeper, Silver Springs

Attraction, Silver Springs, FL.

San Diego Wild Animal Park...reDorted is the birth of the Park's 70th Southern White
Rhinoceros. The baby, a male, was born on 5 January and weighed in at 125 pounds. He
was born in public view. He was named Dhoruba, meaning storm in Swahili (as it was
raining during his birth), and is being well cared for by his mother, Dabula. It is Dabula's

eighth offspring since 1976. Dhoruba's father is Rahisi, who arrived at the SDWAP in

1983. The age of both parents is unknown as they were captured in the wild as adults. The
Wild Animal Park's breeding program began in 1971 with a gift of 18 white rhinos from

the Natal Parks Board in Zululand, South Africa. Since then, there have been more white

rhino born at the SDWAP than anywhere outside of Africa. Park-born rhinos now reside

in New Zealand, The People's Republic of China, Belgium, Canada, West Germany,
Taiwan and throughout the U.S. San Diego Wild Animal Park News Release.

Tampa/Busch Gardens...reported B&H for January include: 0.1 Grevy zebra, 0.0.1

Grant's zebra, 1.1 Addra gazelle, 0.1 Addax, 2.1 Soemmering's gazelle, 0.1 Dromedary
camel, 1.0 Roan antelope, 0.1 Reticulated giraffe, 0.1 Muntjac, 0.1 Greater kudu, 1.0

Scimitar-horned oryx, 1.0 Sitatunga, 0.0.4 Jandaya conure, 0.0.1 Scaley-breasted lorikeet,

0.0.1 Scarlet macaw, 0.0.2 Goldie's lorikeet, 0.0.3 Golden-capped conure, 0.0.5 Sun conure

and 0.0.2 Black-capped lory. submitted by Mary Eisenacher, Animal Records, Buash
Gardens, Tampa,FL.
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Births and Hatchings. Continued

Zoo AtIanta...B&H for Zoo Atlanta from 15 October 1986 to 15 January 1987 include: 0.1

Reeves muntjac (DNS), 0,1 Grant's zebra, 0.1 Mandrill baboon, 0.0.2 Black-necked swan,
0.0.4 Uracoan rattlesnake and 0.0.4 African shield-nosed cobra. submitted by Tim
Kurkowski, Zoo Atlanta AAZK Chapter Co-Vice President.

Knoxville ZQQ...The Smoky Mountain Chapter reports these significant births and
hatchings at the Knoxville Zoo for 1987: A male Brazilian tapir, "Kiwi", was born on 4

September was our first tapir birth. Also in September, our Binturong pair produced their

first offspring, a female named "Spooky".

A total of five Siberian tigers were successfully raised in our feline area under the Species

Survival Plan: 2 females were born in January and 3 males in May. We are expecting

Snow Leopard cubs in 1988. A male Malayan sun bear, "Teddy", was bom on 18 July and
was the first cub to be successfully raised by the mother, "Theta".

The Knoxville Zoo is second only to the National Zoo in breeding Red pandas and 1987 was
a very successful year. A total of four Red pandas were born last summer bringing the

number to 32 Red pandas bora at the Knoxville Zoo since they were first acquired in 1977.

All three breeding pairs produced cubs: one female bom on 24 June and one male on 1 July;

two more cubs were bora on 31 July. The male did not survive and the female, "Spandeua",

was pulled at six days of age and has been successfully hand-raised. A male cub,

"Wickett", was brought to Knoxville from the National Zoo as a companion for

"Spandeua". All four cubs were recently introduced to each other and continue to do well.

Our Herpetology Dept., noted for their achievements in reptile propagation and recipient of

the Bean Award in 1986, reports 14 varieties born or hatched. The following were first

breedings for the Knoxville Zoo: 0.0.3 Madagascan giant day gecko, 0.0.10 New Guinea
blue-tongue skink, 0.0.6 Pueblan milksnake, 0.0.3 Russel's viper, and 0.0.2 Dwarf
caiman (these two Dwarf caiman hatched 21 and 22 October, represent the first successful

crocodilian breeding here). Also of significance: 0.0.3 Aruba Island rattlesnake, which is

the first 2nd generation of captive breeding of snakes for our Reptile Dept.

Our Bird Dept, reports that last year 40 Emu eggs were laid and all but one hatched and was
healthy. For the fourth year in a row we have been successful in hatching American
kestrels and returning them to the wild. Six eggs were laid this year: five hatched and the

chicks were raised by the mother. All five were released locally.

Births in our Primate Dept, include: 0.2 Ring-tailed lemur, 0.1 Brown lemur and 0.2 Lion-

tailed macaque, our first for this species. Gibbon and Chimpanzee births are expected in

1988.

Some notable hoofstock births include: 1 male gaur born on Mother's Day, the third calf

born at Knoxville under the Species Survival Plan. After two weeks of round-the-clock

watching and much anticipation, our female Reticulated giraffe, "Patches", arrived in the

early morning hours of 9 June.

Breeding the Southern white rhino has been one of the most successful programs for the

Knoxville Zoo, second only to the San Diego Wild Animal Park. In February, one male

white rhino was born; although he did not survive, he was the 14th calf to be sired by our

male, "Marvin", submitted by Smoky Mountain Chapter, Knoxville Zoo, Knoxville, TN,

Susan Ilgner, Chapter Liaison.
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SreCTRUM

Quality exotic
animal diets

Nutritionally balanced
Fixed formulation • Economical

When you need a complete line of

high-quality dry and frozen

animal diets for your feeding

program, call Animal Spectrum.

NEBRASKA BRAND

S \

SPECTRUM

BROOD-RITE
HEATERS

Frozen feline diets

Frozen bird of prey diets

Frozen canine diet

Chunk and chopped horsemeat,

hearts, livers, rib, shank, and

knuckle bones

The original gluten-free primate diets.

Banana flavored primate, 15% protein

Banana flavored primate, Pro-Plus 25% protein

Omnivore dry

Polar Bear dry

Ratite dry

Hoofstock supplement, with Selenium

Bulbless heaters—nothing to break.

Safe around all animals and

bedding material.

Even heat distribution in 240, 500,

or 750 wattages.

One call does it all

1 -800-228-4005
In Nebraska, call collect 402/488-6492

Animal Spectrum, Inc.

Box 6307

Lincoln, NE 68506-0307

New for T988:
• Hoofstock Suppiment with 600 lU/lb. of Vitamin E,

• Reformulated Nebraska Brand canine diet for cheetahs,

small exotic cats, hyenas, and wild canids.



AAZK Award Nominations Are Now Being Accented for 1988!

The AAZK Awards Committee would like to begin accepting nominations for the awards
to be presented at the 1988 AAZK Conference in Tucson. In the following months there

will be information concerning the qualifications, nomination procedures, selection

procedures and an explanation of the AAZK Excellence in Zookeeping (EZ), Certificate of

Mgrit fqr ZQ Ql5:^.e,Rer„Mai;aiim.(CMZE) and Mgritgripps. .AQ.hjaYemgnt .(MA) Awards.

The deadline for all award nominations in 1 June 1988. All award nominations
received after 1 June will be reviewed for 1989, so please keep this in mind when
submitting your nominations.

All awards given by the AAZK do not have a minimum or maximum number offered

each year. Also, if the nominees do not meet the qualifications and nominators do not

follow the nomination procedures, they will not receive the award for which they were

nominated. Please include scientific names of animals when they are included in the

nomination of a special or outstanding breeding acknowledgment.

Please submit all nominations to: Rachel Rogers, Chair

AAZK Awards Committee
METROZOO
12400 SW 152 St.

Miami, FL 33177

AAZK Meritorious AchievementAward

This award is given to professional members of AAZK or AAZK-affiliated chapters for

outstanding achievements in the zoo or aquarium field and related activities. This

award covers activities outside the scope of the Excellence in Zookeeping award. This

would include such things as keeper participation in AAZPA Bean Award projects,

individual breeding projects carried on outside of the zoo proper, wildlife conservation

efforts, zoo and wildlife education programs and other related activities.

Qualifications;

1. The nominee must be a fuU-time keeper (professional AAZK member) , employed in

any North American zoological

institution or aquariiun. In the case ofan AAZK-affiliated chapter it mustbe ’in good
standing"and have an up-to-date charter with the AAZK.

2. The nominee must have been employed at least one year on a permanent status at a zoo

or aquarium. In the case ofan AAZK-affiliated chapter, it must have been on active

status for at least a year.

3. The nominee must be nominated by his or her peers; while supporting nominations
may be submitted by other zoo personnel The nominators need not be fix)m the same
zoo or aquarium.

Nomination Procedure:

1. List name, position, institution, years of service in the field, and the recommendation
ofa peer ofcolleague.

2. List the outstanding achievements:AAZPABeanAward project participation, exhibits,

breeding, conservation, etc.

Selection Procedure;

The Awards Committee, consisting of five keepers, will independently review each
nominee.
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Legislative Outlook

By

1 1 John H. Stoddard
I AAZK Legislative Advisor

Brookfield Zoo, Brookfeld, IL
f I

Correction
^

The Japanese delegate to the International Whaling Commission (IWC) walked out of the-

meeting last June when Japan’s proposal to 'continue research hunting of whales was
rejected but did not resign from the IWC as reported in February.

,1 ,

I

,

An item in the 24 Jan. 1988 Chicago Tribune, however, reports that both Japan and Iceland

plan to continue research whaling and have threatened to resign if the Commission
formally objects. According to the article Japan plans on taking 300 whales and Iceland

120 .

Recent legislation

As reported in the January AKF, the Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS) has issued a final

rule governing the humane and healthful transport of wild animals and birds into the

United States. This 'rule takes effect on 8 Feb. 1988. The following is a brief summary of the
' regulations. For more details see the January AAZPA newsletter, the 10 Nov. 87 Federal

Register, or contact the Legislative Advisor. The AAZPA newsletter notes that many of the

^

recommendations made by AAZPA during the comment period were not accepted.

1) Wild mammals and birds must be examined by a qualified veterinarian prior to

shipment. '

2) Sick or injured animals, or those in the third trimester of pregnancy may not be

accepted for transport into the U.S. except for medical treatment. Unweaned young-

must have an attendant or animal nurse present.

3) Wild mammals and birds must be presented for acceptance no less than six and no

more than ten hours before departure.

4) The interior of the shipping enclosure must be free from any protrusions, and no part

of the animal may be exposed outside the enclosure if it presents a hazard to either the

animal or handlers.

5) The shipping enclosure must be secured with an animal-proof lock.

6) Spacer bars are required on the outside of the enclosure to ensure that the ventilation

holes are not blocked.

7) The shipping enclosure may not be treated with any injurious paint, preservative, or

other chemical.

8) Primary shipping enclosures must have either a solid, leak-proof bottom or a

removable, leak-proof tray under a slotted or wire mesh floor. Flo'ors must-be
constructed so that an animal cannot injure a limb in the slats or mesh openings.

9)

,

The shipping enclosure |must contain safe, non-toxic bedding that does not resemble

food.
^

10) The enclosure must be thoroughly disinfected before each use.

11) The enclosure must be clearly marked as containing live animals.

12) Instructions must be attached to each enclosure listing the food and water

requirements during transport and indications of stress. Food and water troughs must
be firmly attached inside the enclosure and be easily accessible from the outside for

refilling,

13) The cargo area must be designed^ ^ remain free from exhaust fum^s during

transport.
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Legislative Outlook. Continued

14) Where the cargo space is accessible the carrier must observe each animal at least

once an hour. Where the cargo area is not accessible—as in air transport—the carrier

must observe each animal during any loading or unloading operation and whenever
else possible.

15) Ambient air temperature in a holding area, transporting device, or primary
conveyance must be between 45°F and 75°F. No mammal may be exposed to

temperatures above 70° for more than four hours at a time.

16) A specific area in the terminal facility must be set aside as an animal holding area.

17) During movement between the terminal facility and the primary conveyance,

carriers must protect the animals from sunlight, inclement weather, and harassment.

The FWS and the National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) also have issued new
regulations concerning the identification and markings required on containers

containing fish or wildlife that is being imported, exported, or shipped between states. The
regulations are technical in nature and will not be outlined here. For details see the

January AAZPA newsletter, the 10 Nov. 1987 Federal Register, or contact the Legislative

Advisor,

> FromAAZPA Newsletter, January 1988

ILR. 779— Kangaroo Protection Act

This bill would reinstate a ban on the importation of all products made from any species of

kangaroo that is listed as threatened or endangered under the U.S. Endangered Species Act

(ESA).

Three species of kangaroo—the red, the Eastern grey, and the Western grey, are currently

listed by the FWS as threatened. These three species were originally classified as threat-

ened in 1974 and all trade in the U.S. was banned but the ban was lifted in 1981.

Status: Currently in committee. (Merchant Marine and Fisheries)

HJL 1467; S, 675—ESA appropriations bills.

These bills, if passed, will authorize the release of funds to carry out the ESA for the fiscal

years 1988-1992.

Status: Currently in committee. (House, Merchant Marine and Fisheries; Senate,

Environment and Public Works.)

HJL 537; S. 62

These bills call for improved efforts in monitoring the use of drift nets, assess their impact

on non-target fish, sea birds, and marine mammals; and development of methods to

reduce that impact.

Status: Currently in committee. (House, Merchant Marine and Fisheries; Senate,

Commerce, Science, and Transportation)

ELR, 1635— Consumer Products Safety Testing Act

This bill would require consumer product testing labs to conduct non-animal tests-

whenever a suitable alternative exists. It would also prohibit use of the LD50 test.

Status: Currently in committee. (Energy and Commerce)
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Legislative Outlook. Continued

HJt 1708— Research Accountability Act

This bill would establish a national center to coordinate animal research in order to reduce

the duplication of experiments on live animals. This center would conduct extensive

literature searches before any federal research grant is approved to ensure that the project

does not merely duplicate earlier experiments.

Status: Currently in committee. (Energy and Commerce)

Migratory Bird Permits; Uniform Rules and Procedures

In the 28 December 1987 Federal Register, the FWS published a proposed rule that would

make changes in the general administration of permits and make specific changes to

permits issued under the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.

The general administrative changes will increase the lead time by which an application

must be received before the requested effective date, institutes a $25 processing fee, adds
several additional factors that would disqualify an individual from obtaining a permit,

and decreases the time allowed to resubmit incomplete applications, request an appeal if the

permit is denied, or report any changes of address.

The specific permit changes include the following:

1) A permit would be required prior to importing or exporting certain migratory birds.

FWS would not require import permits for migratory game birds lawfully taken by

sport hunters and imported, or for the export of properly marked, captive-bred

waterfowl.

2) The sale of captive-bred migratory game birds would be allowed via special purpose

permits.

3) The standard term of a permit would increase from 2 to 3 years.

4) Permit holders must submit a Migratory Bird Acquisition/Disposition Report within

15 days of any take, purchase, acquisition, sale, transfer, or disposition of any captive

migratory game bird.

5) The term “sensitive” raptor would be added to describe those species that the FWS
believes need special control because of biological or law enforcement conditions.

“Sensitive” raptors include the peregrine falcon, gyrfalcon, Harris’ hawk, and prairie

falcon.

6) The concept of a joint federal-state falconry permit would be eliminated. An
applicant for a federal falconry permit must first obtain a permit from a state whose

laws and regulations meet federal falconry standards.

7) The requirement for banding raptors would be eliminated except for the “sensitive”

species. The proposed band is made of aluminum and will be stamped with an FWS
identification number and serial number.

8) The requirement for an annual report for falconry permits would be eliminated and-

a Migratory Bird Acquisition/Disposition Report would be required. A report must be

submitted each time any raptor is acquired or disposed of—including accidental loss or

death.

9) A specific prohibition against the propagation of raptors without a raptor propagation-

permit would be added.

10) Falconers would be allowed to sell or barter captive-bred raptors that are marked
with a numbered, seamless band provided by the FWS.
11) The FWS would no longer require states to establish minimum requirements for-

falconry facilities and equipment, nor to administer an examination for issuing a

falconry permit.

Status: Comment period ended 26 Feb. 1988

> From AAZPA Legislation Committee
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Legislative Outlook. Continued

Proposed legislation

The World Wildlife Fund, the Humane Society of the U.S. (HSUS), and the Jane Goodall-

Institute have jointly petitioned the FWS to reclassify the chimpanzee from threatened to-

endangered. Seventeen other organizations are also supporting the petition.

The FWS is to respond to the petition by 2 Feb. 1988.

> From World Wildlife Fund Focus (Jan.-Feb. 1988)

In a related item, the National Chimpanzee Management Plan is scheduled to come up for-

reauthorization sometime in the spring of 1988. Thisi program, which has been funded »by

Congress for the past two years, is a captive breeding program to maintain a supply of

chimpanzees for research instead of acquiring them from the wild.

> From National Alliance forAnimal Legislation (in The Animal*s Agenda^ Oct. 1987)

'1
I

I

Int^matipnalNgwS
According to an article in the January 1988 issue of World Press Review, the Soviet Union
has announced a halt to, its commercial whaling activities effective in 1988 because “the-

most accessible and economically advantageous species have begun to decline

catastrophically.”

This decision is not final, however—restricted hunting could be reinstated in the future if-

populations recover sufficiently.

I
,

Information Please

We are seeking any information concerning the breeding of Toucans. Includes

information on courtship behavior, nestboxes, cage construction, diet, etc. Any
information sent would be greatly appreciated. Send to: Joann Zeliff, Head Keeper, c/o

Silver Springs Attraction, Wildlife Dept., P.O. Box 370, Silver Springs, FL 32688.

I I

''

Anyone willing to share information on keeping moose (Alces akes) in captivity, i.e.

housing, deits, medical information, please contact: David Thornton, Brookfield Zoo,

Brookfield, IL 60513.

Anyone with information on treating viral and bacterial infections in dung beetles,

please contact: Susie Kasielke, Beetle Liaison, Los Angeles Zoo, Los Angeles^ 'CA 91105,

Congratulations to Jean Hromadka who was named Beetle Liaison for the San Diego Zoo
and Wild Animal Park. Anyone interested in bceoming Beetle Liaison for their

institution please write: David Thornton, Brookfield Zoo, Brookfield, IL 60513.

If there is enough interest, Jo-Jo T-shirts may be available at the Tucson Conference. In

case you’re confused about the above two paragraphs, please reference "Having a Ball

With Beetlemania", AKF, April 1987, p.ll2.
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A Rare Opportunity

By Tina Mullett

Australasian Unit Keeper
Woodland Park Zoological Gardens

Seattle, WA

At the Australasian Unit of Seattle's Woodland Park Zoo, keepers have had a most unique

opportunity. Early in April (1987) and about one month later, our 0.2 Matschie's tree

kangaroos (Dendrolagus matschiei) gave birth. Since tree kangaroos are not as social as

other macropods, their exhibit is subdivided into two separate areas by a central electric

fence. The fence is made of 2" x 4" welded wire mesh and is 4 feet high.
i

By utilizing the public viewing area of the exhibit, keepers and researchers were able to

unobtrusively observe the females and their joeys. Not only were we able to accumulate

valuable data on dam/offspring interactions and developmental observations, but we were
able to make a comparative study of the two joeys. Also, since this is the first time one of

the females carried her joey full term, we were able to compare her behaviors and
interactions with those previously and currently observed in the other female.

As the older of the two joeys became more
adventuresome and independent, leaving

the pouch and exploring his new
environment, we observed an increase in

aggressive behaviors on the part of the

females toward one another's joey. What
began as curious interest escalated to open

aggression, with females charging the

center fence. As a result, to insure the safety

of the joeys, one female and her joey have
recently been pulled from the exhibit and
moved to an adjacent holding area. This

room can be viewed from the public area

which will allow for continued
observations.

Graduate student Lisa Dabek has conducted

a behavioral research study on these tree

kangaroos over the past four months. Daily

observations have resulted in the

documenting of behaviors not previously

reported; the study will continue into

February. This situation is a prime
example of the value of having a behavioral

research program at your zoo. The students

have been "extra eyes" for us and have
confirmed suspected behaviors and
provided valuable new information.

I

Female Matschie^s tree kangaroo
andJoey being studied at the
Woodland Park ZooJ (Photo by:

Tina Mullett) '
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Jersey Wildlife Preservation Trust
Offers Summer School and Training Programs

Background: The Wildlife Preservation Trust is an international nonprofit

organization dedicated to the support of captive breeding of endangered species. It supports

projects in captive breeding, field surveys, reintroduction, research and education. The
zoological facility for the Trust's work is located on the island of Jersey, Channel Islands,

British Isles. This facility is both a zoo and breeding-research facility for endangered
species, and has a collection of over 100 species of birds, mammals and reptiles. The
International Training Center is an educational facility for training in captive breeding

and species conservation; it combines dormitory, classroom and research facilities for

students, staff and visiting scientists.

k-folsniatiQnal Training Cgntgr fpr thg Captive Bregding QfEndangered
SUMMER SCHQOf. - 30 Jaly to 2Q Aagp^t ^988.

Program: The course is aimed at zoo staff or students who wish to further their interests in

the study of animal behavior and the roles of captive breeding programs as an aid to

conservation. This year's course will provide an introduction to many practical aspects

of captive management and supply detailed information relevant to conservation. The
program is intensive and includes lectures and discussions, practical instruction with

zoo staff, and the research, preparation and presentation of individual projects using

Trust facilities for behavioral observation, laboratory investigation, record research and
reference material.

Course Directors: Dr. Ian Swingland, Senior Lecturer in Natural Sciences, University of

Kent and Chairman of the lUCN/SSC Tortoise and Freshwater Turtle Specialist Group;

Dr. Pat Morris, Lecturer in Zoology, University of London and Council Member of the

Mammal Society and Fauna and Flora Preservation Society; and the Trust's Training

Officer, Dr. David R. Waugh,

Residential Course Fee: £565 (approximately $1,017) inclusive.

Further details fi:t)m:

Summer School Coordinator

Jersey Wildlife Preservation Trust

Trinity, Jersey, Channel Islands

British Isles

***Deadline for applications is 30 April 1988.***

g,....International Training Cgnt^r fgy ib£,Caatiyg Prggding QfEndanggrgd Sp^?§
prqgraiv^ - Dates by arrangement.

Purpose: to train individuals in the techniques of captive breeding of a variety of

endangered species so that they can advance the cause of wildlife preservation in their

respective countries.

Program: the training program consists of six, ten or sixteen weeks of intensive work in

all divisions of the zoo. Trainees work in close contact with zoo staff in all phases of

animal keeping and breeding. Each trainee spends two weeks in each section and a final

two weeks on an independent project. Daily duties are supplemented with weekly
seminars on a variety of topics. The program is flexible in terms of length and focus.
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JersggJBJdMjfeJre^^rvation Trust Continued

Eligibilitys the program is designed for individuals with previous practical experience

with animals: zoo and animal center staff and postgraduates in conservation-related

fields.

Application; applications may be obtained from the address below. Selection is made in

August of each year. Applications should be submitted by 1 June for training beginning

the following year.

Location: Jersey, Channel Islands, British Isles Dates: starting date by arrangement

Fees: Tuition is £75 (approximately $135). Full room and board costs are £72
(approximately $130) per week. Trainees are responsible for air fare to and from Jersey,

Channel Islands, as well as personal expenses.

For application and fiirther information write or calk

Training Program
Wildlife Preservation Trust
34th St. and Girard Ave.

Philadelphia, PA 19104
(215)222-3636

Deadline for application for 1989 positions is 1 June 1988.***

Wild Animal Park Sends Oryx to Oman
as Part of Reintroduction Project

In late January, the San Diego Wild Animal Park sent three pairs of Arabian oryx to the

Sultan of Oman as part of a continuing program for preservation of the endangered

species and reintroduction of the animals into their ancestral homeland on the Arabian

Peninsula,

The six oryx were crated on 21 January and taken by truck to the Los Angeles

International Airport. There, they and their SDWAP keeper, Andy Blue, boarded a

Lufthansa flight for Frankfurt, West Germany. After a brief overnight stay, the oryx and

Blue continued on to Muscat, Oman, where they boarded Omani Air Force transports for

the final leg of the 15,000-mile journey. Upon arriving at the Jiddat A1 Harasis, the oryx

were presented to the Sultan's Office of the Advisor for Conservation and the

Environment,

This is the Wild Animal Park's fifth shipment of Arabian oryx to Oman since 1980, The
coordination of this shipment was made possible through the American Association of

Zoological Parks and Aquariums’ Species Survival Program (SSP). Ten zoological

facilities in North America presently participate in the Arabian oryx SSP, which aims to

manage oryx herds in the most genetically sound manner possible to ensure preservation

of the species. To this end, SDWAP acquired oryx for this shipment from the New York

Zoological Society's St. Catherine's Island facility, from the Los Angeles Zoo, and from

Earl Tatum, an internationally-known animal supplier. These three oryx, one male and
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two females, combined with the WAP's two males and one female, will form the nucleus

of the third herd to be released in the wild on the 50,000-square-kilometer stony plateau

(Jiddat A1 Harasis) in the middle of Oman. i

"Coordinating this shipment has been a real challenge," said WAP curator of mammals
Lawrence Killmar. "It’s taken many months to get the animals here, do the required

testing and all the paperwork to get Blue and the oryx all the way to Oman."

Blue stayed in Oman for a week to assist in the U.S. oryx's acclimation and to research

the status of the other 14 WAP oryx living there since the early 1980s.

The United States' Endangered Species Act of 1972 requires a complete life history on each

endangered animal shipped to another country. Additionally, customs documents for

U.S. and Omani governments are required. The Sultan also has strict health

requirements in the testing for blue tongue, brucellosis, tuberculosis and rinderpest. The
nature of the lab cultures, which are done at the University of California at Davis,

required that the animals be isolated and tested within varying periods prior to their

shipment. This, combined with a narrow weather window in which the oryx could be

shipped and introduced 'to the Jiddat, created one of jKillmar's most challenging

international shipments. Killmar didn't know the outcome of the health tests or have
weather clearance from Lufthansa until two days prior to the shipment. "Once they lifted

off it was such a relief," noted Killmar. "All the red-tape hassles are worth it to know
we're helping put animals back into the wild." i

.
>

•
*

. !/

Since 1978, the SDWAP has sent 28 oryx to preserves in the Arabian Peninsula and
northwestern Africa (Oman, Jordan, Morocco, and the shiekhdom of Dubai). The Wild

Animal Park-born animals in Oman and Jordan have been released to the wilds and are

offered protection by the Harasis and Bedouin tribes, respectively. Both regions have
recorded numerous births.

The oryx has been revered in the Middle East for thousands of years and was believed to

bestow magical powers upon those who could capture it and eat its meat. Seen in profile,

the Arabian oryx appears to have one horn, leading many to believe it is the mythical

unicorn. Although tribesmen ritually killed oryx in small numbers with bows and
arrows and primitive rifles, it was ruthless hunters with machine guns in jeeps and
helicopters who slaughtered the herds of Arabian oryx and brought the species near

extinction in the 1960s. From a meager core group of nine rescued oryx, captive breeding

programs have brought the world population of oryx to approximately 500. The Wild

Animal Park has recorded 168 births since receipt of six animals in 1972. The Wild

Animal Park presently has 42 Arabian oryx in their collection.

Keeper's Alert

I am seeking institutions which would be interested in obtaining two male, handraised big

brown bats (Eptesicus fuscus) for use in educational programs. These animals are not for

sale, but would be given to a facility that is willing to give them a good home and use them
for bat conservation education. Contact for details: Susan M. Barnard, 6146 Fieldcrest

Dr., Morrow, GA 30260, (404) 624-5618.

Opportunity to Exchange in London - a keeper at the London Zoo has written to the Staff

Exchange Team to request information on exchanging with a state-side keeper. Those
interested in going on an exchange to London should write to: Richard Veal, Clore
Pavilion, London Zoo, Regents' Pfirk, London NWl 4RY, England.

&
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THE DOUBLETREE HOTEL WELCOMES
the

14^*^ NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF
THE AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF ZOOKEEPERS

The DOUBLETREE HOTEL anxiously awaits your arrival in September

1988. During your visit with us, we hope you will have time to enjoy every

aspect of our hotel.

FOR DINING YOU MAY CHOOSE . . .

* To savor the fresh Southwestern cuisine and delicious rotisseried

entrees in the Cactus Rose restaurant.

* To enjoy the Mexican specialties and late night fun and entertain-

ment of the Javelina Cantina.

FOR YOUR RECREATIONAL ENJOYMENT , . •

* Play a relaxing round of golf at Randolph Park, unwind with a few

sets of tennis, enjoy Reid Park Zoo, or simply relax in our whirlpool

and peaceful courtyard.

* Should you choose to shop, you may enjoy over 100 stores at EL

CON MALL just a few blocks from the hotel.

FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE . . .

* The Doubletree offers COMPLIMENTARY airport transportation,

COMPLIMENTARY parking. Gift Boutique, Beauty Shop, and Mini

Bars in every room.

DQUBLETREE HOTEL
445 S. Alvernon
Tucson, AZ 85711



1988 AAZK NATIONAL CONFERENCE REGISTRATION
FORM

SEPTEMBER 11 -15 , 1988
Tucson^ AZ

PLEASE TYPE OR PRINT (one name onty per form please)

Name

Address

City

Zip Code ,

Zoo Affiliation

AAZK Committee Member

Are you attending your first conference? Yes No

Will be submitting a paper; Yes No _______

($25.00 will be refunded from regtetration fee on acceptance of paper)

Participating in Zoolympics: Yes _______ No

Bringing an auction item: Yes - No „ (describe briefly =

State/Province

Telephone # _

Vegetarian: Yes , No _____ (Specify type) ___________________

Are you interested in a conference T-Shirt? Yes _____ No ______ ( S M L XL)

AAZK Membership status and fees:

Member/spouse $65.00 each
Non-member $80.00
Late Fee $10.00 (after 1 August 1988)

Total fees enclosed $

Daily rates for individual events are available. Contact Ed Hansen for details.

Arrival date and time:

Complimentary transportation will be provided, please provide the above information
ASAP.

PLEASE MAKE PAYMENT TO: TUCSON CHAPTER/AAZK

Return this form WITH YOUR FEE to: Tucson Chapter, AAZK, Conference ’88, P.O. Box
43908, Tucson. AZ 85733-3908.



HOTEL RESERVATION REQUEST
1988 AAZK National Conference

11-15 September

Name

DOUBLETREE HOTEL
TUCSON

445 S. Alvernon Way Tucson, AZ 85711

(602) 881-4200

Address

City

Zip Code —

Arrival Date _

Check-out Date

Guaranteed By Credit Card Check

Credit Card

Card # Expiration Date

State/Province

Telephone

Make your check payable to: DOUBLETREE RESORT HOTEL

ROOMS WILL BE HELD ONLY UNTIL 6:00 P.M. UNLESS GUARANTEED BY EITHER
CREDIT CARD OR ONE NIGHT'S DEPOSIT.

Pblt/P1?lt King Dbl./Dbl.

1 person $40.00 $40.00 3 person $5Z00

2 person $4aoo $4000 4 person $5aoo

I will be sharing a room with:

Please make eveiy effort to secure a roommate on your own. Ifyou need assistance, or

wish to place your name on a "roommate list' contact the Tucson Chapter. We will try

to match roommates, but we cannot guarantee your tastes will match ours.

RETURN THIS FORM TO:

CONFERENCE ’88

Tucson Chapter/AAZK
P.O. Box 43908

Tucson^ AZ 85733~3908



TUCSON

LOOKING BACK

When the Spanish army arrived in the Rio Santa Cruz Valley in the
summer of 1775 to establish military forts at the Northern edge of
their empire, they found a Pima Indian community centered around
the Jesuit mission of San Xavier del Bac. The mission was built with
Indian labor during the end of the 1690's imder the guidance of Father
Eusebio Kino, one of the earliest European explorers in what is now
Northern Mexico and the Southwest area of the United States. Father
Kino established many missions in Sonora, Arizona and California that
began the settlement of these areas and most of these are still active
religious and cultural centers for their communities. For the
remainder of the 18th century the garrison that was to become the
downtown of Tucson served as a sanctuary for the Spaniards and Pima
Indians from the aggressive raids of the Apaches.

The middle of the 19th century saw Tucson and southern Arizona
under the flag and rule of Mexico, a period of political chaos and the
beginning of water rights battles.

In 1846 the American flag was raised in Tucson for the first time by
Captain Phillip Cooke on his way to open routes to California. The gold
rush brought to Tucson its first influx of anglo cidture. Within 10 years
many merchants established businesses and the first post office was
formed.

Surprisingly, Arizona played an active part in the Civil War. The Texas
confederacy seized parts of southern New Mexico and extended their

claim to all of present day Arizona. The Union troops in California
pushed eastward to free New Mexico and met the Arizona Confederate
forces 40 miles northwest of Tucson for what became the western
most battle of the Civil War. The army remained in Arizona at Fort
Lowell for the next three decades providing security for the citizens

against the continuing Apache raids. This security brought prosperity
to the valley, making it a natural trade market for all of Southern
Arizona.

TO BE CONTINUED
ttJ- •He 'HJ' ^ ^ yfj' 5^’ ^ 'Hi' ^ ^ yfj’
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ROOMMATES - Remember the great friends that you met at past
conferences? Take this opportunity to reestablish that friendship by
contacting them NOW to be roommates in Tucson. Securing your own
compatible roommate (Snore?, Smoke?, Party?) will enhance your
enjoyment of the conference.
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June 18, 1986 - It rained all night. The reserve is at an absolute standstill. We can't move!
Everything has turned into a quagmire. The roads are impassable. I can't even go in a four

wheel drive. It's great for the rhino and other wildlife, but for people - we just have to wait

the weather out.

They sent three more men from the Anti-Poaching Unit up last night. That gives us three

more guns. The only report today is that five poachers are still in the hills near the reserve.

They are on the move again, but their direction is not known.

i. \

The price of ivory is up, so this will probably be an ongoing problem for some time. The head
of the Game Department is coming up tomorrow to discuss beefing up security at the reserve

until the poaching raids are stopped. The Game Department confiscated twenty more sets of

tucks yesterday.

We now have a cooking gas shortage, so boiling water for coffee and tea is on hold for awhile.

We boiled just enough to fill thermos bottles to try to get us by for awhile. Oh, life in the

African bush!

I
I I

June 19 - The sun came out this morning for the first time in five days. I hope it will dry up
the roads enough so I can get on with my work. Nothing new about the poachers yet today.

We are still waiting for news.

June 20 - Rain and more rain today. Things are at a standstill again. It's starting' to get a

little boring. You can't get out, just have to stay inside and wait it out. This week they have

had more rain than anybody ever remembers in the month of June. Anna's sick today. I'm

looking after the horses and doing what I can for hqr. Even getting to the stables is difficult.

The roads are totally impassable.
i

My time here is about up. Anna and I are going to try to leave soon to visit some other rhino

reserves here in Northern Kenya. She wants me to see how some of the other reserves are run.

I think I've accomplished what I wanted here. A lot has happened while I've been here.

I've tried to the best of my ability to fulfill the expectations that were set up for this study. I

have arranged with Anna for others from the Columbus Zoo to come and study the rhino in an

ongoing program. I know that our people coming here and observing the rhino in a wild

environment will be of great value to us and to the zoo in preserving this truly magnificent

animal.

The poaching threat seems to have lessened and everyone is breathing a little easier. Things

were quite tense here for the past two weeks. Everyone is relieved that the threat to the

rhino is hopefully over for the time being. However, I'm sure that as long as there is a market
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Kenya Diary, Continued

for rhino horn, the people here will have to be ready to defend them. It's good to know that

there are people who really care about their future.

June 21 - The weather has finally cleared and I am able to get around. I went and checked the

rhinos this morning. They all seem fine.

Ted Goss, the head of the Anti-Poaching Units for all of Kenya, was here today and brought

some good news. All the ivory has been recovered except for two missing tusks. It is important

to reclaim the ivory, of course, but what a terrible waste in the slaughter of those innocent

animals. The poachers are now on the run, and it definitely looks like the problem is finally

in hand.

June 22-1 only have two more days here now. I have been privileged to have an experience

here that few people could even dream about. I'm grateful to Anna Merz and the Columbus
Zoo for giving me this opportunity. I now have a much greater understanding of how really

critical the survival of the black rhino and other wildlife is in Africa.

We must, as people interested in our world's wildlife, do everything we can to make sure those

like Anna can carry on their work. Without these people, animals like the black rhino have

no chance for survival as a species in the wild. Anna's program, and others like it, need our

support. Without financial help it's hard to say how much longer Anna can continue to keep

the reserve going. I know that I will do everything I can to help her. I only hope I can

encourage others to help in this important and worthwhile project.

This evening I got an unexpected surprise. Francis Dyer, the ranch foreman, came over and
asked if I’d like to take an airplane ride. We flew over Lewa Downs and I really can't

describe in writing how incredibly beautiful it was flying over this rugged landscape and
watching the scattering of the wild herds below us. We flew as low as twenty feet over the

heads of animals and all I can say is Wow!. It certainly was a great going away gift.

June 23 - Anna and I are leaving tomorrow for the other rhino reserves. I feel very good about

her asking me to go with her.

We spent most of the day out with the rhinos. As evening approached we took the baby on top

of the hill and watched the sunset. It was kind of a melancholy time.

As I leave, I know I shall never forget this place or the people who have been so very good to

me. This ends the journal of my stay at Lewa Downs. I hope by sharing this I can convey to

others what life is like on an animal reserve in Africa.

— Kwaheri

(Note: Andy is available to give talks and a slide presentation on the Ngare Sergoi Rhino
Project. If you are interested in having Andy speak to your Chapter or group you may
contact him at (614) 766-3413).
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Chapter
News

Little RockAAZK Chapter

Newly elected officers for the Little Rock
AAZK Chapter are:

President.. ...Mark Dameron
Vice Pres Deborah Jackson

Secretary.....Janet Cooper

Treasurer Marie Berry

-Marie Berry, Sec'y

Topeka ZooAAZK

Newly elected officers for the Topeka Zoo

AAZK Chapter are:

President Tori Mason
Vice Pres Geoff Creswell

Secretary Mike Yznaga
Treasurer Cathy Harrison

Chapter Liaison Ron Ringer

-Ron Ringer, Chapter Liaison

Thg SmQky iy[Q\mtam Chapter

AAZK National is pleased to welcome the

newly formed Smoky Mountain Chapter
from the Knoxville Zoological Park.

Officers for the Chapter are:

President.. ...Midgie McGill
Vice Pres Teresa Kinsler

Secretary Vicki Roose
Chapter Liaison Susan Ilgner

The Chapter is also pleased to announce
that both the Knoxville Zoological Park
and the docent body have joined AAZK as

contributing members.

’^REMINDER: Ifyour Chapterhas not yet'

sent a cjopy ofyour Chapterlogo for our
file here at National Headquarters, we
would appreciate it ifyou would do so.

Having all Chapter logos on file is help-

ful when new Chapters are designing

Jogos in order to avoid duplications. ^

National ZooAAZK Chapter

In addition to the officers for this newly

reactivated Chapter which were listed in

the January issue of AKF . the National

Zoo AAZK Chapter has also named Lisa

Bauer Saban as liaison with NZP's
Conservation & Research Center at Front

Royal. Melba Shields serves as Secretary

and Melba Brown as Treasurer.

As a newly formed Chapter, we are

deciding which projects we would like to

work on and have many ideas. We are

presently working on informing
congressmen in the metro area on H.R.

3010 - the Tropical Forests Act of 1987.

—Melba Shields, Sec'y

FlinthiUs AAZK Chapter

The newly elected officers of the

FlinthiUs AAZK Chapter at Sunset
Zoological Park, Manhattan, KS are:

President Ron Schulze

Vice Pres Steve Castillo

Secretary Gena Unsderfer
Treasurer DiAnn Roberts

Chapter Liaison Ric Urban

Zoo Atlanta AAZK Chapter

In January, Zoo Atlanta AAZK held their

annual election. Results are as follows:

President Patty Rachner
Co -Vice Pres Jim Black and

Tim Kurkowski

Treasurer Gloria Hamor
Chapter Liaison Ellen Bradfield

Our Chapter is working on updating our

by-laws and constitution. Zoo Atlanta

AAZK would like to say good-bye and good
luck to Tony Vecchio, curator of

mammals, who is leaving Zoo Atlanta to

become general curator at Roger
Williams Zoo in Providence, RI.

—Tim Kurkowski, Co -V.P.
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Chapter News. Continued

Puget Sound AAZK Chapter

Under the leadership of Phil Pennock, the

Puget Sound Chapter of the AAZK has been

alive and well. The chapter meets at the

Woodland Park Zoological Gardens in

Seattle, WA and has a membership of 27.

The Woodland Park Zoo is well into the

implementation of its "master plan".

The keepers have been very involved in

its planning and with the time-
consuming accommodations required for

construction activity. We believe that this

is partially to blame for the lack of

registered members active in the chapter

this past year. Despite this, we have had a

productive year. We raised $2,400 with a

single fundraising event. This fund-

raiser has had a record of success for

several years. We call the event "Zoo

Bowl". It is actually a bowling
sponsorship program that is so much fun

many non-members participate by
bowling, pledging money and donating

prizes.
'

The Puget Sound Chapter sponsored and
organized a blueprint reading class for

members and, for a fee, non-members. It

was a very helpful class considering all

the construction and master-planning
that has been going on at our zoo.

We have given financial aid to several

conservation programs this year, such as

the Eagle Release program and a study of

the Edwards Sufakas of Madagascar.

Our Education Committee polled the

WPZG staff to find out what books would
be appropriate to add to the zoo’s library,

resulting in $900 worth of books and
journals purchased with Chapter funds.

The Puget Sound Chapter financially

assisted and endorsed the Founders Day
Conference in San Diego and assisted

eleven keepers in attending various

conferences throughout the year.

* r

We also purchased a liquid nitrogen dry

shipper for the WPZG Animal Health
Department enabling them to ship frozen

tissue samples to distant laboratories.

In 1987, we voted to fund the cost of printed

materials for an animal behavior
workshop that the zoo will be providing for

its keepers in 1988.

With our new President, Bruce Upchurch
who was elected in December 1987, our
Chapter looks forward to another
productive year. Bruce will be working
closely this year with our Regional
Coordinator Director, Debbera SteCher,

with the goal of increasing the size of our
Chapter membership.

Other officers elected are:

Vice Pres Tanya Beverly '

Secretary Vivian Stewart
Treasurer Margaret Girtch

Chapter Liaison Larry Zolton

-Larry Zolton, Chapter Liaison

Chapters are reminded to send
information for the ChapterNews
column by the 15th ofeach month.

Cheyenne MountainAAZKChapter

Colorado Springs is proud to announce the

formation of their first AAZK Chapter -

The Cheyenne Mountain chapter. First

elected officers are:

President William Gersonde
Secretary Laurie Strugar
Treasurer Marcia Roskop
Chapter Liaison Nanette Bragin
Newsletter Editor Cindy Knapp

We are currently publishing a monthly,
in-house newsletter, scheduling a
photography class for spring and
planning a lecture series for the

remainder of the year. i

Our first fundraiser, a Mardi Gras
Crawfish Boil, was held on 29 January. A
banquet room was donated by the Raintree

Inn downtown; a local cajun restaurant

catered the dinner; and flowers were
donated by a local florist. This event was
a huge success in lettingi the public know
that we exist. Our future fundraisers

include a rummage sale and a raffle this

spring. I I
•

'

I

-Nanette Bragin, Chapter Liaison
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The Australian Connection

Chris B. Banks
President

Australasian Society of Zoo Keepers

ZOO KEEPERS

It is now 12 years since the Australasian Society of Zoo Keepers (A.S.Z.K.) was formed

and the first Management Committee voted into office. Developed at Adelaide Zoo in

South Australia, the Society has also operated from Melbourne Zoo, in Victoria, and
Taronga Zoo in Sydney, New South Wales, as is allowed under our constitution. The
headquarters has been at Melbourne Zoo since 1984. Given Australia's size and small,

widely-dispersed population, transferal of headquarters was considered to be a viable way
of providing greater member input and involvement. However, with the Society's

inevitable growth and increased demands on office bearers, it is likely that fewer

movements will occur in the future. This is due to Australia's low number of collections

and even fewer being of a size to undertake Management Committee operations as they

stand at present.

When the Society's headquarters returned to Melbourne Zoo, the decision was made to

upgrade the presentation of our quarterly journal, Thvlacinus . Twelve years ago, the

inaugural Management Committee adopted one of Australia's rarest, and now possibly

extinct, marsupials as the Society logo - the Thylacine or Tasmanian Tiger {Thylacinus

cynocephalus). Hence, our journal assumed this mystifying creature's generic name.
Thvlacinus is now fully type-set and printed, and continues to stimulate compliments
from members and occasional readers alike. Its regular column, "Zoo News", provides

updates on births, arrivals, stock movements, etc. and articles on husbandry, captive

breeding and broader developments allow for more comprehensive presentations. The
journal's preparation and printing, however, comprise the Society's greatest area of

expenditure - an important consideration given the relatively small membership. To
ease this burden, negotiations are well underway to purchase a computer to allow for in-

house editing and typesetting.' This will result in considerable financial savings and
release funds to other areas. '

The value of such equipment has already been proven with our membership records.

Computer space has been made available by Melbourne Zoo for these data since 1985 and
has resulted in a much more efficient servicing of members, whose numbers now exceed

500. The membership categories were also updated in 1985 and now comprise:

* - Full Membership: any person permanently employed in a zoological institution where
wild animals are kept.

* - Associate Membership: any person not permanently employed in said institution.
* - Overseas Membership: any person not resident in Australasia (includes air mail

postage). Australasia includes Australia, New Zealand and Papua New Guinea.
* -Corporate Membership: interested groups or organizations, including libraries.
* -Overseas Corporate Membership: any group, organization or library not resident in

Australasia (includes air mail postage).

A recent project undertaken by the Membership Officer is the computerized listing of

article and paper titles from all issues of Thylacinus and the eight Conference

Proceedings. The resulting 250 titles have been sorted into subject groupings or are

available in total. An updated Membership Directory is also planned and initial

preparation has commenced.

The Annual Conferences themselves are increasingly well attended and, commencing
in 1987, included a joint session with the Association of Zoo Directors of Australia and
New Zealand (A.Z.D.A.N.Z.). A part-theme is sometimes adopted, with that for the 1988
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Australasian Society of Zoo Keepers . Continued

Sydney meeting being "Enclosure Design and Interpretation". The Proceedings are

published, although some from the earlier conferences are now available as photo-copies.

Our "Small Zoo Program" continues to be successful, with more than one third of the State-

licensed, B class zoo and wildlife parks now having Full or Corporate membership in

A.S.Z.K. The Program consists essentially of contacting such institutions to make them
aware of the Society and its activities, and asking them to join. These smaller zoos are

potentially very valuable as educational outlets and participants in captive breeding

programs.

The great distances between population centers in Australia makes the active

involvement of our Regional Coordinators and Branch Presidents even more important
than they would normally be. It is their responsibility to stimulate interest in the Society,

encourage members to submit material and to assist the Management Committee in

Society matters. Coordinators in Adelaide and Sydney are currently working to make
their respective Technical and Further Education (T.A.F.E.) Animal Technician
Courses more directly relevant to zoo keepers. This has been a long-term aim of the

Society but there is still a great deal to be done. All Branches also undertake fund-raising

within their region through slide-nights, annual awards, raffles, etc. As well as raising

awareness of the Society, these functions are thoroughly enjoyable and help to improve
and maintain staff morale.

Headquarters-based promotional activities have entailed the production of cloth badges,

bumper stickers and a poster. The printing of T-shirts and wind-cheaters has been
temporarily discontinued pending development of new designs and availability of funds.

The Society is committed to the long-term prosperity of Australasian zoos and every effort

is made to advise legislators and parliamentary committees of the status and aims of our

zoos. This is of vital importance if zoos are to receive the support necessary to achieve

their aims.

Conservation is a further objective, and articles and reports on endangered or threatened

species of fauna and flora, Australasian in particular, are welcomed. Since 1984, we
have supported World Wildlife Fund Australia through full page advertising of their

programs, in Thylacinus . We are of the opinion that zoos can play an important role in

the preservation of species through appropriate educational activities, aimed at both the

general visitors and organized groups. We are also pleased that the potential of zoos to

provide vital biological data, as well as acting as sources of, and holding areas for,

specimens of endangered species, is at last being recognized by the community at large.

The Australasian Society of Zoo Keepers is now a well established and accepted part of the

Australasian zoo scene. With continued input from our office-bearers, regional

representatives and other committed members, our future is bright. We welcome your

support and interest in any of our activities. For further information, write to: The
Secretary, A.S.Z.K., P.O. Box 74, Parkville, Victoria 3052, AUSTRALIA.

"Diet & Nutrition" Proceedings Available

The Proceedings of the theme section of the 1987 A.S.Z.K. Conference are now
available. Eight papers were presented covering the following topics:

*A new marsupial milk formula; Zoofood at Perth; A computer program to

analyze zoo animal diets; Nutritional aspects of free-ranging Western
Grey Kangaroos; Diet, diseases and housing of kangaroos, wombats and
Eastern Quolls at Melbourne Zoo; Breeding Silkworms for use in zoo diets;

Feeding and breeding butterflies in captivity; Feeding practices in North
American zoos.

Copies are available from the Secretary, A.S.Z.K., P.O, Box 74, Parkville; Victoria

3052; Australia for $6.00 (Australian) (inc. postage & packing). Overseas orders in

Australian currency only. Check with the International Exchange Desk at your local

bank for rates and International Money Orders.

a
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Hand-rearing Snowy Owls
at the Glen Oak Zoo

Bl)

Yvonne Strode, Animal Keeper
Glen Oak Zoo, Peoria, IL

The snowy owl, Nyctea scandiaca, is a beautiful, large bird that lives in the tundra areas

of the world. In 1986, ISIS listed eighty of these birds in captivity with only ten hatched.

In July 1987, the Glen Oak Zoo in Peoria, IL hatched four snowy owls and raised two of

these successfully. Hopefully, our experiences will be of help to others exhibiting and
raising this species and similar birds of prey.

The Glen Oak Zoo acquired a male snowy owl in the winter of 1977. The bird was found in

northern Illinois by the conservation department. One wing had been injured and he was
unable to fly. In 1984, we received another injured bird. We had hoped this bird would be a

female but it was a juvenile male. Fortunately, we were able to trade this second male for

a female that was captive-bom in 1985.

The female arrived in April 1987 and was introduced to the male later that month. On 6

June, courtship was first observed and the female dug a shallow depression in the sand.

The nest was placed only 1.2m (4 ft.) from the public walkway, but it was out of the public's

view behind a log .6m ( 2 ft.) long by .3m (1 ft.) high. The nest site was also very close to

the keeper access door which soon proved to be a problem. Since clutch size is dependent on

the abundance of food, we increased the owls' diet at this time.

The first egg was laid on 8 June, and the female became very aggressive towards the

keepers. Therefore, we ceased daily cleaning of the exhibit. The second egg was
deposited on 10 June, followed by three more on the 12th, 15th, and 26th.

Incubation, which was done by the female only, began when the first egg was laid and
lasted 34 days. Pipping of the first egg was observed on 11 July and the chick hatched the

next day. The second chick hatched two days later on 14 July. Unfortunately, this chick

was found dead the next morning; the veterinarian could find no cause for death. On 16

July, the third chick hatched and it appeared to be doing well until 20 July when it was also

found dead. The deaths were puzzling since the eldest chick was doing well and there was
ample food.

When the fourth chick hatched on 10 July, we kept an especially close eye on it. As the next

day progressed, this chick became weaker and weaker. We theorize that the female bird

only fed the first chick that hatched and let the subsequent ones starve. This may have

been caused by stress: the nest was only 1.2m (4 ft.) from the public and hatching occurred

in very hot, 32-35°C (90-95°F) weather.

The fifth egg did not hatch and disappeared from the nest.

As the youngest chick lost strength, the staff discussed the pros and cons of hand-rearing

wild animals. The decision to remove any animal from its parents is never easy and this

was no exception. By the end of the day, we had decided that the chick should be pulled.

Since I had some experience with young bald eagles, the chick was put in my care. My
experience was very limited and inadequate for this task. Fortunately, the staff at the
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Hand-rearing of Snowy Owls at Glen Oak Zoo. Continued

Tyson Research Center in Eureka, MO, was willing and able to help me. I received step-

by-step instructions and I called them several times in the following weeks for advise and
assurance.

The chick weighed 37 grams when pulled from the nest. It was placed in a small plastic

bowl with a washcloth on the bottom; to insure adequate footing, the bird should not be
placed on a smooth surface. The bowl was then placed in a small brooder box. This box
was heated with a 75-watt light bulb. The chick had to be kept from getting chilled and the

temperature had to be constant at all times, even when feeding. I started at 37° C (98° F),

which may be excessively high for this species.

Feeding was done four times a day: 8-12-4-8. It was important not to overfeed the bird on

the first day since it still had a yolk sac. After that^ the bird turned away from the food

when it was no longer 'hungry. '

The first four feedings consisted of five small pieces of lean rat meat that was 'scissor-

snipped. The meat contained no bone, fur or lower cavity organs. I skinned the rats and
used the muscles only. The pieces were the size of a pencil lead and were dipped in water

mixed with Avicon® before being offered to the chick with forceps.

At the first feeding, the chick was 24 hours old. Since the eyes were closed and the chick

was weak, this feeding was very difficult. The chick was hungry and lunged at the

forceps with its beak open. Unfortunately, the lunges were not controlled and I could not

anticipate where to place the forceps. I was also too timid at this feeding, fearing that I

would hurt the chick with the forceps. I tried to hold the chick with one hand for more
control, but thei chick became very upset and refused to eat. The pieces of meat also had to

be placed as fari back in the mouth as possible because the chick was unable to manipulate

the food very much. Therefore, at this point, getting the meat into the chick's beak
probably was mostly luck. The subsequent feedings that day were a little easier as I

gained experience. The first piece of meat was always the hardest to get into the beak and

the chick got tired if feeding took too long.

Because the chick had to be fed in the evening, I brought it home each night. It cried

continuously when in motion, but suffered no ill effects:

On the first night, the chick fell out of the brooder box. It fell about .3m (1 ft.) onto a

carpeted floor and laid there for an undetermined amount of time. When found, the chick

was cool and weak but responded well after being warmed.

For the next three days, the chick was fed the same type of meat 4-5 times a day until it i

turned away from the food. The bird should have been, and was, eating approximately 8%
of its body weight at each feeding and gaining at least two grams per day. The chick was

weighed each morning before the first feeding to monitor its progress (see Tables 1 and 2

for the weight gain and food intake data).

Since I was still apprehensive about using forceps, I started feeding the chick off my/

finger on the second day. This method worked better for me and feeding became easier.

The chick became stronger and was better able to control its head. If the pieces of meat

were too large or placed in the beak incorrectly, the chick would shake its head until the

piece was dislodged.

When the chick was five days old, it was able to help in feeding by working the meat into

proper position for swallowing. It also enjoyed drinking water drops placed on its beak.

On this day, I also started to gradually reduce the temperature in the brooder box. Our box

did not have a precise temperature control but I tried to drop the temperature .5-1° C (1-2° F)

each day until it reached room temperature.

By the sixth day, it was essential for the chick to receive rat meat with bone. This was done

by skinning the rats and removing the feet, tail, lower organs, extra fat and muzzle. It is

important not to remove the brain and upper cavity organs like the heart and liver. The
"rat" was then run through a meat grinder and ground finely.
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Hand-rearing of Snowy Owls at Glen Oak Zoo. Continued

The meat should still be dipped in water with Avicon® when feeding. I started to offer the

chick larger and larger pieces of meat each day and it rejected any piece that was too big.

By this time, the chick was eating about 20 grams a day and was fed on demand, from 3-8

times per day.

On 26 July, it became necessary to pull the other chick from the nest. This was due to

extreme heat and flies that had bitten its head raw. The chick was then 15 days old and
weighed 216 grams while the younger chick was 7 days old and 71 grams. Since the older

chick had its eyes open and was so strong, feeding was relatively easy. The first day it

was fed the same finely ground meat as the younger bird. The second day, I started to

grind the rats more coarsely.

The two birds were housed together for five days in a small fiberglass snake box that was
heated with a heat lamp. After that, the older chick started to bully the smaller bird and
they were separated until they were closer in size.

By the eighth day, Tyson Research Center has their birds eating on their own out of petri

dishes. Unfortunately, I was never able to fully accomplish this. I tried placing the food

on a plastic lid and the birds would eat a few bites on their own if I tapped on the lid to get

their attention. However, they stopped after 3 or 4 bites and then walked through the food.

After this, I continued the feeding off my fingers. The amount eaten on their own varied

from day to day and probably could have been increased if I had refused to help.

When the younger chick was 10 days old, I started to wean it by reducing the number of

feedings per day. I let the bird guide this process, and fed it if it was crying loudly at the

skipped feeding. The chick was still receiving the same type of meat but it was ground
more coarsely. Also, by this time there was no supplemental heating, with the air

temperature being 24-27® C (74-80° F).

At thirteen days of age, the younger chick first regurgitated bone. It seemed to surprise the

bird and take a lot of effort. It also appears to have hurt the bird's throat since it ate very

little at the next feeding. The older chick did not regurgitate until it was 20 days old.

As they got older the chicks stayed awake more and more each day. They also started

laying on their stomaches more when sleeping. This prompted another "emergency" call

to Tyson on 29 July. I returned home one evening to find the older bird sprawled out on its

stomach. Its head was hanging limply to one side and it was breathing heavily. It was
also unresponsive to me. When I called, I found that this was not unusual.

I continued to take the birds home each night until 1 August, when I was awakened at 3

a.m. by the hungry cries of the younger bird. Thereafter they remained in the zoo

hospital. They were housed separately in increasingly larger cages. On 10 August, the

birds were put together with no further problems.

When the older chick was 22 days old, I started feeding it mice cut in half with the tails

removed. I offered each of them to the bird by hand. The younger bird was still receiving

coarsely ground meat three times a day. It was started on mice at 21 days of age. The
mice were offered three times a day and the birds ate between 7 and 10 mice a day.

I started feeding the birds whole mice when I felt they could eat them; 24 days old for the

yoimger bird and 31 days old for the older bird. The whole mice were also offered one at a

time by hand. The birds were fed twice a day and ate 7-13 mice per day.

In early September, the chicks were moved to an outdoor exhibit. They were still eating

mice and I started feeding progressively larger rats so the birds had to tear apart their

food. Both birds started to tear the rats apart the first day. If they had not, I would have had
to force them to by removing all other food for 24 hours. At this point, I stopped feeding the

birds by hand and put the food in one corner of the exhibit twice a day. This feeding

schedule continued until the birds were sold in October.
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Hand-rearing of Snowy Owls at Glen Oak Zoo. Continued

The snowy owl hatching in 1987 has not only produced two magnificent birds, but had also

given us new information for next year (see Tables 3 and 4 for summary). We hope to

increase clutch size next year by increasing the amount of food to our adult birds earlier

in the spring. We may also move the adults off-exhibit during the breeding season to

reduce stress. This may allow the female to raise more, if not all, of her young. If not, at

least we will be more confident in deciding whether to pull the chicks.

Tables
General Feeding Instructions for Snowy Owls

Dayl 5 small pieces ofraw muscle meat
dip meat in water with AviconC©
do not overfeed - chick still has yolk sac
feed four times

Days 2-5 larger pieces ofrat muscle meat
dip meat in water with Avicon®
feed until the bird turns away
should be eating 8% ofbody weight at each feeding
feed four times a day 8-12-4-8

Days 6-10 finely ground rat meat - remove skin, feet, tail, lower
organs, extra fat and muzzle

must have bone
brain and upper cavity organs are important
feed four times a day or on demand

Days 11-20 coarsely groimd rat meat - remove body parts as
for days 6-10

wean to 3 feedings per day

Day 21 mice cut in halfwith tail removed
wean to 2 feedings per day
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Hand-rearing of Snowy Owls at Glen Oak Zoo, continued

Tabled
Significant Changes in the Chicks and Their Care

Younger Chick

7/21 puUed from nest when 24 hrs. old
fed muscle meat

7/22 fed from fingers instead offorceps
fell out ofbrooderbox

7/24 able to help in feeding
drinking water
started to decrease temperature

7/25 fed ground rat with bone

7/26

7/27 eating a little on its own

Older Chick

pulled from nest when 15

days old

fed finely ground rat meat
urea smells

fed coarsely ground rat meat
eats a little on its own

7/28

7/29 fed coarsely ground rat meat
decreased niunber offeedings

7/30 eyes open 1/2 way
separated fi:om older bird

7/31 no supplemental heat
urea starting to smeU

8/1 laying on stomach more

8/2 regurgitated bone

8/3 stays at zoo all the time

8/9

8/10 fed mice cut in half3X/day

8/13 fed whole mice 2X/day

eyes clear

chick 'looks dead" in p.m.

follows things with eyes
separated fi;x>m smaller bird

regurgitatedbone
preening

fed mice cut in half 3X/day

stays at zoo all the time

fed whole mice 2X/day

caged with other chick again
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AAZK Regional Coordinators

£9:JHr£aQLS-j?iLJkgLQmi-jCpQrdmatQr„gy?t^m

States East of Mississippi - Diane Krug, Rt. 1, Box 273, Hilliard, FL 32097 (904) 225-9559 [work]

(904) 845-4279 [home]

States West of Mississippi - Debbera Stecher, Woodland Park Zoo, 5500 Phinney Ave., North, Seattle, WA
98103. (206) 625-5402 [work] (206) 745-8198 [home]

EEllLQJMl^C-QQEDINATQRS

John Linehan, Franklin Park Zoo, Boston, MA 02021 (617) 442-7646 [w]

for the states of ME, VT, NH, MA, RI, CT
Peter Buchholz, Bronx Zoo, New York, NY 10460 (212) 220-5154 [w] (718) 229-771 1 [h]

for the states of NY, VA and the District of Columbia

Denise Robinson, Philadelphia Zoo, Philadelphia, PA 19014

for the states of PA, DE, NJ, MD
Linda Anstandig, Detroit Zoological Park, Detroit, MI

for the states of MI, IN, KY, and OH
Chris Garland, North Carolina Zoological Park, Asheboro, NC

for the states of NC,SC,TN, and W. VA
Larry Sammarco, Lincoln Park Zoo, Chicago, IL 60614 (312) 294-4660 [w]

for the states of WI, IL, MO, MN, and lA

Tim Kurkowski, Zoo Atlanta, Atlanta, GA 30315 (404) 624-5600 [w] (404)292-6314 [h]

for the states of GA, AR and AL
Marcelle Guidry, Greater Baton Rouge Zoo, Baker, LA 70714 (504) 775-3877 [w] (504) 388-9392 [h]

for the states of LA and MS
Vikki Bohnert, 2264 Winkler Ave., B-11, Ft. Myers, FL 33901

for the state of Florida

John R. Turner, Denver Zoo, Denver, CO 80205

for the states of CO, NM, and TX
Steve Tigges, Tulsa Zoological Park, Tulsa, OK 74115

for the states of OK, NE, KS, ND, and SD
Laurence Gledhill, Woodland Park Zoo, Seattle, WA 98103 (206) 625-5497 [w]

for the states of WA, OR, ID, MT. WY and AK
Art Goodrich, San Diego Zoo, San Diego, CA 921 12

for the states of CA, NV, UT and AZ
Honolulu AAZK Chapter (Dan Vitiello, Pres.) (808) 9234772 [w]

for the Hawaiian Islands

Neville Howard Pike, Metro Toronto Zoo, Box 280, West Hill, Ontario, Canada MIE 4R5

for the Province of Ontario, Canada

Bob Debets, Assiniboine Park Zoo, 2355 Corydon Ave., Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada R3P OR5
for the Province of Manitoba, Canada (204) 489-3893 [h]

Marcia Rasmussen, Calgary Zoo, P.O. Box 3036, Stn. B., Calgary, Alberta, Canada T2M 4R8
for the Provinces of Alberta and British Columbia, Canada (403) 235- 5461 [h]

Need membership information? Want to learn more about AAZK or start a chapter or

become more active - then call your RC! They will be glad to assist you with any

information you need about AAZK.



Institutions wishing to advertise employment opportunities are asked to send pertinent

data by the 15th of each month to: Opportunity Knocks I 635 Gage Blvd., Topeka, KS
66606. Please include closing dates for positions available. There is no charge for this

service and phone-in listings of positions which become available close to deadline are

accepted.

VETERINARY TECHNICIANIHOSPITAL KEEPER ...requires certification as a

veterinary technician with two years' experience preferably with exotic animals.

Responsible for the care of hospitalized and quarantined animals, conducting diagnostic

tests, maintaining clerical records and assisting the veterinarian. Salary $10,500-$! 2,000

plus benefits. Send resume by 31 March 1988 to: Dr. C. Douglas Page, Jacksonville Zoo,

P.O.Box 26767, Jacksonville, FL 32218.

ANIMAL HEALTH TECHNICIAN...position available at the new medical

facility in the Baltimore Zoo. Applicant must have an A.H.T. certificate, or

equivalent. Zoological park experience preferred. Responsible for complete

inventory of hospital, aiding in anesthesia and medical procedures, minor
treatments under the direction of the veterinarian. Must be familiar and
competent at all routine lab procedures. Salary - $15,000 plus benefits. Send
resume to: Dr. Michael Cranfield, Baltimore Zoo, Druid Hill Park,

Baltimore, MD 21217.

ZOO DIRECTOR .,M\\vfa.vikee County Zoo. We are searching for a highly

qualified person with a proven success record of administration and public

relations experience. Candidates should be zoo professionals with
experience and ability necessary to direct and market one of the world's

foremost zoos and to oversee completion of our on-going 25 million dollar

capital improvement program. Prefer graduate degree and an experience

record appropriate to the Director's level of responsibility. Salary

commensurate with experience plus excellent benefit package. This is an
appointed position exempt from Civil Service status. Interested persons

should send cover letter and resume before 1 April, 1988 to: Search
Committee, c/o Director Milwaukee County Dept, of Human Resources,

Courthouse Room 210, 901 N. 9th St, Milwaukee, WI 53233. EOE.
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FOSmQNS QFEN AT PRIMATE FOUNDATION OF ARIZONA
Deadline for Applications is 31 March 1988

CAREGIVERICHIMPANZEES...TeauiTes B.A. in Zoology, Biology, Anthropology or

related fields of study and ability to work well with peers. Commensurate experience will

be considered. Assist in the responsibility for maintaining and caring for approximately

60 chimpanzees (Pan troglodytes). Should be interested in behavioral research that will

add to the knowledge of captive chimpanzees and assist in improving captive management
methods. Salary negotiable.

STAFF OBSERVER...TeamTes B.A. in Psychology, Zoology, or Anthropology preferably

with experience in behavioral research. Must be interested in research that will add to the

knowledge of captive chimpanzees and assist in improving captive management methods.

Assist in the collection of behavioral data for on-going and scheduled behavioral research

projects. Assist in entering new data into computer records. Must work well with peers.

Salary negotiable.

SECRETARIAL/CLERK...TeqmTes excellent typing skills and good telephone manners.
Prefer word processing experience. Would consider inexperienced with the proper skills.

Salary negotiable.
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Opportunity Knocks. Continued

ADMINISTHATIV^ ASSISTANT...mat\iTe person with good organization and
managerial skills. Excellent typing skills. Prefer word processing experience, but will

consider teaching if necessary. Prefer nonprofit experience. Must like both people and
animals. Salary negotiable.

NOTE; All personnel must have a negative T.B. skin test and a negative hepatitis B
antigen test.

For above positions send letter of interest, resume, and three references to: Mrs. Jo Fritz,

Administrative Director, Primate Foundation of Arizona, P.O. Box 86, Tempe, AZ 85281.

KEEPER INTERNSHIP...ten-week internship during summer of 1988 (dates flexible).

Stipend of $600 provided by the Friends of the Salisbury Zoo. Written inquiries only. Those
interested should provide the names of three references and apply in their own handwriting

to: Peter Crowcroft, Salisbury Zoo. P.O. Box 3163, Salisbury, MD 21801.

ELEPHANT HANDLERIKEEPER...to assist trainer in African elephant husbandry and
public demonstrations; other keeper duties as assigned. Salary $8.50 hourly plus benefits.

Apply by 30 April 1988 to: Lome G. Jackson, Zoo Supervisor, Oakland Zoo, 9777 Golf Links

Road, Oakland, CA 94605.

SENIOR KEEPER...TeqniTes a degree in zoology or related field plus 3 years' experience

in zoological facility; advanced experience may be considered in lieu of degree.

Responsible for feeding, maintenance, and assist in setting up breeding programs for

exotic animals. Salary commensurate with experience. Send resume and references to:

Jim Schnormeier, Curator of Animals, Jackson Zoological Park, 2918 W. Capitol Street,

Jackson, MS 39209 (601) 352-2585. Application deadline is 30 March 1988.

ZOOKEEPER / ...position open. Bramble Park Zoo, City of Watertown, SD. Salary

$12,043/year plus excellent benefits. Requires high school diploma or G.E.D. plus two (2)

years full-time experience in the area of bird and animal husbandry; or any equivalent

combination of training and experience. Send resume to: Dan Miller, Supt., Bramble Park

Zoo, P.O. Box 910, Watertown, SD 57201. Closing date is 22 March 1988.

MOVING???

If you are moving^ please letAAZKNational
Headquarters know ASAP/ This will insure
that your mailings don't go astray. Second
Class is not automatically forwarded so you're

letting us know will keep you in touch with
your Association. Send address changes to:

Barbara Manspeaker, Admin, Sec'y
AAZK National Headquarters

635 Gage Blvd.

Topeka. KS 66606
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AAZK Membership Application

Name Check here if renewal
[ ]

Address.

$25.00 Professional

Full-time Keepers

$25.00 International

All members outside the

U.S. & Canada

$15.00 Library

Library subscription only

Directory Information: Zoo:.

$20.00 Affiliate

Other staff & volunteers

$15.00 Associate

Those not connected

with an animal facility

$50.00 Contributing

Organizations and
Individuals

Work Area: Special interests:

Mail this application and check or money order (U.S. CURRENCY ONLY PLEASE), payable to

American Association of Zoo Keepers, Inc., to: AAZK National Headquarters, Topeka Zoo, 635

Gage Blvd., Topeka, KS 66606.

Membership includes a subscription to Animal Keepers' Forum . The membership card is good

for free admission to many zoos and aquariums in the U.S. and Canada.

INFORMATION FOR CONTRIBUTORS

Animal Keepers' Forum publishes original papers and news items of interest to the Animal

Keeping profession. Non-members are welcome to submit articles for consideration.

Articles should be typed or hand-printed. All illustrations, graphs and tables should be clearly

marked, in final form, and should fit in a page size no more than 6" x 10" (15cm x 25 1/2cm).

Literature used should be cited in the text and in final bibliography. Avoid footnotes. Include

scientific name of species the first time it is used. Thereafter use common name. Black and

white photos only accepted.

Articles sent to Animal Keepers' Forum will be reviewed for publication. No commitment is made
to the author, but an effort will be made the publish articles as soon as possible. Those longer

than three pages may be separated into monthly installments at the discretion of the editorial

staff. The editors reserve the right to edit material without consultation unless approval is

requested in writing by the author. Materials submitted will not be returned unless accompanied
by a stamped, self-addressed envelope. Telephone contributions on late-breaking news or last-

minute insertions are accepted. However, phone-in contributions of long articles will not be

accepted. The phone number is (913) 272-5821 Ext. 31.

DEADLINE FOR EACH EDITION IS THE 15TH
OF THE PRECEDING MONTH

Articles printed do not necessarily reflect the

opinions of the Animal Keepers' Forum editorial

staff or the American Association of Zoo Keepers, Inc.

Items in this publication may be reprinted providing credit to this publication is given. Reprints
may be ordered from the editor

PRINTED IN THE U.S.A.
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ANIMAL KEEPERS’ FORUM. 635 Gage Blvd., Topeka, KS 66606

Editor-in-Chief: Susan Chan April 1988
Assistant Editor: Alice Miser Volume Fifteen

Assistant Editor: Ron Ringer Number Four

Animal Keepers' Forum (ISSN 0164-9531) is a monthly journal of the American Association of Zoo
Keepers, Inc,, 635 Gage Blvd., Topeka, KS 66606. Five dollars of each membership fee goes toward the

annual publication costs of Animal Keepers' Forum . Second Class postage paid at Topeka, KS.

Postmaster: Please send address changes to:

American Association of Zoo Keepers, Inc.
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This month's cover art features the liwiCVestiaria coceinea) drawn by Dan Vitiello, a

keeper at the Honolulu Zoo. The liwi is one of the Hawaiian honeycreepers in the family

Drepanididae. There are 22 species and about 24 subspecies, of which about 40% are extinct

with most of the remaining threatened or endangered. It is believed that this family gave

rise from a single ancestral species and shows the greatest example of adaptive radiation.

It is a bright orange-red bird with black wings and tail. There is a small white wing patch.

The bill is salmon and the legs are orange. Their total length is around 5.75 inches. It is a

nectar feeder found in the upper Ohia forest on most of the major islands. It is the chosen

logo of the Honolulu AAZK Chapter. Thanks, Dan!

Scoops
and

Scuttlebutt

Librarians Groups Offers BibUographies/Book list

—from Kay Kenyon, AAZPA Librarians Special Interest Group

The revised list of bibliographies is available from the AAZPA Librarians Special Interest

Group, Bibliography Coordinator, Vernon Kisling, 1014 NW 14th Ave,, Gainesville, FL
32601. The LSIG welcomes additional bibliographies or suggestions, which should be sent

to Mr. Kisling as well. The list will be published in an upcoming issue of Animal
Keepers’ Forum.

An index of the animal names in titles of papers from the AAZPA Proceedings, 1972-1987,

plus yearly subject guides all in a three-ring binder is available from Angie Norell,

Minnesota Zoo, Apple Valley, MN 55124. Please enclose a mailing label and a check for

$6.00 (includes shipping) made out to Minnesota Zoo.

Through the cooperation and efforts of several zoos and aquarium libraries, "A
Recommended List of Books and Other Information Resources for Zoo and Aquarium
Libraries (1987)" has been completed and is now available. This 43-page publication lists

approximately 500 books, indexes and periodicals of interest to zoo professionals. Subjects

include animal behavior, conservation, nutrition and veterinary care, as well as specific

taxonomic groups. Each citation includes a short description and the price of the volume.

For a free copy, please write to: National Zoological Park Library, Washington, DC 20008.

World Wildlife Fund Announces Availability ofEndangered Species List

The World Wildlife Fund has reprinted its "Endangered Species List". The four-foot long

list has been very popular in zoo/aquarium education departments and was widely

distributed with the "Future in the Wild" program. Single copies of the list are available

free upon request. Quantities of the list can be purchased at $25.00 per 250, postage paid.

They can be ordered from: Lydia Anderson, Fulfillment, World Wildlife Fund, 1250 24th
St., N.W., Washington, DC 20037.

National StaffWorking on 1988-89 Membership Directory

The AAZK National HQ staff has begun work on the new edition of the Membership
Directory. In order to be able to give a complete listing for Professional, Affiliate and
Institutional members, your help is needed. In the next month you will be receiving a
Directory Information Card in the mail. It is important that you fill out the card completely
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Scoops and Scuttlebutt. Continued

and return it to National Headquarters by the date noted on the card. If you do not return

the card, you will not be listed in this upcoming edition of the Directory. So, please, when
you receive the card, take a few minutes to fill it out and return it promptly. Your
cooperation is greatly appreciated. We anticipate completion of the Directory this summer.
All professional members receive a copy gratis; copies are available to other membership
categories for a fee.

&
AAZK Award Nominations Are Now Being Accepted for 1988!

The AAZK Awards Committee would like to begin accepting nominations for the awards
to be presented at the 1988 AAZK Conference in Tucson. In the following months there

will be information concerning the qualifications, nomination procedures, selection

procedures and an explanation of the AAZK Excellence in Zookeening (EZ), Certificate of

Merit for ZQpkeeper Education (CMZE) and Meritorious Achievement (MA) Awards.

The deadline for all award nominations in 1 June 1988. All award nominations

received after 1 June will be reviewed for 1989, so please keep this in mind when
submitting your nominations.

All awards given by the AAZK do not have a minimum or maximum number offered

each year. Also, if the nominees do not meet the qualifications and nominators do not

follow the nomination procedures, they will not receive the award for which they were

nominated. Please include scientific names of animals when they are included in the

nomination of a special or outstanding breeding acknowledgment.

Please submit all nominations to: Rachel Rogers, Chair

AAZK Awards Committee
METROZOO
12400 SW 152 St.

Miami, FL 33177

AAZK Certfficate ofMerit for Zookeeper EducationAward

This award is given to individuals, institutions, and organizations in the zoological

community most actively promoting educational programs for zookeepers. This may
include: Keeper training courses, staff seminars and reimbursement for formal

education would be considered programs that are descriptive of this award.

Qualifications:

1. Any North American zoological staff individual, institution or organization is

eligible.

2. The keeper trainingprogrammmt have been in e3dstenc» for at least one year.

Nomination Procedure:

Ifyou feel that your zoological staff individual, institution or organization merits such

an award, please submit a letter of nomination which mentions specifically the

educational programs that are offered.

Selection Procedure:

The Awards Committee, consisting of five keepers, will independently review each

nominee.
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Coming Events

AttStralain Mammal Society 1988 Annual Meeting

and Bicentennial Symposium

May 11-13, 1988 Sydney, Australia

Held at the University of Sydney, this symposium will focus on kangaroos, wallabies and rat

kangaroos. Topics covered will include: Evolution, Zoogeography and Species and Community
Ecology, Physiology, Social Organization and Behavioral Ecology, and Population Ecology

and Management. Direct inquiries to: The Organising Committee, 1988 Mammal Meeting,

Zoology A.08, The University of Sydney, NSW 2006 Australia.

First International Wildlife Ranching Symposium

May 16-21, 1988 La Cruces,NM

Symposium considering the conservation and economic impacts of wildlife ranching. For more
information contact: Raul Valdez, Professor Wildlife Science, College of Agriculture and

Home Economics, Dept, of Fishery and Wildlife Sciences, P.O. Box 30003, Campus Box 4901,

Las Cruces, NM 88003-003 (505) 646-1544.

The International Ungulate Behavior & Management Conference

May 16-22, 1988 Texas A&M

For further information, contact: Dr. ElizabethMungall, 342 Double Tree Drive, Lewisville,

TX 75067.

AZAD Annual Conference

September 9-12, 1988 Baltimore, MD

Association of Zoo and Aquarium Docents will be hosted by the National Aquarium in

Baltimore and the Baltimore Zoological Society. For further information, contact: AZAD
Conference, Baltimore Zoo, Druid Hill Park, Baltimore, MD 21217-4599 (301) 576-3886.

14th National AAZK Conference

September 11-15, 1988 Tucson, AZ

Hosted by the Tucson AAZK Chapter. Watch your AKF for registration forms, agenda
details and announcements. For more information contact: Ed Hansen or George Montgomery,

Tucson Chapter AAZK, P.O. Box 43908, Tucson, AZ 85733-3908.

AAZPA.Aonua]„Cmrfei€QC£

September 25-29, 1988 Milwaukee, WI

Hosted by the Milwaukee County Zoo. For further information contact: Kerry Bublitz, Public

Relations & Advertising Coordinator, Milwaukee County Zoo, 10001 W. Bluemound Rd.,

Milwaukee, WI 53226.
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Coming Events. Continued

The B ienriiql. CQ.nfacence of the
International Association of Zoo Educators

October 2-7, 1988 Toronto, Canada

To be held at Park Plaza Hotel, Toronto. The theme for the conference is "Communicating for

Conservation". Featured at the meeting will be general papers, colloquium papers, workshop
sessions, poster displays and moderated discussion groups. For further information, contact:

Mereheth Switzer, Metro Toronto Zoo, P.O. Box 280, West Hill, Ontario, Canada MIE 4R5.

The 5th World Conference on Breeding

Endangered Species.in Captivity

October 9-12, 1988 Cincinnati, OH

For further information contact: Betsy Dresser, Director of Research, Cincinnati Zoo, 3400

Vine St., Cincinnati, OH 45220 (513) 281-4701.

The First International Symposium
on Spectacled Pears

October 14-15, 1988 Chicago, IL

To be held at the Lincoln Park Zoo. Topics focusing on current field studies and captive

management/reproduction of the spectacled bear will be highlighted. These include: captive

management, demographics, reproduction in captivity, nutrition, vocalization and
mother/infant behavior. For further information contact: Mark Rosenthal, Curator of

Mammals, Lincoln Park Zoo, 2200 N. Cannon Drive, Chicago, IL 60614, (312) 294-4660.

IMATA 16th Annual Conference

Oct. 30-NOV.4, 1988 San Antonio, TX

Meeting of the International Marine Animal Trainers Association. For further details

contact: Ken Ramirez, IMATA Vice-Pres., Entertainment Plus, 6608 Stewart Road, Suite 169,

Galveston, TX 77551 (409) 744-0938.

Dallas Zoo To Host Behavioral Workshop

The Dallas Zoo will host this year’s national workshop on "Applying Behavioral

Research to Zoo Animal Management". The workshop will be held 7-14 May 1988.

Participants will learn how to develop and participate in behavioral research projects

and apply the results to specific management programs. This year's workshop will

include topics and projects in Mammalian, Avian and Reptilian behavior. A nationally

recognized behavior scientist will provide a keynote lecture. Many additional activities

are planned, including tours of several zoos and an evening "ice-breaker".

Enrollment will be limited to 40 participants. Registration fee for the workshop is $75.00

if paid before 1 April 1988. After that time the fee is $100. Priority will be given to zoo staff

from AAZPA accredited institutions. For further information and a registration form,

write to: Ron Kagan, General Curator, Dallas Zoo, 621 East Clarendon Dr,, Dallas, TX
75203-2996.
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Births & Hatchings

North Carolina Chapter AAZK...reports notable

December 1987 from each participating institution.

Duke Primate Center -notable births include 1.3 Greater mouse lemur (Mirza

coquereli) which increases our total population to 43, the largest and only self-sustaining

colony in the world, all descending from three wild-caught pairs originally obtained in

1982. On 8 Dec. one of our Sifakas {Propithecus verreauxi) gave birth to her third offspring

in three years. This female had been kept in one of our natural habitat enclosures when
copulations were reported in July and was then moved indoors in November due to

inclement weather. Although she was palpated probably not pregnant when brought inside,

she gave birth to a healthy female infant after a 155-day gestation period. Other nocturnal

prosimian births include 2.1 Lesser mouse lemur {Microcebus murinus), 1.1 Lesser

bushbaby {Galago senegalensis moholi), 1.0 Thick-tailed bushbaby {Galago
crassicaudatus monteiri), and 0.1 Brown bushbaby {Galago garnettii). submitted by Ruby
Ange, Duke Primate Center.

Natural Science Center of Greensboro - reports the birth of 0.0.1 Patagonian hare

{Polichotis patagonum). submitted by Hannah Wells, Natural Science Center of
Greensboro.

North Carolina Zoological Park -notable births include 0.1 Kirk’s dik-dik

{Madoqua kirki) on 10 Nov. to a pair exhibited in the African Pavilion. She is doing well

and is on exhibit with her parents. Also in the African Pavilion 1.1 Colobus monkey
{Colobus guereza kikuyuensis) were bom on 21 Nov. and 25 Nov. These births make a total

of five successful rearings of Colobus monkey in this exhibit since the opening of the

African Pavilion in October 1985. On 28 Oct., 0.0.1 Black-naped fruit dove was hatched.

Fruit doves, in general, are rarely bred in captivity, but in the last year a few institutions

have been successful breeding this species. submitted by Lucy Segerson, Chapter
Secretary.

Bronx Zqq AAZK Chapter-..announces the following significant births and hatchings for

the period from October 1987 through January 1988. The Dept, of Mammology proudly

announces the birth, on 16 October, of a male Barirusa {Babyrousa babyrussa). This piglet

was the second born to his mother and is doing well in the zoo's South American area. On
17 Nov., 0.0.1 Goeldi's monkey {Callimico goeldi) was born in the Monkey House. This

species is listed as rare in the lUCN Red Data Book. On 2 January, a female Silvered leaf

monkey {Presbytis cristatus) was born. The baby, which is doing fine, is already learning

the "vines" in its exhibit in Jungle World.

During this four-month period the following notable births also occurred: 2.2.1 Brow-
antlered deer {Cervus eldi thamin) were born in the Wild Asia area of the zoo. The World
of Darkness building has been kept lively with the emergence of five Pen-tailed bettong

{Bettongia pencillatd) from their mothers' pouches.

In the Dept, of Ornithology most things have slowed down but not for the Hammerkops
{Scopus umbretta). The never-ceasing nestbuilding of this species paid off with the

hatching of two chicks on 26 December. Last, but not least, two Congo peacocks {Afropavo

congensis) hatched. This is the only species of pheasant which is not native to Asia and in

New York it may only be seen in the zoo's World of Birds, submitted by Mark L. Hofling,

Corresponding Secretary, Bronx Zoo AAZK Chapter.
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Births and Hatchings. Continued

San Francisco ZoQ...ReDorted B&H at this institution from July 1987 through January 1988
include: 1.0.1 Patas monkey, 0.0.3 Colobus monkey, 0.0.1 Owl monkey, 0.1 Francois leaf

monkey, 0.0.1 Siamang, 0.0.1 Spider monkey, 0.3 Mountain lion, 0.0.1 Grant's zebra, 0.0.3

Sacred ibis, 0.0.2 Citron cockatoo and several peach-faced doves, reported by Jane Tollini,

Greater San Francisco Bay Area AAZK Chapter.

Pvgmv Slow Loris Twins Bom at Duke Primate Center

The Duke University Primate Center reports the first birth in the U.S. of pygmy slow loris

(Nycticebus pygmaeus) twins on 1 January 1988. Although one infant was found dead the

same day, the other is being successfully mother-raised. The live infant was sexed as a

female and weighed 31 grams on 3 January when it was removed and examined after

being "parked" by its mother. The mother and infant were housed in a fairly large room,

with the father separated in a smaller cage within the room, but after finding the infant on

the floor on 5 January, the mother and infant were put in the cage the male had been in.

This was done to keep the mother and infant in closer proximity and prevent the infant

from falling.

The Primate Center received four pairs of this species, originally from North Vietnam,

from Skansen Aquarium in April 1987, and is collecting life history, reproductive and
behavioral data for future publication on this extremely rare and virtually unknown
species, submitted by Ruby Ange, Research Technician, Duke Primate Center.

Surviving Pygmy Slow Loris Twin bom at iiie

Duke Primate Center in January of this year.

(Photo credit: Ben Freed)
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Quality exotic
animai diets

g Iiyi balanced
11 Fixed formulation • Economical

When you need a complete line of

high-quality dry and frozen

animal diets for your feeding

program, call Animal Spectrum.

NEBRASKA BRAND

H \

Frozen feline diets

Frozen bird of prey diets

Frozen canine diet

Chunk and chopped horsemeat,

hearts, livers, rib, shank, and

knuckle bones

The original gluten-free primate diets.

Banana flavored primate, 15% protein

Banana flavored primate, Pro-Plus 25% protein

SPECTRUM Omnivore dry

Polar Bear dry

Ratite dry

Hoofstock supplement, with Selenium

BROOD-RITE
HEATERS

Bulbless heaters—nothing to break.

Safe around all animals and

bedding material.

Even heat distribution in 240, 500,

or 750 wattages.

One call does It all

1 -800-228-4005
In Nebraska, call collect 402/488-6492

Animal Spectrum, Inc.

Box 6307

Lincoln, NE 68506-0307

New for 1988:
• Hoofstock Suppiment with 600 lU/lb. of Vitamin E.

• Reformuiated iMebraska Brand canine diet for cheetahs,

smali exotic cats, hyenas, and wild canids.



Public Education Committee

In the December 1987 issue ofAKF
,
the Public Education Committee solicited answers from

the membership to questions frequently asked by zoo visitors. The committee is seeking the

"best" answers to such questions to incorporate in a booklet. The following is the fourth

question restated and the "best" answer to that question. Another frequently asked

question will appear at the end of this article - please take a few minutes and put your

thoughts together and send them to: Ellen Bradfield at the address given below.

Question #4 was: "Can we feed the animals?"

The answer to Question #4 is:

Zoo animals have specialized and regulated diets. Additional foods offered by the public

not only throw the nutritional intake off-balance, they could harm the animal as well.

Also, animals become quite aggressive when offered food, and could seriously injure a

visitor. Unless your zoo has specific allowances for feeding the animals, please DO NOT
FEED!

Thanks to Rena Schilsky and Dr. Rita McManamon for input for this answer.

Question #5 will be: How do the animals feel about living at a zoo?

Please send answers, comments, suggestions to: Ellen Bradfield, Zoo Atlanta AAZK, 800
Cherokee Aue. S.E., Atlanta, GA 30315.

Zoo/U List Update

—from Michael Illig, Zoo/U List Coordinator
Washington Park Zoo, Portland, OR

As some of you know, I volunteered to take over this project from Pat Sammarco at the

National AAZK conference in Milwaukee. As in most things one volunteers for, you never

really know what you are getting into. After I received the "file" (I should say the "Box") of

Zoo/U List information from Pat, I realized the tremendous amount of work it was to

produce the list. I certainly applaud her for her efforts.

It's time now to update the list. I am asking anyone with information on any courses or

classes at any institutions that are related to zookeeping, to please send it along so it can be

included in the list. When an update is complete it will be available to all interested

parties.

Less than half the states are currently represented on the list and I would like to see an
entry from every state included. The following is a list of the states we need to hear from:

Alabama
Alaska
Arkansas
Colorado

Connecticutt

Delaware
Georgia
Hawaii

Indiana
Kentucky
Maine
Massachusetts

Minnesota
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska

Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey

New Mexico

North Carolina

North Dakota
Oregon
Rhode Island

South Carolina

South Dakota

Tennessee
Utah
Vermont
Virginia

W. Virginia

Wyoming

Courses available in other countries are also included on the list. Please let me hear from
you if you have any information. You can send it to: Mike Illig, Washington Park Zoo,

4001 S.W. Canyon Rd., Portland, OR 97221. Thanks.
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The Association of
British Wild Animal Keepers

David C. Beeston
International Affairs Coordinator

Association of British Wild Animal Keepers

The Association, better known to its members by the acronym ABWAK, was founded in

1974 by a group of enthusiastic zoo keepers as a professional association for all keepers of

wild animals in the British Isles.

ABWAK was established with four major objectives, namely to provide the facilities and

opportunities for keepers to meet and discuss their work; to improve cooperation and
communication between keepers and zoos both nationally and internationally; to

improve standards of all animal collections by promoting the education of all those

involved in wild animal husbandry; and to support any project in conservation which the

Association deems fit.

Originally greeted with some skepticism by many zoo directors and managers, over the

last 12 years ABWAK has worked to establish its reputation and is now actively supported

by zoo directors, who in fact hold the positions of both president and vice-president.

However, the Association is, and must remain, an organization run by keepers for

keepers. The elected members by the General Council work hard and give up much of

their valuable time to ensure the continued growth ofABWAK

Since the inaugural meeting on 10 May 1974, both national and regional meetings have
been organized at most major zoos providing valuable opportunities for both professional

and private animal keepers to meet, make new friends and discuss their work and the

developments taking place in animal husbandry.

The most important meeting has become the annual Symposium. So far twelve of these

popular meetings have been held covering a wide range of interesting topics which have
brought together not only keepers but zoo managers, vets, field biologists and interested

parties from all over the country. The published proceedings of the Symposia are always

popular and form a useful source of reference information for members.

Another popular event is the annual Challenge Quiz where teams of keepers from zoos

around the country, show off their knowledge of animals, natural history and animal

husbandry.

As well as the Symposia proceedings, the Association’s other important publication is the

quarterly journal Ratel which provides an important link between members through the

publication of accounts of ABWAK activities, articles on animal husbandry and zoo

news, conservation news, book reviews and readers letters.

As part of its objectives to improve cooperation and communication between keepers,

ABWAK has also established links with keeper associations in America and Australia.

A regular exchange of publications and letters ensures that we keep abreast of

developments in zoos around the world.

More recently, the views of ABWAK have been sought by various bodies involved in

major innovations in the zoo and animal husbandry world. The Association, for

instance,, played a central role in both the initiation and eventual creation of the Animal
Management Course. This correspondence course, run by the National Extension
College, leads to a City and Guilds Certificate in Animal Management. The introduction

By

Founded 1974
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Association of British Wild Animal Keepers. Continued

of such a professional qualification for animal keepers must be regarded as a major step

forward in keeper education.

Over the past twelve years, ABWAK has continued to grow and much has been achieved,

but we have much more to do in fulfilling our original objectives. If you would like more
information about ABWAK, write to: Mrs. Kate Partridge, Membership Secretary

ABWAK, 2A Northcote Road, Clifton, Bristol, BS8 3HB, Great Britain.

Association of British Wild Animal Keepers

Symposium Proceedings Available;

No. 8 Management of Prosimians & New World Primates in Captivity

(held in 1983)

£2.31 by Surface Mail
£3.15 by Air Mail

No. 9 Management of Cranes, Storks and Ratites in Captivity

£2.53 by Surface Mail
£3.21 by Air Mail

No. 10 Management of Rodents in Captivity

£2.86 by Surface Mail
£3.70 by Air Mail

Please make payments to A.B.W.A.K.’ in £sterling. Check with your International
Exchange Desk at your local bank for rates and International Money Orders.

Available from: The Editor, A.B.W.A.K
12 TacMey Road
Eastville, Bristol

BS5 6UQ, England

Keeper's Alert

The University Research Expeditions Program (UREP) of the University of California,

Berkeley, invites interested individuals to join one of their research expeditions focusing

on animal behavior. No previous experience is necessary and participation is open to

individuals from all walks of life. Upcoming expeditions will take participants to the

following locations:

1. Morocco - to study native sheep and factors affecting wool production in the

remote highland valleys of this colorful land.

2. Patagonia - to explore the wildlife ecology of the plains vizcacha, cousin of the

American prairie dog.

3. Alaska - to study the way individual birds adapt to one of the largest sea bird

colonies in the northern hemisphere.

4. California - to track mule deer in the pristine ecosystem of the High Sierra.

5. Australia - to document behavior of sea lions during their breeding season.

6. Kenya - to observe the social behavior of antelope species in the savannahs of

East Africa.

For a free catalog describing how you can become a member of these and other expeditions

contact: University Research Expeditions Program, University of California, Box D-5,

Berkeley, CA 94720, (415) 642^586.



California Condor Update

The intensive program to save the California condor from

extinction achieved a major milestone on 3 March with

the first egg produced by a captive breeding pair of that

critically endangered species. The egg is fertile.

The egg, which was laid at the San Diego Wild Animal

Park at approximately 2 p.m. marks a significant stage

in a conservation program which hopes to return North

America's rarest bird to its former wild habitat in Southern

California.

San Diego Wild Animal Park keepers

observed the egg in the birds' nestbox

as they monitored the activities of

California condors AC4 and UNI by
remote television camera. Biologists had'

anticipated the arrival of this egg since

the female condor UNI began occupying the nestbox situated within the pair's large,

secluded enclosure. The bird's altered behavior indicated to observers an impending

egg-laying.

Under a predetermined plan, the egg was pulled immediately from the nestbox and placed

in an electronic incubator at the Park's condor complex. By taking the egg from its

parents at such an early date, scientists hope to induce the pair to "double-clutch", or

produce a second egg to replace the one they lost. This behavior was observed in wild birds

whose eggs were taken by field biologists and brought to San Diego for artificial incubation

in the breeding seasons of 1983-1986. Through such manipulation, condor biologists hope to

increase the productivity of captive condors, a process that will hasten the return of captive

offspring to their ancestral wild habitat.

The incubator will maintain constant temperature and humidity for the egg and will turn

the egg at regular intervals to allow proper development of the embryo. Keepers will

handle the egg twice each day throughout the incubation period, turning it 180 degrees in a

replication of the mother condor's care. The incubation period is estimated to be between 55-

60 days with hatching expected at the end of this month or the first part of May. If all goes

well, this hatching would represent the first of its species ever conceived and hatched in

captivity.

Thirteen California condor eggs have been successfully hatched in captivity since 1983.

All thirteen were taken from natural nests within condor habitat in Southern California.

Until now, no California condor pair has produced a fertile egg in captivity. Captive

condors at the National Zoo in Washington, DC, produced a total of three eggs in the early

1920's, but these eggs were laid by unpaired females.

Only 27 California condors exist today. All of these birds are in captivity. Fourteen of the

condors, including seven of those hatched in captivity, are kept in off-exhibit flight

enclosures at the SDWAP, The other thirteen are similarly housed at the Los Angeles Zoo.

The last wild California condor was captured and brought to the Park on 3 April, 1987, after

the California Condor Recovery Team (including representatives from the two zoological

facilities, the California Dept, of Fish & Game, the USFWS, and the National Audubon
Society) determined that the species would be served best by the security of what had become
a critically small gene pool.

While biologists at the Park and the L.A. Zoo build an overall condor population, field

biologists of the USFWS continue to pursue the acquisition and protection of condor habitat
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California Condor Update. Continued

and the study of condor mortality threats. Part of the study will include the observation of
female Andean condors which will be released into California habitat in the summer of
1988 and observed as surrogates for their more rare California relatives. The ultimate
goal of the California Condor Recovery Program is the release of captive-bred birds into a
safe environment, allowing a population of this bird to maintain its own survival without
artificial assistance. — excerpted from San Diego Wild Animal Park News Release.

m
Information Please

I am needing any information on the hand-rearing of exotic animals which other zoos

may have. We are in the process of developing a policy for our zoo, and any articles, actual

policies, or other related information would be greatly appreciated. Send information to:

Tori Mason, do Topeka Zoological Park, 635 Gage Blvd., Topeka, KS 66606 (913) 272-5821.

I am requesting information concerning terrestrial gastropods, specifically on the

African Giant snail (Achatina sp.). Any relevant details on natural history, behavior,

husbandry, diet, garlic butter recipes, references, exhibiting, etc. would be appreciated.

Please contact: James Scott, Keeper, Folsom Children’s Zoo and Botanical Gardens, 2800
'A Street, Lincoln, NE 68502.

r ^
Have any good photos? The AAZK Public Education
Committee is iooking for photo contributions to be
used in the "Zookeeping As A Career" poster project.

Photo submitted shouid show keepers working in the
areas of Animal Care, Research, Conservation and
Education. We need color photographs In 5" x 7" or
8“ X 10" size, or send a negative with your regular size

photo. Send photos to: Tom LaBarge, c/o Burnet
Park Zoo, 500 Burnet Park Drive, Syracuse, NY 13204.

CORRECTIONS TO NOTE

1. In the January issue ofAKF. page 18, the Book Review on Handbook on the Maintenance

of Reptiles in Captivity listed the review by Hans E.A. Boos. He was incorrectly listed as

Curator of the Royal Botanical Gardens, Port-o-Spain, Trinidad, West Indies. He is in

fact the Curator of the Emperor Valley Zoo, Zoological Society of Trinidad and Tobago, Inc.

2. In the article "Behavioral Research and Zoo Keepers (AKF . February 1988, page 56),

there may have been some confusion in the way for formula for interobserver reliability

was printed. In comparing the recorded date and calculating the percent of agreement, the

formula is as follows:

%AGREEMENT =
Agreements

Agreements + Disagreements
X 100
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DIET NOTEBOOK UPDATE
Committee Still Seeking Diets

We are still in need of diets from your zoo! If you need response forms or have a
questions, contact one of the coordinators listed below.

The sale of the notebook wUl be listed in the AKF as soon as it is available, so watch the

announcements for this listing.

(^Diet Notebook Coordinator: j Susan Bmm
Minnesota Zoological Gardens
12101 Johnny Cake Ridge Road
Apple Valley, MN 55124

( Mammals: ')
Karen Bongratz
Arizona-Sonora Desert Museum
Route 9, Box 900
Tucson, AZ 85743

KelU Westbrook
Litle Rock Zoological Gardens
#1 Jonesboro Drive
Little Rock, AR 72205

(Reptiles:) Brint Spencer
Minnesota Zoological Gardens
12101 Johnny Cake Ridge Road
Apple VaUey, MN 55124

Garret Glodek
Point Defiance Zoo & Aquarium
Point Defiance Park
Tacoma, WA 98407

( Invertebrates: ^ Susan Kenney
John G. Shedd Aquarium
1200 S. Lake Shore Drive
Chicago, IL 60605
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Belize Zoo Producing Children's Book
on Wildlife Conservation

The Belize Zoo and Tropical Education Center is producing a children’s book about

wildlife conservation called "The Story of HoodWink the Owl", and it is the first of its

kind in many ways. The story touches upon some very delicate issues about conservation

and human commercial/population encroachment in developing countries and simplifies

these issues down to an elementary level. The story was written by Sharon Matola, the

Director of The Belize Zoo and Tropical Education Center, and was illustrated by Allan

Sutherland and Joyce Turner of the Cincinnati Zoo.

The story centers around a spectacled owl who is suddenly faced with the problems of

tropical deforestation when his own forest home is cleared to make way for the

development of a citrus plantation. The book is being published by Macmillan, Ltd. and
will be distributed throughout the Caribbean as well as the U.K

The author wanted to make the book available to schools in Belize and so became the sole

commissioner of "The Story of HoodWink the Owl" in this Caribbean country. It was
necessary to raise $8,000 in order to meet the financial commitment, and $3,000 has been

raised at this writing. The largest single contribution has been provided by the Portland

Chapter ofAAZK located at the Washington Park Zoo, which generously donated $1,000.00.

The consortium of contributors will have the satisfaction of knowing that they are helping

to play a major role in the education of the children who live in a nation where
conservation and the preservation of a healthy biological diversity are a reality as long as

progressive environmental education is part of the education process.

All contributions of $500.00 or more will be acknowledged on a bookmark which will be

inserted in every copy of "The Story of HoodWink the Owl". Donations of any amount are

most appreciated and may be sent to:

"HoodWink the Owl" c/o

The Belize Zoo

P.O. Box 474

Belize City, Belize

Central America

In the country of Belize only 45% of the original forests remain. The forests which still

exist within its borders harbor some of the world's most endangered wildlife species.

Much of the Belizean population is unfamiliar with its own nation's wildlife, thus making
the conservation education efforts of Sharon Matola and the Belize Zoo critical for the

preservation of many species. Belize Zoo, the first zoo in that country, is located on 1,000

acres of pine and oak savanna halfway between Belize City and the capital city of

Belmopan. It was started in 1983 as a result of a bizarre set of circumstances. Sharon

Matola was working as a wildlife filmmaker's assistant when the film’s funds were

slashed and she was left with the heart-wrenching task of disbanding the menagerie of

unwanted animal actors which had become her companions.

Rather than rid herself of the "beastly compadres", Matola placed natural history signs on

the front of each enclosure and an admission sign at the entrance to the compound. Today,

the Belize Zoo is a far cry from the original few enclosures with new spacious exhibits

complete with native plantlife to provide visitors with a true picture of how animals live in

the forests. As the foremost wildlife education center in the country, Matola's zoo has

received a great deal of support from the government. This support helped launch a

successful school education program. Everyday bus loads of children receive a guided

tour and introduction to the wildlife that inhabits their own forests, such as Baird's tapir,

the national animal of Belize. Matola's guiding philosophy is that public awareness is

crucial to wildlife conservation, "We repeatedly emphasize that these are your animals
and forests. Help protect them," she said.

The early success and increasing support of "the zoo lady of Belize" stands as an example
of the critical role zoos can play in wildlife conservation.
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Chapter
News

North Carolina CTiaptfirAAZK

In December, the North Carolina Chapter

received a $500 donation which was
presented to the Chapter by the North
Carolina Zoological Park Director Bob
Fry, on behalf of the North Carolina Zoo

and the North Carolina Zoological

Society. The Duke Primate Center also

pledged a $100 donation to the chapter, the

first time that facility has ever given

money to an organization. The Chapter

members are certainly appreciative of the

support from these facilities. A
newspaper article appeared in the Courier-

Tribune of Asheboro describing the

presentation as well as the chapter - our

first publicity!

Also in December, the members attended

their first informal get-together, a

Christmas Party at which a good time

was had by all.

On 12 and 13 February, the chapter

sponsored three lectures by Andy Lodge

on the desperate plight of the black

rhinoceros and his work at the Ngare
Sergoi Rhino Sanctuary in Kenya. The
lectures were given in each town of

participating members' institutions -

Durham (Duke Primate Center),

Greensboro (Natural Science Center of

Greensboro) and Asheboro (North
Carolina Zoological Park). Andy gave

an outstanding and informative
presentation at each location and the

Chapter was able to donate $301.00 to him
for the Sanctuary.

At the February meeting, the chapter

learned that a government grant that

funded part of the Duke Primate Center's

operation was not renewed. The Chapter

donated $50.00 to the Center to help defray

costs of a fund-raising dance.

-Lucy Segerson, Chapter Sec'y

Chapters are reminded to send
information for the ChapterNews
column by the 15th ofeach month.

^
Include new officers^ projects^ etc.

^

San Diego ChanterAAZK

Newly elected to the Board of Directors of

the San Diego Chapter, which includes

members from both the Zoo and the Wild
Animal Park are:

Conny Carson, Mammals (ZOO)

Heido Ensley, Treasurer, Animal Chit-

Chat (ZOO)
Jean Hromadka, Elephants (WAP)
Guy Lichty, President, Mammals (ZOO)
Craig Racicot, Photo Lab
Randy Reiches, Vice Pres, Animal

Services (WAP)
Terri Schuerman, Secretary, Wildlife

Workshop (WAP)
Red Thomas, Mammals (ZOO)
Valerie Thompson, Mammals (ZOO)

REMINDER: Ifyour Chapter has not yet
sent a copy ofyour Chapterlogo for our

file here at National Headquarters, we
would appreciate it ifyou would do so.

Having aU Chapter logos on file is help-

ful when new Chapters are designing

Jogos in order to avoid duplications. ^

Greater Cleveland AreaAAZK Chanter

Our Chapter just started in July, but we
have already had some extremely
interesting speakers. Rick Emmer,
Aquarist, gave a paper and slide

presentation on Poison Arrow Frogs
which he presented at the 11th
International Herpetological
Symposium. Jeff Polcen, Animal
Keeper/Africa, presented a paper and
slide presentation entitled "Udderly
Fantastic: An Overview of the

Mammalian Mammary System" which
was given at the National Conference

last year. Don Kuenzer, Zoo Curator,

gave a slide presentation on his trip to the

rainforests of Costa Rica.

On a final note, our chapter has started

collecting newspapers for recycling.

-Nancy Wright, Chapter Liaison
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First We Get Moose and Squirrel:
A History of Meese in America

Bj

David Thornton, Brookfield Zoo
Illustrations by Tawny Carlson, Phoenix Zoo

Most people are familiar with the largest deer species known as Moose. These giant

animals with their huge antlers are found in the northern portions of North America, Asia,

and also in Europe, where they are called Elk. -Because of the many media representations,

from Bullwinkle to the holiday "Chrismoose" and "Moostletoe", I feel it is time to

enlighten people on three of the little known subspecies ofAlces alces.

The Desert Moose (A. a. carlsoni) is a much smaller version of its northern cousin. These
animals are about 2.5 feet high at the shoulder with stubby legs and broad hooves. In body
and head shape they appear as perfect replicas of their larger relatives. Adult males weigh

about 100 lbs. with females about 20 lbs. less.

The desert moose is found mainly in the North American Southwest, with smaller

concentrations found in Mongolia. These animals have adapted remarkably well to the

arid climate. The broad hooves support their weight through the sometimes loose terrain.

They sleep through the hottest portions of the day, becoming active during morning and
evening hours. They have learned to push aside the soft substrate with their antlers,

literally burying themselves in the cool sand or dirt, while they quietly ruminate
throughout the day.

In physiology, they resemble other desert mammals in their water conservation methods.

One of the most remarkable features occurs on the male moose's head. Rather than

shedding during the summer, the moose grows a thick, closely packed covering of hair

over its entire head and neck, which shields the eyes from glare. This covering, or

burnoose, is strangely a pale yellow-green color. It is thought that this chartreuse moose
burnoose serves some sexual purpose in addition to its protective function.

-No-

V
'

5.
rt: 'V

A mature bull Desert Moose
in fun burnoose.

r'

/
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A History of Meese in America. Continued

Confrontations rarely occur, another energy conserving factor, though animals will

occasionally bicker over choice shady spots, or very sexually receptive females. These

loose moose will present to any male, and often to other animals and even observers!

During extreme heat or drought, the animals can sometimes be seen near manmade

waterways or culverts, drinking and foraging during the early morning hours. Because

of this, the desert moose is also known as the Sluice Moose.

Another subspecies that is much less known is the Canyon Moose. These cliff dwellers live

only on the steep rockwork of Arizona's Grand Canyon. Due to their unusual habitat, they

have evolved into two distinct subgroups. Each group has evolved legs on its body that are

shorter on one side than the other. Because of this, they travel around the canyon in only

one direction. This eliminates most of the competition, especially sexual, that these

animals would normally face. Both the clockwise Canyon Moose (A, a. kasielkeleft) and

the counter-clockwise Canyon Moose (A. a. kasielkeright) are similar in size to the desert

moose and in appearance to the northern moose. Due to their preferred habitat they are also

known as Spruce Moose.

JuvenUe A. a. carlosoni meets
H. su^ectum.

Having spent a few hours in the Grand
Canyon in February, 1987, it was interesting

to watch these animals agilely feed and play

on the steep canyon walls. While walking

into the canyon, our group stopped at a

specially constructed blind that had been
placed at the end of a line of boulders. From
the moose caboose, we were fortunate to

observe a rare sight: a confrontation between
two bull moose of different subgroups.

Because of their unique physical

configuration, fighting over available cows
never occurs between subgroups. Most fights

are territorial, occurring along choice paths

that the animals frequent. Bellowing and
charging, they clashed antlers until the

clockwise moose slipped and fell about fifty

feet down the slope. Slightly dazed, he stager-

ed to his feet and moved off.

The subgroups do engage in some intergroup sexual competition. They are very swift, with

great stamina, because during the breeding season much of their time is spent trying to

catch up to receptive cows or running away from dominant bulls.

All of the moose supspecies are rarely exhibited in captivity. Desert moose are nearly

impossible to capture due to their burrowing ability, which makes them nearly invisible

until stepped on. In some areas, more people are injured in this way than by scorpion

stings. Canyon moose do not fare well in traditionally designed exhibits. They tend to

develop equilibrium problems and uneven hoof growth.

Both species are classified as threatened, the desert moose due to human overpopulation,

and the canyon moose due to hunting.

Hopefully an innovative exhibit designer or an enterprising zoo administrator will one

day attempt to exhibit these rare mammals, drawing attention to their existence, and
ideally avoiding the unhappy fate of some of the rarer subspecies, such as the extinct
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A History of Meese in America. Continued

Coastal Moose (A. a. stinsonae). The Coastal Moose was a nearly aquatic species that lived

along the Pacific coast. During the breeding season, dominant females could be heard for

miles bellowing a repetitious, sing-song cry. These moose chanteuse were the basis for

many stories of sirens and mermaids along the coasts from Seattle to San Diego. An
excellent swimmer, it nonetheless could not survive the human population growth in that

area, despite a valiant relocation attempt.
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(Editor's note: The April Fool's Bunch strikes again. Enjoy!)

AAZK Welcomes New Professional Members

Louis Marotta, Franklin Park Zoo (Boston)

Kathleen A. Maclaughlin (zoo not given)

Maggie Welker, Philadelphia Zoo

Terry Fuciarelli, Virginia Zoo

Kimberly M. Grunder, Riverbanks Zool. Prk.

William Steele, Silver Springs, Inc. (FL)

Elizabeth S. Harmon, Central Florida Zool. Prk.

Silvia Logsdon, Louisville Zoo

Frank Bullock, Louisville Zoo

Vance Ashford, Louisville Zoo

Kevin Dillon, Louisville Zoo

Lora Taylor, Louisville Zoo

Dave Campbell, Louisville Zoo
Bill Quatman, Louisville Zoo

Mark Goeing, Louisville Zoo

Austin Preston, Louisville Zoo

Amy Felton, Ft. Wayne Children's Zoo

Paul Anderson, Lake Superior Zoo

Wendy Davis, Lake Superior Zoo
Monica Simeon, Henson Robinson Zoo (IL)

Dave Anderson, Cheyenne Mt. Zoo
Kathryn McKinstry, Cheyenne Mt. Zoo

Randy Rieches, San Diego Wild Animal Park
David Galloway, West Edmonton

Robin Russo, Turtle Back Zoo (NJ)

Edward French, Philadelphia Zoo

Denise McKinney, Baltimore Zoo

Shelia M. Green, Greenville Zoo (SC)

Amy Payne, Sea World of Florida

John Strickland, Miami Metrozoo

Yvonne Finser, Finser Exotics (FL)

Juilette Grace, Louisville Zoo

Rebecca Yates, Louisville Zoo

Valerie Haft, Louisville Zoo

Rose Hensel, Louisville Zoo

Willis Abrams, Louisville Zoo

Joe Higgins, Louisville Zoo

Steve Tharp, Louisville Zoo

Tim Moreschi, Louisville Zoo

Guy Graves, Louisville Zoo

Jennifer Joyce, Indianapolis Zoo

Kenneth Maki, Lake Superior Zoo

Ryan Gulker, Sedgwick County Zoo

Stephen Howard, Houston Zool. (Jdns.

Cindy Knapp, Cheyenne Mt. Zoo

Millie Hogan, Los Angeles Zoo

William Blaynet, Calgary Zoo

Mall (Alberta, Canada)
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The Tucson Chapter of AAZK
Announces the Following

WORKSHOPS
For the 14th National Conference
To be held in 4 concurrent sessions
Wednesday, Septeniber 14, 1988

[ DIET NOTEBOOK AND NUTRITION ]

Learn more about your AAZK Diet Notebook, why it was compiled, how it

works, what goals it will accomplish. Workshop will be led by Susan Bunn,
Diet Notebook Committee chairperson.

(HERPETOLOGY )

This specialized workshop will be led by Howard Lawler, Curator of Small
Animals at the Arizona-Sonora Desert Museum. A variety of topics,

including husbandry, collection management, veterinary care, etc. will be
discussed.

(VIDEO WORKSHOP)

Learn about the current and future video projects being planned by the
various AAZK video committees. Current video projects will be discussed,

possibly even viewed. Add your ideas for future projects. This workshop
will be directed by Judie Steenberg, Keeper Training Videotape Committee
chairperson.

(
CHAPTER LIAISON COMMITTEE AND R.C.'s )

What exactly is a Chapter Liaison? What does an R.C. do? Find out at this

workshop led by Debbera Stecher and Diane Krug, Co-directors of the
Regional Coordinators. This could be your opportunity to have a lot of

questions answered regarding your chapter's membership.

Would your conference representative like to sell your Chapter Project at
the 14thNational Conference? Space willbe made available to your Chapter
at no charge. Please contact Leslie Wood at the Tucson Chapter address to
reserve exhibitor space by 1 June 1988.



1988 AAZK NATIONAL CONFERENCE REGISTRATION
FORM

SEPTEMBER 11-15, 1988
Tucson, AZ

PLEASE TYPE OR PRINT (one name only per form please)

Name

Address

City

Zip Code I.

Zoo Affiliation _____

AAZK Committee Member

Are you attending your first conference? Yes No

Will be submitting a paper: Yes No

($25.00 will be refunded from registration fee on acceptance of paper)

Participating in Zoolympics: Yes No _____

Bringing an auction item: Yes _____ No (describe briefly^ '

Vegetarian: Yes No (Specify type)

Are you interested in a conference T-Shirt? Yes ______ No ( S M L XL)

AAZK Membership status and fees:

Member/spouse $65.00 each
Non-member $80.00
Late Fee $10.00 (after 1 August 1988)

Total fees enclosed $

Daily rates for individual events are available. Contact Ed Hansen for details.

Arrival date and time:

Complimentary transportation will be provided, please provide the above information
ASAP.

PLEASE MAKE PAYMENT TO: TUCSON CHAPTER/AAZK

Return this form WITH YOUR FEE to: Tucson Chapter, AAZK, Conference '88, P.O. Box
43908, Tucson, AZ 85733-3908.

State/Province

Telephone # _



HOTEL RESERVATION REQUEST
1988 AAZK National Conference

11-15 September

Name

DOUBLETREE HOTEL
TUCSON

445 S. Alvernon Way • Tucson, AZ 85711

(602) 881^4200

Address

City Rtafp/Prnvinf^p

Zip Code -— Telephone _
Arrival Date

Check-out Date , — —

Guaranteed By __________ Credit Card Check

Credit Card

Card # Expiration Date

Make your check payable to: DOUBLETREE RESORT HOTEL

ROOMS WILL BE HELD ONLY UNTIL 6:00 P.M. UNLESS GUARANTEED BY EITHER
CREDIT CARD OR ONE NIGHT'S DEPOSIT.

P1?l./Pblt King Dbl./Dbl.

1 person $40.00 $4000 3 person $52.00

2 person $4000 $4000 4 person $5000

I will be sharing a room with:

Please make evexy effort to secure a roommate on your own. Ifyou need assistance, or
wish to place your name on a "roonunate list' contact the Tucson Chapter. We will tiy

to match roommates, but we cannot guarantee your tastes will match ours.

RETURN THIS FORM TO:

CONFERENCE ’88

Tucson Chapter/AAZK
P.O. Box 43908

Tucson, AZ 85733-3908



TUCSON -

LOOKING BACK

Tucson of the 1980's is like many other mid-sized cities of the U.S. in that it

grew very rapidly after the 1940's; from a population ofabout 40,000 to over
600,000. At the of the century many people had come to live in dry
climate for reliefand hopeful recovery of tuberculosis. The recent arrival of
the railroad facilitated the ease of travel to the Southwest so that by 1910
about 1/3 of Tucson's population were tubercular patients living in poor
conditions on the outskirts of the city. By the 1930's, several hospitals had
been established to help ease the suffering of these many people.

Tourism began as an industry for the same reason that the ill came: the
fabulous weather. Hotels and guest ranches sprang up quickly drawing in
the now-famous winter visitors that expand the population ofTucson each
year in increasing numbers.

Beyond the desert floor are the ring ofmountain ranges that surround the
city, the Santa Catalinas,Rincons, Tanque-Verdes, Santa Ritas, and the
Tucsons. These and other sky islands and the valleys between them are the
varied and diverse ecosystems that identify Southern Arizona and
Northwest Mexico as a very unique bio-region ofthe world.

AUSTRALASIAN AUSTRALASIAN AUSTRALASIAN AUSTRALASIAN

3rdAnnual AustralasianRAP Session

Make plans now to attend the 3rd Annual Australasian RAP Session at the
14th NationalAAZK Conference. The RAP Session has been attended by a
growing number ofinterested keepers each year. Reserve Monday night at

8:00 p.m. for this "down undei/' gathering.

Pre-Conference Trip

A post-conference trip to the Phoenix area to visit both the Phoenix Zoo and
the Wildlife World Zoo in Glendale is being planned by the Phoenix
Chapter. There have also been requests for a PRE-CONFERENCE trip on
Saturday, 10 September. In order to plan this trip, interested delegates
should contact George Montgomery at the Tucson Chapter address listed on
the registration form by 1 June 1988 . Cost of the trip will be determined by
the number of registrants.



Legislative Outlook

By

John H. Stoddard
AAZK Legislative Advisor

Brookfield Zoo, Brookfield, IL

Aprill988

Regulations delayed

Implementation of the Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS) regulations concerning the

Humane and Healthful transport of Wild Mammals and Birds to the United States has been

delayed. (These regulations were discussed in the January and March issues of the Animal
Keepers’ Forum .) The regulations had been scheduled to become effective on 8 Feb. 1988, but

concerns raised by AAZPA, the Pet Industry Joint Advisory Council (PIJAC), and FWS law
enforcement resulted in postponement. FWS acknowledged that the regulations were not

only unworkable, but in many cases, not enforceable.

FWS has been working on these regulations for six years and intends to continue to discuss

procedures for changing them. AAZPA and the other organizations involved have been
invited to meet with FWS in an attempt to address the problems. An additional 30 day
comment period expired on 11 March. FWS hopes to implement a clarified rule by 1 August.

> FromAAZPA Legislative Committee andAAZPA Newsletter (Mar. 1988)

Recent le^lation

H.R. 940 — Plastic Pollution Research and Control Act

Convention for the Prevention of Pollution of the Sea from Ships (MARPOL), Annex V
H.R. 3674 — MARPOL enforcement

Plastic six-pack yoke ban (state legislation)

Since the beginning of the 100th Congress, at least ten bills have been introduced that

address the dumping of plastics and its effect on wildlife. One of these bills, H.R. 940, was
rewritten to become the House version of Annex V of the MARPOL Treaty under
consideration in the Senate (see below). In addition, two strengthening amendments were
added. One amendment requires the use of log books and the development of shipboard

waste management plans by captains of U.S. ships, along with stronger penalties for

noncompliance. The other authorizes the Coast Guard to prosecute dumping violators within

200 miles of U.S. coasts whether or not they are signatories to MARPOL.

H.R. 940 was passed on 13 Oct. 1987 by a vote of 386 to 14. It will go into effect one year from
the date of the Senate ratification of the MARPOL Annex V.

The MARPOL Protocol is an international agreement to ban the dumping of plastic waste
from ships at sea. Annex V prohibits signatory nations’ vessels from dumping trash into the
ocean and prohibits nonmember nations’ vessels from dumping in the territorial waters of

signatory nations.

On 5 Nov. 1987 the U.S. Senate unanimously ratified Annex V. The Annex had already
been ratified by 28 other countries, but U.S. participation was critical because the Annex can
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Legislative Outlook. Continued

only take effect upon ratification by countries representing at least 50% of the world’s

merchant fleet. U.S. participation put the tonnage percentage over the top. The Annex will

come into force one year from the U.S. ratification date.

International treaties, such as the MAKPOL Convention, do not by themselves have the force

of law. In order for any action to be taken an implementing bill must be passed. H.R. 3674,

passed by Congress and signed into law by the President on 29 Dec. 1987 provides the legal

basis for implementing and enforcing the MARPOL treaty in the United States. H.R. 3674
requires waste dumping facilities in ports, ship inspections, and civil penalties for

noncompliance as outlined under MARPOL.

In addition, H.R. 3674 includes a program to evaluate and regulate the use of plastic drift

nets. Drift nets, particularly those that break away and drift free, are considered to be one of

the greatest causes of incidental death of marine fishes and wildlife. This program will

evaluate the methods used to mark and register drift nets, the use of alternative, degradable

materials, a bounty system, and improved tracking of vessels using drift nets. It will also

require foreign driftnet fishermen to establish fish and wildlife impact monitoring
programs.

In a related item, eleven states have passed laws banning nondegradable six-pack beverage

yokes. (The yokes have been found to kill or cripple wildlife—many authorities

recommend that consumers cut through all of the rings before disposing of them.) The
eleven states are: Alaska, California, Connecticut, Delaware, Maine, Massachusetts, New
Jersey, New York, Oregon, Rhode Island, and Vermont. Legislation is pending in

Michigan and Pennsylvania, and a number of other states have legislation in various

stages of development.

> From Center for Environmental Education (CEE Report^ Sep. 1987; Entanglement
Network Newsletter^ Feb. 1988)

Federal Budget 1988

On 22 Dec. 1987 Congress approved a $604 billion spending bill to fund operation of the

federal government for 1988. In spite of the fact that $700 million was cut from the Interior

and Related Agencies accounts, zoological parks, aquariums, and museums fared very

well. The Institute of Museum Services (IMS), which provides grants to many zoos,

aquariums, and museums, saw its budget increased by 3.3%. Budgets for the National

Endowment for the Arts and the National Endowment for the Humanities were increased by

1.6% and 1.4% respectively.

Funding for the National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) fisheries and habitat

conservation programs remains at the same level as last year; the fish and wildlife

programs of the FWS and the Forest Service (USFS) received slight increases. The most
significant increases were in the USFS fisheries program, and two FWS programs: the

National Wetlands Inventory and the Endangered Species Recovery program.

The Bureau of Land Management (BLM) Wildlife Habitat Management program will

receive $17.9 million, which is $3.2 million more than the Administration had requested.

$4.3 million of that appropriation is budgeted for the Bureau’s Threatened and Endangered
Species program.

> FromAAZPA Newsletter (Feb. 1988) and National Wildlife Federation (Conservation88,

26 Feb. 1988)

The National Park Service's 1988 budget is $931 million, an increase over the $774 million

requested by the Administration. This represents an increase over fiscal 1987, but it's
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Legislative Outlook. Continued

actually a slight decrease when inflation is considered. Construction and land acquisition

programs received the largest increases; resource management and maintenance of rivers

and trails also received small increases.

>From National Parks and Conservation Association (National Parks Magazine,
March/April 1988)

Pending legislation

H.R. 138

This bill seeks to open the Ozark National Scenic Riverways System for fur trapping.

Status: Currently in committee. (Interior and Insular Affairs)

HJL 2724— Refuge Protection Act

This bill would limit the taking of wildlife, whether for sport or commercial purposes,

within the national wildlife refuge system.

Status: Currently in committee. (Merchant and Marine Fisheries)

HR. 1770— Animal Welfare Act amendment

This bill would amend the Animal Welfare Act (AWA) to allow any individual to file suit

against the USDA to compel it to enforce the AWA in specific cases.

Status: Currently in joint committee. (Agriculture; Judiciary)

HR, 3233— Animal Welfare Act amendment

This bill would amend the AWA to protect farm animals used in non-agricultural

research, testing, or exhibitions. It would also prevent the surgical alteration of animals for

strictly entertainment purposes, such as the grafting of goat’s horns to create circus

“unicorns.”

Status: Currently in committee. (Agriculture)

Quarantine station closed

The USDA quarantine station in Los Angeles has been closed effective 1 February. The
Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service (APHIS), the USDA inspection agency, closed

the facility because it was losing money. There is still a private horse quarantine facility in

Los Angeles, and the USDA will continue to operate inspection and quarantine facilities in

Honolulu, Hawaii; Newburgh, New York; and Miami, Florida.

> FromAA2^A Newsletter (Feb. 1988)

FWS listing changes

Effective 4 January the FWS removed the Amistad (or Goodenough) gambusia {Gambusia
amistadensis), more commonly known as mosquito fish, from the list of Threatened and
Endangered wildlife. Based on a review of all available data, the fish is extinct. It occurred

naturally only in Goodenough Spring in Val Verde county, Texas. Captive populations were
maintained but have since died out or been hybridized.
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Legislative Outlook. Continued

> FromAAZPA Newsletter (Feb. 1988)

A similar fate befell the dusky seaside sparrow (Ammodramus maritimus nigrescens) last

year when the last surviving individual died on 16 June at Walt Disney World’s Discovery

Island Zoological Park in Orlando, Florida. This bird, a male, was believed to be over 13
years old and had been in captivity for over 8 years.

In 1979 and 1980, five specimens were brought into captivity in a last-ditch attempt to

propagate the subspecies in captivity. Unfortunately, all five individuals were males. A
search for surviving females proved futile—the last verified sighting of a female dusky
seaside sparrow was in 1975.

The dusky seaside sparrow was one of several subspecies of seaside sparrow that have been
affected by loss of critical coastal salt marsh habitat. The Smyrna seaside sparrow (A. m.

pelonata) is believed to have become extinct some time ago. Another subspecies, the Cape
Sable seaside sparrow (A. m. mirabilis) was listed as Endangered in 1967, the same year as

the dusky seaside sparrow.

In recent years, biologists at Discovery Island had attempted to save some of the dusky
seaside sparrow’s genetic resources by crossing them to females from a closely-related but

more common subspecies: Scott’s seaside sparrow. This did result in some hybrids being

produced, but the dusky seaside sparrow as a distinct subspecies is considered extinct.

> From USFWS Endangered Species Technical Bulletin (May-June 1987)

Conservation hotline

Up-to-the-minute information on the progress of current conservation related legislation in

Congress is available from the National Wildlife Federation’s hotline at (202) 737-2024.

The taped message reports on the progress of conservation bills through Congress. Long

distance rates to Washington D.C. apply, but the recording is less than five minutes long.

>From AAZPA Newsletter (Mar. 1988)

Zoo Outreach Organization-India Seeks Foreign Members

Zoo Outreach Organization has lost its major advertiser for Zoo's Print as of this year due

to failure of the synthetic textile industry. Also our government grant has not come

through for as yet unknown factors. Always in a state of crisis, Z.0.0. is now in a state of

near disaster. As a fundraising measure, therefore, we would like to invite members of

AAZK to become members of Zoo Outreach Organization, India at the Indian rate of $10.00

per annum.

For this sum you will get an attractive three-color membership card with the Z.0.0.

cheetah logo and a copy of a new quarterly bulletin printed especially for overseas

members consisting of concise and up-to-date Indian zoo and wildlife news items gleaned

from local zoo personnel as well as press and an update of Zoo Outreach activities. This

bulletin will be sent air mail to you and will include the major events in the Indian zoo

world of the preceding three months.

AAZK members who wish to help out by subscription to the monthly ZOO's PRINT at the

regular rate of $50.00 per year can opt for membershp and receive card and bulletin as

well. The name of the bulletin will be Z.0.0. 's LETTER. —Sally Walker, Zoo Outreach

Organisation, Pioneer House, Peelamedu, Coimhatore-641 004, T.N., INDIA.

&
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Book Review

A Crowded Ark: The Role ofZoos in Wildlife Conservation

^ Jon R. Luoma
Houghton Mifflin Co.. Boston, MA, 1987
209 pages, hardbound $17.95

Review by Richard Block
Director of Public Programs
World Wildlife Fund
Washington, DC

With tropical rain forests disappearing at the rate of 50 acres every minute and with
Africa's population rapidly eroding the remaining wildlife habitat, zoo professionals
should be very concerned with the future of the world's wildlife. Zoos are actively

taking up the conservation challenge and frequently refer to themselves as "arks".

Jon Luoma's book. The Crowded Ark , is timely and important in exploring the role of

today's zoos as players in the wildlife conservation effort. The author plunges into the
world of artificial insemination, embryo transfer, the "frozen" zoo, computer assisted
population management, euthanasia, species reintroduction, and zoo visitor

education with an openness important to understanding the complex nature of these
institutions. These are all concepts that should sound familiar to AAZK members!

Luoma provides a fascinating and detailed look at some of the people involved in

making conservation an integral part of the zoos' objectives and operation. Dr. Betsy
Dresser's work in reproductive physiology at the Cincinnati Zoo and Dr. Ulysses Seal's

contribution to genetic management serve as two of the author's primary examples.
Certainly, most "zoo people" will immediately search the book for their own zoo or
their favorite institution and chances are they might not find it. Although the
examples are excellent, they are limited. There are numerous examples from other
institutions of all shapes and sizes that could Illustrate active involvement in research
and captive propagation that contribute to conservation.

The greatest value on Luoma's book, besides the colorful examples of reintroducing
golden lion tamarins to the coastal tropical forests of Brazil, building a better
understanding of Siberian tiger biology, or saving the Speke's gazelle from almost
certain extinction, is the questions he raises concerning how great a role zoos can
realistically play in conserving wildlife. Luoma discusses the pros and cons of zoos as
"arks", and readily identifies the problems of space, which species to save, and the
conflict of attracting zoo visitors vs. active conservation.

Luoma clearly identifies the importance of conservation education in zoos as a
primary justification for the existence of zoos today. His interviews with leading zoo
researchers and administrators illustrate that these institutions have a long way to go,

but his background research makes it veiy clear that they have made some tremendous
progress in the past decade.

Although Luoma's book focuses on a few of the better zoos in this country and is

confined to one dimension of conservation, he has captured the essence of a
renaissance that is in progress. A Crowded Ark is a thoughtful work that should
provoke discussions about zoos and conservation among zoo professionals who share
a common concern for the future of our world's wild creatures.
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What’s an AAZK Volunteer Member?

By

Wayne Hazlett

Zoo Pride Volunteer
Milwaukee County Zoo

Milwaukee, WI

Is there room in the American Association of Zoo Keepers for non-zookeeper members?
This is a question that each member must ask him or herself. They must try and come up
with an intelligent answer, based on a few simple facts. In this article I would like to

present my feelings, or to state my case.

An an affiliate member of "National" and a chapter member at the Milwaukee County
Zoo, some doubts have crept into my mind. While working on and for the 13th National

Conference, a couple of chance remarks bothered me. With so many hours spent on

various projects during the conference, I had time for little else. I did find time to talk

over my feelings with two fine ladies (Jean Hromadka and Barbara Manspeaker) who
took time for me. It was suggested that I put my feelings on paper. Anyone who has ever

tried this knows that it's easier said than done.

This was the first AAZK Conference I had ever attended or been involved with, but I hope

it's not my last. Many excellent papers were presented. I feel that I learned many
interesting facts that will be of help to me as a volunteer staff member at our zoo. Alot of

fine people, whom I hope I can now call friends, were in attendance. The 13th National

Conference was a rewarding experience, and will never be forgotten.

For the most part, all comments pertaining to the volunteers or non-professional AAZK
members were positive. I did hear some things that gave me reason to doubt my
membership, however. The biggest question in my mind, and maybe those of other

affiliate and associate members whose combined categories make up nearly 50% of the

total AAZK membership, is: How do you, as a professional zookeeper, feel about us?

One comment that I heard, and I'm, sorry to say that it came from a Milwaukee zookeeper

whom I considered a friend was "you're considered an outsider". I also overheard, and I

admit it was out of context, just enough to lead me to believe that maybe some of the keepers

feel that the volunteer members are nothing more than groupies (someone who hangs on to

a celebrity). If there is such a thing as a zookeeper groupie, it surely wouldn't be a

volunteer.

Don't ask yourself why a volunteer wants to be a member of AAZK. Ask yourself why is

this person a zoo volunteer. Is there anyone who really thinks that a volunteers' reason

for being at the zoo is to hang around you? In many cases the volunteer makes more
money, has a better education, and, in some cases, may even have more experience with

animals. The reason most of us are volunteers is our love for the animals and our

interest in their well-being, I hope that all professional zookeepers can give these same
reasons for being at the zoo. I'm sure that most can since the wages are so low.

Why does a volunteer become a member of AAZK? That's a big question with what I

believe is a simple answer. It’s the same reason that they are volunteers. It's our interest
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VIEWPOINT: What*s an AAZK Volunteer Member? . Continued

in the animals, and really not the keepers. Since we care for the animals we, of course,

respect the people charged with their care. Having respect for you as a keeper, and trying

to support your organization, and also learning more about the animals via AKF surely

cannot be construed as being a groupie. A zookeeper is doing what he or she does because

it is their chosen profession. On the other hand, a volunteer is doing what they do because

of their love for the animals alone. This is not to say that the keepers do not love their

charges, which I'm sure for the most part they do.

As far as I can see, the main difference between the professional zookeeper and the zoo

volunteer is that you are doing what you like for a living..I'm doing it only for love.

Everyone who cares for animals, for one reason or another, are not able to become
keepers. That's just a simple fact of life.

I do not care to be an "outsider" or even a "groupie". I am not interested in simply

hanging around zookeepers for the fun of it, or so I can tell friends that I know you. I'm

not interested in being your friend because you are a zookeeper, which, in itself, does not

make your worthy of being called a friend.

At the Conference here in Milwaukee, I met some of the nicest people in the world. I feel

proud to know them, I would be very proud to call them friends. With doubts in my mind
as to my status as an affiliate member. I'm not sure if I'm considered a friend or an

"outsider". All of the affiliate and associate members may not have a chance to attend a

national conference, and to be closely associated with around 200 professional zookeepers

as I did in Milwaukee. I hope that they all have the chance in the future as it's a

rewarding experience. I'm not sure how all affiliate and associate members consider

themselves, or if their reasons for being an AAZK members are the same a mine. I do

believe that most of them want to be a support arm of the organization, just as they are at the

zoo in their area. We have no vote, but we surely have concern for the future of wildlife

which is also the concern of all zookeepers. One measure of the growth of AAZK that was
not mentioned here in Milwaukee, is the association's wide acceptance by volunteer staff,

as evidenced by the membership rolls. I’m sure that the 'founding fathers' of AAZK
envisioned that someday it would be recognized and accepted by all. I wish I would have
had a chance to discuss these things with "Red" Thomas. His opinion would be respected.

The American Association of Zookeepers is not a union for zookeepers as they do not

negotiate wages, hours or working conditions. What the association is, and what is

should remain, is an organization concerned with the welfare of our wildlife both in and
out of zoos. This is the concern of us all. We don’t have to be friends, but we are

colleagues. We have a common goal and, in numbers there is strength. A thinking

person should have no problem understanding the true meaning of volunteer.
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Basic Animal Husbandry
in Brazilian Zoological Parks

By

Jim Ellis

4017 N.W. 33rd Avenue
Gainesville, FL 32606

The following is a tabulation of responses received to a basic animal husbandry
questionnaire distributed to the zoos in Brazil during the summer of 1985 while I was at the

Museu Goeldi, Belem. The information is coded in numerical order, thus response

number one throughout is from the same zoo, etc. This system is used in order to avoid

stereotyping or otherwise questioning the quality of care in any particular facility. The
use of trade names given as responses has not been interpreted, however in most cases the

application and formulation may be obvious. The questionnaire sought only to further

elucidate the basic level of husbandry and in no way should be interpreted to mean that

there is a lack of care programs or that there do not exist high standards of care. The
primary objective of the questionnaire was to familiarize myself with the national

situation within Brazil prior to actually working there. Most of the responses hold true to-

day. Many of the responses in fact were applied by myself during my consultancy at the

Museu Goeldi.

The capitalized headings and questions are as they appeared on the questionnaire with the

exception that here they are produced in English. Portuguese spellings of a number of

responses are left as they were on the questionnaire in order to not improperly translate

the names or comments. A question mark appears wherever I could not understand the

spelling or term. The responses as to species being worked with are based on another

general information questionnaire sent to most South American zoos. In this case if the

zoo is non-Brazilian, the country from which the response was received is stated.

GENERAL HUSBANDRY

1. CHEMICALS USED TO CLEAN OR WASH CAGES OR EXHIBITS
Zoo number

1 - Creolina, Sabao liquido, Brilux

2 - BIOCID (lodophor)

3 — in house formula containing formaldehyde, alcohol, soap and water used in

conjunction with a brush and a high pressure hose.

4 - Biocid, Purific, Esmerol, Creolina

5 Neguvon when necessary

6 -Creolina and its derivatives

7 - lodofor. Sodium hypochlorite, KIHOH?

2. CHEMICALS USED TO WASH DISHES AND WATER BOWLS
Zoo number

1 - none used
2 -BIOCID
3 -water and biodegradable detergents

4 —Purific, Esmerol
5 -no chemical products are used

6 -water and common soap

7 -KIHOH?
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3 . OTHER PROPHYLACTIC OR SANITARY PROCEDURES
Zoo number

1

-sand changed periodically in the bird cages

3 -when changing cages use a torch to "burn sterilize"

the unit after chemicals are used to scrub them. Cleaning

of cages is daily and in some two times a day.

4 -Agua sanitaria nos depositos de agua
5 -quarantine

6 —those cages that do not have cement floors have the dirt turned regularly

7 -feed controls, environmental controls

VETERINARY HUSBANDRY

I.A. HOW MANY TIMES A YEAR ARE PARASITE EXAMS PERFORMED?
Zoo number

1 -two times

2 -two times

3 -continuously (a rotation is followed for all the areas in the zoo thus

exams are continuous)

4 -three times a year

5 —none are performed

6 -on the average four times

7 -monthly

1. B. HOW MANY TIMES A YEAR ARE PARASITE TREATMENTS PERFORMED?
Zoo number

1 -two times a year

2 -two times a year

3 -treatment is performed every time a parasite is diagnosed

4 -three times a year

5-treatments are done three times a year

6 -2x2 months for mammals, 3x3 for birds

7 -only treated if positive results for pathogenic parasites

2. WHAT OTHER TYPES OF PROPHYLACTIC ROUTINES ARE PERFORMED?
Zoo number

1 -Vaccination and deworming
2 -Quarantine or newly arrived animals

3 -Quarantine, immunizations - passive and active, primate keepers with

influenza or illnesses are not to have contact with the animals or other keepers

4 —Vaccination, mineral and protein supplements

5 -mammals are vaccinated against rabies

6 —Vitagold or o.f. bacalhou (cod liver oil?) weekly
7 —vector controls, vaccinations

SPECIFIC PROBLEMS OR TREATMENTS ENCOUNTERED

1. MAMMALS == CARNIVORES
Zoo Number

1 -worms, raquitismo (rickets), obesity

3 -annual vaccination against common diseases (note: there is great difficulty

in acquiring vaccines on the local market that are dependable as importation

is veiy time consuming and the product after arrival is often dated thus many
domestic dogs are lost in this city to these vaccines.)

4 -miiases, larvicides, rabies vaccination

5 -rabies vaccine, digestive system problems, skin diseases

7 -ectoparasite control, vaccination against panleukopenia
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1.

MAMMALS - PRIMATES
Zoo number

1 —worms, pneumonia
3-cutaneous testing for tuberculosis, no vaccinations.

4 -miiases - larvicides, rabies vaccination

5 -skin and digestive problems, vaccinate against rabies with the

human vaccine.

7 -subcutaneous TB testing

1. MAMMALS - OTHERS
Zoo number

1 —worms, automutilation, stress

3 —(emphasized) NO vaccination against rabies/ susceptible animals are

vaccinated every six months against Febre Aftosa (hoof and mouth disease)

4 -blood testing for leishmaniasis (Kala-azar) in canids, and for Chagas'

disease (trypanosomiasis) in primates

7 -endoparasite treatments

2. BIRDS
Zoo number

1 -worms, irregular molts, coccidiosis, pneumonia
3 -examined for endo- and ectoparasites routinely; not vaccinated (fortunately

have had no infectious diseases)

4 -respiratory problems - treatment with Quemicetina, other antibiotics,

vitagold, etc.

5 -feather molt, trauma
6 -Bulnermin (?) in the ration every three months

3. REPTILES
Zoo number

1 -stomatitis, malnutrition, mycoses of the carapace and plastron, prolapse

of the penis

3 -upon arrival they are examined for "acaros" (ticks)

4. OTHER -

no responses

GENERAL REMARKS OR COMMENTS ON WILD ANIMAL PROPHYLAXIS IN ZOOS

Zoo number
1 -Given available limited financial resources, the following are considered

indispensable to vaccinate: Canids with "Triplice" and for rabies; Felids for

panleucopenia; Procionids for leptospiroses; and Equids for rabies and
encephalomyelitis. The food dishes should be periodically washed with

BIOCID. For birds the water bowls should be of "barro do tipo invertido"

("crockery of the inverted type", refers to the inverted type of waterers used

for birds) to maintain water at lower temperatures and to avoid becoming
filthy from feces and food remains. Don't wash the floors of exhibits for

birds to avoid humidity and to control parasites. A rigorous quarantine

for all animals newly arrived. Offer adequate diets by way of quantity

and appropriate for growth, gestations, etc. Rigorous control of feral rats,

domestic dogs and cats. Isolation of any animal that shows abnormal

behavior or organic disturbance. Document the origin of feeds that could

be contaminated by "agritocins" or otherwise altered. Prohibit the entry

of domestic animals or sick animals.
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2

-Due to the unavailability of killed virus vaccines (which are the only one
recommended for zoological collections) we are not vaccinating any of our

animals. We avoid these problems with a quarantine period and thus

avoid contamination of the collection.

3

—In Brazil not enough attention is paid to quarantine. In the importation of

ungulates especially we have no methods to verify if the origins declared

are true, thus we run the risk of introducing exotic diseases. The wildlife

traffic is a greater force than that of our government. At an AAZPA
conference, I stated that the traffic exists because those who pay are the rich

entities such as USA, Japan, Germany and France. Question? How can

one be sure that the documents that accompany an animal arriving from

the USA or Europe are real? Once we received five antelope declared as

"zoo born" that luckily died in the 30 days following arrival during

quarantine. The European exporter confessed that these animals were

direct from the African continent. The deaths were caused by a vira

disease that was nonexistant on the South American continent. The

carcasses were incinerated "in loco".

4

-maintain the cages clean and dry; be extremely careful with the feeding o

animals; place avian cages with respect to the winds or air currents

vaccinate during a set period of the year; provide mineral and proteii

supplements to the animals; systematic examinations for parasites.

5

—quarantine is important for newly arrived animals; feeds should be of hig

quality and contain the appropriate nutrients for the animals; sick

animals should be separated from the collection; stress and trauma
opportunities should be reduced.

6

-it is very important that the first step taken is deworming; use running wat(

instead of tanks for water bowls for large animals; control populatio

size. Question how vaccination, especially of the large cats, coatis, ocelot

etc. is handled elsewhere.

7

-1) use of biological data for the construction of exhibits, 2 )study of the behavi

of captive animals, 3) careful and rigorous observation of the region

climatic factors such as the direction of winds, rains, 4) observation of tl

direction of the sun, 5) observation of maintaining maximum distance

the public from the exhibits, 6) maintain distance between enclosur

(often in Brazil they use a simple wire panel between enclosures),

construct enclosures with materials that can be easily cleaned, 8) carei

placement and aportioning of foods, 9) careful balance of diets for ea

species, 10) the zoo should have an area of quarantine especially for bii

11) personnel well trained to carefully clean and understand hygiene

feed and water dishes, 12) the keeper should have cleaning equipment

each enclosure, 13) each enclosure should have a "pediluvio" (footbatt

14) each enclosure should have its own feed dishes not allowing the

exchange of dishes between enclosures, 15) food should be distributed

each sector in their own dishes thus avoiding further contamination, 1

systematic parasite control, 17) vector controls, 18) identification of

pathogenic agents that cause death in the animals 19) never introd

animals into the facility without a prolonged quarantine period.
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WHAT RED DATA BOOK SPECIES ARE YOU CURRENTLY WORKING WITH?

Zoo Number
2 Callithrix jacchus

Callithrix penicillata

Cebus apella

Myrmecophaga tridactyla

(hope to work with)

Chreysocyon brachyurus

6

Dasyprocta aguti

7

Callithrix jacchus

Cebus apella

Ateles paniscus chamek
Coendu villosus

Cerdocyon thous

Tapirus terrestris

Eira barbara

Tremarctos

Tapirus terrestris

Pteronura brasiliensis

Eira barbara

Lutra platensis ( hope to work with)

Ursus arctos

Tremarctos ornatus

Callithrix penicillata

Ateles belzebuth marginatus

Alouatta fusca

Dusicyon gymnocercus
Chrysocyon brachyurus

Tayassu tajacu

Ursus arctos

ornatus

NON-BRAZILIAN ZOOS

8 Bolivia - Callimico goeldi Myrmecophaga tridactyla

Bradypus tridactylus Tapirus terrestris

Tayassu albirostris Tremarctos ornatus

(interested in acquiring)

9 Nicargua - Cebus capucinus

Alouatta caraya

"oso melero"

Tapirus bairdii

Tayassu albirostris

Ateles geoffroyii

"oso hormigero"

"oso colmenero"

Tayassu tajacu

Galictis allamandi

WHAT SPECIES ARE REPRODUCING?
Zoo number

2 - Panthera onca

Pan troglodytes

6 - Panthera onca

7 “ Cebus sp.

Myrmecophaga sp.

Chrysocyon sp.

Tapirus terrestris

Lama guanicoe

Lama glama pacos

Caiman latirostris

Alcelaphus buselaphus

Kobus ellipsiprymnus

Felis concolor

Callithrix sp.

Tremarctos sp.

Felis paradalis

Tayassu sp.

Lama glama glama
Mazama gouazoubira

various avian species
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NON-BRAZILIAN COUNTRIES

8 - Bolivia Tapirus terrestris

Tayassu tajacu

Mazama simplicornis

Lama pacos

Panthera concolor

Felis concolor

Cuniculus paca
Dolichotes australis

Cebus apella

Pipile grally

Porphyrula martinica

Tayassu alhirostris

Mazama rufa

Llama glama
Lama guanicoe

Nasua nasua
Paroaria coronata

Dasyprocta aguti

Cebuella pygmea
Ortalis guttata

Paroaria acuticaudata

Sarkidiornis melanotos

SUMMARY

From the above and based on my actual working experience in Brazil, I have come to

believe that the basic technology for animal management and maintenance exists within

Brazil. Its application however is not uniform. In Brazil the more coastal and southern

zoos were more advanced in their fundamental husbandry techniques. This is almost

certain to be related to the higher economic standards of the regions and to their access to

current information from universities and related institutions as well as from more
readily accessible literature on the subject. A majority of the more regional facilities

suffer from extremely high numbers of animals, untrained staff, lack of budgets, and
from the current inflationary trend of 1000% within the country. Another major problem
with these smaller and more isolated facilities is that they may have begun simply as a

response to the local dislocation of animals due to deforestation and development. Such is

the case of a "new" zoo in the state of Rondonia. These zoos often were neither planned or

given a direction.

The director of the zoo in Rondonia perhaps epitomizes the frustration being encountered

by all zoos in Brazil with the excess of animal specimens. Her impassioned request at the

annual conference of zoos for assistance from the professional society - the Sociedade de

Zoologicos do Brasil - was extremely moving. She wanted help in educating the city

administrators regarding the need for a stable budget for food for the animals. This

assistance was further emphasized in a debate between members over the potential closure

of what was perceived to be a substandard zoo in the state of Sao Paulo. A recommendation
had been made by a member facility that the Sociedade move to ensure the closure of a

"roadside" zoo that had been in existence for over 30 years. From this debate came a

number of conclusions.

The Board of the Sociedade would enter into discussions with the administrators of the

facility as well as the parent city organization in an effort to understand the actual facts.

Secondly, the Board would begin to work with the Brazilian government agency - the

Institute Brasileiro de Desevolvimento Florestal (IBDF) - through a joint commission on

the implementation of recently legislated minimum standards. These minimum
standards having been signed into national law in April would have a one year leniency

period. Finally, the Sociedade would begin to look into the problem of animal surpluses.

This latter problem is of major consequence because not a single facility would have had
holding enclosures of better quality to accept any of the animals that were to be moved! In

fact, it became obvious that if closure came for this facility at least 75% of the Brazillian

zoos might be forced to close as well.

The animal "surplus" problem in Brazil is perhaps best highlighted by animal rescue
data from a 1985 report recently made available on the Tucurui hydroelectric project.

Goals of the animal rescue were to "benefit the development of science especially

Amazonian zoology" and the "enlargement of collections and the enrichment of zoos and
museums". Obviously the saving of the animals is a primary concern. However as the

table below implies, the total numbers of animals involved is overwhelming and in no
way absorbable in zoos of Brazil or South America.
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Total Percent Mortality Number
species*

Mammals 101,493 36.30 1.64% 44 +-

Birds 3^36 1.41 3.2% 84 +-

Reptiles 97355 35.00 0.29% 43 +-

Arachnids 61396 22.03 0.93% 5 +-

Amphibians 14,628 22.03 0.18% 3 +-

*most species are identified only by common name in the case of reptiles, birds and
invertebrates. (Source: ElectroNorte. 1985. Usina Hidreletrica Tucurui "Oneracao
Curupira" Atividades Tecnicas - Relatorio. ElectroNorte, Brasil. 184pp.)

Given the fact that another new dam project in Manaus at Balbinas will begin rescues in

October of 1987 and that many more are projected for the river in Amazonia, the animal

displacement just from these activities alone will be serious. Unfortunately data from

other activities is not readily available or even being collected.

The only conclusion for wildlife appears to be a very depressing one. It is obvious that the

basis for development in zoos in Brazil does exist. It is equally obvious that the native

animal specimens may be in overabundance in some species and lacking in others.

Equally obvious, there exists no real answers other than the fact that the zoos and their staff

need increased technical information and understanding.
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AAZK Regional Coordinators

Co-Directors of Regional Coordinator System

States East of Mississippi - Diane Krag, Rt. 1, Box 273, Hilliard, FL 32097 (904) 225-9559 [work]

(904) 845-4279 [home]

States West of Mississippi - Debbera Stecher, Woodland Park Zoo, 5500 Phinney Ave., North, Seattle, WA
98103. (206) 625-5402 [work] (206) 745-8198 [home]

EEGIONAL CQQRmNAI.QR^

John Linehan, Franklin Park Zoo, Boston, MA 02021 (617) 442-7646 [w]

for the states of ME, VT, NH, MA, RI, CT
Peter Buchholz, Bronx Zoo, New York, NY 10460 (212) 220-5154 [w] (718) 229-771 1 [h]

for the states of NY, VA
Denise Robinson, Philadelphia Zoo, Philadelphia, PA 19014

for the states of PA, DE, NJ, MD and the District of Columbia

Linda Anstandig, Detroit Zoological Park, Detroit, MI
for the states of MI, IN, KY, and OH

Chris Garland, North Carolina Zoological Park, Asheboro, NC
for the states of NC,SC,TN, and W. VA

Larry Sammarco, Lincoln Park Zoo, Chicago, IL 60614 (312) 294-4660 [w]

for the states of WI, IL, MO, MN, and lA

Tim Kurkowski, Zoo Atlanta, Atlanta, GA 30315 (404) 624-5600 [w] (404) 292-6314 [h]

for the states of GA, AR and AL
Marcelle Guidry, Greater Baton Rouge Zoo, Baker, LA 70714 (504) 775-3877 [w] (504) 388-9392 [h]

for the states of LA and MS
Vikki Bohnert, 2264 Winkler Ave., B-1 1, Ft. Myers, FL 33901

for the state of Rorida

John R. Turner, Denver Zoo, Denver, CO 80205

for the states of CO, NM, and TX
Steve Tigges, Tulsa Zoological Park, Tulsa, OK 74115

for the states of OK, NE, KS, ND, and SD
Laurence Gledhill, Woodland Park Zoo, Seattle, WA 98 103 (206) 625-5497 [w]

for the states of WA, OR, ID, MT, WY and AK
Art Goodrich, San Diego Zoo, San Diego, CA 921 12

for the states of CA, NV, UT and AZ
Honolulu AAZK Chapter (Dan Vitiello, Pres.) (808) 923-4772 [w]

for the Hawaiian Islands

VACANCY for the Province of Ontario, Canada

Bob Debets, Assiniboine Park Zoo, 2355 Corydon Ave., Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada R3P OR5
for the Province of Manitoba, Canada (204) 489-3893 [h]

Marcia Rasmussen, Calgary Zoo, P.O. Box 3036, Stn. B., Calgary, Alberta, Canada T2M 4R8

for the Provinces of Alberta and British Columbia, Canada (403) 235- 5461 [h]

AAZK would like to announce that Nevile Pike has resigned as RC for the Province of

Ontario. We thank him for his hard work on behalf of the RC System. A vacancy

now exists for the Province of Ontario. If you are interested in filling this position,

please contact one of the RC Co-Directors.

Need membership information? Want to learn more about AAZK or start a chapter or

become more active - then call your RC! They will be glad to assist you with any
information you need about AAZK.
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Not only do we have the return of the popular 2” x 3" sticker, we are
also introducing a handy 1" x 1 1/2" sticker.

DON'T WAIT - ORDER TODAY!

Proceeds go toward AAZK (National) and the Appalachian Chapter of
AAZK. Prices are: $1.50 for 2" x 3" stickers. $.75 for 1" x 1 1/2 ”

stickers. Order more than one - they will be turning up everywhere!

ORDER FROM: AAZK Stickers
c/o Rosemary JaUnk
Mill Mountain Zoo, Inc.

P.O. Box 13484
Roanoke. VA 24034

Make checks payable to "AAZKAppalachian Chapter"

AAZK STICKER ORDER FORM

Please send _i__i 2" x 3" stickers at $1.50 each

1" X 1 1/2" stickers at $.75 each

TOTAL ENCLOSED 4

Name:

Address:

Oty: State: Zip:

Please allow 2-3 weeks for delivery. Send to: AAZK Stickers, c/o
Rosemary Jalink, Mill Mountain Zoo, Inc., P.O. Box 13484, Roanoke,
VA 24034.
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AAZK T-Shirts Once Again Available!!!

The Little Rock Zoo AAZK Chapter is pleased to announce that AAZK
Logo T-Shirts are once again available. The T-Shirts are available in

tan, blue or brown and are constructed of a 50/50 poly-cotton blend
for long wear and easy care. The AAZK Rhino Logo is imprinted on
the left front pocket area of each shirt.

The price per shirt is $7.00, which includes postage/handling. To
order, please complete the form below and send with a check or
money order made out to ”AAZK Little Rock Chapter”.

AAZK LOGO T-SfflRT ORDER FORM

PLEASE SEND T-SfflRTS AT $7.00 EACH $

TOTAL ENCLOSED $

NAME:

M)DRESS:

CITY: STATE: ZIP:

COLOR CHOICE: (please circle) TAN BLUE BROWN

SIZE CHOICE: (please check) SM M L Ex-L

Send completed form to:

AAZK T-Shirt
Jannet Meade
AAZK Little Rock Chapter
#1 Jonesboro Drive
Little Rock, AR 72205
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Institutions wishing to advertise employment opportunities are asked to send pertinent
data by the 15th of each month to: Opportunity Knocks IAKR, 635 Gage Blvd., Topeka, KS
66606. Please include closing dates for positions available. There is no charge for this

service and phone-in listings of positions which become available close to deadline are
accepted.

KEEPER INTERNSHIP , internship during summer of 1988 (dates flexible).

Stipend of $600 provided by the Friends of the Salisbury Zoo. Written inquiries only. Those
interested should provide the names of three references and apply in their own handwriting
to: Peter Crowcroft, Salisbury Zoo. P.O. Box 3163, Salisbury, MD 21801,

ELEPHANT HANDLER/KEEPER . ..to assist trainer in African elephant husbandry and
public demonstrations; other keeper duties as assigned. Salary $8.50 hourly plus benefits.

Apply by 30 April 1988 to: Lome G, Jackson, Zoo Supervisor, Oakland Zoo, 9777 (jrolf Links
Road, Oakland, CA 94605.

ELEPHANT HANDLER...reQ\x\res one year experience with
elephants. Will assist trainer and participate in African elephant
husbandry program and exotic hoofstock management. Salary
$1,241 -$1,587 per month, plus benefits. Applications accepted until

position is filled. Send to: Mike Blakley, Curator of Mammals,
Kansas City Zoo, 6700 Zoo Drive, Kansas City, MO 64132.

TRAVELING ZOO INSTRUCTOR,..to work under the direction of the

Staten Island Zoo's Education Dept, staff in planning, scheduling, con-

ducting and evaluating off-site zoo education programs for school classes

and other groups. Qualifications include ability to relate to and teach

elementary school children using live animals. Must be experienced

driver with a good driving record. Full-time internship for 35-hour
week at $9.00/hour ($315.00 a week) plus social security, mid-September
1988 through mid-June 1989. Send resumes to: Bob Szita, Traveling Zoo
Coordinator, Staten Island Zoo, 614 Broadway, Staten Island, NY 10310,

(718) 442-3174.

SUMMER EDUCATION INTERNSHIPS ...to work under the direction of the zoo education

dept, staff in: planning, conducting and evaluating zoo day camp sessions for age groups

from preschool through fifth grade; and developing additional teaching/interpretative

materials and activities. Instructors should possess appropriate skills to conduct learning

activities in an informal setting (often outdoors) with ability in structuring the activities

around animal themes. Planning, evaluating and writing skills are essential. One
instructor is needed in each of three areas: Art, Science, and Outdoor Recreation. Themes
and activities will be coordinated to achieve program unity among all areas. Positions

require at least two years of college work in elementary education or environmental

interpretation; or a background in art, science or outdoor recreation with preparation for

elementary teaching. Salary $200 weekly for an eleven-week internship. Housing and

meals not provided. Academic credit may be arranged by the individual intern. Submit

resume and letter of intent to: Lorraine Austin, Asst. Director of Education, Staten Island

Zoo, 614 Broadway, Staten Island, NY 10310. Deadline for applications is 15 April 1988.
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ZOOKEEPERICAT DigPr. ...responsible for cat collection, cleaning, feeding, plus

building and exhibit maintenance. Experienced with large cats, starting date April 1988.

Salary plus good benefits after one year, including pension plan. Cottage available.

Closing date for applications is 25 April 1988. Send resume to: Jungle Larry's African

Safari, P.O. Box 7129, Naples, FL 33941 (813) 262-5409.
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AAZK Membership Application

Name Check here if renewal
[ ]

Address.

$25.00 Professional

Full-time Keepers

$25.00 International

All members outside the

U.S. & Canada

$15.00 Library

Library subscription only

$20.00 Affiliate

Other staff & volunteers

$15.00 Associate

Those not connected

with an animal facility

$50.00 Contributing

Organizations and
Individuals

Directory Information: Zoo:.

Work Area: Special Interests:

Mail this application and check or money order (U.S. CURRENCY ONLY PLEASE), payable to

American Association of Zoo Keepers, Inc., to: AAZK National Headquarters, Topeka Zoo, 635

Gage Blvd., Topeka, KS 66606.

Membership includes a subscription to Animal Keepers' Forum . The membership card is good
for free admission to many zoos and aquariums in the U.S. and Canada.

INFORMATION FOR CONTRIBUTORS

Animal Keepers’ Forum publishes original papers and news items of interest to the Animal

Keeping profession. Non-members are welcome to submit articles for consideration.

Articles should be typed or hand-printed. All illustrations, graphs and tables should be clearly

marked, in final form, and should fit in a page size no more than 6" x 10" (15cm x 25 1/2c;ti).

Literature used should be cited in the text and in final bibliography. Avoid footnotes. Include

scientific name of species the first time it is used. Thereafter use common name. Black and
white photos only accepted.

Articles sent to Animal Keepers' Forum will be reviewed for publication. No commitment is made
to the author, but an effort will be made the publish articles as soon as possible. Those longer

than three pages may be separated into monthly installments at the discretion of the editorial

staff. The editors reserve the right to edit material without consultation unless approval is

requested in writing by the author. Materials submitted will not be returned unless accompanied
by a stamped, self-addressed envelope. Telephone contributions on late-breaking news or last-

minute insertions are accepted. However, phone-in contributions of long articles will not be

accepted. The phone number is (913) 272-5821 Ext. 31

.

DEADLINE FOR EACH EDITION IS THE 15TH
OF THE PRECEDING MONTH

Articles printed do not necessarily reflect the

opinions of the Animal Keeners' Forum editorial

staff or the American Association of Zoo Keepers, Inc.

Items in this publication may be reprinted providing credit to this publication is given. Reprints
may be ordered from the editor

PRINTED IN THE U.S.A.
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This month's cover art features a 0.1 Chinese Golden Monkey (Rhinopithecus roxellane)

named Hong Hong and her infant, Mei Met The female and her mate, Yang Yang, were

on loan from the People's Republic of China to the Washington Park Zoo, Portland, Or
from 16 May to 14 August 1986. The baby, the first of its species to be born outside of China,

was born at Washington Park Zoo on 24 July, but was conceived while the pair were on
loan at the Woodland Park Zoo in Seattle, WA. Golden monkeys are leaf-eating

monkeys that live at altitudes of up to 6,5000 ft. in the forests of central China in colonies of
up to 600 individuals. They are legally protected by the Chinese government with an
estimated population of 14,000 in the wild and 650 in Chinese zoos. The talented artist for

this month's cover is Elayne Barclay, a keeper at Washington Park Zoo. Signed,

numbered prints are available from the artist for $10 plus postage. Thanks, Elayne!

Scoops

Biological Values for Selected Mammals ni Being Compiled- - -

Your Input is Needed Now

The Greater San Francisco Bay Area Chapter is in the process of compiling data for the

third edition of this most useful compendium of mammal facts. If you have: 1)

information which will help complete the values in Biological Values II; 2) mammals in

your facility which you would like to see included in the new edition; 3) values which you
would like to see included in the new edition; or 4) inaccuracies in Biological Values II

that need to be corrected, please forward this information to your curator or director (to

whom we are directing general requests for assistance) or; mail information to:

BVIII
Children's Zoo

San Francisco Zoo
SloatBlvd. at the Pacific Ocean

San Francisco, CA 94132

Please include specific references (publications, authors, publishers, years) for

verification. Our goal is to have the finished product available at the 1988 National AAZK
Conference in Tucson, so please do not delay. Your assistance is greatly appreciated.

New International Affairs CoordinatorNamed bvAAZK Board

Following the resignation of Melba Shields, National Zoo, as International Affairs

Coordinator-East, the AAZK Board of Director has named Lisa Bauer Saban, Front Royal
Conservation and Research Center, as her replacement. The Board wishes to thank Melba
for her work on behalf of the Association and welcomes Linda to her new position. Linda
will have oversight of international affairs, including foreign keeper sponsorships, for

Europe, Africa, Central and South America. She will be in touch with our sister

association in Great Britain, the Association of British Wild Animal Keepers (ABWAK),
in order to keep an open line of communication between our two organizations. Pam
McDougall, Calgary Zoo, continues as International Affairs Coordinator-West with

responsibility for matters in Australia, India and the Far East.
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Coming Events

12th Annual International Herpetological Symposium
on Captive Propagation and Husbandry of Reptiles & Amphibians

June 15-18, 1988 New York/New Jersey

Symposium to include workshops and paper sessions. For further information contact:

International Herpetological Symposium, Zoological Consortium, Inc., 13019 Catoctin Furnace

Road, Thurmont, MD 21788.

First Symposium of Administration & Management of the

Zao.l.og^i
.
ca

.
1.Parks pf the Central AmericanJathmu^

June 20-24, 1988 Guatemala, Central America

For further information contact: Lorena Calve, Public Relations SZCA, Nuestro
Zoologico es un Centro de Educacion, Zoologico Nacional, La Aurora, Guatemala.

AZAD Annual Conference

September 9-12, 1988 Baltimore, MD

Association of Zoo and Aquarium Docents will be hosted by the National Aquarium in

Baltimore and the Baltimore Zoological Society. For further information, contact: AZAD
Conference, Baltimore Zoo, Druid Hill Park, Baltimore, MD 21217-4599 (301) 576-3886.

14th National AAZK Conference

September 11-15, 1988 Tucson, AZ

Flosted by the Tucson AAZK Chapter. Watch your AKF for registration forms, agenda
details and announcements. For more information contact: Ed Hansen or George Montgomery,

Tucson Chapter AAZK, P.O. Box 43908, Tucson, AZ 85733-3908.

AAZFA Annual Conference

September 25-29, 1988 Milwaukee, WI

Hosted by the Milwaukee County Zoo. For further information contact: Kerry Bublitz, Public

Relations & Advertising Coordinator, Milwaukee County Zoo, 10001 W. Bluemound Rd.,

Milwaukee, WI 53226.

The Biennial ConfererKgjoijaie

International Association pf Zqq Educators

October 2-7, 1988 Toronto, Canada

To be held at Park Plaza Hotel, Toronto. The theme for the conference is "Communicating for

Conservation". Featured at the meeting will be general papers, colloquium papers, workshop

sessions, poster displays and moderated discussion groups. For further information, contact:

Merebeth Switzer, Metro Toronto Zoo, P.O. Box 280, West Hill, Ontario, Canada MIE 4R5.
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Coming Events. Continued

The 5th World Conference on Breeding

EndangerjecLSp ecies in Captivi ty

October 9-12, 1988 Cincinnati, OH

For further information contact: Betsy Dresser, Director of Research, Cincinnati Zoo, 3400

Vine St., Cincinnati, OH 45220 (513) 281-4701.

The First International Symposium
on Specta.cled_P-ears

October 14-15, 1988 Chicago, IL

To be held at the Lincoln Park Zoo. Topics focusing on current field studies and captive

management/reproduction of the spectacled bear will be highlighted. These include: captive

management, demographics, reproduction in captivity, nutrition, vocalization and
mother/infant behavior. For further information contact: Mark Rosenthal, Curator of

Mammals, Lincoln Park Zoo, 2200 N. Cannon Drive, Chicago, IL 60614, (312) 294-4660.

IMATA 16th Annual Conference

Oct. 30-NoV.4, 1988 San Antonio, TX

Meeting of the International Marine Animal Trainers Association. For further details

contact: Ken Ramirez, IMATA Vice-Pres., Entertainment Plus, 6608 Stewart Road, Suite 169,

Galveston, TX 77551 (409) 744-0938.

NOTICE; The Scholl Conference on the Nutrition of Captive Wild Animals will not be held

in 1988. The next Nutrition Conference will be held in late 1989 at the Lincoln Park Zoo. Any
persons interested in submitting papers for the 1989 conference should contact: Dr. Thomas P.

Meehan, Lincoln Park Zoo, 2200 N. Cannon Dr., Chicago, IL 60614 (312) 294-4689.

SOS PLAY-DOH DAY SCHEDULED IN MAY

The Association Quebecoise des Gardiens d'Animaux de Zoo (AAZK's French-speaking

counterpart keeper association in Quebec, Canada), plans an event

designed to heighten public awareness of the status of endangered
species in a most novel way. Ten thousand pounds of Play-Doh
modeling compound will erase for a moment all the dangers that

threaten international wildlife. Courage, fun and Play-Doh will

come together May 21st from 10:00 a.m. until 2:30 p.m. at the

Montreal Zoo where dozens of hands will create Play-Doh replicas

of endangered species. In addition to a jury representing Montreal arts, zoo and wildlife

fields, the public is invited to vote for its favorite sculpture.

The Save Our Species competition, modeled after a similar, highly successful event held

at Audubon Park Zoo in New Orleans during the summers of 1986-87, will give AQGAZ
an opportunity to not only make the public aware of the precarious plight of threatened

and endangered species, but the group also hopes to make its existence known to the

general public and to inform the public of the zookeeper’s role in zoo life and wildlife

conservation.

The event is being sponsored by AQGAZ, the City of Montreal and the private companies
Kenner, Parker and Tonka. AAZK wishes AQGAZ much success with this event!



Births & Hatchings

Phoenix Zoo...the Phoenix Zoo announces the following significant births and hatchings

occurring at the end of last year and the early part of this year. In November 1987, a female

Brazilian tapir (Tapirus terrestris) was born. Despite some health problems early on, it is

now doing well. We have lost the past three calves of this female. In December, we were all

surprised to learn of the birth of a Filiated gibbon (Hylobates pileatus) on Gibbon Island in

our Children's Zoo lagoon. The surprise being that our male, Blackie, was able to father

another offspring as he is approximately 30 years old. He came to the Children’s Zoo as a

wild-caught adult in 1962. His mate, and mother of the infant, is about 1/2 his age.

February 8th of this year marked a proud day at the Phoenix Zoo-the birth of our 200th

Arabain oryx (Oryx leucoryx). The oryx continue to proliferate in our desert

environment. This March welcomed the births of 0.0.1 Goeldi's monkey (Callimico

goeldii) and 0.0.1 Red-handed tamarin (Saguinus midas) in our new Children’s Zoo
facility. These species are a first for our zoo.

In our Bird Dept., we had successes and failures. Since February of "87, we have pulled

three fertile eggs from our pinioned Ruppell’s griffon vultures (Gyps rueppelli) which are

exhibited in our African Veldt. The vultures share the exhibit with Marabou storks, Kori

bustards and East African crowned cranes along with a variety of hoofstock. We did not

think that the chicks, if hatched, would survive predation, so the eggs were placed in an
incubator. All threechicks went full term but died at, or during, pipping. Had the egg due
in February, 1987 hatched, it would have been among the first hatchings of this species in

North America.

On a more positive note, we. have hatched and are currently hand-raising our 6th King
vulture (Sarcorhamphus papa). Our pair produce one to three eggs a season but kill or

inadvertently injure the chicks so the eggs are usually pulled during incubation. We have
acquired considerable growth and development data on our chicks over the years.

Perhaps many of you have learned by now that we hatched 4 Galapagos tortoises

(Geochelone elephantopus) in the fall of 1987. We do not consider the hatchings a fluke, but

attribute the success to recent changes in management strategies. The pair has been
together for 25 years and have been fed fruits, vegetables, hydroponic barley grass and
alfalfa hay. Today, a considerable amount of Pricklypare cacti (Opuntia ssp.) is being

incorporated into the diet. In the past, they received cacti as a token "treat". Periodic

isolation of the female from the male, to make her more receptive upon reintroduction,

appears to be beneficial. We have had the "problem" of the male continually trying to

mount and breed the female year-round. This stresses the female and makes his presence

undesirable to her. We are optimistic about future Galapagos reproduction. We are said to

be among 5 institutions currently reproducing this species, submitted by Luke Thirkill,

Chapter Liaison, Central Arizona AAZK Chapter.

Metro Toronto Zoo...the Metro Toronto Zoo reports these notable births and hatchings for

December 1987 and January 1988: 0,0.1 Sugar glider, 0.0.3 Hamadryas baboon (0.0.2 DNS),
0.0.1 Mandrill, 0.0.1 White-tailed gnu, 0.1 Springbok, 0.0.4 Emu (0.0.2 DNS), 0.0.4 Green
anole, 0.0.1 Bennett’s wallaby, 0.0,1 Brash-tailed bettong, 0.1 Black lemur (DNS), 0.0.2

Tiger (1.0 DNS), 0.1 Bongo (DNS), 0.0.2 Black-footed penguin and 0.0.2 Bell's horned frog.

submitted by Heisi Manicki, Chapter Liaison, Metro Toronto Zoo AAZK Chapter.
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Births and Hatchings. Continued

North Carolina Chanter AAZK...renorts notable births and hatchings for January through

March 1988 from each participatinmg institution:

Duke Primate Center-the non-seasonal galago or bushbaby colony reports 5.9

births from three Galago species for this period. 2.1 Greater mouse lemur {Mirza coqiereli)

were also born. Although this species seemed to breed seasonally for the first three years

after acquisition by the Primate Center (1983-85), births over the past three years have
occurred in nine months of the year. We do not know if this is a shift in a seasonal

breeding pattern or if they are non-seasonal breeders, which would be unique to a lemur
species. Lemurs are seasonal breeders, but there are variations to this pattern. The Sifaka

(Propithecus verreauxi) breeds in the summer and gives birth in the winter months. Our
last two births, one in December of '87 and one in January '88, were by females who had
lived in our multi-acre forested enclosures, which shows the importance of a semi-wild

environment for the continued success of this delicate species. The majority of the lemur
births will occurbetween March and June, with our first births including 0.0.4 Ring-tailed

lemurs {Lemur cattd) and 0.0.2 Red-fronted lemurs {Lemur fulvus rufus), which were also

free=ranging in a large forested enclosure, and 0.0.1 Collared lemur {Lemur fulvus

collaris). Also in March we had three Slow loris {Nycticebus coucang) births from our 11

reproductive females, which had been monitored with regular vaginal smears, palpations

and observations. From these management techniques we have discovered an apparent

breeding season of Spet., Oct., and Nov., with the majority of births in Mar., Apr. and May,
after a gestation length of 191-193 days. Females are separated from the males before birth

for the protection of the neonate and development of the maternal bond, submitted by Ruby
Ange, Duke Primate Center.

Natural Science Center of Greensboro...reDorts the birth (0.0.1) of a Patagonian

hare {Polichotis patagonum) on 27 March 1988. submitted by Hannah Wells, Natural
Science Center of Greensboro, NC.

North Carolina Zoological Park...notahle births include 1.0 Kirk's dik dik

{Madoqua kirki) on 4 March, which did not survive after two weeks of hand-rearing. On 1

Feb., 1.0 Nyala {Tragelaphus angasi) was born on the plains exhibit. He and his mother
were moved to indoor quarters due to winter weather, but are now back out in the 30-acre

exhibit. On 26 March, 0.1 Sitatunga {Tragelaphus spekei) was born in indoor quarters. In

Jan. and Feb., 0.0.3 African spoonbills {Platalea alba) were hatched by two different pairs

in the R.J. Reynolds Forest Aviary, the third reported hatching of this species in an
American zoo. Two more Black-naped fruit doves {Ptilinopus melanospila) were hatched

(one in Feb. and one in March), submitted by Lucy Segerson, Secretary, North Carolina

AAZK Chapter.

Columbus Zoo AAZK Chat)ter...for the period of December 1987 through March 1988, the

Columbus Zoo was treated to our first bongo antelope birth, as well as more cheetah cubs and
another gorilla birth. On 17 February, 2.2 Cheetah {Acinonyx jubatus) cubs (1.2 DNS) were
born to Sukari having been sired by Dewey. The surviving offspring is being hand-raised

in our nursery. On 12 March, 1.0.1 cubs were born to another pair, Charlie and Stinky.

They DNS. However, there is a possibility that more cubs may still be in Stinky's den.

This is the first time our zoo has had two breeding males simultaneously. Dewey is from
Holland and Charlie was purchased from San Diego. Our cheetah collection now totals 29

individuals.

Our first bongo antelope {Taurotragus eurycerus) calf, a male named Harrison, arrived

early in the morning of 5 March in a rather rough manner, as he had to be pulled out of his

mother, three-year-olf Haifa. Fortunately, Haifa is an extraordinarilly calm individual

and permitted keepers and veterinarians to manually restrain her without having to be
sedated while the baby was being pulled. This is Haifa's first calf, and she refused to nurse

it. What followed over the next month can only be called a monumental battle of wills as

the staff tried to get Harrison to nurse off of a bottle while he resisted every step of the way.

Luckily, the vets and keepers finally won out and Harrison now chugs his bottle with gusto!

He is a significant addition to the North American bongo populatin since his mother was
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Births and Hatchings. Continued

imported from Basil, Switzerland, and thus represents a new bloodline. His father is two
and a half year-old Apollo, on breeding loan from the Walter Stone Zoo in Boston. Apollo

and Haifa were paired up by the bongo studbook keeper.

Our lowland gorilla {Gorilla gorilla) breeding program has had yet another success with

the arrival on 17 March of a female infant born to Lulu, on loan from the Bronx Zoo, and
Sunshine, on loan from the San Francisco Zoo. This baby belongs to the San Francisco Zoo.

For the time being. Lulu is successfully raising the infant in the company of her father and
another adult female. Ever since Colo, the first gorilla successfully born in cap[tivity, was
born at our zoo on 22 December, 1956, our gorilla breeding program has been world

renowned.

Finally, the Columbus Zoo's list would not be complete without our Reptile Dept.'s usual

productive output. From December 1987 through March 1988, they hatched; 3 Yellow

blotched map turtles {Graptemys flavimaculata), 2 Common toad-headed turtles {Phrynops

nasutus), 7 Chiapas giant musk turtles (Staurotypus salvinii), 8 Indian black turtles

(Melanochelys t. thermalis), 1 African pancake tortoise {Malacochersus tornieri), 1

Yellow-cheeked mud turtle {Kinasternon cruentatum), 1 Geoffreys side-necked turtle

(Phrynops geoffroanus), and 4 Mabuya sp. submitted by Carl Gyarmaty, Secretary,

Columbus Zoo AAZK Chapter.

Busch Gardens/Tampa...recent B&H include: 0.1 Muntjac, 0.1 Soemmering's gazelle, 1.0

Myala, 0.1 Roan antelope, 0.2 Grevy's zebra, 0.1 Chimpanzee, 0.0.4 Jandaya conure, 0.0.2

Yellow-streaked X Green-naped lory, 0.0.6 Abyssinian blue-winged goose, 0.0.5 Senegal

parrot, 0.0.2 Bare-eyed cockatoo, 0.0.3 Green-cheeked conure, 0.0.4 Rose-breasted cockatoo,

0.0.3 Sun conure, 0.0.1 Violet-necked lory, 0.0.2 Forsten's lorikeet, 0.0.1 Golden-capped

conure and 0.0.5 Red-crested pochard.

Cheyenne Mountain Zoq»..B&H reported from January through March 1988 include: 0.0.1

Ring-tailed lemur {Lemur catta), 1.0 Hippopotamus {Hippopotamus amphibius), 1.1 Addax
{Addax nasomaculatus), 0.0.1 Suni antelope {Neotragus moschatus akeleyi) and 0.0,2

White-cheeked touraco {Tauraco leucotis).

Notable births for December 1987 include: 0.0.3 Rockhopper penguin {Eudyptes crestatus),

and 1.0 Black-crested mangabey {Crecocebus aterrimus). We believe that Cheyenne
Mountain Zoo is the only zoo in the U.S. that successfully breeds the Black-crested

mangabey and that the Assiniboine Park Zoo in Winnipeg is the only zoo in Canada that

has successfully bred this species. If anyone has additional information on this rare

species, please let us know, submitted by Nanette Bragin, Chapter Liaison, Rocky
Mountain AAZK Chapter.

Greater Baton Rouge Zoo...recent births at the Greater Baton Rouge Zoo include a litter of

maned wolf pups born 13 January 1988. The 1.2 pups are the first maned wolf pups to be bom
at our facility. The dam has been an excellent mother.

Other interesting 1988 births include a male reticulated giraffe born on 21 January. Pete is

the eighth giraffe calfbom in Baton Rouge to our wild-bom female. Switch, all of which she

has successfully raised. Additional hoofstock births included 0.2 Red lechwe, 0.1 Nile

lechwe, 1.0 Gemsbok and 1.0 Eland.

Two Hanuman's langurs, 0.1 Purple faced langur (DNS), 0.1 White-handed gibbon (blond

phase), 0.0.1 Diana monkey, 0.1,2 Cotton-topped tamarins (triplets), 0.0.1 Blue monkey
and 1.0 DeBrazza monkey represent recent additions by birth to our primate collection.

Significant hatchings in the Bird Dept, include: 0.0.7 Red-sided eclectus parrots, 0.0.3

Emu, 0.0.2 White-crowned pigeons and 0.0,1 NeNe goose.

All adult female Bennett's wallabies appear to have a large joey in pouch residence,

including at least one albino baby. Another albino joey is currently being hand-raised.
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Births and Hatchings. Continued

Another new face at the Greater Baton Rouge Zoo is Ben, a six-year-old male Grevy zebra

just imported from Prague, Czechoslavakia. Ben appears very eager to add a new
bloodline to this country by being the stud zebra for our four Grevy's zebra mares.

submitted by Linda Sanders, Head Keeper, Greater Baton Rouge Zoo.

Animal Keeper Greg McCamsey with eight-month-old maned
wolfpup at GreaterBaton Rouge Zoo, (Photo by Linda Sanders)
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Conservation Workshop Scheduled at
ICPWA June 5-9

The International Center for the Preservation of Wild Animals (ICPWA) and animal
keepers from the region of Ohio, Michigan, Indiana, and Kentucky cordially invite you
to attend a conservation workshop at the site of the Center's future endangered animal
preserve near Zanesville, OH from 5-9 June, 1988.

Situated on 9,154 acres of forests, lakes and rolling hills donated by the Ohio Power
Company, this facility has the potential to be the largest in this country devoted to

breeding and exhibiting endangered and native wildlife. It is located in southeast Ohio
near Cumberland, 12 miles from Zanesville and 79 miles east of Columbus. Its

governing organization is ICPWA, a consortium of zoo directors, community leaders,

university officials, and natural resources personnel. Please refer to the December 1987
issue ofAnimal Keepers' Forum for additional details on the Preserve.

The workshop will commence with an evening Icebreaker on Sunday, 5 June and will

include lectures, debates, talks, tours of the Preserve site, cookouts, entertainment, etc.

Speakers will include Center officials Tom Anderson, Robert Teater and David
Jenkins, as well as others from the conservation and zoo fields. In addition to the

lectures and debates on the Center, a variety of conservation-oriented issues will be

addressed, including sessions on specific species and genera. We are still looking for

speakers for Wednesday, 6 June, for the conservation sessions. If anyone is interested

in speaking on either a certain species or a conservation issue, please contact Joe

Rindler, 67 W. Patterson Ave., Columbus, OH 43202 (614) 291-2173.

JL

There will be camping available on private property adjacent to the Preserve and also

hotel accommodations nearby. There is a $20 per person registration fee and a nominal

fee of $10 that will cover a person's entire stay on the private campsite, if that option is

chosen. We are also asking that each person bring a dish to help us cover food for the 6

June potluck. Continental breakfast (all three days), Icebreaker, Dinner on 7 June and
lunches/beer/soda for 6-8 June are provided. The Preservation/Conservation Workshop
is being cooperatively sponsored by ICPWA and the Zookeepers of Kentucky, Indiana,

Michigan and Ohio. Contact Joe Rindler (address above) for more details.



Quality exotic
animal diets

C TIUI balanced
EJm Jl 1%UI^ Fixed formulation • Economical

When you need a complete line of

high-quality dry and frozen

animal diets for your feeding

program, call Animal Spectrum.

NEBRASKA BRAND

S 1

Frozen feline diets

Frozen bird of prey diets

Frozen canine diet

Chunk and chopped horsemeat,

hearts, livers, rib, shank, and

knuckle bones

SPECTRUM

The original gluten-free primate diets.

Banana flavored primate, 15% protein

Banana flavored primate, Pro-Plus 25% protein

Omnivore dry

Polar Bear dry

Ratite dry

Hoofstock supplement, with Selenium

BROOD-RITE
HEATERS

Bulbless heaters—nothing to break.

Safe around all animals and

bedding material.

Even heat distribution in 240, 500,

or 750 wattages.

One call does It all

1 -800-228-4005
In Nebraska, call collect 402/488-6492

Animal Spectrum, Inc.

Box 6307

Lincoln, NE 68506-0307

New for 1988:
• Hoofstock Suppiment with 600 lU/lb. of Vitamin E.

• Reformuiated Nebraska Brand canine diet for cheetahs,

smaii exotic cats, hyenas, and wiid canids.



Endangered Species Update
from USDI/FWS

Listing and recovery efforts for some of the nation’s endangered species progressed in

1987, but the year's successes were tempered by the extinction of a unique bird and the

necessity of bringing the last remaining wild California condor into captivity.

"Nineteen-eighty-seven has been an eventful year in our endangered species program,"

says Secretary of the Interior Don Hodel. "The Fish and Wildlife Service listed the second

highest number of endangered and threatened species since 1979. At the same time, we
have begun or completed a number of significant recovery programs for endangered
species that we hope will bear fruit in years to come."

Last year, for example, the Interior Department's U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

• Listed 59 imperiled animals and plants as endangered or threatened species,

ranging from the Atlantic Coast's well-known roseate tern and the giant

kangaroo rat of California to little-known but colorfully-named species like

Judge Tait's mussel in Alabama and Mississippi and the Central States'

running buffalo clover;

• Confirmed the long-suspected extinction of a small Texas spring fish, the

Amistad gambusia, a victim of changes in its aquatic habitat, and witnessed

the death of the last dusky seaside sparrow, an aging male in captivity as the

long survivor of a race that succumbed to drastic changes in its coastal salt

marsh habitat in Florida;

• Reclassified the American alligator throughout its remaining southeastern

U.S. range to reflect its complete recovery; this unique reptile is back in such

numbers, in fact, that three States now permit limited hunting of the species;

• Successfully released the red wolf-the first U.S. endangered species previously

extinct in the wild to be returned to its former range. Using prime specimens

from the nearly 80 red wolves residing in captive breeding facilities around the

U.S., the USFWS released four pairs of wolves on the 13,000-acre Alligator River

National Wildlife Refuge in North Carolina. Two females have since died, one

from kidney failure, the other from severe damage to its leg during a fight with

another wolf; other wolves in the project appear to be adjusting to their new home;

• Removed the last known wild California condor from its range north of Los

Angeles in a last-ditch effort to preserve all 27 remaining condors from

further mortality. The removals are part of a larger program to increase condor

numbers through captive breeding. Although no condor has flown the southern

California coastal range since the trapping of the last majestic bird on Easter

Sunday 1987, the USFWS purchased the 11,000-acre Hudson Ranch last year-at

less than half the cost originally estimated for this acquisition—as the nucleus of

the new Bitter Creek National Wildlife Refuge, where captive-reared condors

may forage again when they are returned to the wild;

• Documented an increase of 25 pairs in the Chesapeake Bay bald eagle

population, from 136 pairs in 1986 to 161 in 1987, and continued to note the

best eagle reproductive rate in the Chesapeake and other areas where the

eagle is rebounding since pre-DDT days;
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ENDANGERED SPECIES UPDATE. Continued

• Achieved successful captive breeding of the black-footed ferret, in cooperation

with the Wyoming Game and Fish Dept. After correction of a nutritional

deficiency, two litters of ferrets were bom in 1987; raising the total known world

population from 18 to 25 animals; successful breeding in 1988 may lead to

creation of a seconds captive population and reintroduction to the wild in the

early 1990's;

• Noted the second consecutive year of successful gray wolf reproduction in the

wild in the northern Rocky Mountains; before 1986, it had been nearly 50 years

since natural reproduction had been documented in this area;

• Began establishing an experimental population of California sea otters, a

threatened species, on San Nicholas Island west of Los Angeles, by capturing

and transferring 60 of the marine mammals from their remaining restricted

range along the central California coast.

The U.S, List of Endangered and Threatened Species now stands at 993 animals and
plants, of which 480 are found in the United States and its Territories, and 513 are found in

foreign countries. A total of 222 recovery plans covering 254 domestic species have been

approved by the USFWS to guide efforts to restore populations of these animals and plants to

healthy levels.

Also in 1987, the USFWS combined its endangered species and habitat protection divisions

into a new unit, the Division of Endangered Species and Habitat Conservation. The
change mirrors a similar consolidation of its field units in these two divisions over the

past several years, and now locates employees who perform related activities in

Washington, DC, in one office.

^
^

\
Pinal Reclassifications and DeHstings - U.S. and Foreign

Species Rapge Action

Tinian monarch flycatcher Marianas "Endangered" to

"Threatened"

American Alligator Southeast U.S. Reclassification to

"Threatened by
Similarity of

Appearance in AR,
AL,GA,MS,NC,OK,SC)

Amistad gambusia Texas Delist (extinction)

Nile crocodile Zimbabwe Reclassification to

"Threatened" for

ranched populations

only
-J
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ENDANGERED SPECIES UPDATE. Continued

r -S

Proposed Reclassifications and Delistings - U.S. and Foreign

Species Range Action

Gila trout AZ, NM "Endangered" to

"Threatened"

Alabama cavefish Alabama "Threatened" to

"Endangered"

Yellow madtom TN, VA Experimental population

designation

Final Listmgs-U*S. and Foreign Species

Animals Plants

Giant kangaroo rat (CA)

Pecos bluntnose shiner (NM))

Curtus' mussel (ALj MS))
Judge Tait's mussel (AL, MS)
Marshall’s mussel (AL, MS)
Penitent mussel (AL, MS)

Stirrup shell (AL, MS)
Cave crayfish (AR)

Waccamaw silverside (NC)

Mt. Graham red squirrel (AZ)

Florida scrub jay (FL)

Flattened musk turtle (AL)

Blackside dace (KY, TN)
Alabama red-bellied turtle (AL)

Audubon's crested caracara (FL)

Gopher tortoise (AlVwest of Tombigbee,
Mobile Rivers; MS, LA)

Puerto Rican crested toad (Puerto Rico)

Little Colorado spinedace (AZ)

Bay checkerspot butterfly (CA)

Cape Fear shiner (NC )

Pawnee montane skipper (NC))

Hualapai Mexican vole (AZ)

Blacked-capped vireo (KS,OK,TX,Mexico)
Roseate tern (Endangered from Carolinas

northward; threatened south to Caribbean)

Blue-tailed mole skink (FL)

Sand skink (FL)

Missouri bladder-pod (MO)
Santa Cruz cypress (CA))

Prairie bush-clover (IL, lA, MN, WI)

Palo de Ramon (Puerto Rico)

Wheeler’s peperomia (Puerto Rico)

Highlands scrub hypericum (FL)

Carter’s mustard (FL)

Scrub palm (FL)

Snakeroot (FL)

Pygmy fringe tree (FL)

Papery whitlow-wort (FL)

Wireweed (FL)

Hyan lagu (Guam, Marianas)
White bladder-pod (TX)

Scrub lupine (FL)

Wide-lead warea (FL)

Running buffalo clover (IL,IN,KS,KY

MO,OH,WV)
Jesup’s milk-vetch (NH, VT)
Rough-leafed loosetrife (NC and SC)
Elfin tree fern (Puerto Rico)

Cook's holly (Puerto Rico)

Sacramento Mountains thistle (NM)
Blowout penstemon (NE)
Geocarpon minimum (Arkansas,

San Rafael cactus (UT)

Slender-horned spineflower (CA)

Santa Ana woolly-star (CA)

Toad-flax cress (UT)

Welsh's milkweed (UT)
Florida bonamia (FL)

Heliotrope milk-vetch (UT)

Heller's blazingstar (NC)
Higuero de Sierra (Puerto Rico)
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Proposed listing-U^. and Foreign Species

Animals

California freshwater shrimp (CA)

Louisiana pearlshell (LA)

Mexican long-nosed bat (NM, TX,
Mexico, Central America)

Sanborn's long-nosed bat (NM, TX,

Mexico, Central America)

Tipton kangaroo rat (CA)

Shasta crayfish (CA)

Colorado River squawflsh (AZ)

Plants

Relict trillium (AL, GA, SC)

Little amphiantus (AL, GA, SC)

Black spored quillwort (GA, SC)

Mat-forming quillwort (GA)

Bariaco (Puerto Rico)

Aleutian shield fern (AK)

White-haired goldenrod (KY)

Nigua (Puerto Rico)

Large-fruited sand-verbena (TX)

Chisos Mountain hedgehog cactus

(TX, Mexico)

Daphnopsis hellerana (Puerto Rico)

Cumberland sandwort (KY, TN)
Kearney's blue-star (AZ)

Lost River sucker (CA, OR)
Shortnosed sucker (CA, OR)
James River spiny mussel (VA)

Clover Valley speckled dace (NV)
Independence Valley speckled dace (NV)
Alabama cave shrimp (AL)

Boulder darter (AL, TN)
Stephen's kangaroo rat (CA)

Visayan deer (Phillipines)

Mathis spiderling (TX)

Sacramento prickly poppy (NM)
Pitcher's thistle (IL, IN, MI, WI,)

Lakeside daisy (IL, OH, Canada)

Houghton's goldenrod (MI, Canada)
Hinkley oak (TX)

Fassett's locoweed (WI)

Dwarf lake iris (MI, WI, Canada)
Mead's milkweed (lA, IL, IN, KY,
MO, WI)

Mohr's Barbara's button (AL, GA)
Sandplain gerardia (CT, ME, MD,
NY, RI)

Solarium drymophilum (Puerto Rico)

\

World Wildlife Fund
Conservation Award

World Wildlife Fund is requesting nominations for the 1988 Conservation Award
to be presented to an AAZK Chapter for its contributions to conservation. The
selection will be based on the significance and impact of the Chapter's conservation

project(s). Nominations should include a description of the project(s) along with

reports, articles, press clippings, etc., that the project(s) produced. These projects

can encompass education, research, or fund-raising for conservation activities.

The nominated project(s) should be AAZK Chapter initiated and supported.

Please submit nominations to: Rich Block, Director of Public Programs
World Wildlife Fund
125024th Street, N.W.

Washington, DC 20037

The deadline for submitting nominations is 29 July 1988.
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Publication Available

A Forum for Information Exchange

on Endangered Species Issues

The Endangered Species Update is pro-

duced cooperatively by The University of

Michigan, School of Natural Resoources and

the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service. Each

month, the Update combines two publications

in one: a reprint of the lastest issue of the

Endangered Species Technical Bulletin pro-

duced by the U.S. Fish& WUdlife Service and

a cover section produced by the School of

Natural Resources. Together these two sec-

tions provide a unique source of information

and ideas on endangered species protection

The Update was first developed in 1983 to

reprint the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

bulletin after budget cuts forced the Office of

Endangered Species to limit its distribution.

Prior to the cutbacks, the bulletin was sent to

anyone who wished to receive it. Since 1981,

however, distribution has been limited to fed-

eral and state agencies and official contacts

of the federal Endangered Species Program.

The Update keeps this source of information

available to the public for an annual sub-

scription fee of $ 15. Each month the Update

includes:

A Reprint of the Endangered

Species Technical Bulletin
Providing the most current information on the

federal endangered species program.

A Feature Article

focusing on issues and ideas that underlie re-

search and policy in the field of species con-

servation.

A Book Review
covering publications relating to species

conservation issues and topics.

Technical Notes
providing information and editorials on

species conservation research.

Bulletin Board
listing upcoming meetings and current

r n
To receive the Endangered Species Update (12

monthly issues), send $15 by check or money

order (payable to The University ofMichigan) to:

The Endangered Species Update

School of Natural Resources

The University of Michigan

Ann Arbor, MI 48109-1115

Name

Organization

Address

City /State / Zip
-Aannouncements.



* INDIA FILE”
(Recent Indian Zoo News)

By
Sally Walker, Advisor

Zoo Outreach Organization
INDIA

Allen Forest ZoOf Kanpur: The Kanpur Zoo lost their much-loved male chimpanzee, Chootu,

in late January to an undiagnosed illness. Chootu was a very successful breeder having

sired three offspring with another one on the way. Chootu's male, Zooma, has been

depressed in her pregnancy by the death causing zoo authorities to fetch back her earlier

youngster, Chhachu, from Lucknow to keep her company.

Junagadh Zoo. Junagadh: For the first time captive-born lions from Junagadh Zoo have

been released in the Gir Forest in a daring experiment by the Wildlife Dept. A safari tour

is to replace the organized lion shows which were offensive to many visitors.

Alipore Zoo. Calcutta; The five varieties of migratory birds which used to flock in

thousands to the lake at Alipore Zoo now number only about 100. The increasingly crowded

city, numerous zoo visitors, noise pollution and high buildings disturb the migratory

pattern of the birds. Also the lake has become poor habitat due to filth and low tide in the

Hoogly River. The birds now go to Santragachi and surrounding paddy fields which are

more congenial.

Chamaraiendra Zoological Gardens. Mysore: The Government of Karnataka has approved

the visit of Director C.D. Krishne Gowda to West Germany. He was invited by the

Hamburg Zoo to select a pair of giraffe for the Mysore Zoo in exchange for a male elephant

which has already been sent. Mr. Gowda, who last year was made a member of the

prestigious International Union of the Directors of Zoological Gardens, had first visited

German Zoos as a young curator. Part of his present program will be to meet with a group of

German zoo directors at their express invitation. The trip is planned for June when the

weather will be favorable for transporting giraffe. The Hamburg Zoo is giving two female

chimpanzees to the Mysore Zoo as a token of their regard and goodwill.

National Zoo. Delhi; The National Zoo inaugurated an information center which sells

books, brochures and other material pertaining to wildlife. It is staffed by two educational

assistants. The thrust of Director Naidu's efforts center around the school teachers,

encouraging them to use the zoo as a living laboratory to explain behavioral and biological

aspects of animals to their classes. The Nocturnal House, which was begun in 1981, is in

the final stages and will be open soon. The enclosure has special dens for fourteen animals

and will house civet cats, owls, slender loris, jungle cat, foxes, pythons, cats and other

species.

In response to a request by Director Kamal Naidu, the National Information Center donated

an ESPL-super 80, 40 megabyte computer with two attendant programmers to write software.

The first function of the computer will be to provide a data base for coordinating exchange
and breeding loans of the various single and inbred animals in Indian zoos and later will

provide a hook-up with other such systems around the world. In addition, medical and
dietary information is being systematized in the computer. National Zoo is the first Indian

zoo to possess a computer for developing technology in animal management. Although a

number of Indian zoos belong to the International Species Inventory System (ISIS) which

was a pioneer in this area, the efforts of the National Zoo will have an immediate beneficial

effect as coordinator of all Indian zoos.
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Training a Black Rhinoceros
(Diceros bicornis)

By

Joseph Rindler, Pachyderm Keeper
Columbus Zoo, Columbus, OH

Introduction

Since 22 May 1979, Columbus Zoo keepers have, to some extent, trained or conditioned

Black Rhinoceros (Diceros bicornis). The first rhino to be trained was a 29-year-old,

hand-raised male, Clyde. First the keepers got Clyde accustomed to them by bathing and
scrubbing him. After Clyde became accustomed to his keepers moving around his pen,

extensive food rewards were used to position Clyde in one place. Once Clyde was
positioned, keepers manually stimulated Clyde for semen collection. In addition to

semen collection, the training also gave the veterinarians the opportunity to massage
Clyde in the intra-pelvic region.

The second rhino to be trained was Bonnie, an eight-year-old, intractable female.

Bonnie’s training program was started by keepers so they could obtain a daily vaginal

smear. Keepers spent more time with Bonnie to get her used to their presence and touch.

To get Bonnie to stand still, a keeper with a brush on a handle brushed her back. After she

became accustomed to keepers brushing and bathing her(with Bonnie in the lower pen -

SEE Graph), a keeper in the lower pen would feed her produce to position her into the

working cage. Then another keeper, constantly talking, would enter the lower transfer

pen from the top transfer pen. Once in the pen, the keeper would rub Bonnie's back and
insert a cotton swab into the vagina. Bonnie's death terminated this phase of the training

program.

The details of these two training programs were presented by Booth and Spellmire at the

1982 AAZPA Great Lakes Regional Conference in Peoria, IL.

Methods and Procedure

In November, 1984, the Columbus Zoo acquired, Kenya, a 10-year-old, hand-raused female

on breeding loan from Circus World, FL. Upon arrival, Kenya appeared to be an
aggressive, nervous animal. After several months, she slowly became accustomed to her

keepers and new surroundings. At this time, the decision was made to move her from the

top pen to the lower pen. It took Kenya about a month to get accustomed to the lower pen and
lower transfer pen. In July, 1985, the keepers started training Kenya to obtain a vaginal

smear. The training program used was similar to Bonnie's,

After having smears taken for three months, Kenya became accustomed to this phase.

The keepers felt that more time should be spent with Kenya. On 11 November, 1985,

permission was received to expand Kenya’s training time. Upon arrival, keepers Dave
Clawson and Joe Rindler set up the expanded training program to be used.

This expanded training program was as follows:

A training session starts when Kanya enters the lower transfer pen. Upon entrance, the

feeder talks and feeds Kenys from top transfer pen. Then the feeder proceeds down the

side wall into the corner of the working cage. As Kenya walks in, the feeder crosses the

door and praises Kenya. The feeder positions himself to feed Kenya (position 1 on graph),

which allows the mechanic to enter. The mechanic rubs Kenya's rump and back, and
holds her tail. This permits the mechanic to insert a cotton swab into the vagina. Then the
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Training a Black Rhinoceros at Columbus.Zoo^ Continued

mechanic exits to record the smear on a slide. The feeder continues to feed so the

mechanic can re-enter to record the vaginal temperature. After the mechanic gets the

temperature, he exits to chart it on a graph. The mechanic re-enters to examine, medicate

and accustom Kenya to him moving around. It should be noted that the feeder talks and

the mechanic whistles while in the transfer pen. If Kenya decides to back out, the feeder

stands up to call her in and the mechanic moves behind the feeder. To terminate the

session, the mechanic exits, the feeder throws food on the floor, and he exits. At this point,

Kenya is given access to the lower pen.

C3RAPH Scale ^ 2^x2^except walls 1-foot

D. Lower Pen E* Working Cage
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Training a Black Rhinoceros at Columbus Zoo. Continued

Due to Kenya's nervous nature, the lack of manpower, and an artificial insemination

attempt, the keepers had to adopt a one-on-one training method. This method is similar to

the two-keeper method. The feeder is also the mechanic and extensive food rewards are

used when the keeper takes a smear.

In addition to the change in training method, the keepers also noticed that gently

breathing into Kenya's nostrils usually decreases her nervousness around the working
keeper.

Conclusion

In addition to the three black rhinoceros, Columbus Zoo keepers trained a 17-year-old

female white rhinoceros. Mama. Mama was trained to turn on request and stand with her

tail to the side so a keeper could obtain a vaginal smear. Note that Mama is unrequested

in the working pen.

It should also be noted that at least two other zoos have "trained" rhinos. Steve Romo of the

Cincinnati Zoo has taken vaginal smears and milk samples on an unrestricted female

black rhino. Kathleen Robbibaro and Dr. Bob Wagner of the Pittsburgh Zoo have taken

vaginal smears and rectally palpated a female white rhinoceros.

Like Kenya, a few rhinoceros had been trained to perform in circuses, but due to their

limited physical ability for tricks and unpredictability, their training days were short-

lived. Although many zoos do not have the facility or a rhinoceros with a good nature, it is

hoped that the information gathered on the few trainable rhinoceros can help save the

declining rhino population.
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CONFERENCE '88

SECOND CALL FOR

Papers will be accepted on aU aspects of zookeeping, notable births, diets,

etc., and horticulture in the zoo profession. This year the 14th National
AAZK Conference will be held in conjunction with the 8th National
Association of Zoological Horticulture Conference and a forum to present
animal/horticulture related papers will be available at ajoint paper session.

Papers will be published in the Animal Keepers* Forum, so use the
"Guidelines for Typing Papers for AAZK Conference Proceedings". The
guidehnes will be published in the June 1988 issue ofAKF. Examples of
papers can be found in the December '87 issue ofthe Forum.

Papers will be limited to 20 minutes followed by a 5-minute question period.
An outline or abstract MUST be submitted by 15 July 1988, along with the
following information to be considered for acceptance.

Name ofpresenter

Zoo affiliation

Position/title

Title ofpaper

Equipment needed

Send to:

Karen Bongratz, Program Chairperson
AAZK Conference '88

P.O.Box 43908
Tucson,AZ 85733-3908



1988 AAZK NATIONAL CONFERENCE REGISTRATION
FORM

SEPTEMBER 11 -15 , 1988
Tucsorif AZ

FUIASE TYPE OR PRINT (one name onty per form please)

Name

Address

City

Zip Code

Zoo Affiliation _____

AAZK Committee Member

Are you attending your first conference? Yes ____ No

Will be submitting a paper: Yes No

($25.00 will be refunded from registration fee on acceptance of paper)

Participating in Zool3rmpics: Yes No

Bringing an auction item: Yes No (describe briefly .

State/Province

Telephone # —

Vegetarian: Yes ___ No _____ (Specify type)

Are you interested in a conference T-Shirt? Yes No ( S M L XL)

AAZK Membership status and fees:

Member/spouse $65.00 each
Non-member $80.00
Late Fee $10.00 (after 1 August 1988)

Total fees enclosed $

Daily rates for individual events are available. Contact Ed Hansen for details.

Arrival date and time:

Complimentary transportation will be provided, please provide the above information
ASAP.

PLEASE MAKE PAYMENT TO: TUCSON CHAPTER/AAZK

Return this form WITH YOUR FEE to: Tucson Chapter, AAZK, Conference '88, P.O. Box
43908, Tucson, AZ 85733-3908.



HOTEL RESERVATION REQUEST
1988 AAZK National Conference

11-15 September

DOUBLETREE HOTEL
TUCSON

445 S. Alvernon Way Tucson, AZ 85711

(602)881-4200

Name

Address

City Stntft /T>rniHnr‘.ft

Zip Code Telephone —
Arrival Date

Check-out Date —

Guaranteed By _________ Credit Card Check

Credit Card

Card # Eaqpiration Date

Make your check payable to: DOUBLBTREX^ RESORT HOTEL

ROOMS WILL BE HELD ONLY UNTIL 6:00 P.M. UNLESS GUARANTEED BY EITHER
CREDIT CARD OR ONE NIGHT'S DEPOSIT.

Pbl./Dblt King Dbl./Dbl.

1 person $40.00 $4000 3 person $52.00

2 person $4000 $4000 4 person $5000

I will be sharing a room with:

Please make eveiy effort to secure a roommate on your own. Ifyou need assistance, or

wish to place your name on a "roommate list" contact the Tucson Chapter. We will tiy

to match roommates, but we cannot guarantee your tastes will match ours.

RETURN THIS FORM TO:

CONFERENCE '88

Tucson Chapter/AAZK
P.O. Box 43908

Tucson, AZ 85733-3908



SONORAN
ARTHROPOD
STUDIES, INC.
\ TUCSON, ARIZONA/

The occurrence of insects and other arthropods in the world is far greater
than any ofus realize, as is their importance in the structure of food chains
and life cycles of plants and animals. To help us become aware ofsome of
the diversity and import of these animals there will be an arthropod
workshop at the Conference. Basic arthropod classification and highlights

will be covered as well as husbandry, for the possible development of
temporary exhibits for your zoo.

Sonoran Arthropod Studies, Inc. (SASI) was formed in 1986 to promote an
understanding and appreciation for the arthropods. SASI promotes
backyard bugwatching as an ergoyable and educational pastime available to

all. While SASI's educational programs are stiU being discovered by the
people of Tucson, it is fast becoming known as an interesting and unique
place to visit

*************************
The Tucson Chapter ofAAZK Announces

1ST CALL FOR ROACHES

Collect your specimens now for the Tucson Conference '88 Roach Contest.

The biggest, the ugliest, the best-dressed. You now have a whole summer
to coUect those prized little feUows. Spectacular prizes, fun for everyone
(except the other hotel guests). Watch for the June issue ofAKF for a list of

rules, categories and more rules.



Legislative Outlook

BJ

John Stoddard
AAZK Legislative Advisor

Brookfield Zoo, Brookfield, IL

Endangered Species Act reauthorization

S.675, the Senate ESA reauthorization bill which was reported out of the Senate Environment
Committee last November, has run into a road block. It had been scheduled for floor vote in

February but the action was postponed and currently three Senators are attempting to block

any action from happening soon. Any Senator can delay floor action on any bill by
requesting time to develop amendments to that bill. Similar delays have prevented the ESA
from being reauthorized since 1985. (A bill that does not pass by the end of the session of

Congress dies and must be reintroduced in the next session.) It is possible that these blocks

may prevent the ESA bill from being considered by the Senate during the nine months
remaining in the current Congress.

> From National Wildlife Federation (ConservationSS, 11 Mar. 1988 and 25 Mar. 1988)

Pendmg legislation

BLR. 2999—Elephant Protection Act of 1987

This bill would prohibit the importation or exportation of elephant products. In addition,

certain other transactions would be prohibited.

Status: In committee. (Merchant Marine and Fisheries)

SJTJtes. 12 — Scavenging animal protection

This joint resolution would establish a national policy to protect scavenging animals and
birds on public lands.

Status: In committee. (Engineering and Public Works)

S. 693— Great Smoky Mountain Wilderness Act of 1987

This bill would designate 467,000 acres of the Great Smoky Mountain National Park as a

wilderness area. It also authorizes the settlement of private claims against the park.

Status: In committee. (Energy and Natural Resources)

> From National Alliance forAnimal Legislation (Legislative Summary, 31 Dec. 1987)

HJL 3378— Yellowstone wolfreintroduction

This bill calls for the reintroduction of the gray wolf into Yellowstone National Park, This
reintroduction, which would be accomplished over three years, is the first phase of the

Northern Rocky Mountain Wolf Recovery Plan.
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Legislative Outlook. Continued

In 1975, representatives of the Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS), the National Park Service
(NFS), and other state and federal authorities established the Northern Rocky Mountain
Wolf Recovery Team to study various methods of reintroducing the wolf into the region. A
comprehensive plan prepared by the group in 1987 was initially supported by the NPS and
later approved by the FWS. Local opposition, however, has prevented the plan from moving
ahead. Supporters of the plan hope that this bill will force the issue to a debate in Congress
and break the deadlock.

Status: In committee.

H.R. 39j S. 1804—ANWR wilderness area

These bills would designate 1.5 million acres of the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge
(ANWR) in Alaska as a wilderness area. This would effectively scuttle plans to drill for a

small oil field that is believed to exist beneath the refuge.

Status: In committee. (Senate hearings held 17 Feb.)

> From National Parks Conservation Association (National Parks magazine^ MarJApr.
1988)

HJL 3803; S. 1967— Tallgrass Prairie National Preserve

These identical bills, introduced last December, would establish a 50,000 acre tallgrass

prairie in the Osage Hills in northeastern Oklahoma. They also recommend that an
additional 50,000 acres of easements surrounding the preserve be purchased.

The tallgrass prairie, which once covered over 400,000 square miles ini 2 states, is the only

major U.S. ecosystem that is not represented in the National Park System. Over 300 species

of birds and 80 mammals inhabit the tallgrass prairie and it serves as a wintering ground
for hawks and a stopping point for migrating waterfowl. Today less than 3% of the tallgrass

prairie’s original expanse remains.

Status: In committee.

> From National Wildlife Federation (Conservation 88, 11 Mar. 1988 and 25 Mar. 1988)

FWS listing changes

Protection approved

Gopher tortoise (western population) Ihreatened
{Gopherus polyphemus)

This large, terrestrial turtle occurs along the coastal plain from S. Carolina through

Florida to southeastern Louisiana. Widespread reductions of its well-drained pine

woodland habitat for urban and agriculture uses have eliminated the tortoise from more
than 80% of its former range. Timber management procedures—such as fire suppression

and clear cutting—threaten much of the remaining habitat. In addition, collecting for food

and the pet trade threatens the remaining population.

Audobon’s crested caracara (Florida population) Threatened
(Polyborus plancus audoboni)

This osprey-sized hawk ranges from Panama through Central America and Mexico to Cuba
and the southwest U.S. There is also an isolated population on the peninsula of Florida.
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Legislative Outlook. Continued

Once common in the central prairie region, the Florida population has declined to an
estimated 500 birds—less than one-third the number existing in 1900. The crested caracara

requires open prairie for hunting with wetland nearby containing scattered cabbage palms
for nesting. Large areas of this habitat have been lost to real estate development, citrus

groves, and other agricultural uses.

Protection proposed

Mexican long-nosed bat
(Leptonycteris nivalis)

Sanborn’s long-nosed bat

(Leptonycteris sanborni)

Leptonycterid bats generally weigh less than one ounce and differ from most other bats in

the U.S. in having an elongated muzzle with a small “leaf’ at the tip. Their tongues,

adapted for feeding from flowers, measure up to three inches in length—nearly as long as

their bodies. These two species are adapted for desert scrub habitat, although in the southern

part of their ranges they also occur at high elevations on wooded mountains. During the day
these bats roost almost exclusively in caves and abandoned mines. Northern populations

apparently migrate southward for the winter and return to the same roosting sites year after

year. Both of these species range from the southwestern U.S. to Central America.

A shallow cave in Big Bend National Park in Texas is the only known remaining roosting

site ofL. nivalis in the U.S. In spite of protection only about 1,000 bats remain at this site, in

contrast to an estimated 10,650 in 1967. Populations in Mexico are also declining.

L. sanborni is now found in only three sites in the U.S.—with very few individuals at each

one. One of these sites. Colossal Cave in Arizona, supported a population of 20,000 in the

1950s. South of Mexico, L. sanborni has not been sen since 1972.

The main factor in these bat’s decline has been habitat destruction. Vandals have been

known to kill large numbers of roosting bats for fun, and nonselective vampire bat control

operations have wiped out entire colonies. Also important to the bat’s survival is a constant

supply of nectar from blooming agave and cacti. Long-nosed bats are important pollinators

of giant saguaro (Cereus giganteus) and organ pipe (C. thurberi) cacti, as well as some
agaves. As the bat populations have declined, so have the cacti, resulting in a downward
spiral for both populations. In northern Mexico, where the bat’s sole food source is agave,

matters are further complicated by the intensive harvesting of agave by “moonshiners” who
brew tequila and other alcoholic drinks from the plants.

Shasta crayfish Endangered
(Pacifastacus fortis)

This species, also known as the placid crayfish, was originally proposed for listing as a

Threatened species in 1977 but the proposal was withdrawn for procedural reasons. Since

that time, however, its numbers have dropped by almost 50% as a result of habitat

degradation and competition from introduced crayfish species.

Shasta crayfish are restricted to a small portion of the Pit River drainage system in Shasta
County in northern California. They require cool, clear, spring-fed lakes, rivers, or

streams where the water maintains a constant, cool temperature year-round. They prefer

areas where aquatic plants are absent and volcanic rubble provides suitable cover.

Because of its specialized habitat requirements, the Shasta crayfish is particularly

vulnerable to habitat degradation. Siltation, which covers the rubble substrate, changes in

water temperature and turbidity, and water pollution not only adversely affect the Shasta
crayfish population, but an many cases actually favor the introduced species. The exotic

crayfish, which are more adaptable and have higher reproductive rates, are expanding
rapidly into the Shasta crayfish’s range.

Endangered

Endangered
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Legislative Outlook. Continued

Tipton kangaroo rat Endangered
(Dipodomys nitratoides nitratoides)

The genus Dipodomys is found mainly in dry, open, scrub and grassland habitat in western

North America. Three Dipodomys species are currently listed by the FWS and several

others—including D.n. nitratiodes— are under consideration.

D. n. nitratoides is currently found only in the Tulane Lake Basin of the San Jaoquin

Valley in south-central California. At one time ranging over 1.7 million acres, by 1985 this

species’ range had been reduced by more than 96%—to 63,400 acres—and much of the

remaining habitat consists of small fragments surrounded by agricultural lands and other

private property. About 10% of the remaining habitat is administered by local, state, or

federal agencies. The public lands support low to moderate populations and are thought to be

relatively secure, but many of the other habitat fragments may be too small to sustain a long-

term population.

> From USFWS (Endangered Species Technical Bulletin, Aug. 1987)

On the Brink of Extinction:

A Ngare Sergoi Update

By
Andy Lodge

Columbus, OH

Dear AAZK Members:

The year of 1987 was a very successful one in

to raise money for Anna Merz's Ngare Serge

Sanctuary. On behalf of Anna and myself, tl

you who made contributions and who purcha
other items we sold as fundraisers.

Additionally, thanks to the following who supported our efforts in a variety of ways: Zoo

Atlanta, Metro Miami, Lincoln Park Zoo, Kansas City Zoo, Topeka Zoo, Pittsburgh Zoo,

Turtle Back Zoo, Staten Island Zoo, Metro Toronto Zoo, Detroit Zoo, Akron Zoo,

Washington Park Zoo, Indianapolis Zoo, Cleveland Zoo Docents, Fort Wa3aie Children's

Zoo, North Carolina Zoological Park, and the Columbus Zoo staff, docents, volunteers and
the American Association of Zoo Keepers.

I've just spent two months with Anna this year and the sanctuary is a success. Two more
calves have been born this year, but she still is in need of financial support. She informed

me it's the American Zookeepers who have been her largest means of this financial

support for which she is most grateful.

I hope I can count on all of you in AAZK to continue to help me help Anna and her rhinos

in this most important conservation effort. If you would like me to come to your zoo and
give a presentation on Anna and her efforts, please contact me at the Columbus Zoo, phone

(614) 766-3413 or at the following address: Ngare Sergoi Support Group, P.O. Box 29503,

Columbus, OH 43229 for details. Thanks again for your support.

Keeper, Columbus Zoo
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STOP
spending your valuable time

improvising animal handling and capture equipment.

LOOK
no further.

Request copies of our catalogs and data sheets today!

I’ll be happy to

LISTEN
to your requirements for specialized equipment and make
recommendations based on my 20 years of experience

in equipment design.

CALL
RICHARD FUHRMAN

(713) 470-8397 10:00-6:00 Central Time

FUHRMAN DIVERSIFIED EQUIPMENT is presently used by more than

250 zoos and aquariums, 150 universities, and 200 other institutions on
all seven continents.

Catalogs and data sheets are available for the following equipment:

Flexi-Nets: Hoop Stik, Penta Net, Net Stik*, Net Stik QC*. Flexi-Net HD, Q-Net Field

Capture Net System**; Blue Sky Aerial Bird Net**; Cast Nets; Throw Nets; Drop Nets;

Barrier Nets; Web Devices ultra heavy duty webbing, nets and slings to 90 tons.

Furmont Reptile Equipment: Stump Rippers, Sexing Probes, Hiding Boxes, Mini Hooks,

Cage Hooks, Field Hooks, Boa Hooks, Reptile Bag Stik*, Sup-R-Bags, Whitco Plus

Reptile Tongs; Porta-Cages, Elapid Envenomation Kits(EEK).

Other Capture, Handling, Restraint and Safety Equipment: Tri-Noose releasing

Nooses; Snarem Plus attached nooses; Control Pole push poles; Elephant Hooks;

Simmons Pole Syringe, Blow Gun and M5 Variable Range Dart Gun; Tru-Catch

Restraint Module; Whitco Plus Cat Grasper; Sup-R-Gauntlets Elkhide Gauntlets;

Immersible Remote Telescope (Periscope/Hydroscope); Sup-R-Stretcher; Emergency
Radio Actuated Alarm System; Streamlight Rechargeable Quartz-Halogen and Minia-

ture Handlights to One Million Candlepower; Tactical, Rescue and Emergency
Searchlight Systems; Self-Contained Radio Actuated Spotlight System; Radio Actuated

Switch System; Radio Actuated Power Source; Radio Actuated Mechanical System;

and more qqII Write Today

‘Patent Pending.

I3i
(7131 470-8397

Fuhrman Diversified, Inc.
905 F SOUTH 8th STREET / LA PORTE, TEXAS 77571 /

*U. S. Patent 3872834



Chapter
News

San Diego AAZK Chapter

The San Diego Chapter, made up of

members from the San Diego Zoo, Wild
Animal Park and Sea World, recently-

held elections for their Board of
Directors. Returning for another two-
year term are: Heidi Ensley (Treasurer,

Animal Chit Chat [Zoo]), and Terri
Schuerman (Secretary, Wildlife
Workshop [WAP]).

New Board members are:

Jack Crayon, Mammals (WAP)
Guy Litchty, President, Mammals (Zoo)

Craig Racicot, Photo Lab
Red Thomas, Secretary, Mammals (Zoo)

Valerie Thompson. Mammals (Zoo)

—from The Keeper Newsletter

LQS..Ang€lgS Zgp AAZK Chapter

Newly elected officers of this chapter
are:

President Kathy Nevins
Vice Pres Marilyn Fackler-Gray
Secretary Carole Camiaux
Treasurer Jeri Marten
Chapter Liaison Kim Brinkley

Greenville Zoo AAZK Chanter

Newly elected officers of this South
Carolina chapter are:

Co-Presidents Vicki Roth-Pitts and
Jami Steele

Secretary Karen Stem
Treasurer Kelly Lazams
Chapter Liaison Shelia M, Green

After presenting our "Exotic Pets"
brochure to the Friends of the Zoo
board, they made a $200 donation
towards printing costs. At this time
other endorsements are being sought
and production should be in full swing
in about a month.

—Shelia M. Green
Chapter Liaison

St. Louis Zoological Park AAZK Chanter

AAZK National would like to welcome
the St. Louis Chapter. The recently
chartered chapter's officers are:

President Joseph Knobbe
Vice Pres.....Ann Silveri

Secretary.....Alyce N. Wilkins
Treasurer Frank J. Fischer
Chapter Liaison...Frank J. Fischer

Metro Toronto Zoo A^K Chapter

On 24 Febmary, the Chapter held a wine
and cheese party for anyone who wished
to attend. It proved to be a successful
evening with over 30 people in
attendance. We showed the "Feeds and
Feeding" videotape, looked at pictures
from past conferences and talked about
ongoing projects so that people could
familiarize themselves with the AAZK.

On 25 February, we held the judging for

the Photo Contest. In all. we received
over 70 entries. The best in show winner
was a slide of a giraffe taken in Africa.

The winner. Patsy Vandenbussche,
received a print done by Albert Casson
valued at over $700. The print was
donated by Kodak.

Our monthly meeting in March was very
interesting and informative. The guest
speaker. Kip Parker, was once a keeper
at our zoo but now heads the Wildlife

Rehabilitation Center in Toronto. It is

amazing how many injured wild
animals are brought to this center in a
year.

Congratulations to Karen Mottram,
Oliver Claffey and Harry Hofauer.
Karen and Ollie were the two keepers
chosen to work with the koalas when
they arrive this summer. They will go to

San Diego for two weeks to familiarize

themselves with the koalas and then
return home with them. A San Diego
keeper will accompany the koalas for

their two-month visit. Harry will take

this keeper's place in San Diego.

On a sadder note, we would like to

express our grief on the loss of a fellow

keeper. Brian Coady was with the zoo
for 14 years. He died after a lengthy

illness.

—Heidi Manicki
Chapter Liaison
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Chapter News. Continued

The Audubon Zoo AAZK Chapter

The Audubon Zoo AAZK Chapter is

fortunate to have any money collected

from the zoo's moats given to the
chapter treasury. For the most part, it is

unnecessary to have any fund-raising
projects. The money helps keepers
attend conferences and also assist with
tuition when they take classes. A sum of

$200 was used to buy books from a list

compiled by keepers. Also this year, we
contributed $150.00 to Zoo Zen , an
Indian publication, to help publish a
pangolin paper written by our
Children's Zoo curator, Reg Hoyt. A sum
of $300 was given to Rose-Marie Gnan's
Bahaman Parrot Project. And our
Friends of the Zoo organization has
matched our contributions to The
Nature Conservancy, Wildlife
Preservation Trust, and The Center for

Plant Conservation.

Our recent projects included planning
Conservation Awareness Week. This
was in coordination with National
Wildlife Week. AAZK members made a
banner for the front of the zoo and
helped man several booths on
conservation and recycling.

We also have been given space in the
zoo's magazine. At The Zoo . AAZK
members write articles on various
topics concerning zookeeping. The
magazine is published quarterly.

—Carolyn Kennedy
Chapter Liaison

North Carolina Chapter AAZK

In March, the Chapter donated copies of

AAZK publications, "Biological Values
for Selected Mammals" and "Zoonotic
Diseases" to each institution of

participating members (Duke Primate
Center, Natural Science Center of

Greensboro, and North Carolina
Zoological Park).

On 18 March, a fund-raiser selling pizza

by the slice was held at the North
Carolina Zoological Park and raised

$82.65. Ten pizzas were donated by
Dominos of Asheboro and all were sold

within 10 minutes. Many thanks to

Dominos for their generosity and
support.

As of April, the North Carolina Chapter
has completed its first year as an AAZK
Chapter. It has been a very successful

and rewarding year and the members
look forward to many more! At the
April meeting, officers elected for the
next year include:

President.. ...Chris Garland
Vice Pres Lewis Greene
Secretary Lucy Segerson
Treasurer Ruby Ange
Chapter Liaison.....Debbie Burke

The Chapter decided to meet every
month instead of every other month,
alternating business meetings and
programs.

—Lucy Segerson
Chapter Secretary

Cheyenne Mountain AAZK Chanter

We have a newly elected Newsletter
Editor, Elizabeth L. Martin.

Also, the Chapter is proud to announce
that our very first lecture was held on 12
May. Our guest speaker was John A.

Murray. Mr. Murray teaches in the
English Department at the University of

Denver. He is the author of five

nonfiction nature books and his speech
centered around his book: Wildlife in

Peril: The Endangered Mammals of
Colorado .

—Nanette Bragin
Chapter Liaison

Greater San Francisco Bav Area Chanter

The GSFBA Chapter of AAZK has
initiated a program this year called ESP
- Ecosystem Survival Plan.. We are
actively raising funds towards the
purchase of critical habitat in
cooperation with organizations like The
Nature Conservancy, Conservation
International and the World Wildlife

Fund.

For our first project in the ESP, our
Chapter chose the Guanacaste National
Park in Costa Rica. We chose this area
because there is less than 2% of tropical

dry rain forest left in the world and only
.09% is protected. Guanacaste National
Park, comprising 295 square miles, will

become the largest protected area in

Costa Rica. The project is unique in that

damaged habitat will be restored
encouraging tree invasion through seeds
dispersed by animals and the wind and
with a little help from the people of

Costa Rica. Once complete, this
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Chapter News. Continued

national park will preserve, protect, and
save 30,000 species of insects, 500 birds,

3000 plants, 100 mammals and 200
reptiles and amphibians.

The GSFBA Chapter has essentially

adopted Guanacaste National Park and
is committed to preserving the
biological diversity found there. We
have designated $600 in funds raised
through the Chapter's membership for

ESP and an additional $800 has just

been donated as a result of an article in

the chapter newsletter.

Our Chapter has come up with a
fundraising concept which is the

installation of an interactive exhibit

located inside each zoo. We will

transform a normal parking meter into

a conservation tool, with an
accompanying graphic that says "GiVE
YOUR CHANGE TO MAKE A CHANGE"
and at the same time tell the public

about ESP and how saving habitat will

save wildlife. Presently the San
Francisco Zoo, San Jose Zoo, Oakland
Zoo, Micke Grove Zoo and the

Sacramento Zoo have already agreed to

the installation of these meters. 100%
of these funds will go directly to the

purchase of habitat in Costa Rica.

—Norman Gershenz and
Leslie Saul in GSFBA Chapter

Newsletter, March 1988

9

Keeper's Alert

A keeper at the London Zoo has written to the Staff Exchange Team to request information

on exchanging with a Stateside keeper. Those interested in going on an exchange to

London should write to: Richard Veal, Clore Pavilion, London Zoo, Regents' Park, London
NWl 4RY, England.

A remarkable account of life in an experimental chimpanzee colony will be shown on The
Discovery Channel on Sunday, 26 June from 9-10 p.m. (EST). Unveiling the

inventiveness and complex social behavior of one of man’s closest relatives, this special

presentation salutes the existence of this fascinating group’s 26 members. The chimp
society, established 17 years ago in Burgers' Zoo in Holland, is the largest group ever

assembled by scientists. The moat-enclosed environment enables members of both the

public and scientific community to observe the chimps. The program is entitled "The

Family of Chimps". Please consult your local cable listings for exact time in your area.

Publication Available

The Proceedings of a Double Symposium organized jointly by the Association of British

Wild Animal Keepers and the Marwell Zoological Society are being offered for sale. The
Symposium concentrated on ungulates and included in the proceedings are papers on: The
Zoology of the Perissodactyla, Conservation, Surveys and Studbooks, Captive Management
of the Malayan Tapir, The Captive Management of Rhinoceros, The Captive Management
of Equidae, The Zoology of Artiodactyls, The Management of Barirusa, The Common
Hippopotamus, Camels and Their Relatives, Management of Giraffe, The Captive

Management of Antelope, The North American Bison, Atriodactyla: Strategies for Future

Captive Breeding, and Veterinary Aspects of Dealing with Antelope.

Copies are available from the Marwell Zoological Society, 61 Belmont Road, Portswood,

Southampton, S02 IGD, England. Cost is £4,50 (overseas rate, surface mail) each.

Payments must be made in Sterling and made payable to the "Marwell Zoological

Society". Consult the international desk at your local bank for exchange rates.
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Follow The Yellow Brick Road
(Another article in the continuing saga

of conference fundraising)

By

Ed Hansen, Keeper
Reid Park Zoo/Tucson AAZK Chapter

Tucson, AZ

You can always spot a keeper from the Tucson AAZK Chapter around the first of every

month by the black grit under their fingernails and the peculiar way we walk and hold our

knees at the same time.

In a continuing effort to fundraise for the National Conference to be held in Tucson this

September 11-15, the Tucson Chapter/AAZK has contracted with the Tucson Zoological

Society to polish and maintain the 150 or so brass plaques set in ceramic tile that form the

"Yellow Brick Road" at the Reid Park Zoo. The plaques are purchased by the public and/or

corporate donors for $1000.00 and anything you wish to say may be engraved upon the

plaque. Let 8-10 zookeepers drink beer for two hours in 100 degree heat and they can come
up with very graphic limericks and physically impossible acts that they would like to see

inscribed on the blank plaques.

On the first Thursday of every month, rain or shine, hot or mildly cool (cold?), the keepers

of the mighty Tucson AAZK Chapter gather to enthusiastically polish our tiny brains out.

Remember excuses that you used in junior high to escape test taking - keepers are using

them all again. One keeper even tried to skip a cleaning once, saying he had to be with his

wife to assist in the home delivery of their baby. (The keepers voted that he had to do his

share the next day). Armed with our trusty polishing compound, rags and favorite

beverage, we assume "the position". Try this: build a fire in your barbecue, get a good base

of coals glowing red hot, put the grill on over the coals, then kneel on that for two hours.

This is akin to sliding around on concrete in the cozy July heat common to the Arizona

desert. About the time your knees really start to ache, you put both hands on the ground to

relieve the pressure. Quick, which hurts worse, sore knees or blistered palms? This,

coupled with using an abrasive "Ajax-like" cleaner tends to make the hands real tender

for a few days. All keepers make sure that their dental records are up to date, for if we die,

they could never identify us. We have no fingerprints, they wore off months ago.

Not only do we spit and polish, we also install newly engraved tiles and old tiles that have
popped loose. Patrons at the Reid Park Zoo are fond of wielding the 6" x 6" brass plaques

like the character "Odd Job" from the James Bond movies. The rhinos are under constant

threat of attack. After testing numerous glues, we came upon an epoxy compound used by
the Street Dept, to affix reflectors to the road. You know, reflectors that cause those

annoying jolts when you change lanes, but lets the drunks drive by braille?

The strange thing about epoxy is, when mixed, a chemical reaction causes the glue to reach

a temperature that is probably comparable to a small nuclear explosion. Take it from the

person who held the metal mixing bowls while the meltdown occurred. It also smells like

burning radial tires and turns to granite in a hummingbird's heartbeat. The first batch
was a learning experience. Things went smoothly after that - teamwork. One mixed, one
smeared, one placed and pressed, one cleaned the residual glop. The Tucson PiAZK
Chapter, what a team! Then I glued my fingers together.

See what we are going through to raise funds to present a professional conference. Come to

Tucson, meet the crazy, dedicated people of the Tucson Chapter. And when you visit Reid
Park Zoo, no spitting on the Yellow Brick Road. The keepers wouldn't appreciate it, this is

a small joy reserved only for us.
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Angel-Wing in Waterfowl

By

Mike Taylor, Keeper
White Oak Plantation

Yulee, FL

Angel-wing has been described as heeled-over wing, slipped wing, crooked-wing, rotating-

wing, tilt-wing, sword-wing, spear-wing, reversed-wing and twisted-wing to name a few
(Kear 1973). This condition occurs when the tip of the wing twists outward in young birds.

The technical description of angel-wing is the outward rotation of the metacarpals caused
by the bone being too soft to support the great weight of the primary blood feathers (Fowler
1986). If the wing is left in this position, it will be permanently disfigured (Todd 1979).

This is unsightly but does not seem to be harmful to the health of the bird.

There are several suggested causes of angel-wing. Some environmental influences may
be brooding at high temperatures; overcrowding in brooder; shipping in small boxes at a

day old; and artificial hatching in incubators (Kear 1973). Another suggestion is that

angel-wing is the result of a genetic defect (Sheraw 1975). These are probably the least

likely reasons. The absence of an undetermined trace mineral in the diet is also thought to

cause this condition (Luttman 1978). The probable cause with the most credence though is

diet too high in protein.

The condition nearly always occurs in captive tropical and temperate waterfowl. In the

wild, the birds grow slowly and take longer to develop their bone structure and feather out.

In captivity when these birds are raised on a typical high protein diet they grow much more
rapidly. This likely causes stress on the bones resulting in the angel-wing condition. In

contrast, arctic birds, in which this condition does not show, naturally grow faster in order

to migrate before winter sets in. The only birds in the wild that have this condition are the

flocks that are supplemented by man. Angel-wing also occurs more often in males and the

larger birds of a brood because these birds naturally grow and fledge faster (Kear 1973).

These statements indicate that a diet too high in protein may be the cause of angel-wing.

A good preventative measure would be to feed tropical and temperate waterfowl a high fiber,

low protein diet. A feed with 15-18% protein is a good diet (Kear 1973, Fowler 1986), with the

more tropical birds being fed the lower percent protein. If the wings of the young birds start

to twist outward, extra lettuce or cut-up greens need to be provided. This will give an
increase in fiber and cut down on the bird’s protein intake which may prevent the wing
from twisting out, but this is not always the case. If the low protein diet does not work it has

been suggested that one might try pulling out the offending flight feathers at the earliest

opportunity, to help them grown back correctly. Another alternative is to amputate or

pinion the twisted wing once the feathers are fully grown.

However, the best corrective measure is to tape the wing into a naturally folded position

until the bone structure can support the wing (Todd 1979), It is the opinion of some that this

is a difficult procedure. One problem is that the adhesive tape sticks to the feathers and
causes too much damage when removed. The answer to that problem is the use of Vetrap®
Bandaging Tape. Vetrap® does not stick to the wing or feathers, but only to itself. It is not-

bulky and does not hold water as much as gauze will. Vetrap® is put out by Animal Care

Products/3M and can be purchased from a local tack store, your veterinarian or possibly

from your feed store.

To tape the wing use a two-inch strip of Vetrap®, wrapped once around the last two sections

of the wing (Fig. 1, first wrap). Make sure the blood feathers are folded under the coverts.

This holds the folded wing in the proper position and also allows the blood feathers freedom

to grow. Do not stretch the Vetrap® too tightly. Keep an eye on the wing in case it starts to

swell and if so, remove tape immediately. It may take a few tries to get it right. The
Vetrap® package has instructions that may be helpful.
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Angel-Win^ in Waterfowl. Continued

The second wrap goes around the humerus with another strip of Vetrap® (Fig, 1, second

wrap). This wrap is to keep the first wrap from sliding off the end of the wing. The second

wrap does not have to go all the way around the wing, but make sure the ends are pressed

firmly against the first wrap. Finally, use a one-inch strip of adhesive tape to wrap around
the Vetrap® (Fig. 2). The adhesive tape should be secure all the way around the Vetrap®,
with the ends overlapping. Keep the adhesive tape on the Vetrap® so that no feathers will

get stuck to it. The adhesive tape prevents the Vetrap® from coming loose in the water. The
Vetrap® should be left on for about ten days. It it is removed too soon the wing may still

twist. When kept with other birds, there may be some aggression towards the taped bird.

Second Wrap

Coverts

Primaries

FirstWrap

Figure 1: Outline ofVetrap®

Adhesive Tape

Vetrap®

Figure 2; CompletedWrap

Although there is no clear-cut proof, the evidence suggests that angel-wing is caused by

diets too high in protein. The fact that it only occurs in tropical and temperate birds in

collections, and only in wild birds supplemented by man, supports this. So, if possible, the

different types of waterfowl should be fed appropriate diets, especially the young birds. The
total protein level should be kept between 15-18% with plenty of cut greens or lettuce provided

to ensure proper growing rates for young waterfowl. This diet should help prevent angel-

wing but it still may occur. It it does, following the above taping procedure may prevent

angel-wing from permanently disfiguring any birds.
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Koalas On The Move

Three koalas from San Diego became the first of their species to take up permanent
residence in a U.S. zoo outside California when the marsupial trio and two zookeepers flew

to Miami in early March.

Koobor, Sydney and Mueseli jet-setted to a new koala exhibit at the Miami Metrozoo. The
koalas were quarantined in an off-exhibit area until the public opening of the Miami koala

facility in late April. Besides the San Diego Zoo and Wild Animal Park, only San
Francisco and Los Angeles zoos currently house koalas.

A koala baby boom at the San Diego Zoo has crowded the zoo's koala house beyond its

intended capacity. Some 21 koalas( 8.13) now reside at the Zoo in a facility built for less

than half as many, but remodeled and expanded to accommodate the growing population.

Three koala babies currently cling to mothers' backs in the Zoo koala building. The Wild
Animal Park houses an additional five koalas (1.4).

Koobor, a nine-year-old male, will start the East Coast koala colony with the help of two-

year-old Sydney and three-year-old Mueseli (both females). Koobor and Mueseli were
born at the Zoo and Sydney was born at SDWAP.

Koalas are picky eaters, dining exclusively on a few choice varieties of eucalyptus leaves

and flowers. San Diego Zoo browse specialist Danny Simpson flew to Miami to approve

eucalyptus grown for koala food on the Miami Metrozoo grounds.

The Metrozoo koala exhibit will feature outdoor displays with indoor holding facilities,

patterned after the San Diego Zoo enclosure. Miami Metrozoo keeper Linda Owen spent two

weeks in San Diego learning to care for the koalas. San Diego's senior koala keeper

Valerie Thompson accompanied the koalas to Miami and stayed there two weeks to help

establish the koala care regimen.

The San Diego Zoo will be sending koalas to permanent homes at Chicago’s Lincoln Park
Zoo and the San Antonio Zoo in September if the locations can guarantee a suitable supply of

eucalyptus for the koalas' diet.

The San Diego Zoo was the first zoo outside Australia to exhibit koalas, displaying a pair in

the late 1920s and a continuous colony since the 1950s. The koala was on the endangered

species list at one time, but has since made a comeback in the eucalyptus forests of

Australia.
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The Eclectic Animal Keeper

By
Kevin T. Patton, Ph.D.
Dept, of Life Science

St Charles County Community College
St Charles, MO

According to Webster’s Dictionary, the term eclectic can be applied to any professional

who regularly "chooses from various systems, doctrines, or sources". The eclectic

animal keeper is, it would seem, the ideal for members of the American Association of

Zoo Keepers, Choosing the best husbandry techniques, research findings, diets,

therapeutic treatments, and behavioral stimulants from a variety of sources makes for a

high-powered program of captive animal management. The AAZK seems to promote the

eclectic approach in its policies and practices, which can only help the profession of wild

animal keeping.

For some reason though, many individual zoo professionals seem to develop a rather

provincial attitude regarding the identification of sources useful to the modern keeper.

This attitude is reflected in the practices of our own chapters. For instance, my local

chapter holds its regular meetings in the keepers' lunchroom at the local metropolitan zoo

during the regular lunchtime of keepers of that zoo. Such a practice weakens the eclectic

nature of our organization in two ways: it prevents non-zoo employees from attending,

and it tends to cater to keepers who don't have enough interest in the organization to

attend a meeting outside of business hours. Another deviation from the eclectic ideal that

is illustrated by my chapter is its failure to recruit from animal keepers not employed by
the municipal zoo. At least a dozen institutions in the immediate vicinity are staffed by
keepers of captive wild animals. Yet none, to my knowledge, have been approached by
our chapter and invited to join AAZK

I am afraid that we are missing the contributions of animal professionals from outside

the realm of the public zoo and are missing opportunities to positively impact the practice

of wild animal keeping in those "outside" arenas. Lest I be accused of pointing out a

problem without offering viable solutions, let me offer a few practical suggestions for

local chapters:

1. Mail an informative letter describing AAZK's activities and goals to non-zoo animal

keepers in your area; include an invitation to join your chapter. Look for these keepers

at: wildlife parks, conservation projects, park districts, private collections, theme parks,

circuses, animal talent agencies, research facilities, colleges/universities (faculty AND
students), breeding farms, oceanariums. I daresay that most chapters could easily

double their size and triple their effectiveness by implementing such a plan this year.

2. Next time there is a circus in town, ask one of the wild animal attendants or trainers to

share his/her practices with you and you share yours with them. Elephant people have

been doing this for years, and have recently established an organization to facilitate such

exchanges.
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Viewpoint. Continued

3. Invite professors/students of local colleges to share their research in light of how it can

contribute to the animal keeping profession. Perhaps continuing education projects can

be developed.

4. Invite pet dealers with experience in keeping/breeding rare fish, birds, mammals and
reptiles to a meeting/workshop. Members of local herpetology clubs, birding

associations, and fish breeding groups may also respond to such an invitation.

5. Assess your chapter’s policies and practices in light of the possible exclusion of non-zoo

employees. Also, a self-evaluation of attitude may be beneficial.

6. Explore ways of encouraging participation of retired animal keepers in your area.

There is a lot to be learned from these folks, and they will appreciate the opportunity to

remain actively involved in the field.

The AAZK has advanced the profession of wild animal keeping in many ways and in a

very short time. In this new year, let's make a resolution to enhance the eclectic nature of

our search for excellence. No one of us has all the answers. Why not throw everything

together, and choose only the best?

AAZK Welcomes New Professional Members

Deborah Shea, Science Museum of Connecticut

Nancy H. Stengal, Ross Park Zoo (NY)
Gary Marine,Salisbury Zoo (MD)
Jane R. David, Virginia Zoo
John M. Pugh, Animal Park, Inc, (FL)

Andrea DeMuth, Busch Gardens (FL)

Michelle Herman, Jacksonville Zoo (FL)

Debra Copeland, Cleveland Metroparks Zoo (OH)
Margaret Borg, Ft. Wayne Children’s Zoo (IN)

Kristine Powell, Ft. Wayne Children’s Zoo (IN)

Kristen Lesiak, Ft. Wayne Children’s Zoo (IN)

Marian Powers, Ft. Wayne Children’s Zoo (IN)

Michael Poelvoorde, Naini Zool. Preserve (IL)

Tracy Lynn Poelvoorde, Naimi Zoo. Preserve (IL)

Michael Mahoney, Prescott Animal Prk. (AZ)

Ellen Leach, Woodland Park Zoo (WA)
Diane Yoshimi, Woodland Park Zoo (WA)

David Hunsinger, Exotic Feline Breeding Compound (CA)

JoAnn Anderson, Exotic Feline Breeding Compound (CA)

George Criscione, Beardsley Zoo (CT)

Jennifer Arthur, Salisbury Zoo (MD)
Carolyn Emerick, National Zoo (DC)

Jami Steele, Greenville Zoo (SC)

David Tetzlaff, Jungle Larry’s (FL)

Mark L. Booth, Indianapolis Zoo (IN)

Linda M. Bell, Detroit Zoo (MI)

Edward Laird, Brookfield Zoo (IL)

Wayne Bradley, Lincoln Park (IL)

Mike Coffelt, Wilderness Safari (MO)
David Behrends, Great Plains Zoo (SD)

Lois Johannes, Los Angeles Zoo (CA)

Deanna Herfel, San Diego WAP (CA)

Susan Arbuthnot, Honolulu Zoo (HI)

Dinah Wilson, Sacramento Zoo (CA)

C.A. Guthrie, Metro Toronto Zoo (CAN)
Karyn Tunwell, Metro Toronto Zoo

New Contributing Members

Friends of the Zoo, Inc., Virginia Zoological Park El Paso Zoological Society, El Paso, TX
Valley Zoo, Edmonton, Alberta, Canada
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Food and Feeding Regimen of Hand-Reared
Dhole Pups (Cuon alpinus)

By
A.V. Gopalakrishnan, R. Thinithalinathan

and S. Paulrqj

Arignar Anna Zoological Park,

Madras, India

Hand-rearing wild dog (Dhole) pups is a difficult task. No detailed hand-rearing record is

available on wild dog pups. Gewalt (1978) gives a brief account of hand-rearing. Stress

and enteritis were the major problems which ultimately caused death during the hand-

rearing process. Our method of hand-rearing the dhole pups {Cuon alpinus) will give a

clear idea of the problems faced in hand-rearing.

The Arignar Anna Zoological Park acquired eight, five-week-old pups from the wild for

captive rearing. They were housed in a rectangular cage (8’ x 5.5' x 5.5') covered with

weldwire mesh. A pair of animals was housed in each such cage. In the beginning each

animal was fed 500 gms of beef per day from the date of capture. Though the animals were

active, they were highly restless in the new surroundings and highly timid. Even the

presence of animal keepers made them agitated.

The pups were kept off-exhibit and were approached only for feeding and treatment. This

helped to reduce the stress on the pups caused by the presence ofhumans. In the first week of

March, 1985, three of them developed acute enteritis, and to prevent recurrence of the enteric

symptoms, the feed for these animals was changed to 300 gms of goat meat which had been

washed in boiling water for five minutes and supplemented with Vidaylin® drops. From
the second week of March, as the animals grew, the quantity of food was gradually

increased by 50 gms per week from the age of 10 weeks. From the age of 13 weeks onward,

each of them was given 450 gms of mutton per day. To make the animals acclimatize to the

increased quantity of food, it was divided into two equal parts and fed morning and
evening. Once it was established at the age of 16 weeks that the animals were able to utilize

the full quantity of feed given them without any side effects, they were fed 300 gms of goat's

meat and 150 gms of beef in two sessions. From the 17th week onwards and up to the 22nd
week, the goat meat was gradually replaced by beef, by reducing 50 gms of mutton and
increasing 50 gms of beef every week so that the animals were finally consuming 450 gms
of beef daily.

Once the animals started consuming 450 gms of beef per day in two equally divided

portions without showing any ill effects, the ration was increased to 500 gms of beef per day,

again in equal portions of 250 gms, from the 24th week onward. From the 26th week
onwards the morning feed was increased by 50 gms and the evening feed correspondingly

decreased by 50 gms of beef every week. This process of increasing 50 gms of beef in the

morning feed and decreasing 50 gms of beef in the afternoon feed was continued to the 30th

week of age, when the full quantity of 500 gms was restored to the animals' morning feed.

The total feed was increased to 550 gms and 600 gms from the 30th and 35th weeks
respectively. During the period of this 35 weeks, it was observed that the gradual increase

of feed at regular intervals of one week had shown no undue stress on the gastrointestinal

tract of these animals and that they were able to adjust to this gradual change. As of

December of 1987, the dogs are two years, 10 months old, and each one is fed with 750 gms of

beef every day and the animals are quite active and free from any disease.

yetmnarv Froblems

During the course of rearing these animals, the major veterinary problem encountered was
enteritis. Of the total eight animals, five male and three female, three males and two
females died between seven and eight weeks of age and within two to three weeks of
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Food and Feeding Regimen of Hand-reared Dhole Puds. Continued

acquisition. In all the cases acute gastroenteritis and gastrointestinal ulcers were
predominant necropsy findings. From the 8th week onwards the remaining animals, 2.1,

exhibited symptoms of mild gastroenteritis. They were treated with Furozone with Kaolin

and Pectin to which they responded favorably. By the end of the 12th week, the remaining

animals showed no signs of gastroenteritis.

Prophylactic vaccination against distemper, hepatitis and leptospirosis were carried out

with Candur-DHL vaccine at the age of eight week on five of the pups. But handling and
treatment stresses faced by the pups were so great that all five pups treated against

distemper died within a few days. The three animals that ultimately survived were not

given any vaccination. Routine fecal examination revealed the presence of Ancylostome

ova during the 29th week and this was successfully treated using Idibend.

Feed supplementation included Vidaylin-M® drops from the 5th-12th week; Ostocalcium

with Vitamin-D and B-12 syrups from the 13th-21st week; Liv 52 tablets from the 22nd-30th

week, and again ostocalcium with Vit-D and B-12 from the 31st-35th weeks.

Our experience in hand-rearing of Dhole pups reveals the following:

1. The major problems encountered in the hand-rearing of Dhole pups were
stress and enteritis.

2. Human presence and handling causes great stress to the animals.

3. Phased increase of diet initially with mutton and later with beef has allowed

these animals to make the necessary digestive system adjustment. This

has eliminated the gastrointestinal problems.

Products mentioned in the text;

1) Furoxone: Suspension of Furazolidone, Pectin and Kaolin; Eskaycf Pharmaceuticals,

Bangalore, India.

2) Ostocalcium B-12 syrup: Suspension of calcium with Vitamin D and B-12.

3) Liv 52 Tablets: The Himilaya Drug Co., Bombay, India.

4) Candur DHL - Vaccine: Behringwerke - AG, Marburg, West Germany.
5) Idibend (Mebenedazole Tablets): Indian Drugs and Pharmaceuticals Limited,

Bombay, India.

References;

Gewalt, W. 1978. Some remarks on keeping and breeding the Red Dog or dhole Cuon
alpinus at Duisburg Zoo. Int. Zoo Yr. Bk. 18:173-176.
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The second author wishes to express his thanks to Dr. E. Chellapah, Veterinary Officer of

this zoological park for his valuable suggestions. The authors wish to express their sincere

thanks to Shri S. Subbarayalu Naidu, Governing Board members of this Zoological Park.
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AAZK Regional Coordinators

Co-Directors of Re^onaLHoordinator System

States East of Mississippi - Diane Krug, Rt. 1, Box 273, Hilliard, FL 32097 (904) 225-9559 [work]

(904) 845-4279 [home]

States West of Mississippi - Debbera Stecher, Woodland Park Zoo, 5500 Phinney Ave., North, Seatde, WA
98103. (206) 625-5402 [work] (206) 745-8198 [home]

REGIONAL COORDINATORS

John Linehan, Franklin Park Zoo, Boston, MA 02021 (617) 442-7646 [w]

for the states of ME, VT, NH, MA, RI, CT
Peter Buchholz, Bronx Zoo, New York, NY 10460 (212) 220-5154 [w] (718) 229-771 1 [h]

for the states of NY, V

A

Denise Robinson, Philadelphia Zoo, Philadelphia, PA 19014

for the states of PA, DE, NJ, MD and the District of Columbia

Linda Anstandig, Detroit Zoological Park, Detroit, MI
for the states of MI, IN, KY, and OH

Chris Garland, North Carolina Zoological Park, Asheboro, NC
for the states of NC,SC,TN, and W. VA

Larry Sammarco, Lincoln Park Zoo, Chicago, IL 60614 (312) 294-4660 [w]

for the states of WI, IL, MO, MN, and lA

Tim Kurkowski, Zoo Atlanta, Atlanta, GA 30315 (404) 624-5600 [w] (404) 292-6314 [h]

for the states of GA, AR and AL
Marcelle Guidry, Greater Baton Rouge Zoo, Baker, LA 70714 (504) 775-3877 [w] (504) 388-9392 [h]

for the states of LA and MS
Vikki Bohnert, 2264 Winkler Ave., B-11, Ft. Myers, FL 33901

for the state of Florida

John R. Turner, Denver Zoo, Denver, CO 80205

for the states of CO, NM, and TX
Steve Tigges, Tulsa Zoological Park, Tulsa, OK 74115

for the states of OK, NE, KS, ND, and SD
Laurence Gledhill, Woodland Park Zoo, Seattle, WA 98103 (206) 625-5497 [w]

for the states of WA, OR, ID, MT, WY and AK
Art Goodrich, San Diego Zoo, San Diego, CA 921 12

for the states of CA, NV, UT and AZ
Honolulu AAZK Chapter (Dan Vitiello, Pres.) (808) 923-4772 [w]

for the Hawaiian Islands

VACANCY for the Province of Ontario, Canada

Bob Dcbets, Assiniboine Park Zoo, 2355 Corydon Ave., Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada R3P OR5
for the Province of Manitoba, Canada (204) 489-3893 [h]

Marcia Rasmussen, Calgary Zoo, P.O. Box 3036, Stn. B., Calgary, Alberta, Canada T2M 4R8

for the Provinces of Alberta and British Columbia, Canada (403) 235- 5461 [h]

AAZK would like to announce that Nevile Pike has resigned as RC for the Province of

Ontario. We thank him for his hard work on behalf of the RC System. A vacancy

now exists for the Province of Ontario. If you are interested in filling this position,

please contact one of the RC Co-Directors.

Need membership information? Want to learn more about AAZK or start a chapter or

become more active - then call your RC! They will be glad to assist you with any

information you need about AAZK.
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Institutions wishing to advertise employment opportunities are asked to send pertinent

data by the 15th of each month to: Opportunity Knocks IAKR, 635 Gage Blvd., Topeka, KS
66606. Please include closing dates for positions available. There is no charge for this

service and phone-in listings of positions which become available close to deadline are

accepted.

ZOOKEEPER ...Tec(mres two years of experience in the care and maintenance of zoo

specimens. Responsible for daily animal care; preparation of special foods and diets;

exhibit maintenance; and maintaining records at the Woodland Park Zoo. Salary $9.98-

$11.61 per hour, plus benefits. Submit resume no later than 26 May 1988 to: S. Bergstrand,

City of Seattle Personnel Dept., 446 Dexter Horton Building, 710 Second Ave., Seattle, WA
98104 (206) 684-7972.

KEEPER INTERNSHIPS...ten-'Neek internships during summer of 1988

(dates flexible). Stipend of $600 provided by the Friends of the Salisbury

Zoo. Written inquiries only. Those interested should provide the names
of three references and apply in their own handwriting to: Peter Crowcroft,

Salisbury Zoo, P.O. Box 3163, Salisbury, MD 21801.

TRAVELING ZOO INSTRUCTOR...to work under the direction of the

Staten Island Zoo's Education Dept, staff in planning, scheduling, con-

ducting and evaluating off-site zoo education programs for school

classes and other groups. Qualifications include ability to relate to and
teach elementary school children using live animals. Must be experienc-

ed driver with good driving record. Full-time internship for 35-hour

week at $9.00/hr ($315.00 a week) plus social security, mid-September

1988 through mid-June 1989. Send resumes to: Bob Szita, Traveling

Zoo Coordinator, Staten Island. Zoo, 614 Broadway, Staten Island, NY
10310, (718) 442-3174.

o
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ELEPHANT KEEPER ...needed reliable elephant handler-trainer to work with two cows of

both species. Minimum five years experience. Salary dependent on experience.

References required. Send application to: Alaska Zoo, 4731 O'Malley, Anchorage, KS
95516.

ZOOKEEPE/g ...responsibilities include working with mostly mammals and being
involved in some veterinary care and in public education programs. Educational
requirements include college degree in biological sciences or veterinary technician.

Experience may be considered in lieu of formal training. Salary negotiable with

minimum of $12,000 plus benefits. Closing date for applications is May 20, 1988.

REPTILE KEEPER. .. aeneraX animal care with concentration of work with reptiles and
amphibians. Must be able to work with venomous snakes. Some exhibit maintenance also.

College degree in biological sciences or experience in lieu of formal training considered.

Deadline 1 June 1988. Salary negotiable with minimum of $12,000 plus benefits.

For above two positions, send to: Director of Animal Collections, N.C. Museum of Life &
Science, 433 Murray Ave., Durham, NC 27705.

Information Please

I am seeking information on the Magnificent Ground Pigeon [Otidiphaps nobilis) and
the Micronesian Kingfisher {Halcyon cinnamonia)

.

Any information on natural

history, husbandry, breeding, diets, etc. would be greatly appreciated. Please send
information to: Lisa Bauer Saban, Conservation Research Center, Front Royal, VA
22630 or call (703) 635-4166.
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AAZK Membership Application

Name. Check here if renewal
[ ]

Address.

$25.00 Professional

Full-time Keepers

$25.00 International

All members outside the

U.S. & Canada

$15.00 Library

Library subscription only

$20.00 Affiliate

Other staff & volunteers

$15.00 Associate

Those not connected

with an animal facility

$50.00 Contributing

Organizations and
Individuals

Directory Information: Zoo:.

Work Area: Special Interests:

Mail this application and check or money order (U.S. CURRENCY ONLY PLEASE), payable to

American Association of Zoo Keepers, Inc., to: AAZK National Headquarters, Topeka Zoo, 635

Gage Blvd., Topeka, KS 66606.

Membership includes a subscription to Animal Keepers' Forum . The membership card is good

for free admission to many zoos and aquariums in the U.S. and Canada.

INFORMATION FOR CONTRIBUTORS

Animal Keepers' Forum publishes original papers and news items of interest to the Animal

Keeping profession. Non-members are welcome to submit articles for consideration.

Articles should be typed or hand-printed. All illustrations, graphs and tables should be clearly

marked, in final form, and should fit in a page size no more than 6" x 10" (15cm x 25 1/2cm).

Literature used should be cited in the text and in final bibliography. Avoid footnotes. Include

scientific name of species the first time it is used. Thereafter use common name. Black and
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This month's cover art features an adult ram Bighorn Sheep (Ovis canadensis). The

artwork was submitted by Cherie Langlois, a keeper at Northwest Trek Wildlife Park in

Eatonville, WA. This park exhibits species native to the northwest region of the U.S. Last

year, in cooperation with the Washington State Dept, of Wildlife, three of Northwest Trek's

adult male sheep were released into the Cascade mountains. They were placed with two

bands of ewes that had been without males for some time. The huge horns of an adult ram
may weigh as much as 30 lbs. This species is native to the rugged mountains of the western

U.S. Thanks, Cherie!

Scoops

Scuttlebutt

Hax:e Youg^nt in Ypyr InfQrmatiQn

If not, you are just about out of time to be included in the upcoming 1988-89 AAZK
Membership Directory. In early May, directory information cards were sent to all

professional, affiliate, contributing and life members. These cards were not sent to

associate members as they are not affiliated with an animal care facility and will be listed

in the directory by state only. We will not publish home addresses of associate members.
We want this directory to be as complete as possible, so if you received a card and have not

yet responded, do so ASAP! National HQ staff hopes to have the Membership Directory out

in late July. It will be sent gratis to all professional, contributing and life members. It will

be available for sale to other membership categories. Your cooperation is appreciated!

AAZK Board ApprovesNew Book Review Coordinator

Following the resignation of Kathy Sucharitakul, Akron Zoo, as Book Review Coordinator,

the AAZK Board has approved the appointment of Rick Emmer, Cleveland Metroparks Zoo,

to fill this vacancy. AAZK wishes to express its appreciation to Kathy for her work on behalf

of the Association, and welcome Rick to his new position. Those interested in reviewing

books forAKF should contact Rick to be put on the list of reviewers.

Chaptei^Invited to Submit Bids for 1990 National Conference

The site for the 16th National AAZK Conference in 1990 will be voted on at the upcoming
conference in Tucson. The Association invites interested Chapters to submit bids to host the

1990 conference. Any Chapter may submit a bid to host either a national or regional

conference. As stated in the AAZK By-laws and Constitution, all bids must be approved by

the Board of Directors before the Chapter may begin advertising the conference.

Bids should include a letter of intent to host the conference from the Chapter president.

Support letters of approval from the zoo's director as well as from the mayor or other

relevant persons or agencies (e.g zoological society, city council, convention center, etc.)

should also be included. The original letters and four copies of each letter should be sent to

the AAZK Vice President for distribution to the Board.

The Board of Directors serves the AAZK membership to advise local Chapters about

conference plans. The Board's experience with national and regional conferences is

tapped to give conference planners the best opportunity for a successful conference. The
Conference Book Committee provides a complete outline and summary of conference

planning.
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Scoops and Scuttlebutt. Continued

National Conference bid presentations are made at the annual national conference. If two
or more Chapters bid for a national conference, the attending membership will vote on the

site following bid presentations early in the conference week. Bids for hosting Regional

Conferences must be submitted to the AAZK Board of Directors at least six months prior to

the planned conference date.

Questions about procedure or planning should be directed to Phil Pennock, Conference
Book Committee Chairman at the Woodland Park Zoo in Seattle, WA, or to AAZK Vice

President, Oliver Claffey at Metro Toronto Zoo.

Maned WolfSSP Looking forNew Zoos

Interested in working with endangered species? Want to expand your knowledge of

canids? Then Maned Wolves (Chrysocyon brachyurus) are for you. There are only 20 zoos

in North America holding this rare and exotic South American canid whose often secretive

habits can offer a challenge to anyone interested in creative exhibit design and innovative

reproductive technologies. In order to meet our Masterplan goals, the Maned Wolf SSP
needs more involvement from the zoo community. For information about available

animals and management criteria, please contact: Melissa Rodden, Species Coordinator,

Maned WolfSSP, NZP Conservation Center, Front Royal, VA 22630 (703) 635-4166.

APT Forms Available Upon Request

Animal Data Transfer Forms for zoos and aquariums are available free upon request.

Contact: Bernie Feldman, Burnet Park Zoo, 500 Burnet Park Dr., Syracuse, ihr 13204. If

your facility is not already using the ADT Form, encourage your administration to

implement its use whenever an animal is shipped.

from the "EcCitor's Ees!^

(1 would like to share the following letter with all members ofAAZK. SC)

Dear Ms. Chan,

I should be most grateful if you could inform the members of your Association of my deep

and sincere gratitude for the wonderful support they have given, through Andy Lodge, to the

Ngare Sergoi Rhino Sanctuary. Please will you tell them that work on the Extension,

which will double the size of the Sanctuary, is proceeding ahead of schedule and should be

completed by the summer. Also two calves, both females, were bom on the 18th of February

and 9th of March this year and both are doing well. I am so grateful to you all, perhaps one

day some of you can visit here.

Thank you all.

Yours sincerely,

Anna Merz
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From the President....

Board of Directors Mid-vear Meeting

At this year's mid-year executive board meeting two other Directors joined the President

and Vice-president which greatly facilitated decision-making. The major items
discussed are summarized here.

The revision of our by-laws is the most important change we must address. Our rapid

growth has forced us to revise our rules to better serve our members and protect the

Association's interests. The major changes will clarify vague or unclear by-laws and
switch AAZK from a not-for-profit to non-profit status. This will allow us to receive larger

donations and/or grants to be used by the membership as well as qualify for more
economical poastal permits. Changes and additions to the by-laws will appear in the July

Animal Keepers' Forum . Many of these changes were brought about by Chapters needing

guidance and questioning unclear rules. Any member who wishes to question or comment
on these changes should send them to any Board Member or present them in person at the

National Board Meeting in Tucson. Changes to the by-laws are to be voted on by the

membership at the Conference.

I urge you to carefully review the revisions in the by-laws in the July AKF as they will

affect your role in the organization.

The Regional Coordinator System will now be called the Regional Coordinator Chapter
System and will address chapter affairs and membership-related issues between and
within chapters. Barbara Manspeaker will handle all non-chapter individual

memberships.

The Diet Notebook is nearing completion for its first printing. Announcements of its

availability will appear in AKF.

Other publications will also be revised and made available soon, including Biological

Values for Selected Mammals. Volume III, and the Zoonoses Handbook in a modified

format.

Finally, the Membership Directory should be available by the end of this year.

Hardware and software upgrades to our computer system at National Headquarters will

allow more efficient operation by the staff there. We have also tried to provide that staff

with benefits comparable to the private work sector. Without their hard work the

Association could not function properly.

Other topics discussed at the meeting will appear in upcoming issues ofAKF . The meeting

allowed the Directors to discuss many necessary ideas without any time-limiting

constraints. This provided us with maximum information exchange based on our

experience.

If any member wishes to contribute any idea to improve the Association, please write to any

Director or to National Headquarters. Your ideas guide us in changing the Association for

your benefit.

A Message About Chapters

At the mid-year meeting of the Board of Directors we revamped the new Regional

Coordinator System. It should now be called the Regional Chapter Coordinator System and
will no longer deal with individual memberships which are not related to chapters.

The RC system has been through many growing pains since its overhaul in 1986 and I ask
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From the President. Continued

that all members be patient. In fact, it has been your input that has forced and facilitated

these changes.

There are two important issues I would like to clarify. First, it is essential that all chapter

members be national members. The single most important reason for this is safety. As a

member of National AAZK you are protected from being held personally liable from an
outside person or agency through our incorporation. Any person representing a chapter or

the AAZK name who is not a member of the national organization can be held personally

liable for any action on their part and is not protected by the Association. Of course, any
person representing AAZK should be thoroughly familiar with our constitution and by-

laws, and it is the members who are most likely to fill this role.

Second, there should be no distinction between National AAZK and a local AAZK chapter.

The National AAZK is a parent organization from which local chapters are spawned.
Without the National organization, separate local chapters would have no vehicle for

communication and could exist only as individual entities rather than components of a

greater whole. Animal Keepers' Forum allows you to communicate with all chapters

simultaneously. If you feel isolated, please let your Regional Coordinator know. If you get

no response from your RC, contact your Regional Coordinator Head. You deserve

communication with Headquarters at all times and the Board of Directors welcomes your
input. All we request is that you make an effort to discuss ideas with your appropriate

contacts to maintain continuity through the system. This is the only way we can determine

if the program functions efficiently.

If you are unclear about this please contact your RC, RC Head or Board Member. We need to

learn what problems you are encountering in order to find ways to overcome them with you.

Frank B. Kohn
AAZK President

^

World Wildlife Fund
Conservation Award

World Wildlife Fund is requesting nominations for the 1988 Conservation Award
to be presented to an AAZK Chapter for its contributions to conservation. The
selection will be based on the significance and impact of the Chapter's conservation

project(s). Nominations should include a description of the project(s) along with

reports, articles, press clippings, etc., that the project(s) produced. These projects

can encompass education, research, or fund-raising for conservation activities.

The nominated project(s) should be AAZK Chapter initiated and supported.

Please submit nominations to: Rich Block, Director of Public Programs
World Wildlife Fund
1250 24th Street, NM.

Washington, DC 20037

The deadline for submitting nominations is 29 July 1988.
V ^
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Coming Events

12th Annual International Herp etolpgical Symposium
on Captive Propagation and Husbandry of Reptiles & Amphibians

June 15-18, 1988 New York/New Jersey

Symposium to include workshops and paper sessions. For further information contact:

International Herpetological Symposium, Zoological Consortium, Inc., 13019 Catoctin Furnace

Road, Thurmont, MD 21788.

First Symposium of Administration & Management of the

Zoological Parks of the Central American Isthmus

June 20-24, 1988 Guatemala, Central America

For further information contact: Lorena Calve, Public Relations SZCA, Nuestro
Zoologico es un Centro de Educacion, Zoologico Nacional, La Aurora, Guatemala.

AZAD Annual Conference.

September 9-12, 1988 Baltimore, MD

Association of Zoo and Aquarium Docents will be hosted by the National Aquarium in

Baltimore and the Baltimore Zoological Society. For further information, contact: AZAD
Conference, Baltimore Zoo, Druid Hill Park, Baltimore, MD 21217-4599 (301) 576-3886.

14th National AAZK Conference

September 11-15, 1988 Tucson, AZ

Hosted by the Tucson AAZK Chapter. Watch your AKF for registration forms, agenda

details and announcements. For more information contact: Ed Hansen or George Montgomery

,

Tucson Chapter AAZK, P.O. Box 43908, Tucson, AZ 85733-3908.

AAZFA Annual Conference

September 25-29, 1988 Milwaukee, WI

Hosted by the Milwaukee County Zoo. For further information contact: Kerry Buhlitz, Public

Relations & Advertising Coordinator, Milwaukee County Zoo, 10001 W. Bluemound Rd.,

Milwaukee, Wl 53226.

The Biennial Conference .Q.f the
Illt£rnational Association pf Zqq Educators

October 2-7, 1988 Toronto, Canada

To be held at Park Plaza Hotel, Toronto. The theme for the conference is "Communicating for

Conservation". Featured at the meeting will be general papers, colloquium papers, workshop
sessions, poster displays and moderated discussion groups. For further information, contact:

Merebeth Switzer, Metro Toronto Zoo, P.O. Box 280, West Hill, Ontario, Canada MIE 4R5.
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Coming Events. Continued

The 5.th .World Conference.on .Bre.
eding

Endangered Species in Captivity

October 9-12, 1988 Cincinnati, OH

For further information contact: Betsy Dresser, Director of Research, Cincinnati Zoo, 3400

Vine St., Cincinnati, OH 45220 (513) 281-4701.

The First International Symposium
on Spectacled Bears

October 14-15, 1988 Chicago, IL

To be held at the Lincoln Park Zoo. Topics focusing on current field studies and captive

management/reproduction of the spectacled bear will be highlighted. These include: captive

management, demographics, reproduction in captivity, nutrition, vocalization and
mother/infant behavior. For further information contact: Mark Rosenthal, Curator of

Mammals, Lincoln Park Zoo, 2200 N. Cannon Drive, Chicago, IL 60614, (312) 294-4660.

IMATA 16th Annual Conference

Oct. 30-NoV.4, 1988 San Antonio, TX

Meeting of the International Marine i^ nimal Trainers Association. For further details

contact: Ken Ramirez, IMATA Vice-Pres., Entertainment Plus, 6608 Stewart Road, Suite 169,

Galveston, TX 77551 (409) 744-0938.

NOTICE: The Scholl Conference on the Nutrition of Captive Wild Animals will not be held

in 1988. The next Nutrition Conference will be held in late 1989 at the Lincoln Park Zoo. Any
persons interested in submitting papers for the 1989 conference should contact: Dr. Thomas P.

Meehan, Lincoln Park Zoo, 2200 N. Cannon Dr., Chicago, IL 60614 (312) 294-4689.

NOTICE: The 1988 Elephant Conference will not be held at Marine World Africa USA,

Vallejo, CA. Official notice will be posted if a future date is selected in the years to come.

Publications Available

The two publications listed below are available from the U.S. Government Printing Office,

Dept. SSMC, Washington, DC 20402. They were generated from the U.S. Dept, of the

Interior. All orders should be accompanied by payment in the form of check or money order

made payable to the Superintendent of Documents. Payment may also be made by VISA or

Mastercard, furnishing expiration date.

1. Field Guide to Wildlife Diseases - S/N # 024-010-00679-0; 240 pgs; 1987: Price $16.00 (field

guide to the diseases most commonly found in native American wildlife; history/programs

of Wildlife Disease Association)

2. Inventory and Monitoring of Wildlife Hahitat-SfH # 024-011-00170-1; 878pgs; 1987: Price

$38.00. (reviews current general procedures and techniques. Divided into six sections, the

book covers general procedures for planning, designing, and organizing wildlife habitat

inventory and monitoring programs. Each chapter includes classification systems,

species groups and habitat features that are considered particularly important, major

impacts on such habitats, particular problems of inventory or monitoring and habitat

analysis systems.)
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Births & Hatchings

Bronx Zoo Chapter...the Bronx Zoo Chapter announces the following significant births and

hatchings for February and March 1988. The Dept, of Mammology proudly announces the

birth, on 10 February, of 0.0.1 Larger mouse deer (Tragulus napu) in Mouse Deer Village.

On 11 February, a Pen-tailed bettong {Bettongia penicillata) made its way out of its

mother's pouch in the World of Darkness. Bettongs are listed as endangered by both USDI
and lUCN. On 6 March, 0.0.1 Slender-horned gazelle {Gazella leptoceros) were born.

These beautiful and delicate gazelles are endangered in nature. On the same day in the

South American area, 0.0.1 Red brocket deer {Mazzana ameriocana) was born and on the

21st another was born. The Bronx Zoo maintains one of the few major breeding programs

for this species, so we hope to see many more born this spring.

The month of March marked the birth of six Nyala (Tragelaphus angasi). The Bronx Zoo

has an important program for this species as well. March saw several significant primate

births. Another Silvered leaf monkey (Presbytes cristatus) was born to the Jungle World
troop, bringing the total born this year to two so far, and the total offspring of the troop in the

last three years to fifteen. Twin Red-handed tamarin (Saguinus geoffroyi) were born to

one of our pairs of this endangered species. Jungle World was pleased with the birth of an

as yet unsexed Indian fruit bat {Pteropus giganteus) on 25 March. These interesting bats

can be seen in two locations in the zoo, Jungle world and the World of Darkness in view of

the fact that the Bronx Zoo has a noteworthy program for their breeding and exhibition.

The Children's Zoo was excited by the birth of 0.0.4 Small clawed otters (Aonyx cinerea).

These appealing otters are part of an SSP plan.

The Dept, of Ornithology can certainly be proud of the hatching of the spectacular Red bird

of paradise (Paradisaea rubra) on 26 March. Birds of paradise are rarely bred in captivity,

and this chick is especially significant because it is the first ever to be hand-raised. At this

writing (late April), the chick is eating voraciously and at two weeks of age it was already

growing pin feathers and attempting to perch. The Malayan peacock pheasant

(Polupectron malacense malacense) season has begun! A chick hatched on 25 March.

submitted by Wendy Worth, Corresponding Secretary, Bronx Zoo AAZK Chapter.

San Diego Wild Animal Park...visitors at the SDWAP had the unusual experience of

witnessing the birth of a rare Okapi on 24 April. The female calf, born at 2 p.m. on exhibit,

surprised keepers by arriving one week early, although at 58 pounds, she is not

underdeveloped. The calf has been named Katanda, after a town in Zaire, the okapi's

native homeland. This is the fourth calf born to Kenge, the 12-year-old mother on breeding

loan from the Brookfield Zoo. Her previous offspring, born in 1983, 1984 and 1986, are at the

Wild Animal Park and the San Diego Zoo. Katanda's father, Mokola, was born at the San

Diego Zoo in 1973. Okapis are extremely rare in captivity, with less than 70 animals in

zoos around the world. Only three institutions in the U.S.-the Dallas and Brookfield zoos

and the San Diego Wild Animal Park—have breeding pairs of okapis. No one is certain

how many of these animals may survive in the wild, but estimats put the wild population at

about 10,000. excerpted by SDWAP News Release
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Births & Hatchings. Coniinued

San Diego Zoo/Wild Animal Park . ..vet another Southern white rhino (Certotherium s.

simum) was bom to the Park’s collection, bringing the count to 72 WAP births for this

species. The new male’s name is Marejo which means return. (He was named this
because the intention was to return him to his mother.) Shortly after birth, Marejo
had difficulty getting up so he was transported to the hospital for observation.
Everything proved to be okay and a reintroduction was later attempted. However, his
mother’s older calf acted aggressively toward the new sibling. And when the mother
sided with the older calf, it was decided to move Marejo to the Animal Care Center. He is

currently doing well.

The Park’s 35th Baringo giraffe [Girajfa camelopardalia rothschildi) was bom in

Febmary to Ginger. The new calf was unable to stand so keepers moved her to the ACC
for observation. After a clean checkup, a reintroduction with her mother was also

attempted. Although the young calf tried to nurse, the mother would not let her due to

increased pressure in her teats causing pain each time the calf attempted to suckle. So
this youngster was moved back to the ACC as well. The giraffe’s name is Gadimiwa
which means to be propped up. Unlike most young animals raised in the ACC, this calf

did not learn to take a bottle but rather went right to slurping her food from a pan.

The Park also reports the birth of 0.1 Przewalski’s horse [Equus przewalskii
przewalskW, bringing our number of births for this endangered species to 59.

Busch Gardens/Tampa ...the Dark Continent reports the births in April of 1.3 Scimitar-

horned oryx, a species highly endangered in the wild. Other births included: 0.1 Suni, 1.0

Grant’s zebra, 0.0.2 Ring-tailed lemur, 1.0 Reticulated giraffe, 1.1 Grevy’s zebra, 1.1

Black and white ruffed lemur, 0.0.1 Chimpanzee and 2.2 White Bengal tiger, submitted by

Mary Eisenacher, Animal Records, Busch Gardens ! Tampa.'

Henry Doorlv Zoo...for the period 2 January through April 1988, the Henry Doorly Zoo in

Omaha reports these births and hatchings. In our Bird Dept., a first for the Omaha Zoo, an

American flamingo (Phoenicopuenis ruber) chick was hatched 8 March. The chick is

doing great and is being parent-raised in our outdoor aviary. Other hatchings include:

0.0.1 Black-footed penguin (Spheniscus demersus) DNS, 0.0.2 Cereopsis goose (Cereopsis

novaehollandiae), 0.0.5 Ne Ne goose (Branta sandvicensis), and 0.0.15 Elegant-crested

tinamou {Eudronia elegans).

Mammal births include: 1.0 Spider monkey (Ateles geoffroyi) DNS, 1.1 Nile lechwe

(Kobus megceros), 1.0 Reeves muntjac {Muntiacus reevisi), 0.0.1 Celebes ape (Macaca

nigra), 0.2.1 Maxwell duiker (Cephalophus maxwelli), one female is being hand-raised,

and 1.0 Gaur {Bos gaurus) DNS.

Polar Bear Update: The Omaha Henry
Doorly Zoo's first set of polar bear triplets

(Ursus maritimus) were removed from

their isolation den on 22 February. "Olga"

and 2.1 cubs were placed in their summer
home to the delight of many spectators.

Unfortunately, the smallest cub had to be

removed a few weeks later. A male, he was
much smaller than his siblings and was
being picked on and short-changed at

dinner time. He is being raised

separately, without competition, and is now
growing by leaps and bounds, submitted by

Carla Wieser, Cat Keeper, Henry Doorly

Zoo, Omaha, NE.

Tripletpolar hear cubs horn 29 November
1987 at Henry Doorly Zoo. The smallest

cub is being hand-raised separately.
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First Captive-Bred California Condor Chick
Hatches at San Diego Wild Animal Park

(Editor's note: the following information was excerpted from several sources including an
article entitled "A Matchmaker's Success: The First Captive Breeding of the California

Condor" by SDWAP condor keepers Don Sterner and Beckie Usnik which was published in

"ZOOVIEW", the Zoological Society of San Diego Employee Newsletter (May 1988).

Information from that article is published here with permission of "ZOOVIEW" editor

Bonnie Ricci. Other sources include Department of the Interior USFWS news release (May
2, 1988); and personal communication with the staff at San Diego. SC)

In June of 1985, a male California condor was captured in the hills rimming the San
Joaquin Valley. He was young, about five years old, his pinkish-orange head still showing
the gray mottling of immaturity. His name was IC-4 (immature condor #4).

With his capture, only eight California condors remained in the wild. The species was
disappearing at such an alarming rate that the group of wildlife and government
organizations in charge of their fate finally decided that the remaining birds should be

brought into protective custody. Captive breeding was the birds' only hope for survival.

The question was, would California condors breed in captivity? They never had before.

Many critics of the Condor Recovery Program said they never would. Those involved with

the captive breeding program were positive that California condors could be bred in

captivity. Their close relative, the Andean condor, has bred freely in captivity for many
years, to the point, in fact, that it's difficult to find an institution to take them.

IC-4 was brought to the WAP and released into the most secluded of the six spacious flight

cages at the Park's Condor Facility. He adapted very well to his captive environment, as

have all the condors brought in from the wild. For two months, IC-4 lived a solitary,

comfortable life, bathing in his large pool, enjoying the magnificent view of the San
Pasqual Valley, and hang-gliding on his nine-foot wings in the afternoon breezes. In the

meantime, efforts continued to capture a potential mate for him in the wild.

In August 1985, UN-1 (unidentified #1), a female, was trapped and released into the

flight cage with IC-4. Condor keepers wondered if they would be compatible and how long

it would take for them to form a pair bond. They were watched closely for signs of

incompatibility or pair bonding.

Later the same year, UN-1 and IC-4 showed some positive signs of acceptance—they

engaged in mutual allonibbling (nibbling one another at the same time). Other than that,

nothing noteworthy happened. UN-1, the older, more experienced bird, was dominant.

She made sure she had first choice of any food. She also won most, if not all, domestic

squabbles.

When IC-4 became six years old in 1986, his name was changed to AC-4 for "adult

condor #4. Although AC-4 and UN-1 appeared to get along better in 1986, none of their

togetherness or affiliative behaviors led to a courtship displaj^ dance by the male.

Nineteen-eighty-seven brought the end of the California condor in the wild. The
remaining five birds were trapped and brought to the Park and the Los Angeles Zoo. In

February AC-4 did his courtship dance for the female. With his head bowed and his

throat patch bright red, he spread his wings, flashing the large white triangles on their

undersides. He weaved back and forth, walked around and up against UN-1. She did not

seem visibly impressed at first and jabbed and poked at him as he continued his display.

AC-4 continued these dances until June 1987---well at the end of the

courtship/breeding season, which usually goes from October to May. Staff hoped that

courtship would pick up again in the fall. Meantime, it appeared that UN-1 and AC-4
were becoming compatible.
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California Condor Chick. Ckm.tin.ued

In September 1987, a new breeding season, AC-4 began his courtship dance for UN-1.
Hopes were even higher than in the prior season because AC-4 had started much earlier

giving more time for the female to come into breeding condition. The displays continued

into 1988, with UN-1 appearing more impressed. Excitement increased as copulations

began January 24. At the end of January, incubators were started because the egg-laying

season was close at hand. An in-house pool formed for guesses on what date the egg would

be laid. AC-4 and UN-1 tentatively entered the nest area in the pen-a 5' x 5’ room with

sand on the floor. They began "nest manicuring" behavior in the box which involves the

birds lying down and pulling sand, feathers, and other objects toward their breasts with

their beaks, making small depressions on the floor. The birds also shuffle the sand with

their feet and pull wood off the walls of the nest area. In the wild, condors don’t build

nests, so nest manicuring is as close as they get to this behavior.

On Wednesday, March 2, 1988, a marked change in UN-l's behavior was noted. She
stayed in or close by the nest area most of the day, and as darkness approached, it

appeared that she was going to spend the night in the box. Condor keepers decided there

would be an egg by daylight! When dawn came, it was evident that UN-1 had stayed in the

nest area all night. Staff new it was only a matter of time before she did lay, but when? At 2

p.m. condor staff returned from an off-site meeting and conferred with the behavioral staff

in front of the TV monitor that showed a live picture of UN-1 in the nest. UN-1 might have
already laid an egg, but because of her position relative to the camera, it wasn't visible. UN-
1 began rocking back and forth. Suddenly, for a brief instant, a flash of white showed
beneath the bird. Only two of the four people watching saw the flash. "It's there, just in front

of the left wing tag!" exclaimed the two who saw it. UN-1 tipped to one side again, and this

time all four people saw it. Cheers rocked the condor office trailer.

Afterwards, condor staff settled down and looked for a chance to take the egg. It was to be

pulled as soon as possible for protection and so that the pair could begin working toward
producing a second egg. About half and hour after the egg was discovered, UN-1 suddenly

left the nest area, apparently to greet AC-4, who had landed just outside. With adrenaline

pumping, keepers made the 70-yard dash in record time. They were greeted at the upstairs

nestbox by a very angry AC-4 who looked like he was ready to defend the nest at any cost,

even a keeper's leg. While one keeper held AC-4 at bay with a six-foot strip of plywood, the

other keeper gently lifted the egg and placed it in a bucket of warmed sand. For a moment,
for those present, the years of setbacks, political hassles, misguided environmental groups,

and disasters in the wild flashed by—as well as the good things, all the successful

hatchings, for instance. Here was the culmination of a lot of hard work by all who were

involved in saving the species. The moment seemed unreal, but reality and adrenaline

soon returned. Gingerlyheld, the egg and keepers descended the steep stairs and entered

the incubation trailer. The egg was candled to check for cracks and adequate shell

thickness, weighed, and put in an incubator that would be its home for the next eight weeks.
The next few days were suspensefilled. Everyone wondered if the egg was fertile.

On Monday, March 7, anticipation mounted. The egg was removed from the incubator and
help up to the candler. There it was, a dark disc called a "bump", which is the beginning of

cell division and the formation of an embryo. The beginning of blood circulation was also

visible. The world’s 28th California condor was on its way!

At 5:38 p.m. (PDT) on April 29, the years of dedication, frustration and hard work paid off

with the hatching of "Molloko", the first captive-bred California condor chick. The chick,

whose name is an Northern Maidu Indian word for condor, hatched after a 56-day
incubation period. Miraculously struggling through a 61 1/2 hour hatching, "Molloko",

was assisted into the world by condor staff and veterinarians who carefully removed the

last bits of shell fragment. The hatch-assistance team pried small shell fragments away
from the bird's tender skin and down between 10 a.m. and 4 p.m. Through the bird

appeared strong, it would have been unable to extricate itself from the egg without danger of

exhaustion. Weighing 6.75 ounces at time of hatch, the chick experienced an expected
weight loss in its first two days of life, but by May 2, "Molloko" had surpassed birth weight to

tip the scales at 7.2 ounces. It will spend its first month in an infant Isolette, being fed
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California Condor Chick. Continued

From Top: two-day-old Molloko, the first captive-bred California
condor chick hatched in captivity; Hatch-assist team removes shell

fragments to ease the chick’s hatching; condor keeper Don Sterner
conducts daily weigh-in. (Photos by Ron Garrison ©Zoological Society

of San Diego 1 988)
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California Condor Chick. Continued

chopped baby mice. It will take at least a month before the chick’s sex can be determined by

blood testing.

"The hatching of the world's first captive-bred California condor is a milestone that we've

been awaiting for years," said Secretary of the Interior Don Hodel. "It shows what time,

patience, perseverance, and cooperation by both the public and private sectors can

accomplish for endangered species. This small chick represents a big step back from the

brink of extinction and a big step forward for recovery of the California condor," Hodel

added.

"I congratulate the San Diego Wild Animal Park on this historic event," said USFWS
Director Frank Dunkle. "Working under a Federal permit to keep the birds, it has used its

resources and support from the State of California to make this event possible. Its expertise

and commitment, like that of the Los Angeles Zoo and our other cooperators, is vital to

making the condor recovery program a success. This chick represents a new future for the

California condor. And it is a future brighter because dedicated private, state and Federal

conservationists are working together on many fronts to make it so."

The condor once soared in the skies from Florida to British Columbia; in fact, fossil

condors were recently discovered in New York State. However, within the past century its

range has been restricted entirely to California. From a population estimated at 60 to 100
birds in the 1940's, the condor continued to decline precipitously despite the best efforts of

conservationists to protect and enhance their numbers. There are now 28 California

condors in the world-15 at the San Diego Wild Animal Park and 13 housed in similar

facilities at the Los Angeles Zoo.

Hopefully, with this initial success, the future of the California condor will continue to

improve and at some point in the future, these majestic birds will once again ride the

thermals of freedom in their natural habitat.

AAZK Congratulates All Those Involved With The
California Condor Recovery Project And Wishes Them
Much Success In Their Future Efforts To Save The

California Condor From Extinction.

Andean Condor Groomed for Wild Release
at the San Diego Wild Animal Park

From behind dark curtains, by use of a puppet designed to resemble an adult Andean
condor, keepers at the San Diego Wild Animal Park are preparing the newly-hatched

Andean condor chick for release into the wilds of Southern California. Named
"Iniciadora"-Spanish for "pioneer"—she will likely be among a group of four to eight

members of her species to serve a unique role in the recovery of their close relative, the

California condor.

Hatched at SDWAP in April, Iniciadora spent two weeks in a isolette unit within the

Park's condor breeding facility. There she received constant care and monitoring by
unseen keepers, who remained behind curtain walls in an attempt to minimize exposure of

the bird to humans. Such distance will aid the condor’s survival when released into a

habitat in which humans are sometimes better avoided than approached as assumed
friends. Food was supplied via a lifelike puppet "parent" which also interacted with the

chick in preening, as would her natural parents.
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Andean Condor Groomed for Wild Release. Continued

This is the first Andean condor specifically slated for this summer's release. Eggs from

breeding pairs of Andean condors are being collected from zoos across the U.S. and brought

to SDWAP and the Los Angeles Zoo for incubation. Resultant chicks of one gender,

preferably female, will make up the release group-only one sex will be released so as to

prevent wild breeding of this non-native species, and female Andean condors are smaller

than the males and hence closer in size to the California condor. Each bird will be fitted

with solar-powered radio tags, which will transmit signals and allow field researchers to

monitor the birds' movements and locate them if problems are suspected.

Primary-use habitat areas and other information will be recorded and applied to the

protection of California condors later released into the same areas. Directed by Dr, Oliver

Pattee of the USFWS, this will be the first project in which a non-native, endangered
species has been used as a wild surrogate for another endangered species. When
California condors are available for release, sometime in the 1990's, the Andean condors

will be recaptured.

Iniciadora is the fifth Andean condor hatched from eggs laid at the Park since 1981, Early

work with this species allowed Wild Animal Park biologists to perfect incubation and

puppet-rearing techniques since applied to the California condor.

-San Diego Wild Animal Park News Release

m
U.S. Bans Elephant Ivory from Burundi,

Urges Similar Prohibition by Other Countries

In late April, the United States banned the importation of elephant ivory from Burundi
because of the recent discovery of a substantial quantity of illegal ivory in that country that

may enter world markets. The action was taken by the Department of Interior's U.S, Fish

and Wildlife Service, which also announced it may impose a similar ban in the future on

ivory from any other country that trades in the illegal Burundi ivory.

The U.S. was prompted in the action by the discovery of a substantial amount of elephant

ivory in Burundi that had not been registered under an international control system set up
by the 95-nation Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna
and Flora (CITES). USWFS officials believe much of the ivory was poached and soon will

be marketed internationally if prohibitions are not imposed immediately.

The Convention and independent sources recently confirmed the discovery of

approximately 16,000 elephant tusks (85 metric tons) in private ownership in Burundi, a

nation in East Africa. These tusks were reportedly imported before Burundi banned such

imports in November 1987 and have not been registered under the CITES' control system for

ivory.

Because Burundi has no wild elephants and no ivory-producing country has authorized

ivory exports to that country since the control system began in December 1986, USFWS law

enforcement officials believe this ivory stockpile was obtained illegally. When the CITES'

control system began, the trade of stockpiled ivory was allowed if it was registered with the

Convention by 1 December, 1986. At that time, a predecessor government in Burundi
registered 18,148 tusks (89.4 metric tons); the Convention allowed it into trade to clear

existing inventories and to allow the new control system to begin.

The Burundi ivory which prompted this most recent U.S, prohibition had accumulated since

that time. Because Burundi indicates it can take no legal action against ivory brought in

before its own ban, the U.S, announced its policy to guard against that illegal ivory

entering this country. The U.S. is also urging other countries to adopt similar prohibitions.

As part of that recommendation, USFWS officials indicated that emergency provisions of

the U.S. Endangered Species Act will be invoked to ban all ivory imports from any country

that accepts the illegal Burundi ivory, whether in raw or worked form, and whether as

imports or for reexport to third countries.
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Delegates to the 14th National Conference

By Tuesday night during conference week we promise that
you will be comfortably exhausted from all the activities
we have planned for you. So the Tucson Chapter, your
gracious conference hosts, would like to offer you a chance
to relax, unwind and be crazy (remember, you may never see
many of your fellow delegates again) at the

It is the hottest night spot in Tucson, and the Javelina
Cantina is located right outside your hotel door at the
Doubletree Resort Hotel, the conference headquarters. Yes,
we knew by the end of a long day that another ride in a bus
cranuned full of zookeepers would not amuse you.

Whether you choose to dance your brains out to the music of
the 60's, 70's, 80's and possibly even the 90's on the
intimate dance floor, enjoy the atmosphere at or under the
Cantina bar or sit quietly outside on the patio and feel the
heat of the day turn into the heat of the night, we know that you won't
want to miss "Keeper Nite" at the Javelina Cantina.

0^ #1^ 0^

Sell your Chapter projects at the Conference! Where else will you find a
captive audience ofzookeepers with money tobum? To reserve exhibit space
contact Leslie Wood at the Conference address listed on the registration
form.



Post-Conference Trip Opportunities

The Tucson Chapter/AAZK is offering the following post-conference trips
to the delegates of the 14th National Conference. We are asking all

delegates planning to attend a post-conference trip to pre-register
utilizing this form. Please make your selection and return this form to
us with paymentby 15 July 1988.

The Central Arizona Chapter/AAZK invites all delegates to a post
-conference trip to the Phoenix area on Friday, 16 September. Round
trip transportation from the Doubletree Resort Hotel to the Phoenix area
will be provided. Tour the Wildlife World Zoo in Glendale, AZ, a
privately owned facility that features many unique exhibits including the
world’s first public lory feeding area. More than 25 endangered species
are on display as well as the world's largest display of currasows. Enjoy
complimentary refreshments at the Wildlife World Zoo before boarding
the bus and continuingyoim trip to the Phoenix Zoo.

A visit to the Phoenix Zoo will provide an opportimity to get behind-the-scenes at a large

scale zoo (1200 animals on 125 acres) in a sub-tropical desert setting. View the recently
completed 4-acre African veldt, a 3-acre cheetah exhibit, an alligator habitat and fenced
mountains for the bighorn sheep and Nubian ibex. The Phoenix Zoo has also recently

completed an innovative Children's Zoo that includes design contributions fix)m the local

university. Enjoy a grand limcheon prepared especially for theAAZK delegates.

PERPERSON COSTFORTHIS TRIP SPONSORED BY
THE CENTRAL ARIZONA CHAPTER/AAZK

$10.00

A trip to Arizona would not be considered complete without a visit to one ofthe seven natural
wonders of the world, the Grand Canyon. Leaving EARLY Saturday morning, 17
September, from the Doubletree Resort Hotel, your bus will climb through almost aU the
North American life zones from the desert floor in Tucson to the Canadian life zone at the

South Rim of the Grand Canyon. You wiU have most ofthe afternoon to spend viewing the
Canyon at your leisure, and then enjoy one ofnatiu^'s spectacular sights, simset on the rim
of the Canyon. Lodging will be provided in Flagstaff, about two hours away. An early

departure from Flagstaffon Sunday morning will have you back at the Canyon for more
touring until midday. Return to Tucson by 8:00 p.ni. Delegates taking thispost-conference

trip should reserve a room at the Doubletree Hotel forSunday night.

PERPERSON COSTFORROUNDTRIP TRANSPORTATIONTO
THE GRAND CANYON, 1 NIGHT’S LODGING AND

ADMISSION TO GRAND CANYON NATIONAL PARK

$119.00 Single $95.00 Double $85.00 Triple $80.00 Quad

ftju •!# w]u
ry*

DETACHAND INDIATE CHOICE(S) Deadline 15 July ’88

MAIL TO:

Conference ’88

Post-Conference Trip
P.O.Box 43908
Tucson, AZ 85733-3908

Central Arizona/AAZK Trip $10.00

Grand Canyon Trip (deposit) $50.00

AMOUNT

Checks Payable to ’Tucson Chapter/AAZK’

^ ^ ^ ^ %!# ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
0^1% #

1% ^1
% 0j^ 0j^ 0j^ ^1* 0J^ #1% 0f* 0^ #{* 0}^ #1% 0^* *4^
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1988 AAZK NATIONAL CONFERENCE REGISTRATION
FORM

SEPTEMBER 11-15, 1988
Tucson, AZ

PLEASE TYPE OR PRINT (one name onty per form please)

Name

Address

City

Zip Code

Zoo Affiliation

AAZK Committee Member

Are you attending your first conference? Yes No

Will be submitting a paper: Yes No

($25.00 will be reftmded from registration fee on acceptance of paper)

Participating in Zoolympics: Yes No

Bringing an auction item: Yes (describe briefly) .

State/Province

Telephone # ^

Vegetarian: Yes __ No tvppl

Are you interested in a conference T-Shirt? Yes _____ No ( S M L XL)

AAZK Membership status and fees:

Member/spouse $65.00 each
Non-member $80.00
Late Fee $10.00 (after 1 August 1988)

Total fees enclosed $

Daily rates for individual events are available. Contact Ed Hansen for details.

Arrival date and time:

Complimentary transportation will be provided, please provide the above information
ASAP.

PLEASE MAKE PAYMENT TO: TUCSON CHAPTER/AAZK

Return this form WITH YOUR FEE to: Tucson Chapter, AAZK, Conference '88, P.O. Box
43908, Tucson, AZ 85733-3908.



HOTEL RESERVATION REQUEST
1988 AAZK National Conference

11-15 September

Name

Address

DOUBLETREEHOTEL
TUCSON

445 S. Alvernon Way Tacson, AZ 85711

(602) 881-4200

City

Zip Code

,

State/Province

Telephone ii—

Arrival Date

Check-out Date

Guaranteed By ________ Credit Card _________ Check

Credit Card

Card # Expiration Date

Make your check payable to: DOUBLETREE RESORT HOTEL

ROOMS WILL BE HELD ONLY UNTIL 6:00 P.M. UNLESS GUARANTEED BY EITHER
CREDIT CARD OR ONE NIGHT'S DEPOSIT.

Dbl./Dbl. King Dbl./Dbl.

1 person $40.00 $40.00 3 person $52.00

2 person $4aoo $4000 4 person $5aoo

I will be sharing a room with:

Please make every effort to secure a roommate on your own. Ifyou need assistance, or

wish to place your name on a "roommate list' contact the Tucson Chapter. We will try

to match roommates, but we cannot guarantee your tastes will match ours.

RETURN THIS FORM TO:

CONFERENCE ’88

Tucson Chapter/AAZK
P.O. Box 43908

Tucson, AZ 85733-3908



AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF ZOOKEEPERS
(CCZOO)

TUCSON, ARIZONA
September 10-16, 1988

SPECIAL RATES

DAILY WEEKLY
Economy Car $29.00 $140.00
Compact 31.00 150.00

Intermediate 32.00 155.00
Standard 34.00 160.00
Premium 39.00 269.00
Luxury 39.00 269.00

•Subject to availability, on request basis only

150 Free miles per car per week
1,000 Free miles per car per week
$.20 per mile thereafter

Rates available September 7-19 1988

DOLLAR IS LOCATED IN-TERMINAL
AT TUCSON INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT

B6 sure to identify yourself

as attending THE AMERICAN
ASSOCIATION OF ZOOKEEPERS
CONVENTION (CCZOO)

CALL TOLL FREE

800-421-6878

DOLUkM
ISNTACAR



The Tucson Chapter of the American
Association of Zookeepers Takes Pride in

Announcing Our Conference

ROACH CONTEST

CATEGORIES
Largest - Measured fixim the tip ofthe head to the end ofthe body
Widest - Measured fix)m the widest part of the body, not including wings
Best Dressed/Costumed - Paint, clothes, props, let your imagination run wild

1st, 2nd and 3rd prizes will be awarded in each category. A SPECIAL PRIZE
awaits the roach traveling fix>m the farthest point to reach Tucson.

GRAND PRIZE
BEST OF SHOW

1 night's free lodging at the Conference

#1% #1% #1% #1% #1% 0^ 0^ #1% #{%

RULES

L RoachesMUST be dead.
2. OnlyAmerican species wiQ be accepted forjudging.
3. Roaches must be intact, no squished bodies, boot prints, or body parts.

4. Best dressed/costumed category is limited onlyby yourwarped minds.
5. RoachesMUST be dead.

The decision ofthejudges is final They cannot be bribed, but they would like

you to try anyway.

«1« •!« %f# %i« %1# *1# %S0 «1# •i# %I# *1# %2# »{#
0^ 0^ 0^ 0^ 0^ #1% #1% #1% #{% #{% 0^

EXOTIC ROACH SHOW

Bring those Madagascar hissing cockroaches and other giant roaches that
you've been storing in your closet and under the bed. Ifyou think you can
find the largest, most exotic, bring it, and compare it to our "World's Largest
Cockroach". See our champion at the Exotic Roach Show.



Guidelines for Typing Papers for AAZK
Conference Proceedings

1.

Manuscripts intended for publication should be submitted on one side of 8 1/2" x 11"

paper. Pages should be neatly typewritten using a 70-space line. You will have
narrowmargins on Pica type and wider on Elite. This format makes it more consistent for

the staff to figure number of characters per line/lines per page.

2.

Papers must be double-spaced. This will also make it easier for you to read when you
present it.

3.

Titles should be brief and descriptive. Put the title of the paper on the first sheet as well as

your name, title or classification, zoo identification, city and state. Number pages
consecutively in the upper right-hand corner.

4.

graphs, charts and illustrations must fit within a 6" by 10" border. These must be in

black and white only (no faded gray xerox copies, please) and should each be submitted on a

separate sheet of paper and not run within the text.

5.

Presenters are encouraged to submit photographs to accompany their text in the published

proceedings. Photos must be black and white and should be clean, of good contrast and
preferably on glossy stock. 5" x 7" works best for our purposes, but other sizes are

acceptable. Be sure and give photographer's name if other than your own.

6.

Please use the metric system for weights and measures (standard equivalents may be

noted in parenthesis). Use the continental dating system (day-month-year). Times
should be listed as per the 24-hour clock (0800, 1630 hrs., etc.).

7.

Use both scientific and common name the first time a species is mentioned in the text.

Thereafter the common name should be used.

8.

Avoid footnotes. Identify Registered or Trademark products by ® or ™ respectively.

9. References should be listed alphabetically at the end of the paper - author's surname first

(Ricter, J.W.,
, 1984, How To Be A Good Keeper. AKF . Vol. 11, No. 6; 12-22) Within the

text, references should be cited as Ricter (1984).

10. Manuscripts must be submitted before presentation.

(Editor's note: For further information on how to prepare and submit a paper for either a

National Conference or for submitting for publication in Animal Keepers* Forum, please

see "How To Write It Right!", January 1986 AKF. pages 23-26. Reprints of this article are

available by writing the editor and enclosing a self-addressed, legal-sized stamped

envelope.)



Legislative Outlook

By

John Stoddard
AAZK Legislative Advisor

Brookfield Zoo, Brookfield, IL

AAZPA giant panda loan standards

There has been quite a bit of concern lately over the transfer of giant pandas (Ailuropoda

melanoleuca) into short-term, non-breeding situations. Some conservation groups feel that

the panda’s situation is too critical to allow individual animals to be removed from potential

breeding situations only for exhibition purposes.

Wild panda populations have declined to an estimated 1000-1100 individuals, and are

found only in six areas in the Gansu, Shaanxi, and Sichuan provinces of central China.

The main threats to the panda’s survival are habitat clearing for agriculture, poaching,

illegal logging, and the periodic die-off of the bamboo that the panda relies on for food.

There are about 100 giant pandas in captivity—of which all but 18 are in China—but captive

breeding has not been very successful. At present, the captive population is not self-

sustaining.

In October of 1987, AAZPA appointed a Giant Panda Task Force (GPTF) to study the effects

such short-term loans might have on panda populations—both in captivity and in the wild.

In mid-January of 1988, World Wildlife Fund-International produced a position statement

on giant panda loans during a meeting of its conservation committee in Switzerland. And
in early February, at its 17th annual General Assembly in Costa Rica, lUCN adopted a

resolution on the conservation of the giant panda.

A meeting was held on 15-16 February at Brookfield Zoo attended by members of AAZPA,
WWF-US, WWF-International, Wildlife Conservation International, lUCN, and the Fish

and Wildlife Service (FWS) permit office. This meeting resulted in the drafting of a

proposed AAZPA policy statement to ensure that short-term panda loans do not prove

detrimental to the panda’s future.

Recognizing the popularity of these animals, the AAZPA policy stopped short of banning the

loans entirely. Briefly, the contents of the statement are:

1) The welfare of the individual animals and the survival of the species must have the

highest priority when arranging any loan.

2) Loan arrangements must respect the goals of the lUCN resolution.

3) Funds generated by panda exhibition to be used for panda conservation must be allocated

through the agency of a panda conservation committee endorsed by AAZPA.
4) Only non-reproductive individuals should be accepted for short-term loans, preferably

adult males and preferably animals that are captive born.

5) Transfers should be done as infrequently and as quickly as possible.

6) Pandas must be accompanied at all times during shipment by knowledgeable caretakers.

7) Proper facilities must be available in advance of the panda’s arrival.

The statement also outlines AAZPA’s recommendations for pandas being held in zoos on a

long-term basis in breeding situations. It recommends that the lUCN resolution be followed

and that all institutions holding giant pandas cooperate fully in an international captive

propagation program.

>From AAZPA Legislative Committee
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Legislative Update. Continued

Pending legislation

H.R. 1100— Wildlife Prairie Park affiliation

This bill would confer affiliated status with the National Park Service on the Wildlife

Prairie Park in Illinois.

Status: Passed House on 29 Jun. 1987; referred to Senate (Energy and Natural Resources)

HJl. 2920— Federal Meat Inspection ActAmendment of 1987

This bill would require that meat products be labelled with the country of origin. This would
enable federal inspectors to maintain tighter control over meat from protected species or

originating from protected areas.

Status: In committee. (Agriculture)

HJR, 3119— Legislation prohibiting the patenting ofanimals

This bill would establish a two year moratorium on the patenting of genetically altered or

modified animals to allow for further study to be done.

Status: Currently in committee. (Judiciary)

HR. 778; S. 1457— Pet Protection Act

These bills would prevent any National Institute of Health (NIH) funded research facility

from obtaining or using any animals acquired from an animal shelter.

Status: Currently in committee. (Energy and Commerce)

HJTR. 287— Legislation on Abuses in Puppy MiUs

This joint resolution would direct the Secretary of Agriculture to conduct a study of the

effectiveness of current laws and regulations (primarily the AWA) in preventing

inhumane treatment and premature shipment in puppy mills.

Status: Currently in committee.

HR, 2859—Veal CalfProtection Act

This bill would prohibit the practice of raising “milk fed” veal by confining veal calves to

crates that prevent their standing or turning around. In addition, this bill would require

that calves over two weeks of age be given a diet of solid food.

Status: Currently in committee. (Agriculture)

HR. 1433— Live Animal Lure Act

This bill would amend the AWA to prohibit the use of live animals as bait in dog racing and

training.

Status: Currently in committee.

> From National Alliance forAnimal Legislation (Legislative Summary^ 31 Dec. 1987)
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Legislative Update. Continued

FWS listing changes— protection approved

Inyobrown towhee Threatened
(Pipilo fuscus eremophilus)

Although the estimated population of this species is less than 200, they are well protected over

virtually all of their range. Three-quarters of the habitat is on the U.S. Navy’s China Lake
Naval Weapons Center. Livestock grazing has been eliminated within the base, and Navy
biologists are working to control the harmful impact of wild burros and horses on the fragile

desert. The remainder of the towhee’s range is on property managed by the Bureau of Land
Management (BLM).

Puerto Rican crested toad Threatened
(Peltophryne lemur)

This species has been eliminated from several islands it previously inhabited and
currently lives only in Puerto Rico. Its breeding habitat is being destroyed by draining for

construction, cultivation, or mosquito control.

> From USFWS (Endangered Species Technical Bulletin, Sep. 1987)

Nixon Griffis Fund for Zoological
Awards Five Grants

The Nixon Griffis Fund for Zoological Research (NGFZR), established in 1984 by New
York Zoological Society Trustee Nixon Griffis, awarded five research grants in April

1988. The recipients were:

Ellen S. Dierenfeld, PhD and Jane McGuire, New York Zoological Society

"Development of Methodologies for Measurement of Vitamin E Status

in Free-Ranging Animals"

Deborah A. Duffield, PhD and Laura Bischof, Portland State University

"Determination of Paternity in Asian Elephants (Elephas maximus) by
DNA Fingerprinting Analysis"

Barbara S. Durrant, PhD, Zoological Society of San Diego

"Comprehensive Analysis of Cryopreservation Techniques for Semen
of the Cheetah (Acinonyx jubatus)"

Elliott R. Jacobson, DVM, PhD and Jack M. Gaskin, DVM, PhD, University of Florida;

and R. Andrew Odum and Joseph P. Flanagan, DVM, Houston Zoological Gardens
"Immune Response to a Killed Viperid Paramyxovirus Vaccine"

Valerie Z. Pope, PhD, Cincinnati Zoo

"Reproductive Evaluation in the Black-Footed Cat (Felis nigripes) Through
Fecal Hormone Analysis"

Nixon Griffis Fund for Zoological Research grants are available to members of the zoo and
aquarium community. Fund recipients may be keepers, curators, veterinarians, or

research and consultingbiologists. Grants, not to exceed $3000, are awarded semi-

annually. Closing periods are 1 January and 1 July of each year. For information about

the Fund and grant application procedures, contact John Behler, Coordinator, Nixon
Griffis Fund for Zoological Research, c/o New York Zoological Society, Bronx Zoo, Bronx,

NY 10460.

Research
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Chapter
News

Bronx ZooAAZK Chapter

In April the Bronx Zoo Chapter elected

new officers for the year. They are:

President Mark Hofling

Vice Pres Pam Orsi

Corres. Sec'y Wendy Worth
In-house Sec’y Mark Testa
Treasurer Bob Edington
Chapter Liaison Linda Loverro

Our patches with our new logo are in

production and they look great! The logo

has a hornbill and a rhinoceros encircled

by a Gharial in red, blue, black and
white. If you would like to buy one, please

send $4.50 and complete mailing address

to: Bronx Zoo Chapter AAZK, 185th Street

and Southern Souleuard, Bronx, NY
10460.

We are excited about our recycling

program for beverage containers. The
proceeds will go towards a fund for

Keeper conference travel. We have also

resurrected the Chapter newsletter and we
will be glad to send complimentary copies

to anyone who would like them.

The Chapter recently had a good turnout

for an "owl prowl" at Caumsett Park in

Long Island, NY. About 25 members and

guests prowled around the moonlit

grounds led by a ranger with taped

recordings of the calls of the screech owl

and the great homed owl.

--Wendy Worth
Corresponding Secretary

Fresno ChanterAAZK

Newly elected officers of the Fresno
Chapter AAZK are:

President Mary Morgan
Vice Pres Lisa Peach
Secretary Wattie Anderson
Treasurer Lorraine LoStracco

Chapter Liaison Dave Luce

The Chapter has recently embarked on
several projects. The first is the lease of a

soft drink machine for the keepers' use.

Our second project is the recycling of

aluminum cans from the soft drinks,

empty feed bags and cardboard. A local

recycler, who is an animal enthusiast,

was so impressed with our efforts that he

gives us an additional five cents a pound
for aluminum and an additional $3.00 a

ton for our cardboard and feed bags for

which we are extremely grateful. On our

first trip to the recycler with roughly three

weeks of cans and bags we netted $18.00.

The profits from the soft drinks and
recycling will be going to fund book
acquisition for the keeper library and
other Chapter projects.

—Dave Luce, Chapter Liaison

Tfl!igdp.X^.aBter„AAZK.

Since the National Conference in

Milwaukee, we have been searching for

ways to eliminate the circumstances that

led to the isolation of our Chapter. We
found isolation to be a problem with every

chapter we talked to. The problem for us

and others in our region was a regional

coordinator who did not communicate or

coordinate. Our region consists of Ohio,

Michigan, Indiana and Kentucky, which

is a large area for one person to act as a

liaison or bottleneck for.

In collaboration with other chapters in our

region and our current R.C., we decided

to strengthen and support the R.C,

position. We checked the National

constitution and by-laws to be sure we
were in compliance with them, and
created a regional liaison committee

comprised of all the chapter liaisons and

chaired by the R.C. This committee will

oversee all AAZK activities in the region

such as membership, recruitment.
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Chapter News. Continued

conferences and inter-chapter activities.

It will also provide support and guidance

to local chapters, and encourage chapter

formation at all eligible institutions that

don't already have one by recruiting an

institutional representative to sit on

committees and initiate chapter
formation.

The first meeting of our committee was 10

March at the Columbus Zoo. Five zoos

from three states were represented and the

meeting was very productive, all the

representatives were very pleased and
excited by the potential the committee has

for strengthening and expanding AAZK
in our region. The committee decided to

meet four times a year, and the next

meeting is set for 7 June at the

International Center for the Preservation

of Wild Animals, Inc.

Our Chapter recently sponsored a

"Bowling for Rhinos" benefit with 64

bowlers from Toledo, Columbus, Fort

Wayne and Detroit zoos, who bowled to the

tune of over $5,700. This money is

pledged to the Ngare Sergoi Rhino
Project.

—Willis J. Whittaker

Chapter Liaison

AllAA22C Chapters which produce an
in-house newsletter are requested to

please add National Headquarters to

your mailing list. Also, ifyou have
not as yet sent in a sample ofyour
Chapter logo, please do so. We would
like to have^ complete a file on logos

as possible before the Tucson Conference
so thatwe can put togethera display of

Chapter logos. Ifyou have a Chapter
patch, consider sending one to Nation-

al for display on the 'Piece ofYour Zoo"

patchboard. Many Thanks!
V

Chapters are reminded to send

information for the ChapterNews
column by the 15th ofeach month.

^
Include new officers^ projects, etc.

^

%

AAZK Welcomes New Professional Members

Jeannette Nadeau, Roger Williams Park Zoo

Mark Rosenqvist, York’s Wild Kingdom Zoo (NH)
Mark Giampierto, Six Flags Great Adventure (NJ)

Nicholas Cavalluzzi, Florida

Georganne W. Neubauer, Lowry Park Zoo (FL)

Candace McMahan, Louisville Zoo (KY)

Carla J. Macri, Indianapolis Zoo (IN)

Barbara Block, Chicago Zool. Society (IL)

Donna D-Arcangelo, Audubon Zool. Prk. (LA)

John Haley, Los Angeles Zoo (CA)

Susan Benson, San Diego Zoo (CA)

Cathy Alcaraz, Sulphur Creek Nature Center (CA)

LiAnne Altman, Marine World Africa USA (CA)

William Keever, New Jersey

Lew Egol, New York
Steven Skitek, National Zoo

Eric A. Carlson, Monkey Jungle (FL)

Patricia Steele, Jackson Zool. Prk.(MS)

David Clawson, Columbus Zoo (OH)
Dennis Sweeney, Potter Park Zoo (MI)

Susam Hamel, Hogle Zoo (UT)

Reesa Kelley, Cheyenne Mt, Zoo (CO)

Nolan Harvey, Sea World, Inc. (CA)

Kelly Ann Smith, San Diego Zoo (CA)

Laurie McGivern, Calgary Zoo (Can.)

Dianne Devison, Metro Toronto Zoo (Can.)

New Contributing Members

Gene DeBever, Chicago, Illinois Ronald M. Weber, Zoological Society of San Diego



The Incorporation of Painting
Into An Elephant Management Program

BU

Tawny Carlson and Anita Schanberger
Animal Keepers, Phoenix Zoo, Phoenix, AZ

Ruby is a 15-year-old female Asian elephant (Elephas maximus) at the Phoenix Zoo. She
shares a 1.2 acre exhibit with two female African elephants (Loxodonta africana) and 1.4

Blackbuck antelope {Antilope cerricapra). She was within one of the last groups of Asian
elephants to be exported from Thailand in 1974. Ruby was acquired from International

Animal Exchange at the age of seven months and has been a resident at the Phoenix Zoo for

the past 14 years. She was initially trained by Joanie Stinson who is now the Assistant

Lead Keeper of the Pachyderm Building at the Brookfield Zoo in Chicago.

The exhibit has been shared by these elephants for the past five years and all three

elephants are very compatible. Their management program includes various routines

and physical exercises as part of their daily training. A recent activity which has become
a part of Ruby's training is painting. The inspiration for this idea was partly generated by
conversations with private elephant owner, Carol Buckley, and the book, "To Whom It May
Concern; An Investigation of the Art of Elephants" by David Gucwa. The book reveals that

both wild and captive Asian elephants have been observed using various tools such as rocks

and sticks to etch markings either in the sand or on concrete. Ruby has frequently been
observed demonstrating this particular behavior and the idea that this activity could

possibly be incorporated into her training was considered. Painting was initially an
experimental exercise but with keeper patience and the encouragement of the General

Curator, Wayne Homan, it has been integrated into Ruby’s training program with

beneficial results.

The painting process began in June of 1987 when Ruby was first introduced to the

paintbrush. Her first inclination was to put the brush in her mouth and she had to be taught

to simply hold the brush in her trunk and to give it to her keepers upon command. Once this

procedure was established, she would then take the brush and drag it across the ground in

sweeping strokes. This behavior was encouraged and often times while her pads were

being trimmed she would be given a brush and proceed to stroke everything in sight

including the keepers performing the footwork. In an attempt to direct her strokes on a

special target. Ruby was then presented with cardboard boxes on which she would practice

her strokes using a dry brush.

At the end of three weeks, the addition of water and nontoxic paints resulted in a very

curious and excited elephant. A box would be placed on the ground and Ruby would be

provided with a brush that had been dipped in paint. She would then be told to "paint" the

box and would proceed to do so with great enthusiasm. During this procedure she would

exhibit various behaviors including the emitting of squeals, wiggling of ears, and the

tipping of her trunk.

After approximately a week of painting boxes. Ruby then progressed to painting on

cardboard sheets that were held for her by keepers. She appeared to have the least amount of

difficulty painting when the sheet of cardboard was held for her at an approximate 35

degree angle. A portable 2.8 ft. easel was constructed by one of the keepers in an effort to

provide Ruby with a comfortable target.

The transition from cardboard to canvas was made in mid-September in preparation for

her public debut during the celebration of the Silver Anniversary of the Phoenix Zoo. After

a few months of practice, the painting exercise had become very much established and
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The Incorporation of Painting into an Elephant Management Program.
Continued

Ruby's technique had improved considerably. Ruby had associated the painting activity

with several different objects including the brushes and paint containers. There have been
instances when simply the word "paint" or the sight of her easel would result in squeals

and other excited gestures.

The painting exercise is structured in a manner that allows both elephant and keeper

participation. Ruby is first asked to select from three different sizes of paintbrush. Once
the brush has been selected she is then asked to choose a color from a palette which contains

a total of eight different colors. Ruby selects the color with the tip of her trunk and a keeper

applies the selected paint to the brush. Ruby is then asked to take the brush and paint. She is

allowed to pick as many colors as she wishes for each particular painting. She indicates

the completion of each painting by not selecting any more colors. When Ruby is finished

with a painting she is then handed a marker to officially "sign" the painting and this

gesture signifies that the activity has been completed. The average painting session

usually lasts approximately ten minutes.

Ruby and her keeper Tawny Carlson at the
Phoenix Zoo. (Photo courtesy of Dick Georqe)
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The Incorporation of Painting into an Elephant Management Program.
Continued

Some interesting observations have been noted during these painting exercises. Ruby
seems to prefer the primary colors, especially red and blue, when selecting a color at the

beginning of each painting. She employs both sweeping and elaborate strokes while

painting and some of her strokes appear to be deliberately placed. There have been several

instances when her strokes seemed to be focused on a certain area of the canvas. In an
attempt to encourage Ruby to utilize all of the space made available to her, the canvas would
be manipulated only to result in the continued painting of the same area in which she

started.

Ruby's artistic endeavors have attracted a considerable amount of attention not only

within the zoo itself, but also within the community. Some of her paintings were revealed

to the general public during the Arizona Zoological Society's annual membership festival

weekend which took place in November 1987. The membership weekend coincided with the

celebration of the 25th Anniversary of the Phoenix Zoo and a variety of special programs

and displays were presented to the public. The elephant training exhibitions provided an

opportunity for Ruby to demonstrate her painting techniques and the public response was
very receptive.

The administrative staff has been very supporative of the activity providing the elephant

department with needed painting materials and supplies. One of Ruby's paintings was
selected by the A.D.O.P.T. program to represent the Phoenix Zoo's membership Christmas

card of 1987. In response to community interest, several of Ruby's paintings were donated

by the zoo to the annual Combined Metropolitan Phoenix Arts and Sciences Auction.

Proceeds from this event benefit several cultural groups including The Phoenix Art

Museum, The Heard Museum, The Phoenix Symphony, The Desert Botanical Garden, and
The Phoenix Zoo.

Painting is an activity that has been successfully incorporated into Ruby's training

program. Various behaviors that she exhibits while painting seem to indicate that she

derives a sense of enjoyment not only from the activity itself, but also from the interaction

between elephant and keeper while this exercise is being conducted. This positive

reinforcement is believed to help strengthen the keeper/elephant working relationship.

Painting also provides an opportunity for keepers to channel Ruby's abilities based on her

mental capacities as opposed to her physical capabilities. Elephants have always been

regarded as animals possessing a great intelligence. The mental stimulation that is

required to cultivate this intelligence and help alleviate boredom may be partly acquired

through the alternative use of mental exercises such as painting. The painting activity

was originally thought of as an experimental means of expanding upon a naturally

observed behavior. The accomplished integration of this activity into the elephant/keeper

relationship has made this experiment an enjoyable challenge.

Information Please

Information is requested on causes and corrections of excessive hoof growth in ungulates,

especially Roan Antelope and Greater Kudu. Information on diet and substrate changes as

well as hoof trimming techniques and hoof maintenance schedules would be appreciated.

Please respond to: Mac McIntyre, Zoologist, White Oak Plantation, Rt. 3, Box 226, Yulee, FL
32097.
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An Informal Note On
Siamang Parental Behavior

By

Dee Nelson
Assistant Curator of Primates

Audubon Park & Zoological Gardens
New Orleans, LA

The male siamang (Hylobates syndactylus) is a middle of the road example of primate

parenting. In various articles, D.J. Chivers (1972, 1980) cites that the male has little to do

with the infant until it is from ten to sixteen months old. At that time, he begins to carry it

and had an active part in its education while the length of time and distance spent apart

increases between the female and the infant. Observations by Fox (1972) at the Milwaukee
County Zoo seem to reinforce Chiver’s statement about the male's early indifference to the

infant. Fox's paper covered the first nine months of the infant's life. During that time

there were no reactions by the male even when the infant fell on his head and grabbed his

hair. Susan Alberts (1987) documented infant transfer in captive siamangs at

Washington Park Zoo in Portland, OR. Her paper covered the infant's first thirteen

months. According to Alberts, time the infant spent alone or with the adult male started

about the 13th week and continued to increase during the period of her observations.

Our adult siamangs have always been popular at Audubon Park-mainly because of their

distinctive vocalizations. When they began reproducing, the young added a new
dimension to the exhibit. The adult pair came to the zoo from Singapore in 1974 when they

were nine months old. They have produced four offspring, the third of which was stillborn.

Our adult male has shown interest in each of the babies from the time they were born. He
would sit next to the female either grooming or just resting. He was not observed to carry

either of the first two babies exept in one instance. He got hold of the female baby when it

was 4 1/2 months old. The adult female threatened him and immediately retrieved the

infant. When they were weaned, he took a more active role in their upbringing-spending

more time with them. The adult female ideally begins to move away from the infant

during the weaning period (when the baby is ten to sixteen months old). Chivers (1974)

suggests that the change of focus (when the baby's interest begins to center on the male
rather than the female) which is seen in the wild does not take place in captivity because the

female is not able to remove herself from the baby's vicinity thereby forcing the infant to

turn to the male for attention. Our female has not had any problems removing herself from

her youngsters. She pushes them away forcibly enough times until they finally begin to

transfer their attention to the adult male who seems eager to interact with them.

The fourth baby, a female born 8 July 1986, has had a somewhat less conventional

upbringing. Eighteen days after the birth, the female was observed trying to pull the baby
off her. On 1 July, five days later, the baby was first seen off the mother. The baby
continued to look healthy and strong and the female was seen to nurse her, although the

baby spent increasingly longer periods of time off the mother. On 2 August, the male was
seen carrying the infant. The female would accept the baby back when it wanted to nurse.

During the following months, the baby spent about 50% of her time on the adult male, who
was also carrjdng her out of the nighthouse in the morning and back in the evening. The
baby continued to thrive and although the time spent with the adult male increased to some
extent, the youngster was spending more and more time off her parents. In about the sixth

month, the female began to carry the baby to and from the nighthouse. The adult male still

interacted with the infant a great deal because she was still spending the majority of time

off her mother. When the infant was about one year of age, the adult male began once again

to be the youngster's transport to and from the nighthouse.
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An Informal Note on Siamang Parental Behavior Continued

The staff had no idea how either adult would act when our female siamang gave birth for

the first time. The first two offspring had a "textbook" upbringing. Infant transfer took

place at the proper time and both parents were superlative. Given the fact that previous

parenting was excellent, we were more willing to gamble that, although the adult female

was acting in an unorthodox manner with her fourth offspring, it was still getting the

nourishment it required to remain healthy. The offspring is now 21 months old and is

active and playful. She torments both her parents equally. We have not discovered why the

female was reluctant to carry the baby. Her appetite, general appearance and behavior in

all other aspects remained normal. It may prove interesting to follow the offspring's

career as a parent in order to investigate whether her upbringing will have an effect on her

parenting behavior.

Alberts, Susan. 1987. Parental Care in Captive Siamangs {Hylobates syndactylus), in:

Zoo Biology 6:401-406.

Chivers, D.J. 1971. Spatial relations with the Siamang group, in: Proceedings of the Third

.
Intern atipn al Cpngress of PrimatolQgy, Zurich 1970, Vol. 3, pp. 14-21, Basel: Karger.

Chivers, D.J. 1972. The siamang and the gibbon in The Malay Peninsula, in: Gibbon and

Siamang (D.M. Runbaugh, Ed.), Vol. 1, pp. 103-135, Basel: Karger.

Chivers, D.J. 1974. The siamang in Malaya. Contributions to Primatologv. 4:1-335,

Basel: Karger.

Chivers, D.J. 1974. Malayan Forest Primates: Ten year’s study in tropical rain forest.

New York: Plenum Press.

Daly, M. 1979. Why don't male mammals lactate, in: Journal of Theoretical Biology .

29:325-345.

Fox, G.J. 1972. Some comparisons between siamang and gibbon behavior, in:

Fpliq Prjma.tal.Q gi.,g.a, 12:122-139.

Kleiman, D.C. 1977. Monogamy in mammals, in: Quarterly Review of Biology . 52:39-69.

Mitchell, G.D. 1969. Paternalistic Behavior in Primates, Psychological Bulletin . 71:399-417

AAZK Accessories Available from National

PINS AND CHARMS; Enameled three-quarter inch pins and charms with the official

AAZK logo are done in the same colors as the AAZK patch. The charms are suitable for

necklaces. Price per pin or charm is ^3.50 .

PATCHES; AAZK Patches are available for $3.00 each.

CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS: The following issues available at the prices listed.

1981 Fresno National Conference $2.00
1983 Philadelphia National Conference $2.00
1984 Seattle National Conference $2.00
1985 Miami National Conference $3.50
1986 Winnipeg National Conference $4.00
1987 Milwaukee National Conference $7.00

81,83.84,85,86,87 National Conference Proceedings Package $15.00

Above Items Available PREPAID ONLY

INDIVIDUAL BACK ISSUES OF ANIMAL KEEPERS' FORUM (if available) $2.00 per
issue. Contact The Editor with requests for specific issues.

2^0KEEPING AS A CAREER BROCHURES; $10.00 per 100 plus postage. Send requests

to National Headquarters and you will be billed for brochures and postage, (For a

single copy, send a self-addressed, stamped, legal-sized envelope.)
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AAZK Regional Coordinators

Co-Directors of Regional Coordinator System

States East of Mississippi - Diane Krug, Rt. 1, Box 273, Hilliard, FL 32097 (904) 225-9559 [work]

(904) 845-4279 [home]

States West of Mississippi - Debbera Stecher, Woodland Park Zoo, 5500 Phinney Ave., North, Seattle, WA
98103. (206) 625-5402 [work] (206) 745-8198 [home]

E£,GJQNAL.„.COQRDINATQRS

John Linehan, Franklin Park Zoo, Boston, MA 02021 (617) 442-7646 [w]

for the states of ME, VT, NH, MA, RI, CT
Peter Buchholz, Bronx Zoo, New York, NY 10460 (212) 220-5154 [w] (718) 229-771 1 [h]

for the states of NY, VA
VACANCY - for the states of PA, DE, NJ, MD and the District of Columbia

Linda Anstandig, Detroit Zoological Park, Detroit, MI
for the states of MI, IN, KY, and OH

Chris Garland, North Carolina Zoological Park, Asheboro, NC
for the states of NC,SC,TN, and W. VA

Larry Sammarco, Lincoln Park Zoo, Chicago, IL 60614 (312) 294-4660 [w]

for the states of WI, IL, MO, MN, and lA

TimKurkowski.Zoo Atlanta, Atlanta, GA 30315 (404) 624-5600 [w] (404)292-6314 [h]

for the states of GA, AR and AL
Marcelle Guidry, Greater Baton Rouge Zoo, Baker, LA 70714 (504) 775-3877 [w] (504) 388-9392 [h]

for the states ofLA and MS
Vikki Bohnert, 2264 Winkler Ave., B-11, Ft. Myers, FL 33901

for the state of Florida

John R. Turner, Denver Zoo, Denver, CO 80205

for the states of CO, NM, and TX
Steve Tigges, Tulsa Zoological Park, Tulsa, OK 74115

for the states of OK, NE, KS, ND, and SD
VACANCY - forthestatesofWA,OR,ID,MT, WYand AK
Art Goodrich, San Diego Zoo, San Diego, CA 92112

for the states of CA, NV, UT and AZ
Honolulu AAZK Chapter (Dan ViUello, Pres.) (808) 9234772 [w]

for the Hawaiian Islands

Terry Male, Metro Toronto Zoo, Box 280, West Hill, Ontario, Canada MIE 4R5
for the Province of Ontario, Canada

Bob Debets, Assiniboine Park Zoo, 2355 Corydon Ave., Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada R3P OR5
for the Province of Manitoba, Canada (204) 489-3893 [h]

Marcia Rasmussen, Calgary Zoo, P.O. Box 3036, Stn. B., Calgary, Alberta, Canada T2M 4R8
for the Provinces of Alberta and British Columbia, Canada (403) 235- 5461 [h]

AAZK would like to announce that Laurence Gledhill, Woodland Park Zoo, has

resigned as RC for the States of WA, OR, ID, MT, WF and AK; and Denise Robinson,

Philadelphia Zoo, has resigned as RC for the States of PA, DE, NJ, MD, and the

District of Columbia. We thank them for their hard work on behalf of the RC System.

A vacancy now exists for these two areas. If you are interested in filling either of

these position, please contact one of the RC Co-Directors.

Please note that Terry Male, Metro Toronto Zoo, has accepted the position of RC for

the Province of Ontario, Canada.

Need membership information? Want to learn more about AAZK or start a chapter or

become more active - then call your RC! They will be glad to assist you with any

information you need about AAZK.
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Institutions wishing to advertise employment opportunities are asked to send pertinent

data by the 15th of each month to: Opportunity Knocks IAKF. 635 Gage Blvd., Topeka, KS
66606. Please include closing dates for positions available. There is no charge for this

service and phone-in listings of positions which become available close to deadline are

accepted.

AVICULTURAL BREEDING & RESEARCH CENTER...]\as two positions open: One for

experienced Hand Feeder of baby Psittacines and the other for cleaning and caring for
'

Cockatoos and Macaws. Includes repair of aviary, cages, nestboxes, an understanding of
!

the birds and a careful study of their eating habits with the ability to discern problems
j

through not eating, fecal change and physical look. On-site housing available, salary
j

negotiable, polygraph required. Send info (background experience, personal resume) to: ’|

1471 Folsom Road, Loxahatchee, FL 33470-9710 (Palm Beach area) or phone (407) 793-5135,

ask for Trent Swigert.
j

ZOOKEEPER . experience with elephants. Entry

level position, salary $13,812/yr, increases to $14,352 after

probation period. Comprehensive benefits. Reply to: Ron
Morris, North Carolina Zoological Park, Route 4, Box 83,

Asheboro, NC 27203.

ZQ0_CJJRATQR (Adm inistratiQU) ...Albany, GA. $18,096 to

$22,609 DOE. Plans and monitors the development of the

animal collection and related facilities at Chehaw Wild
Animal Park. Ensures compliance with State and Federal

regulations. Supervises the zoological administrative

services of the Park. Requires a combination of seven

years' demonstrated experience in animal care with three

years supervisory experience or equivalent education. BS in

Zoology, Biology, Animal Husbandry or related field

desirable. For application and complete description call

(912) 431-2817 no later than 3:00 p.m., 1 July, 1988.

EOE/AA/M/F/H.
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BIRD KEEPER ...requires demonstrated knowledge of avian husbandry, exhibitry,

animal behavior, data gathering and reporting. Good communication skills are

essential. Degree in biological sciences is highly desirable. Salary $18,865-$21,340,

commensurate with experience. Excellent benefits. Send resume and references by 20

June 1988 to:Personnel Department, Zoological Society of San Diego, P.O. Box 551, San
Diego, CA 92112.

The Philadelphia Zoo anticipates several openings in the Animal Department this

summer.

KEEPERS ...regnires 2-3 years' experience with mammals, birds or reptiles. Degree in

biology or related science desirable. Salary approximately $20,000 plus benefits.

ELEPHANT KEEPER...reQ\nres ability and experience (3-5 years) in the handling and

training of African and Asian elephants. Also responsible for care and breeding of Indian

rhinoceros and Malayan tapir. Salary approximately $20,000 plus benefits.

For all positions send a resume, letter detailing experience and career goals along with

three (3) letters of recommendation to: Ms. Anna Marie O'Mara, Personnel Department,

Philadelphia Zoological Garden, 34th St. & Girard Ave., Philadelphia, PA 19104 by 1 July

1988.
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Survey on Keeper's Interest in Researeh

We are interested in learning keeper's attitudes on research and your perceptions of your

zoo's research environment. Please try to answer these questions as accurately as

possible. Many of these questions may be subjective. We are looking for your perspectives

on research as it relates to yourself and your zoo and how you perceive it. Please return the

survey to: Susan Chan at 635 Gage Blvd., Topeka, KS 66606. Thank you for your
participation. Results will be used in a paper on the role of keepers in research and will be

made available to the membership.

L What do you believe is the priority ofresearch foryou and foryour zoo?

Level ofPriority You Your Zoo

1. High

2. Moderate

3.

Low

2. Please rate the possible problems you perceive thatmay prevent orhinderyou from
pursuing any research activities you might have, (see definitions below)

Major Moderate Minor

a. Time diuing day

b. Lack of training

c. Restrictions (e.g. prevented
from staying at zoo past normal
hours due to union regulations,

etc.)

d. Lack ofzoo protocol

e. Personal/personnel (e.g. others

may not understand purpose of

research)

f. Communications with colleagues

and managers. ____

Definitions:

Major-Prevents research

Moderate-Requires compromises with staff

Minor-Individual readjustments

3. Have you conauc^d a research project at yoirr zoo? Yes No

Independently

with 200 staff

with university
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4.

Are your experiences or comments sought by managers in any of the following

circumstances?

Yes No

a. design ofnew exhibits

b. collection moves, pairings, etc.

c. for SSP programs

Would you be interested in contributing to

collecting data for SSP's working with
your managers?

5. In yoim opinion are research and conservation distinct or complementary ideas?

Distinct Complementary

6. In your opinion what is the single most important goal in zoos today? (List in order of

priority, with 'T' as most important)

Conservation (includes captive breeding)

Research

Public Education

Entertainment/Recreation

7. Please answer the following questions:

Length ofemployment as keeper at yoiu* zoo

Length oftime in zoo related occupation

What level of school did you complete? (please circle)

7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

(high school) (college) (M.S.) (PhJ).)

How large is your zoo? (please check one)

Small Qess than 30 acres)

Medium (30 to 100 acres)

Large (greater than 100 acres)

Any additional comments are welcome.
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